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Scientific external representations (ERs), such as diagrams, images, pictures, graphs and
animations are considered to be powerful teaching and learning tools, because they assist
learners in constructing mental models of phenomena, which allows for the comprehension
and integration of scientific concepts. Sometimes, however, students experience difficulties
with the interpretation of ERs, which· has a negative effect on their learning of science,
. .
including biochemistry. Unfortunately, many educators are not aware of such student
difficulties and make the wrong assumption that what they, as experts, consider to be an
educationally sound ER will necessarily promote sound. learning and understanding among
novices. On the contrary, research has shown that learners who engage in the molecular
biosciences can experience considerable problems interpreting, visualising, reasoning and
learning with ERs of biochemical structures and processes, which are both abstract and often
represented by confusing computer-generated symbols and man-made markings.
The aim of this study was three-fold. Firstly, to identify and classify students' conceptual and
reasoning difficulties with a selection of textbook ERs representing· IgG structure and
function. Secondly, to use these difficulties to identify sources of the difficulties and,
therefore, factors influencing students' ability to interpret the ERs. Thirdly, to develop a
model of these factors and investigate the practical applications of the model, including
guidelines fOf improving ER design and the teaching and learning with ERs. The study was
conducted at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa and involved a total of 166
second and third-year biochemistry students. The research aims were addressed using a p,ost-
positivistic approach consisting of inductive and qualitative research methods. Data was
collected from students by means of written probes, audio- and video-taped clinical
interviews, and student-generated diagrams.
Analysis of the data revealed three general categories of student difficulties, with the
interpretation of three textbook ERs depicting antibody structure and interaction with antigen,
termed the process-type (P), the. structural-type (S) and DNA-related (D) difficulties.
Included in the three general categories of difficulty were seventeen sub-categories that were
each classified on the four-level research framework of Grayson et al. (2001) according to
v
how much information we had about the nature ofeach difficulty and, therefore, whether they
required further research. The incidences of the classified difficulties ranged from 3 to 70%,
across the student populations and across all three ERs. Based on the evidence of the
difficulties, potential sources of the classified difficulties were isolated. Consideration of the
nature of the sources of the exposed difficulties indicated that at least three factors play a
major role in students' ability to interpret ERs in biochemistry. The three factors are:
students' ability to reason with an ER and with their own conceptual knowledge (R),
students' understanding (or lack thereof) of the concepts of relevance to the ER (C), and the
mode in which the desired phenomenon is represented by the ER (M).
A novel three-phase single interview technique (3P-SIT) was designed to explicitly
investigate the nature of the above three factors. Application of3P-SIT to a range of abstract
to realistic ERs of antibody structure and interaction with antigen revealed that the. instrument
was extremely useful for generating data corresponding to the three factors.. In addition;
analysis of the 3P-SIT data showed evidence for the influence ofone factor on another during
students' ER interpretation, leading to the identification of a further four interactive factors,
namely the reasoning-mode (R-M), reasoning conceptual (R-C), conceptual-mode (C-M) and
conceptual-reasoning-mode (C-R-M) factors. The Justi and Gilbert (2002) modelling process
was employed to develop a model of the seven identified factors. Empirical data generated
using 3P-SIT allowed the formulation and validation of operational definitions for the seven
factors and the expression of the model as a Venn diagram,
Consideration of the implications of the model, yielded at least seven practical applications of
the model, including its use for: establishing whether sound or unsound interpretation,
learning and visualisation of an ER has occurred; identifying the nature and source of any
difficulties; determining which of the factors of the model are positively or negatively
influencing interpretation; establishing what approaches to ER design and teaching and
learning with ERs will optimise the interpretation and learning process; and, generally
framing and guiding researchers', educators' and authors' thinking about the nature of students'
difficulties with the interpretation of both static and animated ERs in any scientific context.
In addition, the study demonstrated how each factor of the expressed model can be used to
inform the design of strategies for remediating or preventing students' difficulties with the
interpretation of scientific ERs, a target for future research.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND AIMS
Research into students' conceptual and reasoning difficulties with the learning of science has
been an important focus in science education for several decades (Anderson and McKenzie,
2002). In this regard, extensive studies have revealed that if such difficulties are not
addressed they can seriously hinder students' learning and understanding of science (Treagust
et al., 1996). A large number of student difficulties have been reported in physics (e.g.
Harrison et al., 1999), chemistry (e.g. Huddle and Pillay, 1996; Gamett et al., 1995) and
biology (e.g. Odom, 1995; Marek, 1986). In biochemistry, however, only a few such
difficulties (e.g. Ta1bot, 2001) have been identified byformal research (e.g. Hull et al., 2002;
Anderson et al., 1999; Anderson and Grayson, 1994; Fisher, 1985).
Besides the sometimes-poor nature of ER design, another source of the above conceptual and
reasoning difficulties is the failure of educators, textbook authors, and students alike, to
acknowledge that the interpretation of ERs is a highly cognitively demanding task (Lewalter,
2003; Lowe, 1996), which needs to be explicitly learnt and taught (e.g. Petre and Green,
1993). In addition, studies in the field suggest that reasoning and conceptual difficulties
associated with ERs stem largely from the graphical language that is used within ERs to
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convey scientific ideas (e.g. Pinto and Ametller, 2002). Unlike linguistic and verbal
representations (e.g. spoken English or written Spanish), not all sciences contain a
standardised graphical language that can be applied exclusively toallERs used in a particular
discipline (e.g. Blackwell, 2001). In contrast to Mathematics and Physics, most other abstract
sciences make use of multipleERs and symbolism to' communicate a single phenomenon.
Such ERs often contain numerous markings, signs and symbols that can be both abstract and
idiosyncratic. For this reason,' the viewer of the ER has to sometimes contend with ER
markings that are beyond their current or past experience (e.g. Henderson, 1999). Thus, it is
not surprising that a student's background knowledge will also play a role when reading and
interpreting an ER (e.g. Lowe, 1996). Roth (2002) and Cheng et al. (2001) refer to the
influence of conceptual knowledge on the interpretation of scientificERs as a "chicken-and-
egg" dilemma. One needs to possess at least some related conceptual knowledge in order to
understand an ER while at the same time one needs to understand the markings used by the
ER in order to acquire that conceptual knowledge. Furthermore, in relation to the former, the
literature also suggests that the cognitive me.chanisms of visualisation that the viewer employs
affect the way ERs are interpreted and if reasoning is erroneous, difficulties can be induced
(e.g. van Dusen et al., 1999). However, there appears to be only a few studies that have
attempted to understand the cognitive processes associated with the interpretation of scientific
ERs arid only a few that have a direct application to science education (e.g. Lowe, 2003;
Blackwell et aI., 2001; Scaife and Rogers, 1996; Zhang and Norman, 1994; Larkin and
Simon, 1987). In the present study, this area oflearning is further investigated.
Although extensive literature exists on the. general use of, and difficulties with, ERs in
scientific fields such as astronomy, geography, physics and biology (e.g. Lowe, 2003, 1999;
Sanders, 2002; Stylianidou et al., 2002; Pefia and Quilez,2001; Henderson, 1999; Mayer,
1989b; Johsua, 1984), very few reports have been published on the effectiveness ofERs in the
field of biochemistry, the focus of.the present study. Besides the dearth of knowledge in this
area, the decision to explore ERs in the learning and teaching of biochemistry was motivated
by the following three points. Firstly, instructors have often naively dismissed student
difficulties with the interpretation of scientific ERs as being due to "poor diagrams", or "poor
learners", without any confirmation by research. In .this regard, very little empirical research
has been undertaken on studentinterpretation ofERs used in biochemistry, nor on the role of
ERs in the teaching and learning of this sUbje~t. Nevertheless, some examples of the work
that has been undertaken thus far are as follows. Recently, Hull (2003) investigated students'
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use of ERs in the visualisation of biochemical processes. In addition, Seufert (2003) has
studied students' learning from multiple representations that showed the biochemical
relevance of iron and vitamin C in human metabolism. Their results illustrated that multiple
representations can serve many learning functions provided they are not "overloaded" with
information, in which case learning is greatly reduced (e.g. Mayer, 2003). Furthermore,
Nerdel et al. (2003) have explored students' understanding of animated ERs that show
dynamic biological processes associated with cell membranes. Stewart (1981) has
commented on the role of ERs in biochemistry texts, while Nuiiez de Castro and Alonso
(1997) have explored how the presentation of energy ERs for enzyme-catalysed reactions in
textbooks may cause confusion in that they are often very simplified depictions that exclude
essential chemical steps. Moreover, Menger et al. (1998) have shown that the portrayal of
micelles in texts is not always accurate and students receive a distorted view of reality when a
micelle is presented as "spokes of a wheel". Finally, Crossley etal. (1996) have exposed
certain reasoning difficulties with ERs depicting the electron transport chain in the
mitochondrion. The authors indicated that difficulties with the concept of uncoupling and
coupling in oxidative phosphorylation might be attributed to the depiction of the mechanism
in textbooks. For instance, some ERs show no apparent link between the oxidation ofFADH2
and NADH molecules and the simultaneous phosphorylation of ADP molecules. Paralleling
work in the biochemistry domain, but in a more chemistry-weighted context (which often
applies to biochemistry) Lewis (1980) has discussed how the use of potential energy diagrams
can act as conceptual tools in the study of electron transfer reactions. In addition, Treptow
(1980) has examined methods for graphically illustrating Le Chatelier's principle and Borrell
and Dixon (1984) have considered the use of electrode potential diagrams as a way to
represent biochemical electron-transfer reactions in photosynthesis.
The second reason for exploring ERs in the learning and teaching of biochemistry was
motivated by urgent calls (e.g. Flores et al., 2003; Kindfield, 1993/19942 ) for more ER
research into students' learning of biologically applied subjects, a poorly understood and
largely uncharted domain of ER research. Recently, disciplines in the molecular and cellular
biosciences have experienced an onslaught of visual media ranging from modem text-base
mediums, that are accompanied by their CD-ROM counterparts, to electronic textbooks that
are available as Internet and software resources (e.g. Richardson and Richardson, 2002). In
2 Reference correctly cited
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this domain, there has truly been an ER "explosion" and with it, have come numerous
potential learning and visualisation difficulties for students. Modern biochemical education
makes extensive use of colourful, attractive and aesthetically pleasing ERs that are considered
by experts to be very useful as teaching and learning vehicles. Typical examples are ERs
such as electron micrographs, space-filling representations, "ball-and-stick" representations,
computer-based displays, Cartesian graphs and other schematic visuals. However, can we
always be sure that these ERs enhance the construction of knowledge and deliver the expected
learning outcomes? For instance, extensive research in science education has proven that
there are large differences between the manner in which experts and novices learn from and
use ERs (e.g. Kozma, 2003; Lowe, 1996). In this regard experts, in addition to having greater
conceptual knowledge and experience, make use of far more superior cognitive mechanisms
to organise and integrate ER information than do students (e.g. Koedinger and Anderson,
1990; Egan and Schwartz, 1979). Therefore, it is wrong for biochemistry instructors to
simply assume that an ER, which proves useful for them, will necessarily be useful for a
student.
The third reason for studying ERs used for teaching and learning biochemistry was that much
ER research has focused on ERs that are highly abstract in nature. In a biochemical· context,
almost all the thinking related to biochemical phenomena takes place at the submicroscopic
level (e.g. Hoffmanand Laszlo, 1991). Hence, in order to understand its discourse,
biochemists have to rely heavily on ERs in an attempt to capture "reality" and thus, defme
their science. Therefore, learners who engage in the molecular biosciences are required to
visualise biochemical structures and processes, which are both abstract and often represented
by unfamiliar computer-generated symbols and man-made markings. It·goes without saying
that learners have to contend with these ERs, and the associated graphical symbolism, during
the formulation of biochemical concepts, and are therefore, required to have at least some
degree of visual literacy (e.g. Roth, 2002). However, in the science of biochemistry,
acquiring these skills is challenging since ERs used to convey a particular biochemical
concept rarely exist in isolation and hence, the way in which students interpret them is of
crucial pedagogical importance (e.g. Cheng et aI., 2001).
Thus in lieu of the above rationale, the author considers it vitally important to perform a
thorough investigation of student difficulties with the interpretation of ERs particularly, but
not exclusively, in the area of biochemistry. In addition, it is also important to trace the
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possible sources of student difficulties with ER..:processing and to use this knowledge to
suggest guidelines for the improvement of ER design and for teaching, learning and
researching with ERs. Such guidelines could be used to facilitate the formulation of strategies
for remediating (correcting) the difficulties. This will enable educational practitioners and
students to make the most effective use of ERs as visualisation tools for the teaching and
learning of science, including in the largely unexplored area of biochemistry education. In so
doing it is hoped that overall, such research will make an important contribution towards the
largely unexplored area of biochemistry education.
The research presented in this thesis, therefore, aims to contribute to improving the use ofERs
in the learning and teaching of biochemistry as well as in science in general. Towards
achieving this overall goal, the present project addresses the following research questions:
1. What types of difficulties do students have with ERs used in the teaching and learning
of biochemistry? .
2. What are the sources of such difficulties and, therefore, what are the factors affecting
students' ability to interpret ERs?
3. How might we obtain empirical data to further investigate the nature of the factors
affecting students' ability to interpret ERs?
4. Can the factors be incorporated into an appropriate model?
5. How might we obtain empirical data to confirm the validity of the model?
6. What practical applications will the model have and will it be generalisable to all ERs
in biochemistry and science?
7. What guidelines can be suggested for teaching and learning with ERs?
8. What guidelines can be suggested for improving ER design?
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The above research questions are addressed in seven chapters constimting this thesis. Chapter
2 constitutes a major review of the multidisciplinary studies done on the use of ERs for the
teaching and learning of science. Chapter 3 presents an overview of the general
methodological approaches used in this study. Details of the specific methods pertaining to
each study are presented in the respective results chapters 4,5 and 6.
To assist the reader in navigating through this thesis, an overview of the research approach
used to address the above research questions is presented in Fig. 1.1 below. As shown in the
diagram, chapter 4 reports· on the use of the research framework of Grayson et al. (2001)· to
identify and classifysmdent difficulties with the interpretation of three selected ERs of IgG
structure and function. Discussion is also given to potential sources of the identified
difficulties with the interpretation of the three ERs, which inform the proposal of factors that
affect smdent's ability to interpret ERs in biochemistry. Chapter 5 describes the development
of a novel clinical interviewing technique, which we named 3P-SIT (Fig. 1.1), and which was
specifically designed to generate empirical data corresponding to the above factors. Chapter 6
then describes the use of the modelling framework of Justi and Gilbert (2002) together with
the 3P-SIT data-gathering instrument, to design, develop and express a model of factors (Fig.
1.1) that influence a smdent's ability to interpret, visualise and ·learn from ERs in
biochemistry. Chapter 6 also discusses how the data generated from 3P-SIT can be used to
empirically test the expressed model (Fig. 1.1) in order to assess its validity so that it can be
defmed operationally (Fig. 1.1). The latter includes investigating the . nature of· the
relationship between the factors constituting the model so that feedback into the design of the
model (Fig. 1.1) can be obtained. Chapter 7 serves as a general discussion of the work
presented in this thesis and considers the implications of the findings for improving learning
and teaching with ERs and for ERdesign. This chapter also considers further avenues for this
type of research in science education.
In summary, Chapter 2presents a review of the literature pertinent to the current smdy while
Chapter 3 discusses the methodology employed to answer the above research questions.
Following this, Chapter 4 addresses research questions 1 and 2, Chapter 5 addresses research
question 3 and Chapter 6 addresses research questions 4 and 5. Finally, Chapter 7brings the
fmdings of the thesis together by addressing research questions 6, 7 and 8.
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Research on external representations (ERs) in science has been an ongoing effort for about the
last sixty years. The field was waning until Larkin and· Simon published their influential
paper in 1987 entitled, "Why a diagram is (sometimes) worth ten thousand words". Their
findings fuelled renewed interest in the field characterised by a large volume of recent
research. What has been of interest to the observer is the production of research influenced by
a range of fields that include philosophy, educational psychology, cognitive psychology,
science education and cognitive science. There have also been recent theoretical and practical
implications for computer science, artificial intelligence and human-computer interaction.
This chapter provides an account of popular research on how individuals learn from scientific
representations that are external to the mind such as diagrams, pictures, animations· and
multimedia. External representations exist in the external world (e.g. on a page or computer
screen) and can be discriminated from internal representations, which exist in the mind as
"mental models", "mental images" or "mental representations". In this regard and according
to the ideas of constructivism (von Glasersfeld, 1989), humans construct knowledge of the
world by constructing internal models of the world (Johnson-Laird, 1983). Through the
processes of meaningful (Mayer et al., 1995) and generative learning (Osborne and Wittrock,
1983), individuals learn from external representations through an active process in which
they make sense of the external information themselves by constructing internal mental
representations (e.g. Mayer, 2003; Kosslyn, 1987, 1985; see section 3.3.2 later). This process
is in contrast (e.g. Anderson et aI., 2000; Grayson, 1995) with traditional views that see
learners passively internalising external information directly. For learners to understand and
make sense of the information presented in any external visual display, the information has to
be internally processed through already existing conceptions (Stylianidou et aI., 2002, Ward
and Wandersee, 2002).
In keeping with the spirit ofprevious writers of similar reviews (e.g. Winn, 1991; Alesandrini,
1984; Levie and Lentz, 1982; Gropper, 1963), this review considers the multidisciplinary
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nature of the field. The overall objective. is to distil key findings from the research by
drawing commona1ities and differences from research outputs. This was not an easy
endeavour, as research contributions abound from several areas of science and the literature is
expansive. Without attempting to examine all the work ever published, an overview of the
research believed to have the most application for learning and teaching with external
representations in science is presented.
2.2 The nature of external representations in science
ERs consist of physical and written symbols that portray phenomena in the external world
(e.g. Lohse et al., 1991; Paivio, 1986). ERs contain spatial relationships and can be
distinguished from interned representations, which are an archetype of the· mind (Zhang and
Norman, 1994). Commentary on the nature of ERs focuses on differences between their
forms, with a quest to understand underlying cognition (e.g. Blackwell, 2001; Stenning and
Oberlander, 1995; G1enberg and McDanie1, 1992).. ERs occur in different representational
modes, making one representation of a particular phenomenon different from another. One
clear distinction is between a linguistic or propositional mode and a graphical or pictorial
mode. Pictorial representations are associated with picfures; images and diagrams, while
linguistic representations are sets of sentences (e.g. Shimojima,· 2001). Linguistic
representations are single "sequences" which correspond to natural language, while
diagrammatic representations on the other hand, are indexed by "location in a plane" (Larkin
and Simon, 1987, p. 65). Shimojima (2001) has referred to a useful continuum with which to
understand differences between representational modes. A diagrammatic or pictorial ER
resembles what it represents. That is to say, it is isomorphic with the target (the entity or idea
that is represented) (see Stenning and Lemon, 2001). It is implied therefore, that when
isomorphism increases, the ER becomes more pictorial, while a decrease in isomorphism
causes an ER to become more propositionaL
It follows, that pictorial ERs are not linguistic in the way that speech and written text are (e.g.
Blackwell, 2001). Pictorial representations use spatial properties such as location, topology
and geometry to convey information (e.g. Cheng et al., 2001), which is explicit and present at
one, two-dimensional location (Larkin and Simon, 1987). At .the same time as verbal
representations ~re sequential, the "graphical language" contained within· a diagram is
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simultaneous because all symbols that are conveyed, as well as their relationships, can be
considered at the same time (e.g. Laseau, 1980).
Science education resources are abundant with external images that include amongst others;
photographs, micrographs, pictures, diagrams, illustrations, drawings, models, analogies,
maps, plans, graphs, icons, static visuals, dynamic visuals, animated visuals, multimedia and
virtual reality environments. In this thesis, "external representation" or "ER" is used to refer
to any, or combinations of these images. Even though use of the term "ER" refers to visual
displays that contain graphical, diagrammatic or pictorial elements rather than textual
components, in some instanceS, both graphical and textual elements will together be referred
to as an "ER". This is in cases where captions (figure legends), textual adjuncts (additions)
like labels andJor numerical symbols accompany the pictorial element of an ER. A desire to
use the term ER as a label to include all graphical displays used in science education is born .
out by the following. Firstly, a variety of visual displays are referred to. Given the
terminological diversity, and the objective of this review, it is plausible to encompass all
pictorial forms used in science education under one banner. Secondly, even though some ERs
that shall be discussed contain a minimal proportion of textual or numerical symbols, Fry
(1981) has stated that even in these cases, "basic transmittal of information is nonverbal" (p.
388).
2.3 Visual literacy and science education
According to Lowe (1988b) and Seels (1994), to be "literate" in written language means that
one is able to read and write language. Like verbal literacy, numerical literacy involves the
reading and writing of numbers (e;g. Boardman, 1976) and, both literacies are governed by
formal rules for their reading and writing. As recent writers have expressed the educational
need for learners' to read as well as write ERs (e.g. Lowe, 2000), the idea of "literacy" has
been extended to include visual literacy (e.g. Ametller and Pinto, 2002; Szaboet aI., 1981).
Calls for a visual literacy can be attributed to the fact that today's world is very much a visual
one (e.g. Roth, 2002; Pyle, 1999; Lowe, 1996, 1991; Hardin, 1993; Bennett and Flach, 1992).
Now, more than ever before humans are interacting with an array of ERs (e.g. Scaife and
Rogers, 1996; Cox and Bma, 1995). As a result, science education isalso being exposed to
an ever-increasing collection of ERs (Gillespie, 1993). If learners are to process visual
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information in the sciences efficiently, Roth (2002) and Lowe (2000) both suggest that visual
literacy should be considered a vital component of learning and teaching.
Multiple authors have attempted to formalise a defmition for visual literacy. For .example,
Braden and Hortin (1982) describe it as the ability to understand and use both external and
internal (mental) images, including the ability to think, learn and express oneself in terms of
images (p. 41), while Sza:bo et al. (1981) have ascribed visual literacy to the use of visual
materials to improve learning. In addition to definitions pertaining to visual literacy per se,
Tierney et al. (1990) define the ability to read and interpret ERs as graphical literacy, while
Boardman (1976) defines graphicacy as the skills a learner needs in order to develop
conceptions of space.. In whatever manner we define it, encompassed within visual literacy is
the idea of visual thinking, viewed by Seels (1994) as the ability to visualise through images.
When knowledge is coristructed from the interpretation of visual information in science
learning (Seels, 1994), visual thinking parallels visual learning. If people are to make sense
of visual information in science therefore, they are required to be visually literate or; at least
familiar with the visual language· used to portray the information. An inability to
communicate within this language may result in erroneous ideas being passed to ER readers
(e.g. Guri-Rozenblit, 1988). Lowe (1987) and Fry (1981)have pointed out that visual literacy
should also include the ability to construct ERs (e.g. draw diagrams). In this regard, it is
advocated that learners' abilities within the visual medium be seen as a significant component
of science curricula (e.g. Lowe, 1987; Reid et al., 1983; Reid and Miller, 1980; Boardman,
1976).
Commentary has cautioned that there is a negative effect on. student performance when they
do not possess visual literacy skills (e.g. Pint6 and Ametller, 2002). The general consensus is
that when visual literacy is neglected, students show learning difficulties, especially in cases
where interpretation ofERs ofabstract scientific concepts is required (e.g. Hill, 1990). This is
an important point because modem science has seen a dramatic increase in the use of abstract
ERs particularly as we gain more understanding of the sub-microscopic world (e.g. atomic
structure) as well as the macroscopic world (e.g. size of the universe). However, viewers may
have problems with scientific ERs that are highly abstract in nature,because they may be
unsure of what particular areas need to be processed on the ER and, may lack the procedural
knowledge necessary for interpretation (e;g. Lowe, 1997).· It seems· therefore, that visual
literacy has become more important than ever for science education.
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2.4 Cognitive mechanisms responsible for ER interpretation
When a viewer reads an ER, external information is perceived, leading to the construction of
internal information, existing in the mind (e.g.Zhang and Norman, 1994). The internal
information is said to take the form of a "mental representation" or "mental image" (e.g.
Fleming, 1977). Ultimately, the way this image is constructed determines how the ER will be
understood (Lowe, 1993a). During this visual processing, cognition between interactions of
the eye and cerebral cortex of the brain organises information in the mind (e.g. Ward and
Wandersee, 2002; van Dusen et al., 1999). McCormick et al. (1987) and Lohse et al. (1991)
defme this visualisation process as the cognitive mechanisms by which humans perceive,
interpret,use and communicate visual information. Visualisation allows for mental
representations to be formulated, often referred to as visual or mental imagery (e.g. Baker and
Hill, 1983; Anderson, 1978). According to Denis (1989), imagery has great potential for
learning because mental images can be transformed, effectively mimicking transformations in
the real world (e.g. Gordin et al., 1994; McIntyre and Reed, 1976). In order to provide an
account of individuals' mental representation and processing of scientific ERs, three popular
theoretical foundations are outlined.
Firstly, visual information processing theory (e.g. Kosslyn, 1989; 1987, 1985) suggests that
visual processing is controlled by three components:perception, short-term memory and long-
term memory (e.g. Spoehr and Lehrnkuhle,· 1982). Perception is a process related to the
sensory modality of vision and is responsible for the organisation of patterns, colours and
shapes (Kosslyn, 1989, 1985). Perceptual information "fades away" easily unless attention is
paid long enough for it to be temporarily stored in short-term (e.g. Mayer and Anderson,
1992), or working memory (e.g. Baddeley, 1992). Even though working memory has a
limited capacity, as only about seven items of information can be stored at anyone time
(Mayer, 2003; Kosslyn, 1989), it is where cognitive operations such as learning and reasoning
occur. In addition to perception, information can also be inputted to working memory from
long-term memory (K08slyn, 1985). Long-term memory is what gives meaning to visual
stimuli that are perceived and contains information that has been encoded from short-term
memory (e.g. Kosslyn, 1989; Mayer,1989a). Long-term memory is where previous
experiences, propositions, schemata, models and knowledge are stored (e.g. Taconis et al.,
2001; Gillespie, 1993; Johnson-Laird, 1983). When interpreting ERs for instance; long-term
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memory stores the information related to the meaning of the graphical conventions as well as
the procedural and science conceptual knowledge required for interpretation (e~g. Kosslyn,
1985).
Secondly, Paivio's (1986, 1971) dual-coding theory (DCT) suggests that two functionally
distinct processes code external information. A verbal system processes textUal and verbal
information, leading to the construction of verbal mental representations while a visual mode
processes pictorial information such as colour, size and pattern, leading to the construction of
pictorial or image-based mental representations (e.g. van Dusen et al., 1999; Mayer et al.,
1995). A dual processing occurs when the simultaneous and one-,to-one mapping between
internal representations builds referential connections (Clark and Paivio, 1991), resulting in
the formulation of a mental model (e.g. Mayer et al., 1995; Winn et al., 1991). Mental
models can be stored in .long-term memory for future use, or retrieved by working memory
during problem solving (e.g. Mayer, 2003). Based oil DCT, Mayer's (2003) theory/or·
multimedia learning suggests that learning is improved when referential connections between
verbal and pictorial representations and prior knowledge are promoted (e.g. Lewalter, 2003; .
Mayer and Sims, 1994). Mayer's (2003) theory proposes a cognitive framework with which
to explain how individuals learn from multimedia (ERs that present verbal· together with
pictorial information simultaneously). According to this theory (Mayer, 2003; Mayerand
Sims, 1994) each processing system (verbal and visual) has a limited processing capacity.
For example, information is not captured into working memory unless attention is paid to it.
Also, because working memory can only hold approximately seven items of information at
anyone time, learning occurs only when referential connections are made during an active
and integrated process(Mayer, 2003; Mayer andSims, 1994).
Thirdly, information~processing (IP)theorists. describe human cognition in terms of
algorithmic procedures responsible for processing external information· (e.g. Cheng et. al., .
2001; Larkin and Simon, 1987). Information can be processed in the form of expressions,
assemblies and symbols. With respect to ERs,symbols equate totheextemal markings of the
ER such as shape, colour and size (Cheng et a!., 2001). In addition, an ER is an expression in
that it contains an assembly of symbols that represent a certain target (e.g. object, entity or
idea).(e.g. Cheng et al., 2001; Stenning and Lemon, 2001). During ER interpretation, humans
engage in an algorithmic search for expressions or "states of knowledge" in order to achieve a
"goal", defined by the original task. The strength of IP theory is that it allows certain
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predictions to be made,. such as predicting that processing static ERs is computationally
different to processing animated ERs (e.g. Lewalter, 2003). With regard to IP theory, there
have been rec.ent implications for artificial intelligence (AI), where theorists mimic human
processing on computers (artificial agents) so as to replicate or autoniate human reasoning
(e.g. Olivier,2001; Bowen, 1994). Ultimately, computational frameworks applied to artificial
agents can be contrasted with human processing (natural agents)(e~g. Olivier, 2001).
One agreement between the above three theoretical accounts is that the human visual system
is able to perceive and process visual information enormously quickly (e.g. Bennettand
Flach, 1992). An advantage of this for reading ERs is that meaningful· mental· image
formation is assisted because concepts are made overt, due to the spatial nature of ERs (e.g.
Winn, 1987). This allows prior knowledge to be rapidly activated when necessary (e.g. Lowe,
1999; Gillespie, 1993). In terms of learning from ERs, a feature of the above accounts is that
viewers can obtain information through two sources: from the ER as well as through already
existing mental (internal) representations (Lowe, 1999, 1994). These mental representations
are often referred to as mental models (e.g. Gobert and Clement, 1999; Cox and Bma, 1995;
Denis, 1989).
A mental model is a multifaceted and complex entity. 10hnson-Laird (1983), the most
respected proponent of mental models, has described them as being responsible for, "the·
higher processes of cognition..." (p. 446), and that they, "play a central and unifying role in
representing objects ... the way the world is ... they enable individuals to make inferences and
predications, to understand phenomena" (p. 397). In agreement with a constructivist
paradigm (section 2.1), 10hnson-Laird (1983) says that mental models are constructed from
internal representations that exist as symbolic notations in the mind and that they, "contain
tokens that correspond to entities in the world..." (p. 422).
In addition to Johnson-Laird (1983), Schnotz (1993b) describes mental models as, "internal
quasi-objects, which represent the respective subject matter by analogy on the basis of
common structural properties," (p. 248). Kindfield (1993/1994) further suggests that, when
learners formulate mental models that correlate favourably with accepted scientific models,
they are, in effect, in the process of constructing conceptual understanding. Essentially,
"mental models are situational representations that an individual constructs as the need arises"
and, "provide a basis for thinking about the represented situation" (Lowe, 1999, p. 226).
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Importantly, mental models should not be thought of as static and rigid entities. Instead,
Hegarty (1992) and Mayer and Gallini (1990) suggest that when humans make predictions of
inferences, mental models possess dynamic components in that they can be run in order to
complete a task and therefore, can be up-dated and modified.
In the literature, mental models have been discussed with great reference to the interpretation
of scientific ERs. Since mental models are thought to possess "spatial" properties (e.g. Winn
et al., 1991; Kosslyn, 1981), they are more powerful when encoded from external information
that is well organised (e.g. Ward and Wandersee, 2002). Well-structured ERs help students
build meaningful mental models that can be managed effectively within working memory
(e.g. Glenberg and Langston, 1992; Mayer, 1989b). The· role of mental models in the
interpretation of scientific ERs will remain an important pedagogic component of this thesis.
2.5 The nature of reasoning with ERs in science
When humans use ERs such as diagrams to make inferences, they engage in diagrammatic
(e.g. Anderson and Armen, 1998) or ER reasoning (e.g. Cox and Bma, 1995). Formal
accounts of ER reasoning in science can be found in contexts suchas solving geometry proofs
(e.g. Mousavi et al., 1995; Koedinger and Anderson, 1990), interpreting pulley systems in
physics (e.g. Hegarty, 1992; Larkin and Simon, 1987), and interpreting the kinship
represented by family trees (e.g. Olivier, 2001; Winn et a!., 1991). Reasoning with ERs in
science is complicated and relies on the use of mental models as well as on the ER itself.
Modem opinion (e.g. Glasgow,pers. comm.) suggests that when reasoning with ERs in
science, the role of both internal representations (in the mind) as well as external
representations in the world (e.g. on the page or screen) must be taken into· account. The
relationship between external and internal representations during ER reasoning processes is
.discussed below.
Cox and Bma (1995) and Zhang and Norman (1994) have suggested that explanations for ER- .
reasoning have. traditionally focused on the functions of internal representations alone,
without considering the cognitive role of the external representation itself. IUs argued that
the interplay between both internal representations and the external representation should be
seen as one system (Scaife and Rogers, 1995). Literature has begun to considerthis internal-
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external relationship seriously (e.g. Bma et al., 2001), an approach that Scaife and Rogers
(1995) term external cognition. The study of external cognition aims to defme, " properties of
the internal and external· structures" (p.. 188), and refers to, "the totality of the relationship
between external representation, internal representation and their interaction" (po 189).
The representational system has two efficacies associated with it (Stenning and Lemon, 2001;
Cox and Bma, i 995). Computational efficacy is concerned with how individuals draw
inferences from the representational system and expressive efficacy is concerned with the
semantic properties of the ER (the "meaning" contained within the ER). Cox and Bma (1995)
also suggest that selection of the most appropriate ER with which to reason goes a long way
to defming how effectively a problem will be solved (e.g. Bodner and Domin, 2000).
Effective ER reasoners are able to transfer their skills from one ER context to another, as is
. ..
the case with individuals who employ multiple representations of a situation (e.g. Bma et al.,
2001; van Someren et al., 1998; Kozma and Russell, 1997; Dufresne et aI., 1997; Moo:reand
Skinner, 1985; Hayes and Readence, 1983).
With reference to the representational system, Scaife and Rogers (1995) have outlined three
characteristics of external cognition. Firstly, computational oflloading refers to how a
particular ER can decrease the amount of cognitive effort required to read the information
(e.g. Cheng et al., 2001). Secondly, re~representation is concerned with how different
representational modes of the same idea (i.e. multiple representations)make processing easier
or more difficult (e.g. Cheng et al., 2001; Zhang and Norman, 1994). Thirdly, graphical
constraining is concerned with how ER markings limit the range of interpretations that can be
generated from the ER (e.g. Cheng et aI., 2001; Stenning and Oberlander, 1995).
External cognition principles can be extended to include ZhangandNorman's (1994) theory
of distributed cognition. In a similar stance, ER processing is considered to be, "distributed
across the internal mind and the external environment" (p. 87) and that the, "representational
system of a distributed task can be considered asa set, with some members internal and some
external" (p. 89). One component of this theoretical framework is the idea ofa
representational effect, which suggests that differentrepresentational modes that represent the
same idea (e.g. multiple ERs) can induce different interpretations. Furthermore, they argue
that a "representation" should be defmed as an abstract .. entity made up of internal and
external representations that function together. The theoretical tenets described above are a
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foundation from which to interpret the following research findings on the use of ERs in
science education.
2.6 Use ofdifferent types ofERs for learning and teaching in science
Researchers such as Schnotz and Lowe (2003), Peiia and Quilez (2001), Henderson (1999),
Mayer et al. (1995), Lowe (1994a, 1989, 1986) and Hurt (1987) have stressed that the
prevalence of ERs in science instruction does not always lead to a favourable understanding
of concepts.. Not much attention is paid to the information-carrying properties of ERs, or to
what ERs actually do for viewers (e.g, Moore et al., 1993; Duchastel and WaIler, 1979).
.Consequently, ERs often seem to serve little instructional. purpose, and are sometimes·
included for aesthetic purposes alone (e.g. Mayer et al., 1995; Schnotz, 1993a; Kindfield,
1993/1994, 1992; Lowe, 1991; Holliday, 1990, 1973).
Given the observations above, various researchers argue that studying the role of ERs in
science education is of extreme pedagogical importance (e.g. Roth, 2002; Mayer, 1997). This
is particularly suggested because so many educators make· claims that all ERs will
automatically benefit learners, claims that are naIve, and often based on intuition alone, rather
than on any theoretical grounds (e.g. Cheng et al., 2001; Guri-Rozenblit, 1988). For example,
one claim is that the role of ERs in expository (explanative) text is "transparent" to the reader
(Lowe, 1994b, 1991) in that ERs are seen as self-explanatory tools that always aid
understanding, due to their mere presence within textbook pages or on the screen (e.g. Gobert
and Clement, 1999; Bernard, 1990). Furthermore, Goldman (2003) and Lowe and Schnotz
(2003) have indicated that together with· recent technological developments, other general.
assumptions· about the usefulness of ERs have emerged. For instance, .Scaife and Rogers
(1996) have discussed the following unwarranted claims: 3-D representations are better than
2-D representations, solid modelling is better than wire-frame modelling in chemistry,
coloured ERsare better than black and white ERs and animated ERs are more effective than
static ERs. Given these sweeping assumptions, in contrast with investigations concerned with
the interpretation of text, little is known about students' use of ERsas learning aids (e.g.
Mayer, 1997; Winn, 1993) and thus such issues require urgent investigation.
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It is also important to research how humans process scientific ERs, as ER-processing is a
. .
cognitively demanding exercise that is not as easy as often thought (e.g. Henderson, 1999;
Lowe, 1989; Weidenmann, 1988). .If interpreted erroneously, ERs have the potential to·
induce conceptual and reasoning difficulties (e.g. Ametller and Pinto, 2002; Stylianidou et al~,
2002; Cheng et aI., 2001; SuIDfleth and Telgenbuscher, 2001; Wheeler and Hill, 1990).
Indeed, Treagust et al. (2002) have suggested that the potential of 'learners to' generate
difficulties makes sense,especially when one considers that ER information has to be
processed through each individual's unique understanding. As a result, students may struggle
to filter the relevant information presented in an ER and to effectively link it to their current
knowledge (e.g. Wandersee, 1994). Therefore, not all ERs are effective for learning (e.g.
Mayer and Gallini, 1990; Hill, 1990) and research needs to be done to establish the extent of
learning and the nature of difficulties.
In this review, prominent studies on students' interpretation of ERs in science will be
discussed in seven parts, each part corresponding to a· different type of ER used in science
education. Studies that deal with students' interpretation of static ERs that convey structural
phenomena, such as chemical and biological structures, are dealt with first. Work on static'
ERs that infer spatial phenomena such as ERs portraying rotations of chemical structures and
cross-sections of biological specimens are discussed second. Thirdly, static ERs that portray
dynamic phenomena that are physical in nature, such as, weather patterns,. phases. of the
moon, lightning, mechanics, hydraulic pumps, braking systems, and plate tectonics are dealt
with third. Investigations on static ERs that infer dynamic phenomena that are abstract in
nature such as subcellular processes, energy, optics and electric circuits are presented fourth.
Fifthly, research on static ERs that are graphic-word in nature such as flow diagrams, food
webs, kinship trees and ERs that contain arrow symbolism are examined. Studies that have
considered the use of animated ERs in science education, are discussed sixth. Finally,'
investigations on multimedia ERs in science education are dealt with. In addition to the
research findings, attention is also given to the possible sources of students' difficulties.
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2.6.1 Learning and teaching with staticERs that portray structural
phenomena
In the 1960-1980's, Francis Dwyer studied students'interpretation of ERs representing the
structure of the human heart. In one example, Dwyer (1967) investigated students'
interpretation of ERs of the heart across a visual realism continuum. By studying the static
ERs across such a continuum, it was found that a useful account of the effectiveness of
different ERs of the same phenomenon could he formulated. For instance, realistic pictures of
. . '.
the heart were found· to be most effective compared to other representations in meeting
desired learning outcomes, a result replicated in further studies· (e.g. Dwyer, 1969). .An
explanation for this was that realistic ERs contain more pragmatic detail and, therefore,
learners are able to encode information more naturally (Dwyer, 1969). Additional fmdings
suggested that not all ERs are effective for promoting understanding and some ERs are more
efficient than others (e.g. Lohse et aI., 1991; Dwyer, 1970). A further study (Joseph and
Dwyer, 1984) used a similar continuum approach and investigated students' interpretation of
static ERs portraying an integration of abstract and·realisticinfoimation.·· Realistic ERs were
integrated with abstract ERs by merging. a .line drawing of one half of the heart with a
photograph of the other half. It was discovered that increased levels of prior knowledge
supported learning with the realistic part of the ER favourably, while students with lower
prior knowledge levels found the abstract half more beneficial. In relation to this, Dwyer
(1975) has shown that students with low prior knowledge levelsneed to spend more time on
interpreting realistic ERs of the heart.
.Dwyer (1968) has also revealed that the learning effects ofERs depend on many· criteria. For
example, learners that have not been exposed to many ERs lack the procedural skills
necessary for interpretation. Also, an ER may have such an extrinsic impact on a learner, that
it causes distraction from the underlying content contained in the ER (Dwyer, 1968). In other
writings, Dwyer (1970) has expressed that it is important for learners, and educators alike, to
identify which graphical ER components best facilitate learning. For instance,Dwyer (1972,
1970) has shown that students preferred colouredERsofdrawings of the heart rather than
their monochrome counterparts (see de Lange, 1999). Dwyer (1972) has correlated the use of
colour with increased motivation in learners and has concluded that the use of colour is an
important instructional variable in science. education. In support of this, Reid and Miller
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(1980) have observed that a learner's attention to a static ER is very much influenced by the
use of colour and have revealed differing learning outcomes with different colour use.
Interestingly, colour was sometimes found to be a distracter in that it restricted learners'
"scanning" processes, causing them to be directed to insignificant graphical features.
Continuing with biology, Reid and Beveridge (1986) investigated students' interpretation of
static ERs portraying biological structures such as cells, tissues, teeth, skulls, insects and the
mammalian heart. The general performance of school learners was shown to share a positive
correlation with their ER processing skills (Reid· and Beveridge, 1990; Reid et al., 1986).
More specifically, findings revealed that learners with. different ER processing abilities
employed different strategies when learning from illustrated text. For example, less
successful learners needed more time to integrate the information presented in ERs while Reid
and Beveridge (1990) have implied that learners are often unaware of how to use ERs
appropriately. Subsequently, Reid (1990a, b) defined a picture superiority effect, which
suggests that ERs are automatically. seen to facilitate learning from text because ERs are
always considered suitable representations of the concept. In this regard, iUs cautioned that·
ERs are often naively and incorrectly seen by experts to be superior learning· devices that
always yield the intended understanding. In support of Reid's effect, Soyibo (1994) has
found that, when required to draw physical specimens from direct observation, secondary
school biology students reverted to externalising the associated textbook ER, instead of
drawing what they observed.
In terms of students' interpretation of static ERs of Structures in a chemistry domain, Noh and
Scharmann (1997) investigated students understanding ofERs depicting matter. The research
revealed that questions presented together with ERs portraying the molecular level helped
students construct more scientifically correct conceptions of matter and was an effective
means for improving students' conceptual understanding in chemistry. Additionally, a study
by Pavlinic et al. (2001) has suggested that chemistry learners should be presented with the
opportunity of 'moving between' different ERs of the same chemical structure be it at the... . .,
macroscopic, microscopic,. submicroscopic or symbolic level. The authors found that a
multiple representations approach was directly related to improved understanding of
chemical ERs (see Barke, 1993).. It was also found that factors such as 3-D-shape, colour and
interactivity where important criteria for the refmement of students' ideas. On this score,
Sumfleth and Telgenbuscher (2001) have advised that factors such as, learners' personal
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views as to whether an ER is relevant, social context, attitudes and personal learning styles
also affect the way static ERs of chemical structures are interpreted (e.g. Wheeler and Hill,
1990).
2.6.2 Learning and teaching with static ERs that portray spatial
phenomena
Exercising spatial cognition is necessary for processing scientific ERs (e.g,Lord, 1990). This
is especially true for domains such as chemistry, biochemistry, physics and astronomy, where
students are required to visualise spatial configurations of 3-D objects (e.g. Richardson and
Richardson, 2002; Seddon and Shubber., 1984). To interpret static ERs that portray spatial
properties, students' have to mentally manipulate 2-D ERs into their 3-D analogues (e.g.
Shubbar, 1990;Pdbyl and Bodner, 1987). Not only do students have to understand the
spatial relationships represented in the static ERs (e.g. width, depth and height) but they also
have to visualise how the ER would transform upon rotation or change in view (Shubbar,
1990). Even though much work has focused on 3-D visual thinking in chemistry (e.g. Tuckey
and Selvaratnam, 1993; Tuckey et aI., 1991; Pribyl and Bodner, 1987; Baker and Talley,
1974), what has not often been considered is that spatial aptitude also applies to other
disciplines such as biology. In these cases, students are also required to spatially visualise
structures such as cut surfaces of tissue cross-sections, or interpret ERs such as Cartesian
graphs (Lord, 1990).
In the context of interpreting static ERs portraying spatial properties in chemistry however, .
work by Shubbar (1990) has shown that a large proportion of students fmd spatial operations
such as rotations, reflections and inversions difficult. Shubbar (1990) has demonstrated that
the difficulties emanate,in part, from the lack of student understanding of the artistic means
used to represent spatial features. In the study, an experimental group of students observed
changes in the rotation of physical 3-D molecular models by viewing the shadows the models
cast upon rotation, while a control group was not exposed to the viewing.· Afterwards, both
groups performed a post-test where they had to choose a static ER (from. four possible
options) that best represented the effect of a rotation about one of either the X, Yor Z axes.
The post-test data revealed that the experimental group were better at visualising the rotations
than the control group. Interestingly, Shubber (1990) noted that there were no significant
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differences between the "shadows" and "no-shadow" forms of display or between "high and
. .
low" rotation speeds on students' interpretation of the static 2-D ERs.
In agreement with Shubber' s (1990) findings, work by Tuckeyand Selvaratnam (1993) has
found that student difficulties with spatial ERs in chemistry are often due to learners'
misinterpretation of the depth information provided in 2-D ERs (e.g. Seddonand Shubber.,
1984). Interestingly, they have also suggested that forming part of· students' spatial
difficulties are misunderstandings of the text used to describe the ERs. For example,the
authors found that students struggled with the semantics of phrases such as, "rotation about
. .
the X-axis". Together with others (e.g. Tuckey et al., 1991), the study advocates that spatial
skills are critical to understanding chemistry and therefore, student proficiency should first be
tested before entering chemistry courses. Seddon and Shubber (1984) investigated students'
visualisation of chemical structures by presenting 2-D ERs of different stages of a particular
rotation. In agreement with results presented in section 2.6.1, it was shown that when ERs
. .
were monochrome, no significant learning occurred, while multi-coloured ERs yielded
significant learning (e.g. Winn, 1991). It is suggested that during learning, students should be
explicitly guided as how to compare different 2-D ERs that portray 3-D space in chemistry.
With respect to the studies above, Tuckey and Selvaratnam (1993) have advised that there are
at least three levels of cognitive complexity associated with the visualisation of chemical
. structures. The proficiency shown to be the easiest is the transformation of the 2-D ER into
its 3-D representation. Perceiving the orientation ofthe structure in space is considered more
difficult. The most demanding however is rotating the structure in the mind's eye. In this
regard, research shows that students with better visualisation skills are better at solving
chemistry problems in general. Baker and Talley (1974) have shown this to be true for
. .
inorganic chemistry, while Pribyl and Bodner (1987) have found a positive correlation
between spatial ability and achievement in organic chemistry. Overall, it is argued that spatial.
learning be viewed as. an active process that does not just benefit learning in chemistry,· but
facilitates the learning of other scientific subjects as well (e.g. Barke, 1993; Lord, 1990)..
In terms of interpreting static ERs that show spatial relationships in biology, .Lord (1990)
assessed 250 undergraduates' visualisation of 2-D ERs showing cut surfaces of 3-D cross-
sections. Spatial orientation tasks required subjects to, "mentally envision an object within its
surroundings" and spatial visualisation tasks· required students to "mentally manipulate" the
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image (Lord, 1990). The skills were integrated into biology-specific questions and students
had to consider an object's symmetry and depth, and view plant and tissue specimens under a
microscope in order to respond to the questions. In agreement with fmdings in chemistry,
. . .
results confirmed that students who initially showed high visual-spatial ability performed best
in subsequent tests. Students, who were found to initially have poor visual-spatial skills,
showed improved understanding after receiving visual-spatial training. In a link to this work,
Constable et al. (1988) has also investigated high school students' understanding of sectional
drawings· in biology textbooks. Findings revealed that students' struggled to interpret the cut
surfaces of ERs representing alveoli, spirogyra, hydra, blastula, fish and the uterus. Among
other factors, as was the case in chemistry, difficulties were found to be related to the
graphical means in which the ERs were represented. As an implication, understanding
pictorial conventions is necessary if spatial interpretation is to be at all beneficial
Similarly to Lord (1990) and Constable etal; (1988), Sanders (1995) established that a large
proportion of students struggle to interpret depth cues. Depth cues are ER markings that
provide information about an object's 3-D space (Coon, 2001) and are used in biology
textbook ERsto represent 3-D biological specimens as 2-D longitudinal- and cross- sections.
Statistical analyses (Sanders, 2002, 2001) showed a strong correlation between students'
difficulties with depth cues and their low spatial visualisation ability. Participants found
spatial visualisation of biological cross- and longitudinal sections ofERs displaying hydra, the
throat of a fish, spirogyra and flatworm extremely demanding. In general, studies dealing
with the spatial interpretation of static biology ERs (e.g. Sanders, 2001, 1995; Lord, 1990;
Constable et al., 1988) suggest that students fmd it challenging to mentally transform and
manipulate 2-D ERs that represent the third dimension. The research above goes a long way
towards confirming Reid's (1 990b) picture superiority effect by demonstrating that students
do not always interpret an ER's conventions and visual markings as textbook authors intend
and as teachers assume.
2.6.3 Learning and teaching with static ERs that portray dynamic
phenomena that are physical in nature
Since the 1980's, Richard Lowe has published remarkable findings on students' interpretation
of static ERs that represent the dynamic and physical ideas of meteorology. In doing so,
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Lowe (1996, 1994a, 1993a, 1993b, 1989) has extensively studied ER-processing differences
between experts (meteorologists) and novices (non-meteorologists). Early research (Lowe,
1989) asked experts and novices to complete the markings on a meteorological ER while
viewing an incomplete version. Here, participants had to rely solely on their existing mental
models of meteorological phenomena: those constructed from newspapers· and television in
the case of novices and from experience in the case of experts. Lowe (1989) discovered that
the two groups found particular ER features more salient than others, and experts inspected
the chart in a fundamentally different manner to novices, indicating crucial qualitative
differences between experts and novice's mental representation ofweather map ERs.
Findings from a subsequent study confirmed the results above when Lowe (1993a) showed
clear differences 1:Jetween where novices and experts focused their attention, and the way·
. information was searched for on the ER. Novices tended to view the ER in a simple east-to-
west manner, in accordance with explicit visuo-spatial markings on the map such as shape,
position and topography. Experts on the other hand, viewed the map in a much more complex
way: in a north-to-south manner, in accordance with the actual meteorological concepts
implied by the graphical markings (Lowe, 1993a). Hence, experts built up their
understanding in a step-wise fashion that depended on the conceptual relevance of the
markings.
Further findings (Lowe, 1993b) have shown that experts construct mental representations that
are more semantically based, while novices' mental representations are based largely on the
visuo-spatial characteristics of the ER (see Bennett and Flach, 1992), which causes novices'
mental representations to be very unorganised. For instance, the study showed that novices
often discarded subtle ER markings instead of interpreting them as being of importance to the·
context of the weather map (Lowe, 1993b). In subsequent writings, Lowe (l994a) explains·
.that an ER has many levels of structure and that students are often unaware of this and
concentrate on superficial elements of the ER. Hence, students "miss" features, which even
though subtle, are important for gaining the intended meaning.
In addition to the studies above, an important feature of Lowe's work has been establishing
the extent to which an individual's existing knowledge affects ER processing. In this regard,
Lowe (1996) has stated that even though an expert possesses a larger knowledge base than a
novice, this on its own, cannot account for processing differences.. Lowe (1994a, 1993a) has
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emphasised that experts are not superior ER processors just because they "know more", it is
also because mentally, they represent information differently to novices. With respect to
Lowe's fmdings, Chi et al. (1981) considered this exact question. Novices (beginning physics
students) and experts (experienced physicists) were asked to sort a number of mechanics
problems into categories. Novices grouped problems that involved similar surface features
(e.g. inclined planes), while experts grouped the problems according to the particular physics
principles needed to solve them. Novices tended to focus on the surface structure of the
problems, while experts focussed on the problems' deeper structure. Chi et al. (1981) suggest
that experts bring a lot of procedural knowledge to the problem, while novices . lack the
abstract procedural knowledge needed to solve the problem (e.g. Egan and Schwartz, 1979).
Based on the work above, it can be argued that the mental representation that a learner
constructs from an ER has a direct bearing on how the ERwill be understood (e.g. Lowe,
1993a; 1989; Chi et a!., 1981), with both background and procedural knowledge playing roles
(e.g. Lowe, 1996; Winn, 1993). As stated by Cheng et al. (2001), during interpretation of an
ER, perception of the graphical markings is also modulated by learners' knowledge of what
the markings mean (e.g. Ametller and Pinto, 2002). If this modulation is unsuccessful, an
over reliance on the ER markings occurs, which can cause difficulties. Furthermore, Lowe
.(1996, 1993a, 1989) has suggested that experts organise thejr domain-specific' knowledge
hierarchically. It is thought that this arrangement allows for the relative importance of each
graphical feature to be easily identified and processed. Consequently, the processing goals of
novice and expert viewers become very different (Lowe, 1989). It follows, that experts are
able to chunk infomiation from the ER into meaningful wholes, something that. novices
struggle to do (e.g. Lowe, 1989; Egan and Schwartz, 1979).
Apart from Lowe's significant research on students' interpretation of static ERs that show
dynamic phenomena that are physical in nature, Pefia and Quilez (2001) investigated' 78
students' interpretation of ERs that represented different phases of the moon. Upon analysis
of data obtained through drawing outputs, the study showed that students' found it an
immense challenge to communicate their ideas through diagrams. A further compounding
factor was that the quality of their diagrams as tools for explanation was found to be poor. As
noted in section 2.6.1, it was also revealed that students often drew phases of the moon
diagrams similar to "standardised" textbook ERs (e.g. Soyibo, 1994). Since students
continuously referred to "accepted" ERs as a means of explanation, they used their 'ERs in a'
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superficial way, characterised by memory rather than on a deeper understanding of what the
ER represented (e.g. Kozma, 2003). In relation to the former, Yair et al. (2003) have
suggested that astronomy learners in general, have the potential to construct misconceptions
even when viewing rich and detailed ERs. Since astronomy ERsare often complex, learners
. .
deviate from the intended leaning objectives. As discussed with respect to the spatial
visualisation of objects (section 2.6.2), engagement in astronomy requires specialised
cognition such as 3-D ability as well as an understanding of geometrical dynamics, which
makes ER processing that much more demanding (e.g. Yair et aI., 2003). With regard to
studying learners' use of their generated ERs as it means of communication, Gobert and
Clement (1999) investigated students' mental model construction and related conceptual
understanding in the domain of plate tectonics. Through the use of student-generated ERs,
the authors found· that diagramming allowed students to construct rich mental models. They
found subsequently, that these mental models caused students to make better inferences to the
conceptual nature of plate tectonics and allowed for deeper text processing (e.g. Waddill et
al., 1988).
Richard Mayer is another worker who has thoroughly investigated students' understanding of
static ERs that portray dynamic physical processes. In one study, Mayer et al.. (1995)
examined subjects' interpretation of static annotated ERs that showed how lightning worked.
Annotated ERS were found to help students signal which images and words were relevant for
learning. In addition, annotated ERs helped subjects organise information and provided
appropriate cues for linking visual and verbal representations. Similar work (Mayer et aI.,
1996) investigated subjects' interpretation of the process of lightning through the use of ERs
and textual captions. Results suggested that a verbal summary alone was not as effective as a
multimodal summary: one that contained both ERs and text within the same proximity. An
inference from the work is that multimodal ERs can be beneficial because they place low·
cognitive loads on working memory. Multimodal ERs are examined in detail in section 2.6.7.
In addition to the above, an earlier study by Mayer and Gallini (1990) explored students'
interpretation of ERs that represented the functions of a braking and pump system. The
mechanical systems were presented to subjects in three forms.. In one form, the ERs were
. . .
presented as "steps" where a picture was accompanied by a textual annotation, explaining
how brakes and pumps worked. In another form, ERs were presented as "parts" where textual
labels pointed to pictures of the mechanical parts involved in the systems. .The last form
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combined the two former presentations as "steps-and-:-parts" ERs. Results from the study
implied that during learning with ERs, both the text and graphics should match.the proposed
instructional· goal. The study concluded that, "a diagram is· worth ten thousand words" (p.
725) when the text present in an ER can be understood, when the effectiveness of an ER is
considered interms ofleamers' interpretations, when ERsare explanatory, and when a learner
does not have any prior knowledge. A previous study (Mayer, 1989b) on students'
interpretation of ERs representing. hydraulic brake mechanisms, found that students who
interpreted labelled ERs performed better than those who interpreted only pictures or only
text. The data demonstrated that ERs, which contain suitable textual adjuncts, help learners
focus their attention, which aids the construction of useful mental models. .
2.6.4 Learning .and teaching with static ERs that portray dynamic
phenomena that are abstract in nature
Students can show difficulties when reasoning about processes that cannot be observed
directly (e.g. Hull, 2003; Lowe, 1996; Mayer et al., 1995). Research on learners'
interpretation of static ERs that portray dynamic phenomena that are abstract in nature has
shown this to be true, When portraying subcellular processes for example, ERs are utilised to
represent the biological situation. In these cases, learners have to read symbolic markings that
represent abstract processes; which requires certain skill (e.g. Egan and Schwartz, 1979).
However, although there has been a dramatic increase in the number and complexity of such
ERs used in science teaching, instructors continue to ignore the fact that ERs displaying
abstract concepts contribute· to students' learning. difficulties (e.g. Kindfield, 1993/1994,
1992). For example, in one study investigating the above, Kindfield (1993/1994) considered
how individuals with varying domain-specific knowledge used ERs to reason about meiosis.
Data was collected in the form of think-aloud interview sessions. As discussed with respect
to static ERs showing physical as opposed to abstract phenomena (section 2.6.3), Kindfield
(1993/1994) also found significant differences between the manner in which advanced
participants used their generated diagrams to solve problems in comparison to less advanced·
. .
participants. In particular, Kindfield (1993/1994) observed that less advanced participants
only used a maximum of two different representations to portray replicated chromosomes,
while more advanced participants used a variety of diagrams. With more advanced
participants, the entire chromosome wasn't always represented; writing down only the allele
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. .
letter(s) corresponding to a chromosome often sufficed (Kindfield, 1993/1994). Less
advanced participants however, generated literal representations of the chromosomes and
included irrelevant structural detail. The study also found that more advanced participants
adjusted their generated diagrams with ease, depending on what the problem required at a
particular time. More advanced participants removed irrelevant detail and "fme-tuned" their
diagrams as problem solving proceeded, using their diagrams in distinguishable and
systematic ways. Kindfie1d (1993/1994) suggests that the fme-tuned diagrams helped
advanced participants formulate problem-solving strategies that in effect, mirrored the
cognitive mechanisms that were used to arrive at a solution. Overall, Kindfield (1993/1994,
1992) concluded that individuals' domain-specific knowledge of meiosis shared a close
relationship with the way generated diagrams are used to solve problems: more advanced
participants made use of diagram-related reasoning behaviours, behaviours which novices
lacked. Kind:fie1d (1993/1994) has postulated therefore, that when individuals generate
understanding of abstract processes in science, a coevolution of pictorial skill and conceptual
understanding occurs.
In a review of four studies conducted on learners' interpretation of static ERs portraying
dynamic and abstract ideas, such as optics and energy, Pinto and Ametller (2002) established
that students often interpret ERs showing these phenomena in a narrative manner, resulting in
the formation of irrelevant ideas. Through a 'story-like' interpretation, learners attach a time
variable to such ERs, when no time dimension is implied. Furthermore, the authors suggest
that when such ERs are unfamiliar, learners tumto everyday conceptions to 'make up'. for'
missing background knowledge and fail to appreciate the metaphorical function of ERs (e.g.
Levin et aI., 1987). Contributing to this narrative problem is the fact that English-speaking
students, unlike Jewish or Arabic-speaking students, tend to readERs in a left-to-right manner
(Lowe, 1993a; Winn, 1993); causing even further problems when complex ERs are viewed.
. . .
Other work by Stylianidou et al. (2002) with 104 pupils, on their understanding of textbook
ERs portraying energy, found that students' .struggle to interpret ERs that· portray ideas that
are conceptually demanding, particularlythose tha-tare abstract.
Exploration of static ERs portraying abstract concepts has also been carried out on students'
interpretation of electric circuit ERs. In one study, Egan and Schwartz (1979) showed that
interpreting these symbolic ERs requires certain perceptual skill. In particular, Egan and
Schwartz (1979) found that experts could internalise a large amount of graphical information
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very efficiently. This process, termed perceptual chunking, helped experts make meaningful
links to the appropriate conceptual- understanding, _something that novices battled to do.
Chunking allowed experts to group their perceptions of the circuit ERsinto functional units,
in a similar way to how a Chess Master is able to recall specific chess positions. Novices
however, seemed to have fewer chunking units at their disposal (Egan and Schwartz, 1979).
In regard to other work on circuit ERs, Hill (1990) has suggested that students' often interpret
circuits as the reality rather than as symbolic abstractions ofa scientific idea. Similarly,
10hsua (1984) found that students' interpreted circuit ERs as a "system of pipes" (p. 275),
where the passage of current was seen as being -similar to a "fluid" with little cognisance
given to underlying concepts such as potential difference. Additionally, Johsua (1984)
revealed a topological effect, where students interpreted different ERs of the same electric
circuit in varying ways. Finally, Winn's (1991, 1988) studies have found that students' ability
to process circuit ERs depended very much on theamoullt of detail in the ERs. In agreement -
with Dwyer's (1972, 1970) workin the context of static ERs portraying structural phenomena
(section 2.6.1), it was found that when levels of detail were increased, students paid more --
attention to the detail, rather than to the holistic message conveyed by the ER.
2.6.5 Learning and teaching with static ERs that are graphic-word in
nature
William Holliday (e.g. 1977) has referred to static ERs that contain graphical components as
well as textual components as picture-word or block-word ERs. Picture-word ERs have
textual adjuncts associated to the picture(s), while block-word ERs contain verbal information
that is placed within "block", or other regular shapes (e.g. Winn, 1980). For this chapter,
Holliday's designation is extended, and the term graphic-word is used to include ERs such as
family trees, _flow diagrams, food webs, and ERs that contain arrow symbolism.
In 1977, Holliday et al. investigated high school students' cognitive responses to flow
- ,
diagrams in biology - (also see Holliday, 1975b).One finding was that learners considered
flow diagrams to be manageable -ERs because they were immediately exposed to the "big';
picture. In an explanation of this, Holliday et al. (1977) have referred to the tenets of Gestalt
psychology. The Gestalt paradigm suggests that, "the whole is greater than the sum of its
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parts" and emphasises that learning from ERs therefore, should be considered in terms of the
perception of whole units, rather than on the individual parts making up the unit (e.g. Coon,
2001). For this reason, Holliday et al. (1977) imply that the whole ER rather than its
component parts should be presented to students whenever possible. However, since learners
are often unaware of how to use flow diagrams appropriately, Holliday (1976) has cautioned
that for learning, these ERsaren't always superior to text.
In addition to Holliday's work, William Winn has studied students' problem solving with
graphic-word ERs that represent kinship relationships (family trees). In one study, Winn et
al. (1991) postulated that when students interpret ERsthat represent concepts spatially, then
viewers' processing demands are substantially reduced. . The. research showed that visual·
objects that were in close proximity to each other (e.g. separate family names and the lines
linking the names) were perceived as belonging to the "same group". In support of this
finding, Winn et al. (1991) suggest that a triangle is indeed interpreted as atriangle and not as
three separate lines. Throughthe same argument, Winn et al. (1991) found that for a family
tree ER, it was easy for subjects to perceive hierarchical structures quickly, which made
problem-solving more efficient. The results also demonstrated that the computation required
to interpret an ER can be reduced significantly when the spatial arrangement of concepts carry
meaning (e.g. Olivier et al., 2001; Winnet al., 1991; Larkin and Simon, 1987).
A different study by Griffiths and Grant (1985) revealed four misconceptions related to
. ..
students' interpretation of food web ERs. Firstly, some students thought that a change in size.
of one population would only affect the size of another population when the two populations
were directly related (i.e. through predator and prey). Similar localised (rather than global)
reasoning has been discussed by Cohen et al. (1983) in physics and by Anderson et al. (1999)
in biochemistry. Secondly, some students thought that populations, which were "higher" in
terms of their spatial arrangement, were always predators of the populatiQns "below" them.
Thirdly, some students did not acknowledge that a change in size of a prey population would
affect the size of the predator popUlation.. Lastly,. some· students' thought that if the size of a
single population was changed, then all other populations would be altered by the same
degree.
Remaining in a biological domain, Soyibo (1994)studied 11 290 graphic-wordERs present in .
12 O-level biology textbooks. Three major labelling mistakes were revealed, namelythe
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scientifically incorrect labelling of drawings, the labelling of single structures in their plural
form and, lines that linked structures to labels, pointing to empty spaces. Soyibo (1994) has
claimed that due to these errors, sfudents are presented with inaccurate external models, which
hamper their understanding of biological functions. Soyibo (1994) has also stated that those
teachers, who realise that erroneous labelling does occur, may find it challenging to convince
students of such problems, because textbooks are often viewed as error free.
Schollum (1983) has conducted research on graphic-word ERs in science textbooks that
contain arrow symbolism. In this study,fourteen,.;year-old students' understanding of ERs
portraying food chains, matter, forces and the earth's gravitational field was gathered. Two
findings were that arrows were interpreted in ways that textbook authors would not expect
and, arrow "conventions" across ERs and textbooks were used inconsistently~ Inconsistency.
was made clear when at least six· different uses for arrows were revealed: as labels, for
. .
measurement, as forces, to show relationships, to show changes and, to show sequences
(Schollum, 1983; also see H'enderson, 1999). Furthermore, Schollum (1983) found that
students often interpret ERs in a manner that parallels their pr:iQr, everyday views and has
suggested that science instructors be made aware of the extreme variation in arrow use across
science textbooks.
In relation to ERs containing arrow symbolism, other workers have reported detailed fmdings.
Ametller and Pinto (2002) found that when secondary students interpreted ERs containing
arrows to represent energy, instead of interpreting the arrows as indicating a transfer of
energy, they were interpreted as energy somehow escaping from an object In addition,
broader arrows were interpreted as having a larger amount·of energy. The same study found
that different interpretations were stimulated· by identical arrow markings. Du P1essis et al.
(2003) examined high school biology students' interpretation of arrow symbolism contained
.in ERs of the cardiac cyCle and thermoregulation. . Perceptual difficulties, arising out of
erroneous search strategies within the ER, reasoning difficulties, .emanating from poor· ER
processing skills and conceptual difficulties, originating from limited prior knowledge,
emerged from the data. The work suggested that difficulties are enhanced when ERs are of
poor quality, especially when ERs have not been designed in accordance·with any meaningful
design principles. The authors also suggested that the diversity of arrow use and the lack of
standardisation across scientific ERs will continue to contribute to many studentdifficulties.
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2.6.6 Learning and teaching with animated ERs
Modem science education is witnessing. a sharp increase in the use of dynamic and simulated
computer-based ERs (e.g. Lewalter, 2003; Scaife and Rogers, 1996). As a result, workers
have begun investigating the role of animated ERs in science learning in earnest (e.g; Lowe,
2003, 1999; Kozma, 2003; Nerdelet al., 2003), Animated ERs differ from static ERs in that
they exhibit transitory information such as form and position changes (Lowe, 2003; Cheng et
al., 2001) and viewers of animated ERs are presented with information that static ERs cannot
offer. As a result, during interpretation of static versus animated ERs, different cognitive
demands are placed on viewers (e.g. Lewalter, 2003; Lowe, 2003).
One concern in recent literature· is that due to the nature of their presentation, many educators. .
simply assume that animated visuals are more powerful learning tools than their static
counterparts (e.g. Schnotz and Lowe, 2003; Scaife and Rogers, 1996). However, research has
shown that learning from animations may not always be beneficial (e.g. Lewalter, 2003).
Lowe (2003) has provided two possible reasons for this. In what he terms overwhelming,
processing an animated ER is extremely demanding. The fact that the ER information is
dynamic and aesthetically pleasing does not always mean that learning is effective. This is
because the animation will place greater cognitive load on the viewer than in the case of static
ERs (e.g. Lowe, 1999). It follows, in what is termed underwhelming, that the viewer may
decrease their level of engagement with the visual, due to its highly dynamic and aesthetic
appearance.
Lowe's (2003) recent research, aims to aid students' interpretation of static weather map ERs
through the use of animated ERs. He has postulated that dynamic ERs could be used to
provide novices with the necessary domain-specific knowledge required to interpret static
weather maps. The literature refers to this process as bootstrapping (e.g. Roth; 2002; Cheng
et al., 2001), a situation similar to a "chicken-and-egg" dilemma: without at least some
content knowledge a learner is unlikely to interpret a scientific ER adequately but obtaining
this knowledge requires ER interpretation. In an attempt to solve this tautology, Lowe's
(2003) designed animations aimed to actively bootstrap novices into experts' ways of reading
ERs so that novices could model expert thinking. Upon analysis of the data generated from
Lowe's (2003) study, he found that novices extracted information from animated weather
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maps by concentrating on the perceptual salience of the display. Animated features ofhigh
"perceptual salience" (more transitory or more graphically vivid) were read most often, while
features showing low salience were generally neglected, despite. being important for
successful interpretation (Lowe, 2003). This finding is in line with Lowe'searlier work (e.g.
1993a, 1993b), which found that when interpretingERs, learners engage in a highly selective
approach, defined by the search for graphical markings that are more prominent (e.g.
Ametller and Pinto, 2002; Cheng et al., 2001). As a result, a perceptual effect (Lowe, 2003)
comes into play: if students concentrate on the salient visual information rather than on the
underlying relevance of the graphics, superficial mental models are formulated. Interestingly,
Lowe (2003) concluded that even though dynamic weather changes can be animated, no
significant interpretation differences.between animated and static ERs were discovered.
Of concern to teaching with animated ERs, Lowe (2003) suggests that misconceptions are
induced when viewers are unable to control the animation, such as being able to manipulate
the speed of presentation. Associated to this control is the necessary instructional guidance,
considered imperative for learning with animated ERs (e.g. Duchastel, 1988). Overall, Lowe
(2003) points out that there is a danger brewing. Even though there are tremendous prospects
for animation as a learning· medium, users should be guided in how to use animated ERs
proficiently and should avoid using animated ERs just for the sake of using them. Rather,
educators should be sure of their potential learning outcomes as well as their design.
In a different study, Lewalter (2003) examined 60 students' interpretation of static versus
animated computer-based ERs of ideas in astrophysics. Like Lowe (2003), despite the
apparent learning advantages of dynamic ERs, no statistically significant superiority of
dynamic ERs over static ERs was obtained. The findings suggest that learning from static and
animated ERs can, in certain cases, be equally effective. In agreement with the field in
general, Lewalter (2003) advocates that the learning support offered by an ER is very much
dependent on the cognitive strategies that the viewer employs. Thus, this research also
suggests that viewers of animated ERs require facilitative guidance for interpretation to be
favourable. In agreement with this stance, Duchastel (1988) has pointed out that the potential
benefits of animated ERs must be determined in terms of the style and design of presentation.
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2.6.7 Learning and teaching with multimedia ERs
The term multimedia is a buzzword in our technological age. Formally, the term refers to,
"the combination of multiple technical resources. for the purpose of presenting information
represented in multiple formats ... " (Schnotz and Lowe, 2003, p. 117). Examples of multiple
formats include the combination of text, static ERs, animated ERs, video ERs or sounds.
When two or more formats are presented simultaneously, then communication is no longer a
single medium, but a multimodal medium or, a multimedia (e.g. Seufert, 2003; Mayer, 1997).
Therefore, multimedia can be book-based or computer-based. Many of the inroads that have
been made into learning from multimedia can be largely attributed to the work of Richard
Mayer. Even though Mayer'swork (e.g. 2003) has been prolific in the area of cognitive
psychology, multimedia in science education research is still very young. In general, research
on multimedia ERs has been concerned with how best to combine information so as to ensure
the greatest learning benefit (e.g. Mayer, 1997). As with animated ERs, this concern has
arisen due to the need to reduce the cognitive load placed on viewers of multimedia (e.g.
Mayer et al., 1996).
In one stUdy, Mayer and Sims (1994) investigated learners' interpretation of the human
respiratory system. Learners viewed computer animations while concurrently listening to a
narration. It was found that multimedia ERs helped learners with low prior knowledge to
transfer what they had learnt to new problem-solving domains, especially when verbal and
pictorial representations were presented together, rather than separate. In a similar study,
Mayer and Anderson (1992) investigated students' interpretation of multimedia showing how
a bicycle tyre pump and vehicle braking system functioned. Animation on its own did not
improve learning; only when coupled with narration, did learning improve statistically. It was
confirmed that constructing meaningful· connections between visual and verbal modes IS
crucial if multimedia learning is to be at all significant (e.g. Mayer and Anderson, 1991).
Mayer's theory for multimedia learning (section 2.4) identifies four aspects central to
multimedia learning (Mayer, 2003; Mayer et aI., 1996,1995; Mayer and Anderson, 1992,
1991). Firstly, the multimedia effect suggests that deeper learning takes place when ERs (e.g.
pictures, diagrams and animations) and words (e.g. text or spoken) are combined rather than
when they are presented in isolation. Secondly, the coherence effect suggests that learning is
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increased when irrelevant information is· reduced. Thirdly, the spatial. contiguity effect
suggests that learning. is enhanced when words are placed in close proximity to pictures.
Finally, the personalization effect proposes that students construct more useful mental models
when accompanying text is presented in a conversational manner.
Although Mayer (e.g. 2003, 1997) suggests that the potential of multimedia learning is
enormous, multimedia learning does not always lead to favourable understanding. It is
pivotal that designers produce information that promotes efficient mapping between verbal
and pictorial modes. To do so, information should be combined in a coordinated manner, one
that matches current learning theories (Mayer, 2003, 1997; Mayer and Anderson, 1992, 1991)..
Current learning models view individuals as being actively engaged in making sense of
information, rather than absorbing information passively (e.g. Mayer, 2003; Osbome and
Wittrock, 1983). Although this is deemed crucial, Mayer (1997) has commented that, "the
potential for computer-based aids· to learning remains high, although the current contribution
. .
of technology to pedagogic innovation is frustratingly low." (p. 17).
In the form of various electronic resources, science educators in the molecular and cellular
biosciences are increasing their use of multimedia ERs (e.g. Flores etal., 2003). It is assumed
that multimedia provides students with an always-effective way of presenting 3-D structure-
function relationships of molecules. In perhaps an extension of Reid's (1990b) picture
superiority effect (sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2), consider the following. Richardson and
Richardson (2002), famous for their development of ribbon ERs to depict 3-D protein
. . .
structure in biochemistry, have warned that, " ...there is little experimental data on either the
absolute or the relative effectiveness of these materials [multimedia] for teaching 3-D literacy
and only minimal guidance about the best ways to use them..." (p. 21). It appears, as argued
for static and animated ERs that, the use of multimedia tools might not always lead to the·
desired leamingoutcomes in the molecular sciences. As discussed previously, factors such as
students' 3-D visualisation skills (section 2.6.2), their prior knowledge (e.g. Bma et al., 2001)
and the nature of the multimedia itself (e.g. Duchastel, 1988) have to be carefully considered.
Work by Seufert (2003) on multiple ERs, portraying the biochemical relevance of iron and
vitamin C in human metabolism, indicated that often during viewing, learners did not
construct appropriate mental representations. The work found that students with low prior
knowledge tended to memorise the ERs, rather than expend any effort on actually processing
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the ERs (e.g. Mayer and Sims, 1994). Similar to work on animated ERs (section 2.6.6), the
study suggested that learners with low prior knowledge levels must be supported when
learning from multiple ERs. Furthermore, the study has called for more research into the
relationship between external and internal representations during learning (Seufert, 2003;
Nerde1 et al., 2003), an importailt feature of distributed cognition, outlined in section 2.1.
Studies by Kozma (Kozma, 2003; Kozma and Russell, 1997) investigated novice and expert
understanding of multimedia ERs of chemistry phenomena. By representing chemical
reactions through video, graphs, animations,· molecular. models and symbolic equations,
student data was collected. One fmding was that students' construction of understanding in
chemistry is an immense challenge because molecular phenomena cannot be experienced
directly (e.g.sectiori 2.6.4; Hoffmann and Laszlo, 1991). In addition, since chemistry is often
communicated through symbolic graphical markings, understanding chemical ERs is made
even more complex. In support of fmdings discussed in sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.6,. novices
focused on surface features of the multiple ERs to generate meaning. Interestingly, experts·
were found to also rely on surface features of the ERs, but were· able to organise their
. interpretations based on the necessary underlying conceptual knowledge.. However, experts'
showed a more transformational use of surface ER features across different representation
modes. Thus, experts are capable of moving across ERs with "fluidity" and their
understanding is shared across multiple ERs. Kozma and Russell (1997) and Kozma (2003)
have referred to this as representational competence and suggest that experts extract
"clusters" of information as meaningful groups. Elsewhere in this review (section 2.6.3 and
2.6.4), a comparable process has been referred to as perceptual "chunking" (e.g. Koedinger
and Anderson, 1990; Egan and Schwartz, .1979).
2.7 Summary
A synthesis of the field's fmdings on the use of different types of ERs for teaching and·
learning in science has been offered in this review chapter.. Based on the discussion and
analysis, the following salient points have emerged as being representative of the popular
literature. These points will be carried forward into the rest of the thesis to where appropriate,
facilitate discussion and interpretation of the results.
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1. The cognitive processmg required for reading text is different to the processing
required to read ERs.
2. Not all ERs are effective for learning: some ERs are better than others and some ERs
are more difficult to process than others.
3. Educators and authors often view ERs as unfaltering learning tools that always convey
the intended understanding and learners often view scientific ERs to be error free.
4. In general, academic performance in science s.p.ares a close relationship with ER- .
reasoning skills and those students proficient in spatial visualisation often interpret
other scientific ERs effectively.
5. Generally, realistic ERs are easier to interpret than abstract ERs.
6. Students with poor ER-reasoning skills have to spend more time reading ERs because
they respond to ERs in different ways and differ in their visual literacy proficiencies.
7. A high degree of skill is required to interpret ERs that represent abstract phenomena.
8. Students that have not been exposed·to a variety of ERs, lack the procedural.skills
needed for interpretation; skills, which develop over time.
9. Learners often interpret ERs literally as "the reality" and "the truth", rather than as
representations of the reality and therefore, are unaware of an ER's limitations.
10. Learners struggle to translate between different ERs of the same scientific idea.
11. No correlation exists between an increase in the amount of detail on an ER and an
increase in understanding. In some cases, excessive ER detail has a negative effect on
ER processing. However, there is a correlation between the amount of detail on anER
and the ability to memorise the ER.
12. Colour aids ER interpretation because it helps learners discriminate between graphical
features and to refine ideas. Learners prefer coloured ERs but an overuse of colour
can cause misdirection.
13. Difficulties with scientific ERs are often due to a lack of understanding of, as well as
an inability to decode the artistic, graphical, or symbolic markings on the ER.
14. Many "universal" conventions used in ERs have shown not only to be idiosyncratic,
but also inconsistent across, as well as within, scientific ERs.
15. Sometimes, ERs with a large aesthetic impact cause learners to be distracted from the
underlying meaning implied by the ER.
16. Difficulties are enhanced when ERs are poorly designed.
17. The fact that experts bring more conceptual knowledge to an ER than novices cannot
on its own, explain processing differences.
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18. When searching ERs, novices and experts employ strategies that are.distinct from one
another because experts and novices have different processing goals.
19. Novices often pay more attention to markings that stand out, and ignore those that are
less salient, resulting in processing that is superficial.
20. Novices often inte~ret ERs literally, rather than in relation to underlying conceptual
knowledge that is implied by the ER.
21. Experts are able to internalise and organise a large group of markings at once. This
perceptual chunking process is often absent in novices.
22. Experts' mental models are more semantically based, while novices often construct
unorganised mental models, based largely on the visuo-spatial features of an ER.
23. Experts organise the knowledge obtained from an ER in a structured, hierarchical and
integrated manner.
24. A problem facing science students is similar to a "chicken-and-egg" dilemma: to
inte~ret an ER effectively, certain content knowledge is required.. But, to acquire the
content knowledge, one needs to engage in ER interpretation.
25. Learners often interpret abstract ERs in a narrative and story-like manner.
26. As the case with text, English learners read ERs in a left-to-right manner, which
hinders the processing of more spatially complex ERs.
27. Some learners engage in localised reasoning when reading ERs. In this case, more
attention is given to only one area of the ER resulting in a failure to appreciate the
holistic nature of the ER.
28. Students find it challenging to generate their own ERs of scientific ideas and struggle
to use their generated ERs as tools for explanation.
29. When generating their own ERs, students often revert to externalising "accepted" or
standardised ERs and revert to memory rather than to their own interpretations.
30. Experts atijust their generated ERs as the need arises and as the task requires. Novices
insert irrelevant detail into their generated ERs, of no direct significance to the task
31. When learning scientific ideas that are abstract, a co-evolution of ER-processing skills
and construction of conceptual understanding occurs.
32. Graphic-word ERs that represent concepts in a spatial manner decrease the cognitive
load placed on the viewer. By arranging graphical features in close proximity to one
another, the amount of required search and computation is reduced.
33. Static ERs and animated ERs each place unique cognitive demands on viewers.
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34. Educators have placed a lot offaith in animated ERs as infallible learning tools. This
is based on intuition alone rather than on any theoretical grounds.
35. Learning with animated ERs does not always lead to favourable learning outcomes.
36. Little empirical proof exists to show that animated ERs are superior to static ERs for
learning. In some instances, both have been shown·to be equally beneficial.
37. As with static ERs, when interpreting animated ERs, novices rely heavily on markings
that stand out, rather than on the underlying relevance of the markings.
38. Multimedia ERs are meaningless to students who cannot map between pictorial arid
textual representation modes.
39. Multimedia ERs are effective when they are designed appropriately, when the
cognitive load placed on the viewer is reduced, when irrelevant information is
eradicated, when pictorial and textual elements are in close proximity and when text is
presented in a conversational manner.
40. Implications for learning fromERs should be considered in terms of current learning
models~ which imply that meaningful learning is an active rather than passive process.
The following Chapter presents the methods employed in the current thesis to answer the




This chapter presents the overall theoretical and methodological framework employed to
address the proposed research questions (Chapter 1). It also outlines and discusses the general
methodology used to gather data and considers the nature, strengths and limitations of the
methods. Details of the methods used in each study comprising the thesis are given in the
relevant results Chapters 4-6.
As pointed out in Chapter 1, students' alternative conceptions, misconceptions, pre-
conceptions and reasoning difficulties can hinder, and often prevent, beneficial learning and
teaching of science (Grayson, 2004; Kuiper, 1994; Hasweh, 1988; Treagust, 1988). One
reason for this is that such difficulties tend to be resistant to change (von Aufschnaiter and
von Aufschnaiter, 2003; Ausubel, 1968). Another reason is that these difficulties are often
part of an individual's conceptual make-up and therefore seem completely logical to learners
(e.g. Fisher, 1985; Osborne and Wittrock, 1983). Thus to identify and explicitly study these
learning difficulties we required an overall theoretical framework in which to operate.
Furthermore, we needed to decide on the nature of the methods that can be employed to
gather data pertinent to the proposed research objectives (Chapter 1). Moreover, we needed
to consider the validity and reliability of the methods chosen for this project. All these issues
are addressed in this chapter in sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
3.2 Student and course context
The research reported in this thesis was done from 2000 to 2004 at the University of
KwaZulu-NataL A total of 166 second and third year undergraduate biochemistry students'
participated in the research. To enter the biochemistry curriculum, which commences at the
second year of a science degree, all the students who participated in the study would have had
to pass full first-year courses in Chemistry, in Mathematics or Physics and, in one of
Biosciences, Zoology or Botany. Therefore, all students choosing to study biochemistry
would have entered the second year with a prior knowledge corresponding to these
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prerequisite courses. Second-:-year students who pass the full one-year biochemistry course
may choose to major in the subject as part of the third and final year of their science degrees.
The students who participated in the study were from diverse educational backgrounds
ranging from rural to private high-school environments. Not· all participants possessed
English as their first language with· some students' having English as· a second or even third
language. In such cases Zulu· and/or Xhosa was the first and/or· second language of the
student. Both males and females represented the group ofparticipants.
The studies investigated students' interpretation of ERs that are used in the teaching and
learning of biochemistry. Six ERs were used in the study and constituted multiple
representations of the structure of immunoglobulin G (IgG) and its primary interaction with
antigen, and fell on an abstract to real continuum. The six different ERs used in the study will
be introduced in each relevant results chapter, where applicable. The 166 students who
participated in the study consisted of the following general groups.. One hundred and thirty of
the total participants were second-year biochemistry students who had completed a module on
immunology as part of the second year biochemistry course in 2000 and 21 were third-year
students who had studied the same course the previous year in 1999. In both years, the
immunology module made use of the same course notes, the same prescribed textbooks and
the same instructor lectured the module. All of these students responded to written probes in
the year 2000. In addition, 10 second-year students and 6 students who had all completed at
least one module of biochemistry at the third-year level were interviewed atthe end of 2000.
A further nine third-year biochemistry majors participated in clinical interviews at the end of
2001.
With regard to the student and course context of this research, an important point is raised.
The science ofbiochemistry has classed a host of immunoglobulin (Ig) molecules including
IgA, M, E, D and G. During probing of students' conceptual understanding of antibody
structure and interaction.with antigen in the current study, all partiCipants called upon the
structure of immunoglobulin G as their basis for describing the term "antibody" to the
researcher. IgG is the most basic struGture. of all· antibody molecules in humans and as a
result, is the molecule that is used by textbooks and instructors to introduce students to
concepts surrounding antibody structure and binding. Indeed, biochemistry textbooks that
contain a section on immunology usually begin with a discussion of IgG molecules, before
proceeding with more complex antibody structures (e.g. Rames and Rooper, 2000; Stryer,
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1995; Lehninger et aI., 1993; Mathews and van Holde, 1990). Furthermore, in confIrmation
of the former, it was found that the antibody diagrams, which participants .themse1ves
generated when required, corresponded to the basic structural features of IgG. Therefore, a
control variable was set up, in that the author could be certain as to what antibody structure
students were expressing. during probing of their understanding. Hence, valid and reliable
comparative analyses of students' responses could be made against the accepted scientifIc
knowledge of IgG structure and function, which is provided next in section 3.3.1.
The student and course context of the study informed the structure of the theoretical
framework employed by the thesis. In the next section, we present the theoretical framework
used to frame the research questions (Chapter 1).
3.3 Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework that structured this study is discussed in sections 3:3.1 and 3.3.2,
respectively. Firstly, the biochemistry context of the study is outlined with respect to· the
propositional knowledge represented by multiple external representations of the structure of
IgG and its interaction with antigen. Secondly, the science education context of the study is
framed by presenting an applicable learning theory that the researcher used as a basis for
explaining how individuals learn new knowledge and integrate already existing knowledge.
3.3.1 Biochemistry context
Concepts surrounding antibody structure and its interaction with antigen formed the
biochemistry context of this thesis. The nature of visuaL representation of the propositional
(scientifIc) knowledge that represents these biochemical concepts is discussed in this section.
Such knowledge is essential for the studies performed in this thesis,
Biochemistry is a science that is often investigated within the sub-microscopic environment.
Since we cannot physically see this environment, sCientists use physical and chemical data to
construct theories, hypotheses and models in an attempt to explain these abstract phenomena.
These constructs in turn, if accepted by the community of biochemists, govern how we
subsequently interpret, and reason about, the nature of the sub-microscopic environment and,
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therefore, what we include in educational resources (e.g. textbooks and computer software)
and teach to students in order to promote their understanding of the subjectmatter.
For a holistic understanding of biochemistry, one is required to move between macroscopic,
microscopic and symbolic models of phenomena (e.g. Pavlinic et al., 2001). In addition, one
is required to visualise, and translate between, abstract (e.g. graphical plots), symbolic (e.g.
formulae), molecular (e.g. space-filling models) and realistic (e.g. electron micrographs)
levels. Thus biochemistry, like chemistry, is a "mix of empirical observation and abstract
reasoning", and a variety of external representations or "models of reality" (Hoffmannand
Laszlo, 1991) that often consist of different levels of abstraction (e.g. Knight, 2003; Sumfleth
and Telgenbu.scher, 2001).
Abstract phenomena such as protein molecules are represented in a number of different ways
including 2-D ERs, 3-D physical models, and as various computer-generated ERs. These
modes ofrepresentation are intended to assist students to construct mental models of how we
currently believe a particular protein molecule looks in reality. For example, current
understanding of the structure of immunoglobulin G (IgG) and its interaction with antigencan
be reflected by a range of ERs. Possible ERs include electron micrographs showing the
general shape of an antibody-hapten complex, crystallographic ERs of antibody fragments,
stylised ball-and-stick ERs, or colorimetric indicator systems, all of which assist us in
"seeing" antibody-antigen binding. The manner in which the concepts are represented may
depend on the pedagogical aim of the ER, on the technology used to generate· the ER, or on
the particular mode in which the representation is externally generated. Since there is a
variety of "models of reality" (Hoffmann and Laszlo, 1991) in biochemistry for depicting
knowledge such as the structure of antibody molecules, the way scientists/authors represent
these phenomena visually will play a role in determining how knowledge will be acquired and
communicated amongst learners. This will remain so until the currently accepted model is
adjusted, modified or discarded.
A selection of ten typical representations available to the community of biochemists for
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Figure 3.1 Ten examples of ERs (a-j) that depict antibody structure and interaction with antigen
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All theERs (Fig. 3.1) serve as typical examples of the scientific (propositional) knowledge·
used by scientists, authors and designers to convey the structure of an IgG molecule and its
interaction with antigen, the biochemistry context of this thesis. Other ERs that represent the
same concept that were used in this thesis as the basis for the reported investigation are
discussed in results chapters 4-6. The antibody most familiar to undergraduate students
(section 3.2) is that of immunoglobulin G (IgG) (Fig 3.1). The IgG class represented in Fig
3.1 can be further divided into four subclasses, namely, IgGi, IgG2, IgG3 and IgG4 (Hames
and Hooper, 2000), which show only minor differences in structure (Roitt and Delves, 2001;
Roitt,1997). For the purpose of this thesis, the term "antibody" will refer to the structure of
.IgG unless stated otherwise.
The basic structure of IgG is a four-peptide unit - two identical heavy and two identical light
polypeptide chains (e.g. Fig 3.1c, d, g, h, i and j) held together by interchain disulfide bonds
(e.g. Fig 3.1d, g, h, i, and j) (Roitt, 1997; Campbell and Smith,2000). The general shape of
an antibody is often described as a "Y" (e.g. Fig. 3.1a, c, d, g,h and i). Each light (L) chain
consists of approximately 220 amino acids and each heavy (H) chain of approximately 440
amino acids.. Carbohydrate residues are attached to the heavy chains of the molecule, shown·
in purple on Fig. 3.lf. Due to this structural characteristic, the IgG molecule is often referred
to as a glycoprotein. Each light chain and each heaVy chain consists of a variable (V) region
and a constant (C) region (e.g. Fig. 3.1c, d, h and i) (Hames and Hooper, 2000). The variable
regions differ in amino acid composition across all IgG molecules whereas the amino acid
composition of the constant regions remains more or less the same. The N-termini of the two
heavy and light chains are situated at the variable end and the C-termini of the two heavy and
light chains at the constant end (e.g. Fig. 3.1 j) (Hames and Hooper, 2000). Variability in the
variable region is largely localised in three hypervariable regions, shown in Fig 3.1i (Hames
and Hooper, 2000). The enzyme papain can split the antibody into three fragments (Fig. 3.1j);
two identical Fab (Fragment antigen binding) fragments, each with a single and identical
antigen binding site and one Fc (Fragment crystallizes) fragment that cannot bind antigen·
(Hames and Hooper, 2000; Roitt, 1997). The location of the Fab and Fcregions on an
antibody molecule is represented in Fig 3.1a, b, e, f and h. In addition to interchain disulfide
bonds between light and heavy chains, intrachain disulfide bonds form loops within the light
and heavy polypeptide chains. These loops constitute the hypervariability of IgG and are
termed comp1ementarity-determining regions (CDRs) (Fig 3.1g). Furthermore, the CDR
loops fold to form [3-pleated sheet globular domains (Fig 3.1b) (Roitt, 1997). A complete
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antibody molecule consists of twelve domains; each light chain folds into two domains, one
domain in the variable region and another in the constant region (e.g Fig 3.lb and g).. Each
heavy chain folds into four domains, one domain in the variable region and three in the
constant region (e.g. Fig 3.1b, e, g) (Hamesand Hoopet, 2000). Each antibody molecule has
two antigen binding sites (Fig. 3.1). The variable domain of alight chain and variable domain
of a heavy chain each form one of two antigen-binding sites (e.g. Fig. 3.lc, d and i).
Therefore, the antibody molecule is bivalent and can bind a maximum of two antigen
molecules, one at each antibody binding-site (Hames and Hooper, 2000).
An antigen is a molecule that may interact with the hypervariable regions (Fig. 3.1 g) of the
heavy and light chains (Campbell and Smith, 2000). The antigen binding sites are explicitly
indicated on Fig 3.lc, d and i. When an antigen binds to an antibody (primary interaction), a
cellular immune response may be initiated, which results in the degradation of the antigen
molecule. The part of the antigen that makes contact withthe antibody is termed the epitope.
The parts of the hypervariable regions of the antibody that make contact with the epitope are
termed the paratope (Roitt and Delves, 2001). Primary interaction between paratope and
epitope is specific, spatially complementary and non--covalent (Roitt, 1997).
In addition to the structural characteristics of IgG, a degree of flexibility is associated with the
IgG molecule (Roitt, 1997; Brekke et al., 1995). This is characterised by a hinge region
located at the intersection of the ftrst (CHI) and second (CH2) domains of the constant portion
of the heavy chain (e.g. Fig. 3.1b and g) (Brekke et al., 1995). Potentia1flexibility (e.g. Fig
3.1e) of the IgG molecule may include 'waving', 'rotation' or 'elbow bending' of the Fab
arms and/or 'wagging' of the Fc region (Roitt, 1997; Brekke et aI., 1995). The flexibility of
the antibody molecule allows for optimal binding to antigen and other effectors of the human
immune system (Roitt and Delves, 2001).
As pointed out earlier, the IgG molecule is often presented and described in textbooks as
having a characteristic "Y" shape. However, the molecu1e is sometimes represented as a "T"
shape (Fig. 3.1b and f}ar in an "upright" conformation (Fig. 3.1j) in ERs. The differences in
presentation may depend largely on the original position the molecule was in when it was
captured in time during crystallographic analysis (e.g. Silverton et al., 1977), or, on how
authors or ER designers decide to depict it.· As mentioned, the antibody molecule is not a
static entity in vivo, the "arms" ofthe"Y" are in constant motion, as is the Fc "tail" due to the··
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.flexibility of the hinge region (Martin, pers. comm.). Due to this flexibility,only a few
researchers (e.g. Harris et aI., 1997) have managed to solve the structure of an entire intact
antibody, including the hinge region. Therefore, the literature often depicts the molecule as a
T-shape (e.g. Silverton et al., 1977; Harris et al., 1997), Y-shape (e.g. Fig 3.1c) or as an
upright shape (e.g. Fig. 3.1j). It is common practice for separate fragments of the
immunoglobulin G molecule to be solved individually first, and then, for the researchers to
"put the molecule together" to represent an eiltire IgG molecule (Martin, pers. comm.).
Similarly, it is common for one group of researchers to solve say the Fab portion, and then use
previous data from other studies to represent the entire molecule (e.g. Davies and Padlan,
1990). Due to these laboratory methods, many ERs of IgG are represented in textbooks as
containing a deleted hinge region.
In further elaboration of the biochemistry context of this thesis, crystallographic studies have.
shown that certain features of IgG (e.g. two heavy and two light chains, constant and variable
regions, twelve structural domains and bivalency) are generic to all IgG structures. This
finding remains constant even if the results from crystallography (e.g. amino acid
composition) may have varied slightly amongst studies (e.g. Janeway, Martin, Landry, Pincus
and Smith, pers. comm.). This is widely accepted amongst workers in the field and is
supported by the following extracts from correspondence with some prominent workers in the
field ofbioinformatics and immunology:
Researcher: I've noticed that almost all of the diagrams I've encountered; especially in
textbooks, are based on the x-ray crystallographic study of Silverton et al. (1977). My
question is: is this structure still the basis for diagram design in current textbooks? I've
seen adaptations of the former in Stryer (1995), Lehninger (1993) and Campell (2000) to
name a few. I've also seen that with recent studies, the schematic, line-type
representations of the IgG antibody have remained constant, even when you compare
them to diagrams in textbooks of the late seventies and early eighties. .
Martin: X-ray crystallography is a method for viewing a protein structure. This can be
done at different resolutions (levels of detail), but essentially (providing no
major mistakes were made in solving the structure -which is rare but has been
known to happen), then a structure from 30 years ago should be just a good as
one solved now. .
Janeway:Yes, the original structure is from Sliverton et al., as you surmise.
Until a new technique with higher resolution comes along, we will be
stuck with this one.
Laridry: It may no longer be the basis because there are many new crystal
structures available; however the relevant features are the same in all
IgG structures.
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From the extracts above, it can be deduced that any collective pool of antibody ERs will share
a high degree of structural commonality. If this. is the. case, then ERs that convey this
information will certainly contain common graphical features as well. This is clear in Fig 3.1·
in which all the presented ERs share at least one visual feature generic to all antibody
structures. For instance, all the ERs showIgG asa four-chain (two heavy and two light) unit
and each show two possible binding areas for antigen.. The ERs may also differ in other
respects. For example, Fig. 3.1b, e and g all show the twelve structural domains of IgG where
the other ERs (Fig. 3.1) do not and, Fig 3.1 a, b, e and f all give some idea of the volume that
is occupied by the molecular components constituting the overall shape of the molecule,
where the others do not. Visual representation of whichever structural feature of IgG in an
. .
ER is a function of a biochemist's analysis or a function of what the textbook· author or ER
designer wishes to make salient for whatever instructional purpose.. Fig 3.1 serves as an
example of ERs that are included as part of lecture· notes, textbooks, tutorial packages,
teaching aids, learning aids or as part of research papers. It is evident that the ERs (Fig 3.1)
are.diverse in terms of their visual representation and contain varying degrees of graphical
and symbolic information.
As pointed out in Chapter 2, ERs that contain symbolic information have to be interpreted
according to a certain convention for learners to construct a scientifically acceptable mental
.model (e.g. Kosslyn, 1989). In other words, the ERs have to be interpreted in the same way
by different people on each occasion, if any agreement between interpretations is going to be
established. Even though there are diverse ERs available to teachers and learners (e.g. Fig
3.1), there seems to be little systematic and standardised means for defining the visual ER
"conventions" used to represent antibody structure in the science of biochemIstry. As has
been shown for the learning of science in general, understanding an ER requires an
understanding of the conventions used (e.g. Henderson, 1999). Sometimes, many of the
conventions used are not universal or consistent across ERs within the same class. Given that
the nature of an ER is often a function of what the designer intends to conveyor the
educational objective of the ER (e.g. Petre and Green, 1993; Fleming, 1967), it would be fair
to suggest that many of the depictions presented in Fig 3.1 consist of "conventions" that are
rather idiosyncratic in nature. Nevertheless, some of these "conventions" have become
accepted as "universal conventions" in their own right. As part of further exposing the
biochemistry context of this thesis, these "conventions" shall be discussed next.
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Hoffmann and Laszlo (1991) have discussed the issue of idiosyncratic graphical features in
ERs in a chemistry context. These authors say that often convention and realism are mixed
"in the most innocent manner" and that the representation of a chemical structure is
"ideology-laden". Therefore, to represent them graphically, a "reunification of the theoretical
and the experimental" is required. By presenting the reader with some of the structural
. .
representations available for the compound camphor, from symbolic to ball-and-stick and
space-filling types, Hoffmann and Laszlo (1991) raise the question, "Which of the
representations is right? Which is the molecule?" In an answer to the question posed, they
suggest that, "all are, and none is". The point exemplified by their discussion is to affirm that
each representation is just a model, useful in certain instances but not in others. Like in
chemistry, representationin biochemistry is similar. There are many ERsavailable to depict a
.single phenomenon such as antibody structure, each one. serving its own purpose. In this
regard, two probable examples of accepted and "universal" conventions in biochemistry are
the space~fillingmode1 (e.g. Fig. 3olf) to depict atomic and molecular volume (e.g. McKee
and McKee, 1996; Amit et aI., 1986) and the "ribbon" reJ?resentation(e.g.Fig. 3.1b) to depict
folding of polypeptide chains. It would be fair to suggestthat the space-filling (Fig. 3.lf}and
ribbon (Fig 3.1b) conventions have become standardised features of modem ERs used in
biochemistry (e.g. Richardson and Richardson, 2002). However, in lieu of other diverse and
non-standardised "conventions" used to represent concepts in biochemical ERs (e.g; Fig. 3.1a
and g), the author posed a question to the Chairman of the Nomenclature Committee of the
IUBMB to· obtain clarity on this issue. The exchange that occurred was as follows
(Cammack, pers. comm.):
Researcher: ... Part of my work has been concerned with analysing textbooks, web pages,
course notes,teaching, and learning aids· that incorporate the representation of
immunoglobulin molecules.· Is there a standardised or accepted format for representing
biochemical structures diagrammatically; other than the normal symbolic notations? I know
that physics have certain rules for drawing vectors, pulley-systems, momentum diagrams etc.
From analysing the diagrammatic representations used in biochemistry, things like ball-and-
stick models, space-filling models, ribbon diagrams, backbone models etc. form the basis for
representing protein structures. Are there any rules or laws stipulating how structures should
be drawn, especially when authors depict stylised representations that are sometimes
idiosyncratic in nature? . .. ..
Chairm~n: ... Or. Moss has fo~arded your message to me: He did. not know of any
conventions for the representations of molecular structures in biochemistry, and I have not
hear~ of them either. There are, as you say, many different representations, depending on
the different types of software used to generate them,based on two- and three-dimensional
formats. The type of representation, and the aspect of the molecule in the picture, are usually
c~osen. on the basis of the type of information that the diagram is intended to convey. Two-
dimensional Chemdraw-type programs are used for chemical formulae and mechanisms.
P.rografT1s such as Rasmol and molscript provide a .sort of standard representation for three-
dimensional structures. Ball-and-stick or wireframe are used for chain conformations; spacefill
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for looking at the overall dimensions orsurface of proteins; and there are many more. The
journals such as Structure or Nature Structural Biology have their own conventions, but these
relate mostly to the file transfer formats.. So I cannot give any firm advice. Are there cases
that you know of, where more consistent representations of structures would be helpful? We
are always interested to hear of such cases, and if necessary take advice.
Based on the above, there appear to be no formal rules or standards that govern the visual
representation of protein structure in biochemistry, let alone the structure of IgG molecules.
Given that the molecular features of many ERs would be recognised by trained biochemist
instantly, it appears that many idiosyncratic "conventions" (e.g. Fig 3.1) used in biochemical
ERs are not conventions at all. As Cammack (pers. comm.) states above; "the type of
representation, and the aspect of the molecule depicted in the ER is usually chosen on the
basis of the type of information that the diagram is intended to convey". Even thoughthis is a
clear statement, it appears that this process is put into practice automatically by teachers,
textbooks authors and ER designers without any serious consideration of the effects on
student learning. Surely then, should this not cause potential problems for learners who are
expected to interpret these ERs without fault? This is a major question addressed in the
present thesis.
In summary, in section 3.2.1 we have presented the propositional (scientific) knowledge
constituting concepts surrounding antibody structure and interaction with antigen. Describing
the nature of this knowledge is crucial to the present study that deals with students'
interpretations ofERs that represent these concepts. The diverse and sometimes. idiosyncratic
nature of visual representation in biochemistry has also been emphasised. In the next section,
we consider the science education context of the theoretical framework employed in this
study.
3.3.2 Science Education context
Much of the progress made in understanding how individuals learn can be attributed to the
Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget. In his theory of cognitive development (piaget, 1952), he
proposed that all individuals pass through four distinct stages of development (e.g. Coon,
2001; Bukatko and Daehler, 1992). During the sensorimotor stage (0-2 years), the child's
development is characterised by non-verbal manifestations while s/he begins to make
connections between sensory and motor inputs. The preoperational stage (2-7 years) sees the
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child beginning to make use of language and other symbolic inferences. At this stage, the
child's thought processes remain egocentric. However, when the child is able to make use of
concepts, such as conservation of mass and volume, and these concepts remain concrete, then
the child has passed into the concrete operational stage (7-11 years). A child's ability to
engage in abstract and theoretical thinking marks the final stage of cognitive development, the
formal operations stage (11 years and beyond). After further experience and construction of
knowledge in years to come, this stage allows the individual to engage in deductive, inductive
or hypothetical reasoning processes (e.g. Coon, 2001; Bukatko and Daehler, 1992), the stage
expected of the students who participated in the present study.
Encompassed within Piaget's· theory is the postulate that cognitive development occurs
through two general processes. Firstly, assimilation describes the use of existing knowledge
(schemes) in a novel situation, or the process of integrating new information into existing
knowledge. Accommodation is concerned with the process of adjusting one's existing
knowledge in a novel situation (e.g. Coon, 2001). Through assimilation and accommodation,
an individual reaches a greater equilibrium, which is described as the "balance" between
his/her knowledge structures (e.g. Bukatko and Daehler, 1992). These two processes have
become the cornerstones for a popular cognitive theory that describes how it is that people are
able to "learn" and, serve as one component of the theoretical framework implemented in this
thesis.
In a development of Piaget's theory for cognitive psychology, but applied specifically to an
educational context, Bruner (1986, 1960) proposed an epistemology to describe how
individuals "learn" new information and "use" existing information. In this regard, Bruner
(1986, 1960) has suggested that the process of learning should be viewed as an active, rather
than a passive process. It is this active process that is responsible for the construction of new
concepts that are based on already existing knowledge and experience. According to Bruner
(1986), the learner uses hislher cognitive structure, which consists of sets of unique schema
and mental models to select and transform knowledge. Initiated by Piaget, the above
viewpoints, which form the basis of our thinking in this study, have become known as the
post-modem learning theory of constructivism (e.g. Gall et al., 1996). Von Glasersfeld (2003,
1989, 1983), perhaps the most respected constructivist in modem times, suggests that
knowledge in the world cannot merely be transferred from the instructor to the learner.
Instead, each individual's knowledge exists due to the unique organisation of his or her own
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conceptual structure. Constructivist-leaming theory suggests therefore, that the learner has to
assimilate (e.g. Bukatko and Daehler, 1992; Dean and Enemoh, 1983) or accommodate (e.g.
Ward and Wandersee, 2002; Bukatko and Daehler, 1992) the information that is perceived.
Therefore, generating conceptual understanding can never be a passive process but rather, is a
unique product (von Glasersfeld, 1989) of a learner's conceptual organisation, experiences
and social reality (e.g. Gall et al., 1996).
In relation to the sentiments expressed by the constructivist movement, Wittrock (1974) has
proposed a generative theory of learning. The theory suggests that children develop their
own scientific ideas, based on everyday experience, even before they are formally "taught"
science. It is these previously constructed naIve ideas and views that affect the way
individuals learn new scientific concepts and therefore, have a direct bearing on the processes
of accommodation and assimilation described above. The theory of generative learning
(Osbome and Wittrock, 1983) postulates that the brain actively constructs unique
interpretations rather than passively absorbs information (e.g. von Glasersveld, 2003, 1983;
Anderson et al., 2000). It follows, according to the theory, that the process of generation is
concerned with generating meaningful learning through comprehension that, "organizes the
information selected from the experience in a way that makes sense to us, that fits our logic,
or real world experiences, or both" (Osbome and Wittrock, p. 493). Therefore, according to
the theory, learning science is seen as a creative process where new ides have to be integrated
into already existing ways of reasoning and existing knowledge (e.g. Osbome andWittrock,
1983). With reference to constructivism and generative learning, Mayer (e.g. 2003, 1993) has
identified four cognitive processes that drive meaningful learning. The four processes are the
selection of relevant information, the organisation of the information into a coherent
structure, the integration of the information into existing knowledge and finally, the encoding
of the information into long-term memory.
According to the constructivist movement, each individual constructs knowledge that is
unique and. based on an individual's prior knowledge, experiences and social reality.
Therefore, during learning, since the construction of new knowledge is a unique product for
each individual, a particular individual could construct knowledge that that does not correlate
with currently accepted propositional (scientific) knowledge. As a result, this newly
constructed knowledge may take the form of alternative conceptions (e.g. Driver, 1989),
which are conceptual structures that are not consistent with current scientific worldviews. In
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addition, a student may show particular reasoning. difficulties (e.g. Arons, 1990) when
employing their constructed knowledge in different scientific contexts (e.g. Grayson et al.,
2001; Cohen et al., 1983). Under the banner of constructivism,a large volume of research
has identified studentS' alternative conceptions and learning difficulties in science. Examples
\
of such studies can be found in physics (Harrison et al., 1999; Pfundt and Duit, 1994),
chemistry (Birkand Kurtz, 1999; Boo, 1998; Garnett et al., 1995), biology (Flores et al.,
2003; Sanders, 1993; Lazarowitz and Penso, 1992; Boyes and Stanisstreet, 1991; Griffiths and
Grant, 1985), and to a lesser degree, astronomy (Stahly etal., 1999; Jones and Lynch, 1987).
As pointed out in Chapter 1, diagnosing students'difficulties with the. learning of
biochemistry has received very limited attention (e.g. Andersonand Grayson, 1994; Fisher,
1985).
Based on the above examples of research conducted within a constructivist framework, the
author argues that a constructivist epistemology would also serve as a feasible research
framework to identify students' difficulties with the interpretation ofERsused in the teaching
and learning of biochemistry. In this regard, Treagust et al. (2002) suggest in terms of the
constructivist paradigm that, "learning in science requires students to take ownership of an
idea or concept, reconstruct it, internalise it and be able to communicate it to others." (p. 367).
In an extension of this sentiment in terms of the current study, Mayer (2003) and Kosslyn
(1985) suggest that individuals learn from ERs via an active process characterised by them
making sense of, and integrating the external information themselves. This process is in
contrast with otherwise traditional views that see learners internalising the external
information passively and directly (e.g. Ward and Wandersee, 2002; Gall et al., 1996;
Grayson, 1995). Thus, when interpreting ERs, it can be expected that each individual will
construct a unique mental model of the scientific phenomenon that is represented by a
particular ER (e.g. Lohse et aI., 1991). In order for learners to make sense of the visual
information represented by the ER, the information has to be internally processed through
learners' "theoretical lenses" (Stylianidou et aI., 2002, p~ 257). Hence, for learners to
construct· meaningful concepts from ERs as well as to be able to reason with them
.. -. . ,
information has to be processed through already existing knowledge (e.g. Ward and
Wandersee, 2002) and experiences. The above sentiments· form the basis for the science
education context of the theoretical framework employed in this thesis.
~..
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In summary, a constructivistphi10sophy has been introduced anddis~ussed in order to
provide a theoretical explanation of how students' are thought to learn new knowledge, and
integrate already existing information. The feasibility of such a theoretical framework for
investigating stu:dents' interpretation and processing of ERs in biochemistry has been argued
to be favourable. Following the above outline of a suitable theoretical framework from which
to base the research questions (Chapter 1), ID the next section, we show how this theoretical
framework, described in section 3.3, informs the methodological framework employed in this
thesis.
3.4 Methodological framework
Now that a theoretical foundation, based on the nature of representation of antibody
molecules in biochemistry and a constructivist epistemology has been provided for this thesis,
the following questions need to be posed. What methodological framework would be
compatible with the theoretical framework described in section 3.3? What are the most
appropriate methods that can be used as instruments for the collection of data on students'
. interpretation of ERs of antibody structure and interaction with antigen, and why (Le. what
key research :fmdings support their validity)? Finally, what are the limitations of such
methods?
The methodological framework that was employed in this study is discussed in sections 3.4.1,
3.4.2, 3.4.3 and 3.4.4, respectively. Firstly, the general methodological approach that was
adopted within the overall methodological framework of this study is.outlined. Secondly, the
. . . .. .
research instruments used to collect data are presented. This includes a description of the
selection of the data-gathering instruments based on similar methods used by other workers in
the field. The aim of this is to demonstrate the acceptability of the chosen instruments
amongst the community of science educators. Thirdly,· methods for analysing the data are .
discussed and finally, the validity and re1iabiHty of the methods are scrutinised.
3.4.1 General methodological approach
According to Gall et al. (1996), educational researchers who subscribe to the constructivist
learning theory (section 3.3.2) are of the opinion that methods that are strictly analytical are
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not appropriate for measuring and understanding the unique interpretations that individuals
construct. This position, known as postpositivism, is a direct reaction to the positivistic
epistemology, which suggests that,. "physical. and social reality is independent of those who
observe it, and that observations of this reality, if unbiased, constitute scientific knowledge"
(Gall et a!., 1996, p. 18). Accordingly, as informed by the assumptions contained in the
theoretical framework discussed in section 3.3, the methodological approach in the current
study is based on the notion that human behaviour cannot be studied completely objectively
and separately from any social context (e.g. Lincoln and Guba, 1985). This is because
individuals' interpretations do not remain constant and human behaviour shows complex
interactions (e.g. Gall et aI., 1996). Therefore, it was necessary to adopt a qualitative and
interpretive approach to address the research questions (Chapter 1)·ofthis thesis; rather than a
quantitative approach, which would have been employed by positivistic. investigators (e.g.
Gall et a!., 1996; Rosnow and Rosenthal, 1996). Qualitative methods; such as the ones
adopted in this study, are concerned with collecting verbal and observational data from
participants and then subjectingthe data to analytic induction (e.g. Mouton, 2001), rather than
subjecting data to strict statistical treatments for the purpose of making generalisable
deductions (e.g. Anderson and Arsenault, 1998; Rosnow and Rosenthal, 1996).
In addition to the above, the qualitative approach adopted in this study was informed by the
scientific method (e.g. Anderson and Arsenault, 1998). In this regard, and according to
Rosnow and Rosenthal (1996, p. 6), the scientific method, "... is not synonymous with any
single, fixed procedure; it is instead a philosophical outlook as much as an evolving collection
of tools and techniques. This outlook is primarily characterized by empirical reasoning,
which in turn encompasses ... quantitative as well as qualitative procedures." Interms of the
former sentiment, pursuit of the scientific method in the current study was in no way
compromised by the fact that the study was qualitative in.·nature. Instead, all. the qualitative
methods that were employed in the current study were empirical in nature insofar as they
were concerned with the observation and measurement (e.g; Rosnow and Rosenthal, 1996) of
particular human behaviours, just as any quantitative study may endeavour to·do. In addition, _
. .
an empirical approach was sustained in the current project by the systematic and purposeful
investigation (e.g. McMillan and Schumacher, 1993) of the research questions (Chapter 1).
Furthermore, related to the engagement of the scientific method in the current study, the
methods and subsequent analysis of the data was characterised by an evolVing dynamic
(Anderson and ArsenauIt, 1998; p. 38), a situation where new research questions often arose
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when the study was already far in progress. To empirically address new research questions,
which emerged naturally, the current study involved It •••an evolving collection of tools and
techniques" (Rosnow and Rosenthal, 1996, p. 6). In this regard, the development of novel
methods was sometimes necessary for pursuing new research questions encountered during
the study (Chapter 1).
As part of the qualitative design, the methods employed in the current research were
naturalistic and were concerned with the human as instrument (e.g. Lincoln and Guba, 1985,
p. 39). In this regard, student data was collected through verbal (oral and written) means,
pictorial means (students' own diagrams) and by observing particular student behaviours (e.g.
student gestures related to ER interpretation and students' generation and modification of their
own diagrams duringER interpretation). In addition to being of a qualitative and naturalistic
design, the term interpretive research is often used to describe studies of this nature (e,g.
Mouton, 2001; Gall et al., 1996). These research designs, as the one reported in the current
study, place less emphasis on strict experimental and laboratory-type conditions (e.g.
Anderson and Arsenault, 1998; Lincoln and Guba, 1985) and are more concerned with
understanding the meanings that individuals (or a group of individuals) create in a particular
situation (e.g. Gall et aI., 1996). As a result, the aim of this approach is to discover the data
(e.g. Gall et al., 1996) by studying the meanings that individual's construct within a context,
and to make holistic observations within that context (e.g. Lincoln and Guba, 1985). As part
of this inductive approach, it is possible to reach certain generalisations about a group of
individuals within the same study context (e.g. Verma and Mallick, 1999). In other words, if
the researcher observes that similar patterns of observation emerge during the study, it may be
possible to make generalisable observations about a group of individuals in the same context.
Qualitative designs u~ed in educational research such as this, often employ multi-method
approaches (e.g. Anderson and Arsenault, 1998) to address research questions (Chapter 1). In
addition, it is well accepted that most methods used have at least some tenets in common with
other methods (e.g. Verma and Mallick, 1999). In the present study, all methods had some
commonality with each other but varied according to the objectives of the study and the
manner in which information was gathered from students (e.g. McMillan and Schumacher,
1993). The methods used to generate data in this study were characterised by rigorous and
exhaustive data analysis (see section 3.4.3 below) (e.g. McMillan and Schumacher, 1993). In
line with an interpretive and naturalistic approach, emphasis was·placed on discovering
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generalisations from the data within a specific context and then to explain the possible sources
of these phenomena (Bell, I999;Verma and Mallick, 1999). This approach is in contrast with
quantitative approaches that use preconceived determinants to analyse data and then use
. ..
statistical analysis to generalise the fmdings to a population (e;g. Gall etaI., 1996; Rosnow
and Rosenthal, 1996).
In addition to the above approach, some of the methodology used in this work was also
descriptive in design (e.g. Anderson and Arsenault, 1998; McMillan and Scumacher, 1993)
since it sometimes, in part, aimed to supply quantitative (in addition to qualitative)
. .
descriptions of observations that were made. A descriptive approach to the work was pursued
by describing what observations were being made and how the observations were related to
. . .
one another (e.g. Gall· et al.; 1996; Rosnowand· Rosenthal, 1996). III this instance, our
qualitative research design sometimes included a degree of numerical measurement (e.g.
Verma and Mallick; ·1999) in that the incidence of particular student difficulties with the
interpretation of ERs was often calculated. In so doing, in addition to .obtaining. and
describing the verbal, pictorial and observational data that emerged from the data, patterns
that emerged from the data were sometimes described by the calculation of such incidences.
The above description of the general methodological approach underpinning the present
project serves as an introduction to the types of data-gathering methods employed in this
work. These instruments are discussed in the next section.·
3.4.2 Data collection instruments
Three major data-gathering instruments were used to address the research questions (Chapter
1) namely, written responses, interviews and student generated diagrams.. Before outlining
the data-gathering instruments that were employed, the nature of such methods used to gather
data on students; interpretation of ERs in the current study is discussed.
3.4.2.1 Nature of the methods used to collect data on students'
interpretation of ERs
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Research on learners' interpretation of linguistic representations in science education (e.g. text
and sentences) is well established. Methods for measuring learners' processing of textual
representations include a variety of reliable and standardised test batteries that are easily
assessed (e.g. Van Dusen,1999; Denis, 1989). In the field of ER research however, not many
systematic research tools are available to researchers for studying learners' interpretation of
ERs in science and even fewer methods for analysing the data (e.g. Lewalter, 2003;
Henderson, 1999; Lowe, 1993a). - Nevertheless, in recent years, together with the
development of theories explaining the interpretation of ERs (e.g. Mayer, 2003; Larkin and
Simon, 1987), the field of ER research has developed. various methods that have proven
useful for investigating students' interpretation of scientific ERs (e.g. Lowe, 2003; B1ackwell
et al., 2001; Anderson and Armen, 1998). On this note, and with respect to the methods
employed in this project, four general guiding principles were considered when designing
instruments with which to collect data on students' interpretation of scientific ERs.
Firstly, Lowe (1993a) suggests that methods aimed at understanding learners' interpretation
of ERs in science should investigate both a product component, concerned with the results
obtained from learners' interpretation of ERs; and a process component, concerned with
isolating the cognitive strategies that learners use when interpreting ERs. By following this
guiding principle in the current study, the methods aimed to first diagnose students'
conceptual and reasoning difficulties with .the interpretation of ERs and then aimed to
understand the cognitive processes responsible for the difficulties.
Secondly, even though some researchers (e.g. Lowe, 1994b, 1993a) have stated that studying
ERs which contain textual adjuncts makes it difficult to isolate which representational mode
(picture or text) is more involved in the construction of mental representations, other
researchers (e.g. van Dusen et al., 1999; Mayer et al., 1995; Fry, 1981) have found it
extremely difficult to study visual processing divorced from verbal processing. This issue is
compounded by dual-coding theory (Mayer and Sims, 1994), which postulates that mental
model construction is a result of the integration of verbaland pictorial modes. Nevertheless,
some researchers have endeavoured to study ERs as being divorced from text with fruitful
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outcomes. For example, Lowe (1993a) argues that his work with weather map ERs (Chapter
2) allows them to be studied in isolation because the .ERsdonot depend. on .any textual
adjuncts to convey meaning, and are said to "stand alone". However, other ER researchers·
. (e.g. Mayer et aI., 1995; Winnand Solomon, 1993; Glenberg and McDaniel, 1992; Holliday
et al., 1977) have used combinations of both modes to investigate ER processing. In these
combinations, the pictorial component of the ER is present ina much larger proportion. than
the textual component, something also common to paper-based and computer-based ERs in
biochemistry and, common to the ERs studied in the current project. Theoretical implications
of dual-coding theory (section 2.4) served as a further guiding principle thatwaS followed by
the current study when selecting appropriate methods for addressing the research questions
(Chapter 1).
Thirdly, much of the research data on the .mental representation of ERs has. been. gathered
verbally or through written responses (e.g. Levie and Lentz, 1982). In this regard, Lowe
(l993a) says that it is unsuitable to collect such data solely in textual or verbal format,
because students can create distortions when expressing. their mental interpretations· through
verbal outputs alone. Instead, Lowe (e.g. 2003, 1993a) has called for further means with
which to collect data. These methods should also include techniques such as getting students
to physically manipulate ER information and to generate their own ERs. Consequently, in the
present thesis this guiding principle was responded to by employing other methods of data
output when gathering information on students' interpretation ofERs, including "think-aloud"
tasks, student-generated diagrams (SGDs) and observing other tacit behaviours.·
Fourthly, ER research literature suggests that researchers should ensure· that the validity and
. .
reliability of the data-gathering methods is of the highest degree possible. For instance, Lowe
(l993a) says that when designing data-gathering instruments, one should ensure that the data
obtained actually embodies students' mental representations and isn't just an· artef~ct of the
methodology. He thus highlights the· significance of data analysis in such studies and
emphasises that, because mental representations cannot be observed directly, researchers have
to be careful when formulating their findings. This opinion has been supported by Sanders·
(pers. comm.) who has pointed out that ER researchers should take care to ensure that their
instruments are measuring what they are designed to measure and that the data obtained
corresponds to what is being searched for. This guiding principle corresponding to issues
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surrounding validity andreliability of the methods employed in the current study is addressed
in section 3.4.4 ..
As stated previously in section 3.4.1, due to the qualitative and interpretive approach adopted
.. .
by this study, methods often displayed a degree of overlap and were thus, mixed in design
(e.g. Kozma, 2003; Verma and Mallick, 1999). Therefore, the three methods that were
employed in the project were frequently used in conjunction with one-another with more
emphasis being placed on one approach than another, depending on the particular study in
question. Consequently, in line with the evolving dynamic (e.g. Anderson and Arsenault,
1998, p. 38) adopted by this work, the methods employed depended on the results obtained
and on any additional research objectives that emerged during the study (e.g. McMillan and
Schumacher, 1993). In the next section, in addition to describing the three data-gathering
instruments and acknowledging the afore-mentioned guidelines. employed in the current
study, descriptions of similar methods used by other workers in the field are also given
attention. By doing so, the author will motivate for the· selection and acceptability of the
instruments used in the project to the community of science educators.
3.4.2.2 Written instruments
Gathering written verbal outputs is one way in which the. mental representation and
processing of ERs can be investigated (e.g. Lowe, .1993a). Studies in the field often: report the
use of written instruments (or probes) thatare "open-ended" or "free response" in nature (e.g..
Noh and Schannann, 1997). These free response instruments allow the learner to write "what
comes to mind" without being forced into a particular way of thinking (e.g. Grayson et al.,
2001). For example,Stylianidouet al. (2002) have used this approach to investigate students'
interpretation of energy ERs and included the following free-response items: "What do you
notice first about this picture?" and, "What do you have to do or think about to make sense of
this picture?" Similarly, Schollum (1983)· has used questions such as, "When you see a
. .
diagram like this what doesitmean to you?" to probe students ideas on scientific ERs offood·
chains, matter and gravity. Written free response techniques such as these were also utilised
in the current study.
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Even though the use of students' drawings-as -a way to gather-data will be discussed shortly in
section 3.4.2.4, this method of data collection is often attached to the free response probing
technique described above. For example, Pefia and Quilez (2001) investigated students'
interpretation of ERs with the following free-response instruments: "Make a diagram of the
location of the Sun;,.Earth-Moon indicating their relative movements in such a way thaJ the
phases of the moon are clearly laid out" (p. 1127) and, "You...call a friend who is in a
spaceship. YOll tell him to pop his head out ofthe window so that he can see the beautiful full
moon at the same time as you. But he answers that what he sees is a beautiful moon in its
fmal quarter. Do you think that is possible? Justify you answer withthe help of drawings" (p.
. . . . ..
1127). The use of students drawings attached to free response probing was used in the current _
investigation.
In naturalistic research designs (e.g. Gall etal., 1996; Lincoln and Guba, 1985) such as the
one reported here, after obtaining free~response data, researches often progress to written
instruments that focus more specifically on learners' interpretations that emerged during free
response. The design ofsuch questions is informed by the data obtained from free-response
probes, where specific patterns that emerge are probed further, in a more purposeful manner
(e.g. Grayson etal., 2001). For example, du Plessis et al. (2003), Hull (2002) and Treagust
(1988) have all used such focused written probes to obtain information and a similar process
for obtaining students' responses was utilised in this project.
3.4.2.3 Clinical interviews
_ According to Posner and Gertzog (1982), clinical interviews have the general objective of
gathering information about the nature and extent of a person's cognitive structure and
knowledge about a certain idea. A further aim of a clinical interview is to identify how an
individual's conceptions are related to one-another (e.g. White and Gunstone, 1992). The
clinical element was born out of Piaget' s approach (e.g. Btikatko and Daehler, 1992) where, -
while the learner speaks freely, the interviewer probes further wheres/he thinks deeper
- -
information, relating to -the -concept of interest, resides. Through further probing, the clinical
method is aimed at delving into an individual's cognitive structure to get even deeper
information to emerge (e.g. Posner and Gertzog, 1982). Although clinical interviews mainly
gather verbal responses, they may also inClude diagram-generating tasks (e.g.-Beilfuss et al.,
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2004). Usually, verbal outputs obtained during interviews are audiotaped and transcribed
verbatim (e.g. Ametllerand Pinto, 2002; Simonneaux, 2000). Modem times have also seen
clinical interviews being videotaped (e.g. Pavlinic et al., 2001; Sumfleth aild Telgenblischer,
2001). In this case, researchers can make use of other observational methods such as the
analysis of tacit gestures like "pointing" and "indicating" and the observing of further
diagram-related behaviours such as learners' modification Of adjustment. of their drawings
(e.g. Sumfleth and TelgenbUscher, 2001; Kindfield, 1993/1994; Lowe, 1993a}.Examples of.
data sources analysed during clinical interviews include electronic transcripts, videotapesand
observation sheets (e.g. Pavlinic et al.,· 2001). All of the above clinical interviewing
techniques were used in the present project.
The following are selected examples of other studies in which data on learners' interpretation
of scientific ERs was collected, thus providing a strong motivation that such methods are
applicable to the current project. Novick and Nussbaum (1978) used Piagetian type
interviews to obtain data on students' understanding of ERs of matter.· Information was.
obtained through structured questions as well as students' drawings generated during the
interviews. The authors suggested that a probing interview procedure allowed for a deep and
thorough investigation of students' conceptual knowledge. In another example, Ametller and
Pinto (2002) used clinical interviews to identify students' difficulties with ERs representing
energy. Their interview protocol consisted of general and specific questions, depending on
the nature of the responses. The start of each of their interviews contained the same question,
"If you found this image in a textbook, how would you interpret it, what does it suggest to
. .
you?". Furthermore, Sumfleth. and Telgenblischer (2001) conducted semi-structured
interviews to evaluate students' interpretation of ERs in chemistry. The process consisted of
four parts, a prediction-observation-explanation (POE) task, a recall task, a problem-solving
task and a reflection task. As a variation of the clinical method, Pavlinicet al~ (2001)
observed students while they interpreted ERs of 2-D and·· 3-D chemical structures.
Observations were recorded on an observation sheet and students were later interviewed while
viewing a videotape oftheir performance.
Often, encapsulated within the clinical interview method, is the use of think-aloud tasks (e.g;
Posner and Gertzog, 1982). Bowen(l994) has referred to these methods as instruments for
obtaining information as to, "what is going on in the mind" (p. 185). Since clinical interview
approaches sometimes consist only of thirik-aloud tasks, the two terms, think-aloud methods·
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and clinical interview methods are often used interchangeably. In terms of ER research,
think-aloud techniques have proven to be powerful instruments for gaining insight into
learners' utilisation of their mental models during interpretation, problem solving or reasoning
withERs as shown by studies conducted by Kozma (2003), Lewalter (2003) and Kindfield
(1993/1994). Use of think-aloud methods was adopted by the current project when
interviewing students during the interpretation ofERs.
3.4.2.4 Student-generated ERs
These days, researchers place greater emphasis on the collection of non-verbal data in order to
obtain more precise inferences about ER processing (e.g. Gobert and Clement, 1999; Lowe,
1993a). Scientists such as Pauling and Einstein claimed to use only mental pictures, rather
than words, when thinking and generating new ideas (e.g. Glynn, 1997; Lowe, 1987; Larkin
and Simon, 1987). This thought process often resulted in them drawing their mentalimages
as a way to express their thinking. For these scientists, the process of visual thinking through
the construction of ERs was a powerful cognitive tool (e.g. Lowe, 1988a). Modern
researchers have learnt from such strategies in that a useful technique for investigating how
learners' process ERs in science is to get them to construct their own ERs. In the opinion of
major workers in the field, this enables them to trace and probe students' mental models of
scientific ERs (e.g. Beilfuss et al., 2004; Gobert and Clement, 1999). As noted by Glynn
(1997), when students draw diagrams of their mental representations, they are essentially
sketching their mental models of a particular concept. Hence, the "drawing" of mental·
models can be seen as a diagnostic tool that can help researchers isolate conceptual and
reasoning difficulties and alternative models that students may possess (e.g. Glynn; 1997;
Kindfield, 1993/1994). This approach was considered appropriate for the present study.
Examples of such data collecting strategies that constitute a strong motivation for employing
this approach in the present project are as follows. Gobert and Clement (1999) investigated
students' diagrammatic outputs of concepts surrounding plate tectonics. Through analysis of
student-generated diagrams, the researchers were able to trace students' construction of
mental models and their conceptual understanding. An example of one of their probes was,
"Thinking back to what you just read, draw a picture of the different layers of the earth.
Include and label all the information about these layers that you can" (p. 42). In another study
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by Galili et al. (l993), students' understanding of image formation from light rays was
obtained by asking students to draw a light diagram after observing the formation of the
images. Analysis· of the data allowed. researchers to distil learners' core· concepts.
Furthermore, Dwyer (1973) has made use of a "drawing test" to investigate students
interpretation of ERs of the human heart. Student drawings were evaluated by assessing the .
placement of students' textual labels on their drawings-. Lastly, Berg andPhillips (1994) .
investigated students' interpretation of line graphs by· allowing them to construct their own·
graphs while students provided accompanying verbal explanations.
In similar studies, Reiss et al. (2002) and Reiss and Tunnic1iffe (2001) have investigated
students' understanding of their internal bodily structures. by getting· them to generate
drawings of what they think is "inside them". The results suggested that through this
technique, much valuable insight could be gathered about students' understanding of these
concepts. Similarly, Ramadas· and Nair (1996) investigated students understanding of the
human digestive system with an open-ended drawing instrument. This was followed by
structured but flexible interview sessions where, although a set of questions was previously
designed, the probes were adjusted and student responses followed up on where necessary. In
general, Reiss et al. (2002) have suggested that approaches such as gathering data through
drawings are rarely used in science education research. .Obtaining student diagrams was a
major feature of the methods used to obtain students' interpretation of ERs in the present
study.
3.4.3 Data Analysis
The data collected from the above three data gathering instruments (section 3.4.2) used in the
current study were subjectedto analytic induction (e.g. Mouton, 2001; Gall et a!., 1996). This
approach to data analysis is concerned with "inducing" {Gall et a!., 1996, p. 25) common
. .
themes from the data as a process of discovery. rather than subjecting previously enforced
themes to the data before any analysis (e.g. Bell, 1999). Inductive analysis of the data
constitutes a research process where patterns are uncovered and "made explicit" from
"embedded" information that resides in the data (Lincon and Guba, 1985, p. 203).
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During inductive analysis of the data in the currentproject, patterns of meaning and evidence
were allowed to emerge from the data themselves (e.g. Anderson and Aresenault, 1998;
Lincoln and· Guba, 1985) without being previously enforced (Mcmillan and Scumacher,
1993). In addition, interpretations were drawn and described once all information was
gathered (e.g. Verma and Mallick, 1999). Such an inductive approach is also often viewed as
a descriptive synthesis of the data rather than a process of data reduction (McMillan and
Scumacher, 1993, p~ 480). In this regard, the researcher in the current project was concerned
with providing a natural and detailed description of the patterns that emerged from the data
(Gall et aI., 1996). Furthermore, the method of data analysis employed in the current project
was viewed as being groundedin theory (e.g. Gall et al., 1996; McMillan and Schumacher,
1993; Lincoln and Guba, 1985). This was because descriptions and explanations of
phenomena came from the data themselves rather than with a view to an already pre.:.existing
theory. This approach to data analysis is in contrast with other solely deductive forms of
analyses often associated with positivistic designs (e.g. Verma and Mallick, 1999).
During an analysis of data corresponding to students' interpretation of ERs,categories of
student difficulties emerged from the data themselves, rather than being pre-determined (e.g.
Anderson and McKenzie, 2002; Anderson et al., 1999; Boo, 1998; Bowen, 1994; Kuiper,
1994). As the process of sorting students' responses to questions (probes) proceeded, the
nature of the· categories, and hence the underlying difficulties, becomes clearer and sub-
categories could emerge (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). The four-level methodological
framework (Fig. 3.2) of Grayson et al. (2001) was used to classify the difficulties according to
how much information and understanding the author had about the nature of each difficulty.
Difficulties that are well established by research across varying contexts (e.g. different
courses, student groups and institutions) and for which there is a stable description are
classified at Level-4 or established (Fig. 3.2), while those that are known to researchers but
have not been extensively explored are classified at Level-3 or partially established (Fig. 3.2).
Level-2 difficulties are those that are suspected based on teaching or learning experience or
on very limited research (Fig. 3.2). Difficulties that emerge unexpectedly from analysis of the
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Figure 3.2 Four-level framework used to classify students' difficulties with the ERs (adapted from
Grayson et al., 2001, p. 615)
Application of the four-level framework (Fig. 3.2) to identify and classify student difficulties
was as follows. If during free response, an unexpected difficulty emerges from the data, it is
classified at Level-I. This difficulty is now suspected and therefore automatically reclassified
as suspected at Level-2. If the difficulty re-emerges upon further probing, it is re-classified at
Level-3 as partially established. If the same difficulty is further probed for in a different
context, and emerges again, then it attains the status of being well established at Level-4
(Grayson et aI., 2001). Since the author found no documented research on student difficulties
with the interpretation of ERs of antibody structure and interaction with antigen, the written
probes and interview questions were designed to initially investigate various Level-2
suspected difficulties as well as any Level-l difficulties that may have emerged from the free-
response data (Chapter 4). In each case, the incidence of the difficulty was calculated and
recorded.
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After obtaining free-response data, questions that focus more specifically. on learners'
interpretations that emerged during free response are designed (Fig. 3.2). The design of such
questions is informed by the data· obtained from the free-response probes,. where specific
patterns that emerge are probed further (e.g. Grayson et al., 2001). In this regard, a difficulty·
might first emerge at a low level of incidence during analysis of the free response data
because not all students might reveal the difficulty. Thereafter, as the difficulty is reclassified
at higher levels on the framework (Fig. 3.2), by utilising probes that focus more specifically
on the difficulty, the incidence of that same responsepattern would increase.
. .
3.4.4 Validity and Reliability of the data collection instruments
Researching students' interpretation· of ERs is a challenging. undertaking. This is because, as
pointed out in section 3.4.2.1, not many systematic tools exist for ''tapping'' into the human
mind directly. There is no choice but to rely on indirect methods for gathering information
such as interviews, written responses, observation and students drawing of ERs. Such
methods were chosen based on the theoretical framework outlined in section 3.3 and were
therefore, used to address the research questions in the present study. Each of these methods
as a tool for generating appropriate data has both advantages and limitations. Advantages of
the methods chosen for the current study were discussed in section 304.2. The limitations of
the specific methods chosen for the present project in conjunction with issues surrounding
validity and reliability of the instruments and data analysis are addressed below in sections
3.4.4.1 - 3.4.4.5.
3.4.4.1 Nature of validity and reliability in the current project
Validity is defined as the degree to which an instrument measures what it is designed to
measure and reliability is defined as the degree to which the same responses would be. yielded
if the same instrument was used with the same sample of participants on a different occasion
(e.g. Verma and Mallick, 1999; Gall et al., 1996; Rosnowand Rosenthal, 1996; Bukatko and
DaeWer, 1992; White and Gunstone, 1992). Since the current project was concerned with
interpreting and describing students' constructions in a certain context (e.g. Lincoln and Guba:,
1985), rather than statistically generalising thefmdings to an entire population divorced of
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context (e.g. Gall et aI., 1996), striving for validity became more important than striving for
reliability (e.g. White and Gunstone, 1992). In this regard,Phelps (1994) has suggested that
no naturalistic study,such as the one reported in the current project, will be able to be
replicated entirely. This is mainly because such research deals with human subjects whose
knowledge could change from one test to the next and even be influenced by the test
questions themselves. Thus, in lieu of the postpositivistic approach adopted in the current
project, the researcher ~as satisfied with the degree of face validity (e.g, Gall et al., 1996)
shown by the experimental design. In this regard, the author felt that a large degree of face
validity was maintained by selecting an appropriate theoretical (section 3.3) and
methodological (section 3.3) framework to address theresearch questions (Chapter 1). This is
not to say that maintaining reliability of the instruments was of no importance;· the current
study aimed to achieve this whenever possible.·
3.4.4.2 Using the four-level framework to pursue validity and reliability of
the data
One way of pursuing validity and reliability of the data in the current study was to use the
four-level methodological framework of Grayson et al. (2001) to classify student responses
according to how much information and understanding the author had about the nature of
each· difficulty (section 3A.3). In this case, reliability of the emerging responses was
extended each time a difficulty was classified at a higher level on the framework (Fig. 3.2).
This was because."movement" of a difficulty up the levels required repeated investigations of
the same difficulty using the same or, a highly similar (in terms of prior knowledge),
population of. students. . The degree of validity of a certain probe could be measured by
comparing students' responses generated from the same probe. For example,if a probe was
found to deliver both scientifically sound as well scientifically unsound responses (e.g. White
and Gunstone, 1992), the researcher could be sure that the probe was soundly answered by a
proportion of the participants, which in turn, demonstrated the presence of a valid probe. In
contrast, we rejected probes as being invalid if the majority of students delivered poor
answers. With respect to pursuing inter-rater reliability, the degree to which two or more
researchers agree onthe meaning of a question or response (e.g. Gall et al., 1996; McMillan
and Schumacher, 1993; Bukatko and Daehler, 1992), both the author and supervisor perused,
and then agreed, on the written and interview probe sets· before administration to students.
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Furthermore, non-leading probes were designed to remove any emotive or leading language
or potential ambiguity (e.g. Bell, 1999); As a further means of enhancing inter-rater
reliability, the author and supervisor both perused the student data and resulting
classifications.
3.4.4.3 Validity and reliability of the written instruments
Even though the use of written probes is a. useful way for collecting data· on students'
interpretation of ERs, Lowe (1993a) suggests that, wheninterpretingERs, subjects create
"distortions" when expressing their visual interpretations through written representations. In
this regard, learners may adjust their mental information of an ER when expressing .their
experiences in a verbal form (e~g. Lowe, 1993a). In other words, a student's written
description is just a verbal representation of their interpretation and not an exact one-to-one
replica of the mental model they may be wishing to describe. To counter this potential
problem, the author had to be certain of the consequential validity(Gall et a!., 1996) of the
probes. In doing so, the author had to make sure that sound research inferences could be
drawn from the student data that the probes delivered. Such consequential validity was
strengthened in: the current study when the author noticed that regular patterns often emerged
from the data. This observation contributed to internal validity (e.g. Anderson and Arsenault,
1998) since the researcher could be confident that the data accurately reflected the student
context employed in. the project. . In addition, a high external validity (Anderson and
Arsenault, 1998; Gall et a!., 1996) of the data was demonstrated when the author found that a
particular student difficulty showed a high incidence in the student population under study.
In addition t6 the above, responses obtained from written instruments may. be biased if
learners lack the required linguistic skills, or if some students participating in a study are.not
as forthcommg as others might be in their. written responses (e.g. Reiss and Tunnicliffe,
2001). A further extraneous factor may be the fact that not all participantspossess English as
their mother tongue, which could have distorted the data. In this regard, attempts were made
to keep the English as clear and as simple as possible when designing. probes and to take
cognisance of the fact that some of the student responses might show a linguistic rather than a
scientific problem. We felt that this potential problem was also well covered by the above
validity checks.
3.4.4.4 .Validity and reliability of the clinical interviews
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Although researchers have recognised that the clinical interview method offers definite
advantages for obtaining data inER research, there has been a fair amount of critique levelled
at it, particularly with respect to the reliability of such techniques. Common problems that
can affect the reliability of data collection during interviews include the subjects feeling
uneasy and anxious in the interview environment; guessing during tasks; and the manifesting
of "artificial" metacognitive behaviours (e.g. Anderson and Arsenault, 1998; Rubin and
Rubin, 1995; Bowen, 1994). Other factors affecting the reliability of interview data may
include students lacking confidence in their responses; the motivation levels ofthe students to
deliver clear and detailed responses; the mood of the students when the interviews were
conducted; and students' concentration spans. Thus special care was taken in the present
study to minimise the above problems during interviews by ensuring that the subject was a
relaxed, interested andmotivated participant.
As pointed out in section 3.4.2.1, when performing ER research, it is unsuitable to collect data
solely in a textual or verbal fonnat. Therefore, think-aloud tasks are often employed in
interview protocols as further "forms of output" with which to collect data (e.g. [owe, 1993a).
These forms of output include student-generated diagrams (section 3.4.2.4) and other
observable behaviours. Even though it is important to obtain these data sources, some
participants may lack the appropriate visual communication skills necessary for expressing
their interpretations (e.g. Reiss and Tunnicliffe, 2001). Related to the former, students' may
not expose the necessary tacit knowledge (the understanding manifested in gestures such as. .
"nodding" "pointing" and "indicating") during an interview (e.g. Gall et al., 1996), which may
dilute both the verbal and drawing data obtained during the interview. Participants who are
. shy and timid may lack confidence in exposing their tacit knowledge, which may make the
data less useful. As a way of countering this potential problem in the present study, large
efforts were made to relax the subject in the interviewenvironment and encourage the student
to respond freely where possible, whatever the nature of the responses might have been.
In addition, two other factors may potentially distort interview data. Firstly, the "Hawthome
effect" is a phenomenon in which, when participants know they are part of a research study,
they change their behaviour to suite what they think the researcher wants to see or hear (e.g.
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Rosnow and Rosentha1, 1996) leading to a bias termed subject reactivity (e.g. Bukatkoand
Daehler, 1992). Secondly, a researcher's own involvement in an interview might also
potentially affect the way the student answers questions (Coon, 2001). Sometimes, an
interviewer might perceive the. subject in a favourable way based solely on appearance for
example. As a result, the interviewer may make erroneous inferences based on this initial
impression alone. Doing so will create a distortion in the data since these traits will seem to
outweigh others that haven't been exposed, a situation known as the "Halo effect" (Rosnow
and Rosenthal, 1996) or observer bias (e.g. Bukatko and Daehler, 1992). In the present study,
care was taken to avoid these potential problems.
Additionally, Lewalter (2003) states that even though interviewing methods have been found
to be very effective, sometimes one learning or interpretation pattern may be more overt than
another pattern. In the current study, the author aimed for a high degree of content validity,
which involved designing interview probes that represented the kind of scientific content that
they were meant to represent (e.g. Gall et a!., 1996; Rosnow and Rosenthal, 1996). As the
reader shall observe in subsequent sections, interview probes were sometimes piloted to
measure whether they delivered the data that they aimed to deliver. This process contributed
towards maintaining the construct validity (e.g. Mouton, 2001; Gall et. a!., 1996) of the
probes.
Lastly, another problem with interviews is that the data obtained from the clinical method is
in a form that is not suitable for immediate analysis. For example, a one-hour interview
generates about twelve to fifteen pages of transcript text as well as one hour of corresponding
video footage and it is often necessary to analyse the raw data more than one once (e.g.
Bowen, 1994). Consequently, familiarity and experience with these types of qualitative
analyses is required. Experience with such analyses improves observer reliability. In this
regard, the author made sure that he was proficient in these techniques, before collecting any
data.
3.4.4.5 . Using triangulation to improve validity and reliability of the .
instruments
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In a commentary, relating to issues of validity and reliability in science education research,
Sanders (1998) has called for ER researchers to "open their minds" (p. 1) during data analysis
to prevent any hasty conclusions being drawn and to consider as many factors as possible that
could distort the data (e.g. Sanders and Mokuku, 1994). As a reaction to this sentiment,one
general way to extend the validity and reliability of the research instruments and subsequent
. .
analyses in the current project was to employ a range of multifaceted methods (section 3.4.2)
to address the research questions (e.g. Cohen and Manion, 1994; McMillan and Schumacher,
1993). Thus inan attempt to eliminate bias, maintain balance, verify and validate results, and
fmd regular patterns in the data, this study relied heavily on the concept of triangulation (e.g.
.Gall et al., 1996; Rosnow and Rosenthal, 1996). As discussed above, since allthe methods
utilised in this study were limited to some extent (e.g.. Gall et aI., 1996), a multi-method
approach to collect data rather than only a single method was used in order to "zero in"
(Rosnow and Rosenthal, 1996, p. 74) and cross-validate the meanings embedded in the data.
In the present study, triangulation (e.g. Bell, 1999; Verma and Mallick, 1999; Andersonand
Arsenault, 1998; Gall et al., 1996; Cohen and Manion, 1994; McMillanand Scumacher, 1993;
Lincoln and Guba, 1985) was pursued by obtaining data from two or mote data Sources and
through different data-generating mechanisms including written probes, interview probes,
student-generated diagrams and other observation methods. In addition, data was collected
from· multiple samples of participants and. during at least three different time frames (e.g.
Verma and Mallick, ·1999; Ariderson and Arsenault, 1998; Cohen and Manion, 1994;
McMillan and Schumacher, 1993).
3.5 Summary
The methods presented in this thesis were based on a postpositivistic epistemology that
followed the tenets laid out by the learning theory of constructivism. Based on this theoretical
foundation, a suitable methodological framework was described to include the use of written
instruments, clmical interviews, student-generated diagrams and other observational methods
to gather data on students'· interpretation of ERs of antibody structure and interaction with
antigen. In presenting the methods employed in this project, care has been taken to provide
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examples of other workers who have also employed similar data-generating strategies to
argue for their applicability as research instruments in the currentthesis. The discussion has
also offered pertinent viewpoints relating to the validity and reliability of the methods used in
the current project.
With a theoretical and methodological platform in place, findings obtained from .students'
. .
. . . .
interpretation of three ERsof antibody structure are explored in the next chapter.
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In Chapter 1, it was pointed out that the interpretation of scientific ERs is a cognitively
demanding task (Lowe, .1996), which can induce misconceptions and. incorrect ways of
reasoning. As was shown in the review of ER research in Chapter 2; extensive literature
exists on students' difficulties with the interpretation of ERs. However, ·as argued in Chapter
. .
1, very few research reports have been published on the effectiveness of ERs in the learning
and teaching of biochemistry. This is rather surprising given the variety. of visual means
available for representing a single biochemical phenomenon, For instance, as presented in
Chapter 3, the propositional (scientific) knowledge for concepts Of IgG antibody structure and
interaction with Ag can be visually represented in multiple ways. In lieu of this, it was argued
that the diverse pictorial representation of these concepts might pose potential difficulties for
students. Thus the aim of this aspect of the study was to investigate this possibility by
studying students' interpretation of three typical textbook ERs depicting Ab structure and
interaction with antigen since, to the author's knowledge, no such investigation has ever been
carried out.
In this chapter research questions 1 and 2·(see Chapter 1) are addressed namely, what types·of .
difficulties do students have with ERs used in the teaching and learning of biochemistry; what
are the sources of such difficulties; and therefore, what are the factors affecting students'
ability to interpret ERs? The following approach was employed toaddtess these questions.
Firstly, based on the author's teaching and .learning experience, three ERs, representing the
structUre of immunoglobulin G (IgG) and its interaction with antigen were screened· for
potential student difficulties. Following this, both free response and specific probes (Chapter
3) were designed to generate data on students' interpretation of the three ERs. As part of the
data analysis, the four-level research framework (Grayson et al., 2001) (section 3.4.3) was
used to identify and then classify students' conceptual and reasoning difficulties with the ERs.
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Possible sources of the difficulties were also considered. Based on the results, the chapter
discusses the potential factors affecting students' ability to interpret ERs in biochemistry.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Study groups and ERs under study
The study involved a total of 130 second-year biochemistry students who had studied a
. ,
module on immunology in the year 2000 as well as 21 third-year students who had studied the
same course the previous year (1999). Students in both years were enrolled in undergraduate
biochemistry courses at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa and the data was
collected in May 2000. All of these students responded to written probes. In addition, of the
130 second-year students, 10 students participated in clinical interviews. Table 4.1 outlines
the dates on which data was collected together with the grouping of the different student
samples and the corresponding types of data collected from each group.
Table 4.1 Student populations, data collection dates and the corresponding types of data
collected from each group
Student' Data Year of Responded . Free- Focused Participated . ER under
groups collection undergraduate to written response type in clinical .study
date study probes type probes inteNiews (Fig. 4.1)
probes
70 . 9 May 2na Yes Yes A.
21 9Mav. 3ra Yes Yes A
45 10May 2na Yes Yes C
69 16 May 2na .Yes Yes D
23 23 May 2na Yes Yes C
13 25 May 2na Yes Yes A
10 18-24 May 2na . Yes A, BandC
For the convenience of the reader, a flip-out page of all four ERs used inthis study is supplied
on p. 76. Two of the textbook ERs (Fig. 4.1A and C) used in the study were presented to
students as part of coursework notes with accompanying text and additional oral explanation.
Fig 4.1D was obtained from one of the recommended textbooks (Stryer, 1995) for the second- .
year biochemistry course. Fig 4.1B was an adapted versioIl of Fig 4.lA and was used as an
additional ER during interviews (Table 4.1). Fig 4.1 A represents the tertiary structure ofIgG
with its variable (V) and constant (C) domains shown in light red and grey, respectively.
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Figure 4.1 Four ERs each showing the three-dimensional structure of an IgG antibody molecule.
(A) and (8): Tertiary structure showing V and C regions (Bohinski, 1987), (B) is an
adapted version of (A) with a blue box drawn around one disulfide linkage and a green
oval around an N-terminus of a light chain; (C): Tertiary structure in chain form
(Bohinski, 1987); (0): Three-dimensional structure showing one of the H chains in
dark red and the other in dark blue. One of the L chains is shown in light red, the
other in light blue. A carbohydrate unit attached to a CH2 domain is shown in yellow
(Stryer, 1995).
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The solid black lines in Fig; 4.IA represent the two identical heavy (y) and two identical light .
(K) polypeptide chains, connected by interchain disulfide bonds. These lines also depict the
.characteristically presented·'Y' shape of the IgG molecule (see Chapter 3) in a K2Y2 structural
designation. The bivalency of the IgG molecule is represented in Fig 4.lA by two antigen
molecules (shown in dark red) attached to the variable regions of the antigen-binding domains
of the antibody. Fig 4.lB was adapted from Fig. 4.lA to display a blue box that enclosed a
disulfide linkage between the two heavy chains in the C-region of the Ab and a light green
oval to enclose the approximate region ofan N-terminus on one of the light chains.
Fig 4.1 C. is a 2-D representation of the three-dimensional structure of an IgG antibody
molecule. Small circles represent the position of a-carbon atoms (amino acid centres but not
whole amino acid residues), and lines between the atoms constitute the formation of the a-
carbon backbone (not covalent bonds of any sort). The ER also shows the bivalency oflgG by
. .
indicating the "binding specificity for antigen" by means of two curved arrows. The Fabarms
of the antibody are aligned horizontally representing the molecule in an overall T-shaped
configuration (Silverton et al., 1977). In this view, a vertical two-fold axis of symmetry
bisects the m01eculethrough the Fc portion of the structure (Silverton et al., 1977). Fig 4.lD
is a 2-D representation of the three-dimensional structure of an immunoglobulin G mole.cule.
One of the light chains is shown in light red, the other in light blue. One of the heavy chains
is shown in dark red, the other in dark blue. Each of the coloured circles in the chains
represents an amino acid residue. A carbohydrate is shown by means of the yellow circles,
attached to the CH2 domain.· The ER also uses t~xtual labels to indicate the positions of both
Fab units and the Fc unit. Arrows and text, that indicate the approximate binding locations on
the antibody, also indicate regions for antigen binding. Each of the four ERs in Fig. 4.1 will
be referred to as "ER A", "ER B", "ER C" and "ER D", respectively.
4.2.2 Screening the ERs for potential student difficulties
Prior to obtaining data on students' interpretation ofth~ three ERs (Fig 4.1), the ERs were
screened by the author for any potential difficulties that students may have when interpreting·
the graphical features of the ERs. The purpose of doing this was to obtain an appreciation of
what potential difficulties to suspect (see Level-2: Fig. 3.2, section 3.4.3), which would in
turn, inform the design of probes (section 4.2.3 below) to check if our suspicions were correct.
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Such knowledge would also help inform the author's interpretation of the diffic~lties, should
they emerge. The ERs (Fig. 4.1) were screened for potential difficulties by subjecting them to
, '
,an informal visual analysis process (e.g. Koss1yn, 1989; Fleming, 1967) where the 'graphical
markings were scrutinised (e.g. Bos and Tamai, 1999a, b; Tamir, 1985), based on the
analysers' knowledge, learning and teaching experience. The visual analysis was similar to
other analyses conducted by Bell (2001), van Leeuwen and Jewitt (2001) and Lohse et at.
(1991), where the aim was to investigate the knowledge communicated by the ERs as well the
graphical markings contained within the ERs. The suspected student difficulties that were
generated for the three ERs (ER A, C and D; Fig. 4.1) are presented in Figs 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4,
respectively.
1. IgG is made up of three spherical structures.
2. IgG moleculesdo not exist as 3-D structures.
3. There are structural 'spheres' surrounding the heavy and light chains.
4. A 'V' region consists of half of a structural 'sphere'.
5. A 'C' reg ion consists of a whole and/or half a structural 'sphere'.
6. The IgGmolecule is supported, protected or encapsulated by structural 'spheres'.
7. Three 'structural' spheres constitute the IgG structure.
8. The Y-shaped molecule serves as a skeleton-like structure holding the three structural 'spheres'
together.
9. Ag molecules bind to the spheres by means of an elongated 'head' that protrudes into a structural
'sphere'. "
10. Ag molecules have arrow-like and pointed shapes.
11. IgG molecules do not contain carbohydrate residues.
12. IgG molecules do not consist of different domains.
13. IgG molecules exist as 2-D Y-shaped structures.
14. IgG molecules do not contain intra-chain disulfide bonds.
Figure 4.2 Statements describing suspected difficulties with Fig. 4.1A generated by the
researcher from the visual analysis
1. IgG only exists in a T-shaped conformation.
2. The antigen-binding sites are not identical in structure.
3. Ag 'binds to the underside of the Fab arms.
4. The binding area for antigen is flat and planar.
5. Ag does not have to be specific to bind to Ab.
6. The chemical components that make up IgG are all the same size, shape and type.
7. IgG has no secondary structure. ' '
8. The lines indicating the a-carbon skeleton are physically part of the IgG structure.
9. IgG has a skeletal, mesh-like structure with many "gaps· and "holes". '
1O. The lines between a-carbons are covalent bonds.
11. IgG has no intra-chain disulfide bonds.
12. IgG has no inter-chain disulfide bonds.
13. IgG contains no carbohydrate residues.
14. IgG does not consist of lightand heavy chains.
15. An antibody protein has no N- and Cc termini.
16. An antibody protein has more than two N- termini and two C-termini.
17. IgG consists of six domains instead of twelve.
Figure 4.3 Statements describing suspected difficulties with Fig. 4.1 C generated by the
researcher from the visual analysis
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1. The Amino acid residues in IgG are all the same size and shape.
2. The amino acids in IgG are spherfcal in shape.. ...
3. Every constituentatom that makes up the IgGmolecule is represented..
4. Amino acids are red, light red, blue and/or light blue in colour.
5. IgG is constructed from molecular units in the shape of 'spheres'.. .
6. The units making up the carbohydrate chain are bigger than the Units making up the IgG molecule.
7. The carbohydrate chain is yellow in nature.
8. IgG doesn't consist of different structural domains.
9. The heaVy chain is intimately 'fused' to the light chain.
10. IgG has no intra-chain disulfide bonds.
11. IgG has no inter-chain disulfide bonds.
Figure 4A Statements describing suspected difficulties with Fig. 4.10 generated by the
researcher from the visual analysis
In conclusion, even though the principles of inductive analysis (Chapter 3) were strictly
adhered to when subsequently analysing students' responses (see section 4.2.4 below), the
lists of suspected difficulties (Figs 4.2 - 4.4) nevertheless served as possible hypotheses of
what response. patterns may have emerged from the data, without biasing the author's
approach to the analysis at all. In the next section, we show how the derived suspected
difficulties were used to inform probe design.
4.2.3 Probing students' interpretation of the ERs
Student understanding of the ERs (Fig 4.1) was investigated at the end of the module by
means of written tests and interview questions. For each ER, both the ER and its caption were
. supplied to students duritig all questioning processes but only one ER was supplied at a time.
Captions supplied were as provided in Fig 4.1 except for the following modification. For ER·
D, the statement, "each amino acid residue is represented by a small sphere" (Stryer, 1995, p.
376) was removed as we wished to gauge students' own interpretations in this regard. Written
questions were given to groups of students as described in Table 4.1. The second-year
students answered both the free-response and the more focused questions, whereas the third
year students answered only the free-response types. Three different sets of written questions
were administered to both groups of students. The written questions (Figs 4.5 - 4.7). were
given to students either at the commencement of lectures, laboratory sessions or tutorials.
Students were allowed a more than adequate amount of time (approximately 5 - 10 minutes
per question) to answer the questions to ensure that time pressure did not affect the nature of
the answers.
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More detailed information on the nature of students' interpretations was obtained by means of
clinical interviews with ten volunteers from the second-year student sample (Table 4.1).
During interviews, participants were asked about their understanding and interpretation· of
ERs A, B and C (interviews with ER D were not conducted) The general interview methods
for gathering information about student understanding corresponded to those outlined in
Chapter 3 (section 3.4.2.3). The same two free-response questions given in the written probes
(see Fig. 4.5 below) also served as the initial free-response questions in the interviews. lfno
significant patterns of reasoning or conceptual understanding emerged at the time, the
interviewer asked structured questions that were similar to those· used in the more. focused
written questions (Figs 4.6 and 4.7). The interviews lasted about one hour each and were
audiotaped and transcribed. Transcripts were analysed qualitatively in order to identify
conceptual and reasoning difficulties (e.g. Kindfield, 1993/1994). In particular, the interview
data was used to elaborate several difficulties that had emerged from the written data, as well
as to expose unanticipated (Level-I) difficulties (section 3.4.3).
Initially, only free-response type questions (also termed \'probes" as we use the questions to
. .
probe for student understanding and difficulties) were used to collect data during the written
tests and interviews. This ensured that students were free to respond with what came to· mind
and reveal their understanding of the ER, without being led into giving a particular answer.
Examples of this type ofprobe used for all three ERs (Fig 4.1) are shown below in Fig 4.5.
1. Describe everything you think this diagram represents or shows.
2. Is there anything in the diagram that you don't understand or find confusing? If so
specify.
Figure 4.5 Examples of two free-response probes used to collect data during the written tests
and interviews
As more insight was gained into the nature of each difficulty, the probes became increasingly
more focused, and more specific for each difficulty that emerged. This was not the only .
method used by the researcher to focus the probes. As pointed out in section 4.2.2, probes
were also focused through the author's lists of suspected difficulties (Fig. 4.2 and 4.3). Fot
instance, the author's suspicion that students' may have thought the large "spheres"·
represented in ER A (Fig. 4.1) to be structures separate from the antibody itself, prompted the
design of probes 4 and 5 (Fig. 4.6). In another example, based on the author's suspicion that
students' may misinterpret the alpha-carbons of the amino acids shown in ER C, probe 9 (Fig.
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4.7) was specially designed. The set of focused probes designed for ERs A and C and
answered by the second-year students (Table 4.1) are provided in Figs 4.6and4.7..
3. With the· aid of separate sketches, explain which part of the diagram represents:
i) The antibody; ii) The antigen
4. What do the various black lines on the diagram represent?
5. What do the colouredareas represent?
6. How do the coloured areas relate to theblatk lines on the diagram?·
7. Use the diagram to explain what happens to the antigen (Le. what does it do?) after ithas
bound to the antibody. .
Figure 4.6 Examples of foc.used probes designed for ER A to collect data during thewritten tests
and interviews
8. What level of structure (e.g. primary, secondary, tertiary or quaternary) does this diagram
represent? Explain your answer.
9. What do the circles and lines represent?
10. Where and how does antigen bind to the antibody?
11. Compare the structure (primary, secondary, tertiary or quaternary) of the two antigen binding
sites.
12. What does the diagrarn tell you about the specificity of the antigen?
Figure 4.7 Examples of focused probes designedforERC to collect data during the written tests
.and interviews
In summary, in addition to focusing probes by virtue of the patterns that emerged during free
response data itself, the list of suspected difficulties (Figs 4.2 and 4.3) also informed the
design of probes to investigate whether there were any other serious difficulties that had not·
been exposed, since free-response probes alone (by their very nature), would not on their own
necessarily reveal all possible difficulties.
4.2.4 Analysis and classification of student responses
Student answers were analysed by inductive analysis (see section 3.4.3). The four-level
methodological framework of Grayson et al. (2001) was used to classify the difficulties at
Level 1, 2, 3 or 4,according to how much information and understanding the author had about
the nature of each difficulty (see section 3.4.3). In each case, the incidence of the difficulty
was calculated and recorded.
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4.3 Results and discussion
Investigations into students' interpretation of the three ERs (Fig 4.1), revealed three general
categories of difficulties, which we termed process-type difficulties, structural-type
difficulties, and DNA-related difficulties, as well as seventeen sub-categories of difficulties~
Each sub-category was classified separately on the research framework of Grayson et al.
(2001). To facilitate discussing the student quotations presented in support of each category
and sub-category, the quotations have been numbered where relevant.
For the convenience of the reader, a flip-out table of all difficulties reported in this chapter is
supplied on p. 84.
4.3.1 Process-type difficulties
Students demonstrating the general process-type difficulty (P) thought that the three IgG
antibody ERs (Fig 4.1) represented various complex processes,rather than a simple non-
covalent binding interaction. between antibody and antigen molecules, Within this general
category, six sub-categories of difficulties were discovered belonging to the parent type,
which were exposed when students interpreted one or more of the three ERs, A, C, or D (Fig
4.1). Between 7% and 70% of students showed the general P category of difficulty depending
on the particular ER and probe employed. Students within this general category of incidence
showed one or more of the sub-categories of difficulty. Table 4.2 presents a summary of the
descriptions of these sub-categories, the ER from which they were generated, as well as their
classification on the Grayson et al. (2001) research framework.
4.3.1.1 PI Sub-category: Antigens "attack" antibodies
In the fIfst sub-category (Table 4.2), labelled PI, some students interpreted the three ERs(Fig
4.1) as showing an antigen in the process of attacking the antibody, analogous to the way a
foreign agent is said to "attack" or "invade" a host. Examples of student quotes that exposed
this difficulty, either in interviews or in written responses to ER A,Cor D (Fig 4.1), are
illustrated below:
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1. "The diagram is trying to represent regions ... regions where an antigen may attack." [response
to probe 1; ER A]
2. I: All right, now... let's talk about the antigen. What is the antigen doing here [no pointing]?
S: I think it [Ag] is. trying to attack some of the... it's trying to attack the immunity of... the
cell ... trying to cause some disease or something. [Interview extract; ER A] .
3. "Bonds between molecules, its structural configuration Le. 3D. Sites. for other molecules to.
attack and the effeCts the binding molecule will have on the structure." [Response to probe 1;
ERC] .
4. "... antigen (which we can call an inhibitor) attacked and binded in the available site... "
[Response to probe 1; ER D] .
Quotes 1-4 clearly demonstrate students' interpretation of the Ag as an agent that on its own
attacks the antibody, which in turn has the capacity to actively "fight" the "disease". The
. .
students who showed the PI difficulty may have incorrectly linked the everydayineaning of
the body being prone to an "attack" to their interpretation·ofthe single.biomolecular event of
primary interaction between antibody and antigen.. Interestingly, all threeERs (A, Cand D)
exposed the PI difficulty, despite the fact that ERs C and Ddid not explicitly represent the
presence of antigen structure(s) graphically, but merely inferred the location of antigen
binding with the aid of arrow symbols.
The use of terms such as "attack" and "fight" to describe antibody-antigen binding is in lirie
with the work of Simonneaux (2000) who has shown that students often view the immune
system in terms of a "warrior metaphor". Simonneaux (2000) suggests that this image of the
immune system has its roots. in social representations of health· as well as the associated
military terminology used to describe it. Terms such as 'invasion', 'defence', 'fighting' and
'antibody' form part of the vocabulary that is used to describe and understand the immune
system. The PI difficulty initially emerged unexpectedly from free-response data and is
classified as a sub-category ofP since students ascribed a process other than non-covalent
Ab-Ag binding to the ERs. Since it was re-exposed during interviews, it was classified as
partially established (Level-3) on the research framework (Table 4.2) meaning that studies are
still required in multiple contexts in order to fully establishthe difficulty at Level-4.
Table 4.2
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Descriptions of sub-categories making up the process-type (P) difficulty category for
interpretation of the three ERs, ranging in student incidence from 7% t070%
Difficulty General category and sub-category description of difficulty .Shown for. Level on
category ER (Fig 4.1): framework
Code
p IgG antibody ERs represent various complex processes, rather than a simple non-covalent AIIERs· N/i:l
binding interaction between antibody and antigen molecules.
. .
P1 An antigen attacks the· antibody, analogous to the way a foreign agent might "attack" or A,C and 0 3
"invade" a host.
P2 The antiaen enters, protrudes into oroenetrates into the antibody structure. A, Cand 0 3
P3 The antibody itself is capable of performing the major immune function of eliminating the A,Cand 0 3
antiaen.
P4 Antibodies can fuse or split into different structures. A 3
Ps Heavy and light polypeptide chains are able to emanate from within the ,structure of the A 1
antibodY.
Pe Heavy and light chains are information-carrying devices that can communicate between A 1
different parts of the immunoglobulin.
Table 4.3 Descriptions of sub-categories making up the structural-type (5) difficulty category for.
interpretation of the thr~e ERs, ranging in student incidence from3% to 70%
Difficulty General.category and sub-category description of difficulty Shown for Level on
category . ER (Fig 4.1): framework
Code
S Misinterpreted various ER graphical markings representative of antibody structural All ERs N/a
components.
S1 Misinterpreted the arrow symbolism used to represent the antigen (and/or its site of A, C and D 3
bindinq to the antibody). . .. . . .
S2 Misinterpreted the symbolism representing the disulfide linkage joining light and heavy A and B 3
chains.
S3 Misinterpreted the symbolism depictina end termini on polypeptides. Aand B 2
S4 Misinterpreted the 'spheres', depicting variable and· constant regions, as other structural A 3
entities.
Ss Misinterpreted the "Y-shaped", black line as a support structure. A 3
Se Misinterpretation of the level of protein structure represented. C 3
S7 Interpreted ER· depicting antibody structure as representing aT-cell. AandC 1
Ss Misinteroreted the svmbolism used to represent amino acids. Cand 0 3
59 Interoreted antiaen-bindina sites as not being identical in structure or composition. C and 0 3 .
Table 4.4 Descriptions of sub-categories making up the DNA-related (0) difficulty category for
interpretation of the three ERs, ranging in student incidence from 4% to 19%
Difficulty General category and sub-category description ofdifficulty Shown for Level on
category ER framework
Code . (Fia 4.1):
0 Incorrectly interpreted the ERs as representing a form bf DNA structure and/or DNA All ERs N/a
processina. ..
01 Misinteroretation of antibodY struCture as reoresenting DNA structure Qr function. A, C and 0 3.
D2 Inaoorooriatelv combining immunoloav concepts with DNA concepts. A and 0 3
4.3.1.2 P2 Sub-Category: Antigens can enter antibody structures
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In a possible extension of the erroneous thinking shown by the PI sub-category, and classified
as the P2 process-type difficulty (Table 4.2), some students' interpreted ERs A, C and D (Fig.
4.1) as representing antigen in the process of either entering, protruding into, or penetrating
into the antibody structure itself. The following students quotations, obtained from their
interpretation of the three ERs (FigA.l), illustrate this difficulty:
1. "Antigen entering the K and y. Shows the pathway on which the antigen goes through. The V
region first, then through the C region." [Response to probe 1; ER A]
2. I: We've established now that the antigen binds here [points toAg binding site].
S: Yeah ... I think it [antigen] goes straight and breaks those two strands [S-S bonds]...
[Interview extract; ER A]
3. 11 ~ represent[s] the direction of the molecule of Ag and the way the[y] attack the
C region of K and y." [Response to probe 1; ER A]
4. "The path of the antigen." [Response to probe 4; ER A]
5. I: Over here in this region [points to Ag-Ab binding region] how does it [the antigen] come to
be there? . .
S: [long pause]..ah... maybe it broke the membrane oL.of the antibody... And came into the
antibody [points to Ag-Ab interaction site] [Interview extract; ERA]
6. S: Here [points to binding site] and here [points to otherbinding site]. You have this piece of
antibody and the antigen will come and bind here [points to binding site] and sticks there or
goes inside... It's sort of like it [Ag] recognises some chemicals... that are in this bond region
[points to b. site] and it [Ag] goes in... if it [Ag] has to get inside it would get inside the
antibody... [Interview extract; ER Cl.
7. "The antigen[s] geUenter into the red blood cells on both sides shown in the diagram. They
then cross over to different parts of the blood cells spreading all over. Where the sort of
ladder is, Le. in that cell, it is where all the antigens get together and sort of like summarise
everything (diseases) found in the blood. Then they can report or give sign to the responsible
organelles to attack those diseases found." [Response to probe 1; ER A]
8. "The diagram represent[s] different substrates with binding sites where the enzyme was
supposed to bind. Instead, antigen (whichwe can call an inhibitor) attacked and binded in the
available site and the antigen is spreading." [Response to probe 1, ER D]
As shown by quotes 1-4 some students, when analysing ER A, interpreted the antigen as
being able to follow a specific path (quotes 1 and 4) when entering the Ab in the direction of a
f1channel fl (quote 3) between the light and heavy polypeptide chains and then attacking the
disulphides (quote 2) at the end of the channel. The latter difficulty might be due to the
relative spatial organisation of the arrow-like structure pointing to, and being of the same
width as the "channel" between light and heavy chains. Furthermore, it is also interesting that
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two students, besides manifesting the P2 difficulty, interpreted the shaded spherical markings
in ER A as representing structural entities such as cells (quote 7) while another student
interpreted the spherical marking as a membrane (quote 5) which could be penetrated by the
antigen. These misinterpretations of the graphical markings as separate structural entities will
be presented as a separate major sub-category of difficulty in section 4.3.2. The P2 difficulty
was exposed across all three ERs (quotes 6 and 8). Of particular interest in quote 8 was that
the student thought the antigen, having entered the antibody structure, was in some way
"spreading", perhaps in an analogous way to how disease is perceived to multiply.
The P2 sub-category of difficulty was initially suspected on the basis of the visual analysis of
the ERs performed by the author (statement 9, Fig. 4.2).· After being exposed during free
response, interviews and focused probing across all three ERs, the P2 difficulty was
reclassified from Level-2 to Level-3 on the Grayson et al. (2001) research framework. The P2
difficulty is classified as a sub-category of the P-type category as students were unable to
interpret the three ERs as only showing the idea of non-covalent Ab-Ag interaction.
4.3.1.3 P3 Sub-Category: Antibodies eliminate antigens
Students who showed the P3 difficulty (Table 4.2) interpreted the antibody represented in the
three ERs (Fig 4.1) as the entity capable of performing the immune function of destroying or
"breaking down" the antigen, in order to "act against" and eliminate it. For this reason, theP3
difficulty, also implying a complex process, was classified as a sub-category of the parent p:"
type category and is shown by the following examples of student quotations obtained from
interpretation of all three ERs (Fig. 4.1):
1. "It [ER A] is meant to show how the antigen Ag attack[s] the cell and how the antibody fights
the antigen and get[s] rid of it. Region[s] V and C show the different parts of the antibody
which are meant to destroy the antigen. The composition of chemicals released in region V
are different to the one[s] in region C. [response to probe 1; ER A]
2. "After binding to the antibody, the antigen is destroyed by the antibody. The antigen cannot
do anything as it is tight[ly] bound to the antibody, which will then destroy the antigen."
[Response to probe 7; ER A] .
3. S: ... should the antigen be detected, these black lines will be arranged in a certain order...
making themselves ready to attach to certain sites [on Ag] ... these black lines over here
should interact with the [Ag] molecule and break it down. [Interview extract; ER A]
4. ?: :.. Ok, they're .[Ag] j~st .going to go .inside [the Ab]. .. that's how they going to get digested,
inSide there, obViously inSide... the antibody, they're going to get digested. They go inside the
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antibody to get digested ... they [Ags] will be engulfed... it [Ab] forms like a thing around it [Ag]
and sucks it in... [Interview extract; ER A]
5. S: ... the antibodies would change their [Ag] structures, and they [Ags] won't be able to
function anymore.
I: Change of structure?
S: Destroys them [Ag].
I: Where would that occur?
S: As they're attached. [interView extract; ERC]
6. I: Ok, once it is joined [Ag] what does it do?
S: ... then I would think that the antibody surrounds it [Ag] and kills it. [interview extract; ER C]
The quotes above confIrm some students' misinterpretation, across all three ERs, that the Ag
could be "acted against" (e.g. quote 7), destroyed or eliminated by the antibody in some
manner. This erroneous interpretation is also clear in quotes 1 and. 2 in which students
thought that antibody is capable of "destroying" antigen. In addition, quote 3 suggests that
the antigen could get broken down by the black lines representing the polypeptide chain of the
antibody, while quote 5 suggests that antibody induces a change in Ag structure and quotes 4
and 6 both suggest that Ab engulfs the antigen. In addition to confIrming the P3 diffIculty,
quote 8 specifies a link to the red-shaded colouring used to depict the variable regions of the
antibody molecule. In this regard, and with respect to ER A,a possible source of the P3
diffIculty could be that, in everyday visual displays, the colour red is· often associated with
ideas of "danger", "infection", "activity" and "heat". Students showing the difficulty may
have simply associated their everyday understanding of the red· colouring to the context of
primary interaction between· Ab and Ag. .As a result, ER A was interpreted·as depicting an
antibody "warrior" of sorts (e.g. Simonneaux, 2000). Students who showed the P3 diffIculty
were probably unable to distinguish between the concept of antibody-antigen binding as a
primary reaction and other cellular immune response reactions responsible for digestion. and
elimination of foreign bodies.
The P3 sub-category initially emerged during free-response but was also exposed during
more focused written responses and· interviews, which allowed it to be classifIed as
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partially established at Level-3 on the framework (Table 4.2); Thus although we are
confident about the nature of the difficulty, further research is required to establish (Level-
4) its occurrence in multiple contexts.
4.3.1.4 P4 Sub-category: Antibodies can split or fuse into different
structures
Some students thought that ER A (Fig. 4.1) represented a structural entity in theprocess of
"splitting" into, or forming more than one structural entity. The following quote supports this
interpretation, which was coded the P4 difficulty (Table 4.2):
1. "Cell (C), cell division takes place, two cells M are formed. Cell (C) old mature structure
attaches 2 cells with black lines or bonds. Young immature cells 01) are attacked by Ag."
[response to probe 1; ER A]
Quote 1 shows that the student interpreted ER A as representing the process of cell
division. Other student responses suggested related processes, where it was thought that
ER A either represented two antigens,antibodies or other structural units 'coming
together' or 'combining' resulting in some type of cellular or structural fusion. This further
aspect of the P 4 sub-category (Table 4.2) was supported by the following quotes obtained
from the interpretation of ER A:
2. "... The arrow points to the area which the Ag antigen connects to the V region. The 2
antibodies join +[and] become one, which is represented by the black lines: [response to
probe 1; ER A]
3. "It is a combination of two antigens having two colours resulting in an antigen with one colour.
C regions of K and y also come together." [response to probe 1; ER A]
4. "Ag becomes part of the Ab." [response to probe 7; ER A]
5. S: ... these are antigens [points to top two spheres], and this [lower sphere] iSo ..an antibody
and this [top sphere(s)] is trying to look like it [lower sphere] so that they can react.. they [Ab
and Ag] can form one big molecule... it [top It sphere] was red in colour, and then when it
joined to this one [lower sphere] ... then it [Student's Ags: top two 'spheres'] changed and tried
to look like this [lower sph~re] so that it could fit. .
[... ]
I: How would they [Ab and Ag] react [S stated this earlier]? .
5: .:. they [Ab and Ag] had sequences· of amino acids that could pair with the sequences of the
antigen [top sphere]... these [Student's Ags: top spheres] will change into antibodies... It is an
antibody formation. . .
[interview extract; ER A]
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It is evident from the above data that these students interpreted the spherical shapes on ER A
(Fig. 4.1) as portraying separate structural components that were somehow in the process of
fusing into one structural component. This thinking is depicted in Quote 2 where the student
suggests that the antigen and two antibodies (each "sphere" was.interpreted as one antibody)
are in the process of "becoming one". In addition, Quotes 3, 4 and 5 suggest that there is a .
similar fusion process occurring,where antigens are fusing (quote 3) or antigens are
becoming "part" of the Ab structure (quotes 4 and 5). Regarding quote 5, the student thought
that the antigens composed the entire top two 'spheres' and thought that they were trying to
"look like" the antibody, which was interpreted as the lower grey 'sphere'. In addition, the
same student thought that the antigens (top two spheres) were in the process of forming a
single structure. This was further supported in that, even though the student correctly
identified the black "lines" to represent amino acids, the student maintained that amino acids
"on" the antibody could "pair" with the sequences of the antigen allowing for a fusion process.
In this regard, the student interpreted the antigens as slowly altering their colour from red to
grey once they had "reacted" with the antibody. The source of this misinterpretation could
very well be due to the manner in which the student perceived the colouring on ER A (Fig
4.1). As discussed in section 4.3.1.3, perhaps the red colour was viewed by the student as
some type of disease-causing or attacking agent that could be transformed by a grey-coloured
'neutralising' entity.
The P4 difficulty first emerged unexpectedly during free response probing and waS then re,:
classified at Level-3 after interviews and more focused written probing. It exists as a. sub-
category of the P-type category since some students ascribed biological processes to ER A
when only a non-covalent binding interaction between Ab· and Ag was represented.
4.3.1.5 Ps Sub,,:,category: Polypeptide chains can emanate from antibody
structure
In the P5 sub-category of the process-type difficulties, some students interpreted the heavy and
light polypeptide chains ill ER A (Fig. 4.1) as being able to grow or originate from within the
structure of the antibody itself (Table '4.2).· Therefore, this sub-category of misinterpretation is
related· to the overall p;"type category and is demonstrated by the following two interview
quotes:
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1. S: These strings [polypeptide chains] ... \ would say they originally came from this big black
molecule rC-region and lower sphere] ... they [H/L chains] come apart [indicates at hinge
region], they bind into the antigens... .
[... ] .
S: They come from here [indicates the lower sphere] .. : they [H/L chains] growing from here
[points to lower sphere] ... [interview extract; ER A]
2. \: ... you're saying the black lines are part of the antibody [S stated this earlier]?
S: Ja [yes], 1think they're [H/L chains] originating from here [lower 'sphere']
[ ] . .
I: if the antibody was by itself here, if the antigens weren't here on this picture, how would it
[ERA] look?
S: These black lines [heavy/light chains] wouldn't be out here [points], it [they] will [would] be
compacted inside so there's just one sphere [lower sphere] ... and then ... it [H/L chains] will
come into contact with the antigens, and then sense the contact, and then these lines will
protrude in... [interview extract; ER A]
Regarding quotes 1 and 2, both students thought that the polypeptide heavy and light chains
would be able to "grow" out, or emerge from, the antibody molecule represented as the lower
"sphere". In the fIrst case (quote 1), the heavy and light chains were interpreted as being able
to "go into" the antigens when binding to them. Similarly, the second student (quote 2)
thought that the heavy and light chains were able to "protrude11 into the antigen structure,
upon "sensing the contact" of the antigens. Both stu~entsthought that the antigens were
represented in ER A by the entire top two spheres. This was probably because they
interpreted the arrow-shaped graphical feature, used to depict antigen, simply as a diagram
label. This notion of interpreting the arrow-shaped antigen molecules as diagram labels will
be dealt with in more detail in section 4.3.2.
The Ps difficulty emerged only during interviews. Therefore, the difficulty was classifIed as
unanticipated at Level-I. Further investigations are required to clarify the nature of the
difficulty more fully and classify it at a higher level on the framework (Grayson et aI., 2001).
4.3.1.6 P 6 Sub-category: Polypeptide chains are information carriers
In the P6 process-type diffIculty, the black heavy and light chains, depicted in ER A (Fig. 4.1),
were interpreted as being information-carrying devices that could somehow communicate
between different parts of.an immunoglobulin structure (Table 4.2). Since this process-type·
difficulty was only exposed by interviews, it was classifIed as unanticipated at Level,..l. The
following quotation illustrates this process-type difficulty:
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I: what would these be [points to black heavy and light chains] ... these black lines here?
[ ] .
S: A pathway... to transport the information...
[... ] .
S: ... this bridge... [points to first S-S in C-region]... bridges the information from this ball [top It
sphere] ... and this ball [top rt sphere]. Yeah. And the second one [bot. sphere], I think it takes
overall information from the two balls [top two spheres].
[... ]
I: These lines over here... [points to H/L chains] ...Tell me a bit more about those lines.
S: ... 1 think here it [black lines] carries two different [types of] information than here [black
lines] ... the pink and the black.. ;the information is totally different .~.I think the pink one [red areas
on top two spheres] represent[s] the information before it was translated so that this ball [lower
sphere] can understand the information from these two balls [top two spheres]. .. [interview extract;
ERA]
It is evident from the above interview extract, that the student interpreted the black heavy and
light chains as information-carrying devices. Furthermore, the student thought that certain
information, provided by the red areas in the top two spheres, was· being translated by. the grey
"sphere" at the bottom of ER A and that the heavy and light chains made this communication
possible. Therefore, this sub-category of difficulty is related to the parent p-type because the
student interpreted ER A as showing a process other than simple Ab-Ag interaction. A
possible source of this difficulty could be the fact· that even though proteins can
"communicate" through conformational changes or "signal" each other during protein .
synthesis (e.g. Campbell and Smith, 2000), students may have confused these ideas during
their interpretation ofER A.
4.3.1.7 Sound interpretations of the ERs relative to the Process~type
difficulty category
In contrast to the process-type (P) difficulties (Table 4.2) shown by students with the three
ERs (Fig 4.1), some students showed evidence of scientifically sound interpretations of the
same three ERs (Fig 4.1). The following are examples of such responses: .
1. "The whole complex agglutinates and allow[s] the body to recognise it and remove it."
[response to probe 7; ER A]
2. I: and ... this colour? [pink-brown V region]
[ ]
S: ... the variable region will be able to form a kind of... stereospecific structure... which would
have particular s!tes which would bind to particular Sites· on a particular structure of antigen.
So, different antigens would have different potential binding sites on them... you have a
structure [on Ab] which is stereospecific to one antigen:
[ ]
I: Why is it actually there ... the antigen?
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S: ... it might be a chemical on a foreign bacteria or it could be a virus, it's a foreign particle
that has entered the system... the next step would be for white blood cells ... the
Iymphocytes... they'd come bind to this region [bot. of C-region] they ~~t a protein in their cell
membrane which recognises to bind to that and then consume put It Into a Iysosome~ .. lyse
the whole IgG with the antigen on it.
[interview extract; ER A]
3. I: What does this diagram [ER C] tell you about the specificity of the antigen?
S: ...well it [Ag] will be... stereospecific to both of the sites on an IgG...
[... ]
S: ... the tertiary positioning of... acidic and basic residues, would then form a kind of
stereospecificty... the positioning in 3-D space of the potential hydrogen bonding sites ... there
might be some hydrophobic interaction to an extent, and you might get a non-polar
region ... [interview extract; ER C]
4. "Show[s] the binding sites for an antigen. The 3-D configuration of an antibody. Antigens bind
only to two specific sites· on an antibody - these two s.ites are found on either end of the
molecule. [responseto probe 1; ER C]
5. "Diagram '[ER 0] shows 3D structure of a molecule (lgG). Shows 2 antigen binding sites at
the extremes of the molecule... since antigens bind to it.H chains (long arm) are shown in
dark red and dark blue & L chains (short) are shown in lighter colours... " [response to probe
1; ER 0]
It is evident from the above quotes, that some students provided scientifically acceptable
interpretations of the three ERs relative to the· process-type difficulties (Table 4.2). For
instance, during interpretation of ER A, quote 1 correctly suggests that agglutination is one
process whereby antigen can be removed from a biological system, while quote 2 suggests
that specialised cells are responsible for digesting and eliminating Ag-Ab complexes; In
addition, in quote 3, the student provides a detailed explanation for the process of specific
interaction between Ab and Ag. This is also supported by quote 4. A sound interpretation of
ER D is demonstrated by quote 5, in which the student correctly explains the process of
primary interaction between Ab and Ag. Thus the above quotes suggest that the three ERs
(Fig. 4.1) could in fact be useful to some students and correctly interpreted even though other
students found problems with them. The sound interpretations of the three ERs by those
students also served to confirm the validity of the probes designed to generate data (section
4.2.3).
4.3.1.8 Conclusion and possible sources of the Process-type difficulty
In regard to the Process-type (P) category of difficulty, six sub-categories of difficulty
emerged from the data, with the Ps and P6 sub-categories being classified at Level.;l as
unanticipated on the Grayson et al. (2001) framework, while the PI through to P4 sub..
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category were classified at Level-3 as partially established. Thus in all cases further research'
is required to fully establish whether the difficulties will be found in other contexts such as
other institutions and classes, both locally and internationally. Possible sources of the
Process-type difficulty areas follows.
With regard to difficulties PI, P2 and P3 (Table 4.2), where students thought that antigens
"attacked" antibodies, that antigens could enter Ab structures or that antibodies are themselves
responsible for destroying. antigens, respectively, it is suggested that students' erroneous
conceptual knowledge .(or the incorrect application of it), during interpretation of the three
ERs, may have contributed to these misinterpretations. In support of this observation,
students often' interchanged the words "binding site" and "active site" when mterpreting the
. . ..
three ERs (Fig.. 4.1) during focused probing. This was illustrated by the following quotes:'
"Active site, the antigen blocks the antibody, ifs like a key-lock analogy." [response to probe 10; ER
A]
"It binds to the active site by lock and key model and induced fit model." [response to probe 10; ER
~ .
"It binds by forming bonds with the molecules in the active site(s)." [response to probe 10; ER A]
The above inappropriate use of such terminology and concepts by students may have been a
major source of the process-type difficulty across the three ERs. For instance, the word
"active", with reference to enzyme-substrate binding, rightly suggests the possibility of
chemical action or catalysis taking place at the binding interface. However, in Ab-Ag
binding, no "active" chemistry occurs. Instead, this primary process serves as a precursor to
the more "digestive" and "killing" types of cellular immune responses. . Similarly~ with
reference to difficulties Ps and P6, students may have been using unsound conceptual
knowledge to interpret the ERs, which resulted in ideas such as "growth" of,' and
"communication"between, polypeptide chains coming to the fore. Alternatively, it could be
plausible that a source for the latter difficulties was students' lack of the scientific knowledge
necessary for interpreting the ERs.
In addition to the possible sources of the P-type difficulty provided above, upon analysis of
the data across the different student samples relative to each ER, it was found that ER A
showed the highest incidence for the process difficulty category at a ·value of 70%. This was
followed by ER C and ER. D, ID which each showed an inCidence of 50% and 7%,
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respectively. Since more or less the same content knowledge was required to interpret all
three ERs, it is likely that these differences in incidences were primarily due to· the relative
nature of the ERs and how much difficulty students had interpreting their graphical features.
Thus ER A seemed to have the most negative irifluence on students' interpretations, possibly
because it makes use of less conventional features (e.g. large spherical markings) than ERs C
and D, to represent the protein. By contrast, ER D makes use ofa more conventional space-
filling representation with which students would be more familiar from their studies of protein .
structure. The wire frame-like/a-carbon backbone representation of ER Cwould be less
familiar to students, hence the intermediate incidence. Thus this is an example of how the
nature of the ER can strongly influence student interpretation and therefore learning;
Following on from this argument a possible source of the P4 difficultly, where students
thought antibodies could "split" apart or, "fuse" together, maybe the rather unconventional
and confusing spherical and "ball-like" graphical means used to depict the V and C regions of
heavy and light chains.
A possible source of the P2 difficulty for ER A might have been the fact that, the antigen is
both pointing at the space between the light and heavy chains and is of the same width as the
space, suggesting a possible pathway of entry. Thus it is possible that the arrow shape ofthe
antigen and channel-like artistic features of the ER led students to incorrectly consider the
processes of phagocytosis and endocytosis when attempting to interpret the ER. Interestingly,
the same invalid reasoning was also shown with students' interpretation of ERs C and D by
also thinking that Ag could somehow enter the Ab structure. The latter may have been due to
the graphical nature of the arrows used to indicate possible areas for antigen-antibody·
interaction. Instead of interpreting the arrows as depicting possible antigen-binding sites, the
arrows may have been interpreted as pointing to a point of entry for the antigen molecule.
A source for the Pi and P3 difficulties, where students thought the· antibody was under
"attack" and/or could itself eliminate antigen, may have been related to the use of the red-like
colour to represent variable regions of the antibody on ER A. As shown in the data, students.
associated this red colour with everyday connotations of "activity" or "danger" and suggested
that a chemiCal or digestive process between antibody and antigen was occurring. The result
was that students placed too much importance on the nature of the colours (e.g. Reid and
Miller, 1980; Holliday, 1975a) used to!epresent the various features of the ERs, especially
when they related them to everyday language.
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Another possible source ofthe process-type difficulties (Table 4.2) could have been that some
students were focussing on the surface-level features of the ERs when extracting meaning·
from them, a type of reasoning that has been shown to be common amongst novices (e.g.
Lowe, 1993a, section 2.6.3). In this thesis,"surface-level reasoning" shall be used to describe
the cognitive process employed by students when they focus on surface features of an ER to
interpret it, while "deep-level reasoning" shall be used to describe the process in which
students focus on the deeper structure of the ER to extract meaning (e.g. Lowe, 2003, 1996;
Kozma and Russell, 1997).
In the case of the P4 difficulty (Table 4.2), stildents may have inappropriately transferred
(Salomon and Perkins, 1989) what they had previously learnt about biology ERs and concepts
of cell division; mitosis or binary fission to· what was being.graphically presented on ER A.
Such inappropriate transfer of information may well be· a consequence of surface-level
reasoning, especially when students rely heavily on the visllospatial information displayed on
the ER to make sense ofit(Cheng et aI., 2001; Olivier, 2001; Lowe, 1996). Furthermore, as
was displayed by difficulty P2 (Table 4.2), students probably interpreted the ERs literally
instead of recognising the stylised nature of the ERs (e.g. Lowe, 1989) when suggesting that
the arrow-shaped antigen in ER A (or the arrows used to show antigen-binding sites in ERs C
and D) could penetrate the antibody (another example of surface-level reasoning). In fact, as
we shall see later (Fig 4~8), some students, during focused probing, drewthe elongated Ag to
actually resemble the shape of an arrow form (see section 4.3.2).
With regard to the P-type difficulties in general, many students were probably over
generalising when deciphering the ER (e.g. Hill, 1990). This was especially the case for
difficulties Pi and P3 where students thought the three ERs (Fig 4.1) represented cellular
immune response reactions rather than the primary interaction between antibody and antigen.
A source of this erroneous reasoning may be the vocabulary used to describe immunological
processes, as processes of "attack", or "killing" (e.g. Simonneaux, 2000). When interpreting
the ERs, students may have linked such terminology to their interpretations..
Based on the above analysis of student data corresponding to the P-type category of difficulty,
it is suggested that the potential sources of students' difficulties, across the sub-categories,
were related to either, students' lack of scientificaUysound concepts needed to interpret the
ERs, students' use of inappropriate processing mechanisms to decipher the ERs or problems
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with the nature of the ERs themselves. In the latter instance, the nature of the graphical
features on ER A seemed to enhance the P-type category of difficulty amongst students the
most.
4.3.2 Structural-type difficulties
Students who showed the structural-type difficulties (S) when interpreting the three ERs (Fig
4.1) incorrectly interpreted the way in which various structural features of IgG are visually
represented on the ERs. These included the way in which disulfide bonds, variable and
constant amino-acid regions, light and heavy chains, end-termini, amino-acid residues (0.-
carbon centres), antigens, antigen binding sites, level ofprotein structure and binding site
'.. .
structure were represented on the antibody ERs. Incidences for this· general difficulty
category ranged from 3% to 70% across the students groups and across all· three ERs.
Students represented by this range of incidence showed one or more of the sub-categories of
difficulty.. Table 4.3 presents a summary of the nine sub-categories of the structural-type
difficulty (S) belonging to the parent type that were exposed through student interpretation of
the three ERs (Fig 4.1).
4.3.2.1 SI Sub"'category: Misinterpretation of arrow symbolism
The SI difficulty was exposed through student interpretation of all three ERs (FigA.1). These
students misinterpreted the arrow symbolism used in the ERs to represent the antigen (ER A)
and its site of binding (ER C and D) to the antibody (Table 4.3). Examples of quotes showing
the SI sub-category of difficulty are as follows:
1. S: I don't kno~ where !he antigens...whichone's [are] the antigens or the antibody... I thought
these are antigens [points to top two 'spheres'] ... [ihterviewextract; ER A] .
2. I: What is the antigen?
S: According to this, the brown [spherical] part.
[... ]
I: Say the antigen separates [student stated this earlier], how would this [diagram] iook? .
S: ...You won't have this coloured region [points to red 'spherical' region], but you'd still have
this line structure. [interview extract; ER A]
3. S: :.. [the diagram] show~ some structure of the antibody, these lines [UH] ... and these are








"Circles represent antigens. Lines represent bonds joining the antigens together." [response
to probe 9; ER C]
"3-D structure of an antigen in a chain form.
~...-o- represents bonds between the antigens - since there are about 5 antigens
illustrated. Between small molecules that make up the antigen, there are bonds as well."
[response to probe 1; ER C]
I: How many binding sites are there?
S: There're lots of them ... [points to multiple 'clefts' on perimeter of antibody structure on ER
Cl, .. fifty to one-hundred [binding sites].
I: So, how many antigens could be bound here?
S: Fifty to one hundred antigens. [interview extract; ER C]
"the diagram shows how primary structure of the antigen is converted to tertiary structure and
it shows where and how the antigens bind to each other to form a chain. [response to probe
1; ER C]
"How an antibody attacks an antigen i.e. how they bind, location of different bonds within the
complex of antigen and antibody." [response to probe 1; ER D]
"... The antigens seem to bind at the darker areas of the molecule." [response to probe 1; ER
D]
10. "...The diagram also illustrates the Antigen binding sites that occur on the H-chains."
[response to probe 1; ER D]
In quotes 1 - 3 above, it is evident that these students interpreted the antigens represented in
ER A, as the top two spheres instead of the arrow-like elongated shape. As was mentioned in
section 4.3.1, this difficulty could have been due to students interpreting "antigen" as a
diagram label and, therefore, thinking that the arrow-like antigen shape was "pointing" to the
antigen structure. Similarly, for ER C (e.g. quotes 4 -7), these students may have interpreted
the arrow showing "binding specificity for antigen" as indicating either the actual antigen
structure, many antigens, or separate components of an antigen, rather than merely an antigen
binding area on the antibody structure. Students' interpretation of ER D (quote 8) also
revealed a similar difficulty where it was suggested that the ER was representing an antigen-
antibody complex, rather than the structure of the antibody. Finally, quotes 9 and 10 show
that students probably misinterpreted the arrow form presented on ER D in thinking that
antigens could only bind to the "darker" red and blue areas. At a superficial level, one can
understand this difficulty because, due tothe 2-D nature of ER D, the arrows do seem to be
pointing only to the dark red and blue chains, instead of to the antigen-binding cleft.
The data showed that the SI difficulty initially emerged unexpectedly during free response
probing. However, since it also emerged during more focused written and oral probes, it was
classified at Level-3 as partially established and therefore, requires further research in other
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contexts to become fully established (Level-4). The SI difficulty can be considered a sub-type
of the S category since students misinterpreted the symbolism used to portray antigen binding
sites on the antibody structure.
4.3.2.2 82 Sub-category: Misinterpretation of symbolism depicting disulfide
bonds
Students who showed the S2 sub-category of structural-type difficulties (Table 4.3) did not
recognise the black-lined "ladder-like" features between heavy and light chains, as being
representative of disulfide linkages in ERs A and B (Fig 4.1). Therefore,.this difficulty was
classified as a sub-type of the overall S category. The following examples of quotes
displayed the 82 difficulty:
1. "Heavy and light chains and [with] H-bonds between them." [response to probe 4; ERA]
2. "Represents the protein structure - Tertiary with beta pleated sheets joined by hydrogen
bonds. Hydrogen bonds for the stability of the molecules." [response to probe 1; ER A].
3. S: ... they're [light/heavy chains] connected by hydrogen bonding.
I: All right, could you show me wherethe hydrogen bonding is?
S: Here [points to lower S-S bond}. [interview extract; ER A]
4. I: What is enclosed by this blue rectangle here [points to area]?
S: I think they should be the same [types of molecules] ... lthink it[S-S bond] is made up of the
same ... units which make up these [heavy/light chains]. [interview extract; ER B]
5. I: ...what can you tell me about what is enclosed in this blue rectangle here [points to blue
rectang le]?
S: ... this is the bridge... and it [the 'bridge'] has vital information about the affected areas.
[interview extract; ER B]
Quotes 1-5 show that students interpreted the inter chain disulfide linkages between the
heavy and light chains ofthe antibody as other structural components. Forinstance, three
students (quotes 1-3) interpreted them as representing hydrogen bonding. Even though the
student in quote 2 showed deep insight when stating that ER A inferred beta-pleated sheet
conformation, s/he still thought that the ladder symbolism depicted hydrogen bonds
between the Hand L chains~ The student who generated quote 4 for ER B thought that the
"ladder" symbolism depicted the "same type" of molecules as those used to depict the H
and L chains. This was probably due to the use of the same graphical means (black lines)
to depict both structural elements. Lastly, the studentwho produced quote 5 thought that
the black line in ER B represented a communication "bridge" between heavy and light
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chains (see section 4.3.1.6 and Table 4.2), an example of inappropriate transfer (e.g. Bma
et al., 2001; Mayer and Sims, 1994) of knowledge to another domain.
The S2 difficulty was unanticipated and, therefore; classified at Level-1, but its re-emergence
during more focused probing and interviews allowed it to be re-classified at Level-3, as
partially established.
4.3.2.3 S3 Sub~category: Misinterpretation of symbolism depicting
polypeptide termini
Students who showed the S3 difficulty (Table 4.3), could not identify the Nand Cend termini
of the heavy and light chains represented in ER A (Fig 4.1). This sub-category of the parent S
category of difficulty was revealed in interviews in which students were. specifically
questioned about the feature enclosed by the green circle in ER B (Fig 4.1). The following
interview extracts show this difficulty:
1. S: ... it is the start of the pathway...which transports information.
[interview extract; ER B] .
2. S: ...well that has come at the end of the strand... at the end of the strand is the phosphate
group... phosphate and the sugar. [interview extract; ER B]
3. S: ... it's the site where... the elongation of this strand here [points], is supposed to continue.
[interview extract; ER B]
It is clear from the above extracts that the students failed to interpret the graphical marking
enclosed within the green circle as depicting an N-tenninus of a polypeptide chain comprising
the antibody structure. Instead, one student (quote 1) irtterpretedthegraphical marking as the
"start" of an infonnation transport pathway. This same student's notion of the black lines
representing an infonnation pathway was previously discussed in relation to the P6 difficulty
(section 4.3.1.6). Other students (e.g. quotes 2 and 3) associated ideas ofDNA structure and
processing to their interpretation of the marking enclosed by the green circle on ER B.
Students' invalid association of DNA to the ER will be given greater attention later in section
4.3.3.
The S3 difficulty emerged during interviews only and was, therefore, classified at Level-2 as
suspected and requires further investigations into its nature.
4.3.2.4
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84 8ub-category:Misinterpretation of the "spheres" as representing
other structural entities
Students who showed the S4 sub-category incorrectly thought that the coloured ball-like
'spheres' in ER A, depicting variable and· constant regions of heavy and light chains, were not .
part of the actual IgG, but represented other structural entities (Table 4.3). Examples of
quotes that illustrated this sub-category of difficulty that are related to the overall S-type
category are provided below.
1. "The coloured areas represent different areas.:.of red blood cells" [response to probe 5; ER
A]
2. "Show[s] how 3 atoms are bonded to form a molecule~ The antigen binds to the V region of
the molecule. It shows that all 3 atoms are bonded by the C region ... " [response to probe 1;
ERA]
3. "What are those circles (3) seen behind the IgG antibody?"[response to probe 2; ER A]
4. I: What are those "balls"?
S: Antibodies. [interview extract; ER A]
5. I: So these are three different entities [S had stated this earlier]?
S: Ja [yes], like one antigen,one antigen and one antibody. [points to top spheres as Ag and
bot. sphere as Ab]... It [ER A] also... shows that the antibody can work on more than one [Ag]
at a time, so these tWo antigens [top 'spheres'] would be of the same type. [interview extract;
ERA]
From the above data (quotes 1-5) it is clear that all five students interpreted the spherical
components of ER A as representing other structural entities, rather than the V and C domains
of one Ab molecule. Quote 1 suggests that the spheres represent red blood cells, quote 2
atoms, while in quote. 3 the student is unsure of what the spheres represent but suggests
another entity other than antibody. On the other hand, quotes 4 and 5 demonstrate that two
students interpreted each of the spheres to be indicative of entire aritibody structures. Finally,
in quote 5, the student suggests that the bottom sphere in ER A is the antibody, while the two
top spheres are antigen structures (see seCtion 4.3.2.1).
The S4 difficulty was· initially suspected based purely on the visual analysis (Fig. ·4.2,
.statements 4 and 5) performed by the researcher on ERA (Fig 4.1). Since focused probing
and interviews subsequently confirmed the existence of the difficulty, it was classified at .
Level-3 as partially established on the Grayson et al. (2001) research framework.
4.3.2.5 Ss Sub-category: Misinterpretation of the Y-shaped black lines
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The Ss difficulty was displayed by those students who· misinterpreted the "Y-shaped",
black lines in ER A as a type of backbone or support structure holding structural· entities
together (also see S4 difficulty), rather than depicting the antibody's light and heavy
polypeptide chains (Table 4.3). Examples of erroneous interpretations illustrating this
difficulty are as follows:
1. "The coloured (grey) region represents different amino acid residues attached to the backbone
(black line) of the antfbody." [response to probe 6; ER A]· .
2. "Black lines [are] some form of bond or attachment holding the 3 cells together- blood cells,
biconcave type shape. Differentiates between V and C regions" [response to probe; ERA]
3. S: ... it [heavy and light chains] keeps these structures [3 'spheres'] together as you can see.
[... ]
S: It [H/L chains] should keep these structures, the other molecules [spheres] together.
[interview extract; ER A] .
4. "The diagram is trying to represent... 2d [2-D] cross linking present in antibodies· [response
to probe 1; ER A]
Quotes 2 and 3 above suggest that the black lines were a "bond" of sorts that allowed for three
separate structural units to be attached to each other, while the student in quote· 1 interpreted
the black lines as being responsible for the attachment of amino acid residues to the Ab
structure. Sirriilarly,quote 4 shows the interpretation of antibodies being "cross linked" to
one-another.
Since the Ss difficulty was suspected based on the screening process done by the author
described in section 4.2.2 (statement 8, Fig. 4.2), it was initially classified at Level-2.
Subsequent. exposure of the Ss difficulty during focused written probes and interviews
allowed it to be classified at Level-3 as partially established. Since students who showed the
Ss difficulty misinterpreted the graphical features depicting polypeptide· chains in ER A, it
was classified as belonging to the overall S-type category.
4.3.2.6
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S6 Sub-category: Misinterpretation and limited understanding of
the level of protein structure represented
In the 86 difficulty that was classified as belonging to the overall S category of difficulty
(Table 4.3), some students incorrectly identified the level of protein structure depicted in ER
C (Fig. 4.1) as being primary or secondary rather than tertiary. In addition, other students
correctly stated that a tertiary structure was being·. represented, but displayed. erroneous
reasoning and limited conceptual understanding of this. type of structure.. The following
written student quotes and interview extract constitutes evidence for these difficulties:
1. "Primary, because normally the tertiary and quaternary [structures] are more clear and in the
case of this structure you can't see clearly." [response to probe 8; ER Cl . .
2. "Secondary because pieces are forming a helix of double strands. They are not single·
strands. This is not a large complex." [response to probe 8; ERG] .
3. "Tertiary. Shows all the disulfide bonds between the protein chains of the antibody."
[response to probe 8;ER C]
4. "Tertiary structure, the structure consists·of a folded chain (folded into a particular shape) but
is only a single chain." [response to probe 8; ER C]
5. I: .. , what level of structure, primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary, does this diagram
represent?
S: [long pause] Tertiary... because there are only three parts ...There are only three
parts, .. one, two, three [points to It variable region, constant region and rtvariable region as
three different parts]
[interview extract; ER C]
The above quotes suggest that these students did not have a clear understanding of the
different levels· of protein structure, and ·in this. case, how they pertain to an antibody
molecule. Quotes 1 and 2 incorrectly identify the structure inERC as depicting a primary
and secondary level of structure, respectively. In contrast, quotes 3-5 correctly suggest that
the antibody is being represented at the tertiary level of structure but contain unsound
explanations. In quote 3 for instance, the student suggests that tertiary structure can be
identified by always having disulfide bonds presentwhile the student in quote 4 indicates that
the structure is tertiary because it comprises only a single folded chain. Finally, the smdent in
quote 5 has attached a "three part" structure to the idea oftertiary structure; . Interestingly,
even though the caption supplied to students with ER C (Fig. 4.1) clearly states a "tertiary~'
level of structure (see section 4.2.1), some students still identified the structure as representing
primary and/or secondary structure (e.g. quotes 1 and 2), suggesting a diagram reading
problem.
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Related to the above difficulty with levels of protein structure, a study by Mbewe (2000) has
shown that dermitions of primary, secondary and tertiary structure of a protein are consistent
across textbooks whereas the same does not always hold for quaternary structure. In this
regard; it is generally agreed amongst the community of biochemists that a protein can exhibit
quaternary structure if it consists of two or more polypeptide chains or sub-units that can be
arranged in space as one ensemble..Nevertheless, when it comes to defming the.exact nature
of interaction between the polypeptide chains (i.e. covalent versus non:-covalent interaction),
the definition for quaternary structure has been shown to sometimes differ amongst textbook
authors and biochemists (see Mbewe, 2000). Although the majority of biochemists are'
probably in solid agreement that a quaternary structure exists when at least two polypeptide
chains are associated by covalent or non-covalent forces (e,g. Garrett and Grishani, 1995)
other texts (e.g. Ritter, 1996; Bohinski, 1987) define quaternary structure of a protein as the
arrangement of polypeptide' chains where the· forces. between chains. are of a non-covalent
nature only (Mbewe, 2000).· Interestingly, the International Union. of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology make no direct reference to what type of inter:-subunit interactions(i.e~
covalent or non-covalent) have to be involved for a structure to exist at the quaternary level.
Bearing this in mind, an antibody is a protein structure that has four polypeptide chains
associated by covalent disulfide linkages, According to Garret and Grisharn (1995) (and
probably the majority of biochemists), IgG would constitute a quaternary arrangement, but·
other texts (e.g. Bohinski, 1987) define it as a tertiary structure. Strictly speaking, from the
above analysis, it seems that for the IgG protein molecule anyway (e.g. Mbewe, 2000), a dear
definition for its apparent quaternary or tertiary structure seems to be a point that can be
debated. Similar silent debates have been documented for the structural level of classificatiori
of both insulin and chymotrypsin proteins among the biochemical community (e.g. Mbewe,
2000). Incidentally, in the original paper wherein the actual X-Ray crystallographic antibody
structure repr;~ented in ER C (Fig. 4.1) was solved, the structure was stated by the authors as
exhibiting a quaternary (not tertiary) structure (Silvertonet aI., 1977). By contrast, the exact
same structure is stated in Bohinski (1987), as having a tertiary structure (see ER C) and those
biochemists that insist that chymotrypsin exhibits no quaternary structure (since the subunits
interact though covalent links) would agree with this conjecture. In support of the above
sentiments, and related to the S6 sub-category, data from the present study also showed this
interesting irregularity in defmition, in that some students spoke about tertiary and others .
about a quaternary level of structure for the antibody structure depicted in ER C. The
following student quotes indicate this divergence:
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1. "Tertiary structure illustrating the chains and bonding of polypeptide chains." . [response to
probe 8; ERC] .
2. "Tertiary - more than 1 [one] structure." [response to probe 8; ER C]
3. "Tertiary structure. It has a complex structure, with many folds,...; make up of a protein bonded
together with hydrogen bonding." [response to probe 8; ER C]
4. "Quaternary structure because the structure is a giant molecule of a protein." [response to
probe 8; ER Cl
5. I: ...why would this [points to ER Cl be quaternary [student stated this earlier]?
S: Because there is more than one peptide chain involved. [interview extract; ER C]
6. S: ... the quaternary structure is when... you have more than one amino acid
sequence... binded to one another separately, via non-peptide bonds. . The quaternary
structure is the way in which the subunits... bond together to form a complete protein.
I: In terms of this structure [ER C] .. ,whatmakes it quaternary [Sstated this earlier]?
. S: Ok, the subunits are the four chains because they're each a single peptide... the quaternary
structure itself is maintained by the disulfide bonds... [interview extract; ER Cl
From the above data, three students (quotes 1 -3) suggested that the antibody structure was
. . .
. .
being depicted at a tertiary level because more than one "chain" or separate "structure"·was
binding to another. In addition, the student in quote 3 supported the notion of a tertiary level
of structure by pointing out that hydrogen bonding is responsible for the association of chains
with one another. In contrast, the two students depicted in quotes 4-5 both thought that ERe
was representing a quaternary level of structure. These students (quotes 4 and 5) supported
their quaternary designation by suggesting 'that a "giant" molecule was being represented
(quote 4) and that there was more than one chain involved in the structure (quote 5)~ The
student in quote 6 supports hislher quaternary designation by suggesting that the polypeptide
subunits are held together by covalent disulfide bonds. Thus clearly there is an urgent need to
get biochemists worldwide to reach an all-encompassing consensus on a defmition for
quaternary structure (e.g. Mbewe, 2000).. These findings, then, illustrate how science
education research into student understanding can expose the need to clarify· fundamental .
biochemical knowledge.
Since the S6 difficulty was initially suspected based on a probe designed to expose its
presence (probe 8, Fig. 4.7), its emergence during focused probing and interviews allowed it
to be classified as partially established at Level-3 on the framework.
4.3.2.7 S7 Sub-category: Misinterpreted ER of antibody structure as
representing aT-cell
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In a further structural-type difficultyidentified as part of the parent S category, classified as
the S7 difficulty, two students during free-response probing thought thatERs A and C (Fig
4.1) were in some manner representative of aT-cell of the immune system (Table 4.3). This
was shown by the following quotations:
1. "This [diagram] shows how or where antigen binds to the T-cellsor MHC class 1 and that the
substrate has carbohydrates." [response to probe 1; ER A]
2. "i. The binding of antigen to the T-cell
ii. Shows that the antigen has a specific shape for the binding of other molecules," [response
to probe 1; ER Cl . .
The student in quote 1 above may have inappropriately transferred his/her knowledge of T·
cells to that of immunoglobulin structure. Since the plural was used when mentioning T-cell§.,
the student may have thought that each spherical component depicted on ER A was
representative of a "T-cell". Furthermore, the student may have been associating the letter
"e" on ER A(Fig 4.1) with a "carbohydrate" region instead of a constant region~ The second
student (quote 2) may ·have superficially. associated the "T-shaped"appearance of· the
antibody molecule on ER C with a "T-cell" instead of with an antibody molecule, but without
further data, this remains speculation.
Since this difficulty emerged unexpectedly from the data, it was classified as unanticipated at
Level-Ion the research· framework. It thus requires substantial. research in order to further
clarify its nature.
4.3.2.8 Ss Sub-category: Misinterpretation of symbolism depicting amino
acids
In a further sub-categpry of the structural-type diffitulties;coded.Ss, it was found that some
students incorrectly interpreted the graphical markings used to depict amino acid centres and·
residues on ERs C and D, respectively (Table 4.3). For ER C (Fig. 4;1), students
misinterpreted the black 'circles'and 'lines' used to represent the a.-carbon skeleton that
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constitutes the polypeptide chains of the antibody molecule. For ER D, some students had
trouble identifying the graphical marks (red and blue spheres) used to show the amino acid
residues. The following examples of quotes illustrated this Sg difficulty:
1. "0---0 are Hydrogen bonds." [response to probe 1; ER C]
2. S: Some of the circles are proteins and some of them of sugars ... half protein and half sugar.
[interview extract; ER Cl .
3. ,,0 OXygen
_ bonds." [response to probe 9; ER Cl
4. "Circles represent the active sites where the antigen binds, and lines represent different
chains that make up the tertiary structure of amino acid[s]." [response to probe 9; ER C]
5. "Antigens are the dominating structures in this molecule, this is because they need to spread
around to perform well Le. tell the antibodies if there is any foreign diseases." [response to
probe 1; ER D] .
6. " ... 1would expect the dark red H chain to be carrying oxygen.and·the dark blue chain to not
be carrying O2,,,'' [response to probe 1; ER D]
7. "An IgG molecule, made up of H andL chains each formed by atoms." [response to probe 1;
ER D] .
8. "... Different colour coding for different sub-units are used to show location of certain atoms."
[response to probe 1; ER D]
Quote 1 suggests that some students thought that the .line joining two 'circles' in ER C
represented hydrogen bonding. Furthermore, other students (quotes 2, 3 and 4) thoughtthat
the 'circles' on ER C, making up the a.-carbon backbone, were representative of "oxygens"
(quote 3), sugars (quote 2), or active sites where antigen could bind (quote 4). With regard to
quote 2, even though IgG is often referred to as a glycoprotein (Chapter 3), there are only a
few carbohydrate hexose units situated between the two CH2 domains (Silverton et aL, 1977; .
Davies and Padlan, 1990), constituting only about 3% of the entire IgGmolecule's
composition (e.g. Roitt, 1997). Besides this fact, the sugar units were actually left out of ER
C by Bohinski (1987,p. 161), Thus this student (quote 2) may not have been aware of the.
proportion of carbohydrate residues present on an antibody molecule. With respect to ER D,
one student (quote 5) thought that'the coloured 'spheres' depicted antigens, while another
student (quote ·6) thought the red spheres in. the H chain were. "carrying" oxygen.
Furthermore, two students (quotes 7 and 8) identified the coloured ~ spheres' on ER D· as
atoms. In this regard, space-filling ERs that depict protein structure (e;g. ER D) sometimes do ..
represent the van der Waal radii ofal! the individual atoms (e,g. Lehninger et al., 1993, p. 61;
Garrett and Grisham, 1995, p. 58) making up the protein. Alternatively, the same types of
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ERs sometimes just depict the alpha-carbon coordinates (e.g. Silverton et al., 1977; Ritter,
1996) or just individual amino acid residues (e.g. Stryer, 1995, p. 376) constituting the
structure. Moreover, sometimes these ERs exclude some atoms and show all others, like for
example, showing all the atoms constituting a polypeptide but excluding the R-chains (side
chains) of constituent amino acids (e.g. Ritter, 1996, p. 122). These various modes of
representation of protein structure can cause misdirection when·students try to visualise the
order of magnitude represented by the graphical markings contained in ERs of abstract
phenomena.
A focused probe (probe 9, Fig 4.7) was designed to further explore students' interpretation of
ER C after the S8 difficulty had emerged during free-response questioning. Since the S8
difficulty was initially suspected based on the visual analysis performed by the researcher on
ERs C (statement 6, Fig. 4.3) and D (statement 3; Fig. 4.4), it was classified atLevel-3 on the
framework of Grayson et al. (2001). The S8 difficulty was considered as belonging to the
general S category because those students who showed it misinterpreted the symbolism used
to designate amino acid components·of the antibody structures in ER C and D.
4.3.2.9 S9 Sub-category: Binding sites on IgG are not identical
In the fmal sub-category of the structuraV·type difficulties (S9), students thought that the
antigen binding sites depicted on ER C and D were not identical in structure and that a
particular IgG could bind two structurally different antigens (Table 4.3). Therefore, the S9
difficulty was considered as being related to the parent S category of difficulty and was
illustrated by the following examples of studentquotations:
1. "... The binding sites are shown not to be the same in configuration therefore different shaped
substrates [antigens] will bind to different binding sites... " [response to probe 1; ER Cl .
2. I: How does the structure of this antigen-binding site here compare to the structure of this
antigen-binding site [points].
S~ This one [It] is different from that one [rt]. so it means a different antigen will bind to this
one... and a. different antigen will bind to this. one ... so it means this site has different
sequences of amino acids compared to that one, so it Will have a different structure. [interview
extract; ER Cl .
3. ''To show that the two different sites of IgG are not of the same type." [response to probe 1;
ER D]
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Some students (quotes 1-3) upon interpretation of ER C and D thought that the antigen-
binding sites are structurally different. Included in these misinterpretations were the notions
that both binding sites were of different configurations (quote 1), and of different amino acid
sequence or primary structure (quote 2). Thus these students thought that two completely
different antigens could bind to the binding sites of the same antibody.
The S9 difficulty was initially suspected from the visual analysis that was conducted on ER C
(statement 2, Fig. 4.3). A focused probe was designed to investigate the author's suspicion
(probe 11, Fig. 4.7) and subsequent exposure of the difficulty allowed it to be classified at
Level-3 as partially established.
4.3.2.10 Sound interpretations ofthe ERs relative to the Structural-type
category
In contrast to the structural-type (S) difficulties (Table 4.3), several students produced
scientifically acceptable interpretations of the three ERs (Fig 4.1)· when given the same
probes. For example, in response to probe 3 (Fig. 4.6), where students were asked to draw
which component of ER A represents antigen and which part represents antibody, one student
generated the scientifically acceptable diagrams presented in Fig. 4.8 below..
It is evident from the SGD (Fig. 4.8 below) that some students could soundly depict those
graphical markings that constitute .antigen and antibody structure in ER A. In addition,
consider the following quotes obtained from students' interpretation ofERs C and D:
1. "[ER Cl Show[s] the binding sites for an antigen. The 3-D configuration of an antibody.
Antigens bind only to two specific sites on an antibody - these two sites are found on either
end of the molecule. [response to probe 1; ER Cl
2. "It [ER D] shows the antibody structure, with its. antigen binding sites and different chains
making up the antibody." [response to probe 1; ER D]
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Figure 4.8 SGD obtained in response to probe 3 (Fig 4.6) correctly depicting the "black lines" and
"spherical elements" as constituting antibody structure as well as soundly representing
antigen components in ER A.
The responses above (Fig. 4.8, quotes 1 and 2) are in contrast with those students who were
unable to resolve the role of the arrow symbolism in the ERs (SI difficulty) (Table 4.3). Even
though Fig. 4.8 represents a sound graphical representation of the structural components
depicted in ER A, the reader will notice that the same student has portrayed Ag structure as· an
arrow form. The prevalence ofthis notation as a possible source for the SI difficulty will be
discussed in section 4.3.2.11 below.
The following correct responses corresponded to the S2 difficulty, for ERs A and B:
1. "They represent polypeptide chains withdisulfide bonds in between... " [response to probe 4;
ERA]
2. 1: Tell me about the structure enclosed by the blue rectangle there [points].
[ ]
S: Yeah, I believe they're disulfide bonds between cysteine residues... like a covalent bond
between two sulphur groups on two cysteine residues. [interview extract; ER B] .
It is clear from both quotes (1 and 2) that some students correctly interpreted the "black lines"
between polypeptide chains as S-S bonds.
The following students (quotes 1 and 2) demonstrated a sound interpretation of theN-
terminus represented within the enclosed green circle on ER B and were in contrast. with
students who showed the S3 difficulty (Table 4.3):
1. I: Now, the structure within the green circle...
S: ...well that would be the terminus of the light chain ... part of the antigen binding site.
[interview extraCt; ER B]
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2; "It is a drawing of immunoglobulin. It indicates the V & C regions. It shows us where Ag the
antigen will bind. The V-regions represent the N~terminus, C-regions the C-terminus."
[response to probe 1; ER A]
Even· though some students showed the S4 and Ss difficulties, by respectively considering the
spherical shapes on ER A to be separate structural entities andlor the black "Y" shape to be a
support structure of sorts (Table 4.3), some students were able to· supply correct
interpretations of these graphical markings. For instance, consider the following student
quotes:
1. "The coloured areas are different areas of the black lines, it is a 3-D overview of what the
black lines are made up of." [response to probe 6; ER A]
2. "The pink area ? variable region of antibody, differs in every antibody (specificfor an antigen)
The grey area ? constant region of the antibody which is the same for all antibodies.. ."
[response to probe 5; ER Al
3. S: ... it [H/L chains] is the main protein backbone, the amino acid backbone...[points toH/L
chains]. [interview extract; ER A] .
4. "The black lines represent proteins - polypeptide chains of a protein." [response to probe 4;
ERA] .
From the interpretations provided above, it is evident that quotes 1 and 2 demonstrate a sound
appreciation of the graphical nature of the coloured spherical areas that represent variable and
constant regions of the polypeptide chains in ER A. In addition, quotes 3 and 4 affirm that the
"black lines" are representative of the amino acid backbone constituting the Ab structure
rather than a support "backbone" holding the spherical components together.
In comparison with students who manifested the· S8 difficulty (Table 4.3) by misinterpreting·
the small black 'circles' and 'lines' on ER Candlor the coloured spheres on ERD, examples
of sound interpretations of these graphical markings across both ERs were as follows:
1. "... The rings are there to represent [the] carbon backbone..." [response to probe 1; ER C]
2. S: ... each circle is representative of ... the main amino acid kind ofgroup.. :from amino acid to
amino acid; ...
[interview extract; ER C]
3. "... The small circles [spheres] that make up the chains represent amino acidswhich form the
protein ... Differentcolours to differentiate stereo arrangements of different chains." [response
to probe 1; ER D] . ..
4.· "T~is. diagram shows an immunoglobulin molecule. The round balls represent individual
bUilding blocks that make up the molecule (a protein therefore amino acids}... It shows the
difference between H&Lchains, and their relative positions." [response to probe 1; ER D]
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The students who showed their sound interpretations in quotes 1- 4 above allsuggested that
the circle' markings' on both ERs C and D were representative of ammo acid centres or
residues rather than any other type ofstructural components.
Lastly, in contrast to students who thought the two antigen-bindings sites on an antibody were
. .
not identical (S9 difficulty), an example of a quote showing a sound interpretation of the
binding sites as being structurally identical is given below: .
"It [the antigen] is specific because there are two sites that the antigen can bind to; and the sites
have identical but mirror-image constitutions." [response to probe 12; ERG] .
In summary, the sound quotes discussed above suggest that, in contrast to the structural-type
difficulties induced by the three ERs (Fig. 4,1), the ERs were nevertheless useful to various
other students who yielded scientifically acceptable. interpretations.. In addition, evidence of,
sound scientific interpretations of the three ERs confirms the validity of the probes designed
to generate data of relevance to the S category. Furthermore, the reliability of the probes as
data-generating tools was supported by the fact that firstly, structural-type difficulties
emerged on more than one occasion from more than one test (see section 3.4.4.2) and




Conclusion and possible sources ofthe Structural-type difficulty
The occurrence of the structural-type (S) difficulty across all student groupsshowed that there
was a general difficulty in the student populations (Table 4.1) with interpreting how the
structural features of IgG were externally represented and visually depicted in all three ERs
(Fig. 4.1). With respect to the general S-type category, nine sub-categories of difficulty were
identified in students' responses (Table 4.3). The S7 suh-category emergedunexpectedly from
the data and was classified at Level 1 on the Grayson etal: (2001) framework, while the S3
sub-category was classified at Level-2 as suspected. All seven .of the remaining sub-
categories were classified at Level-3 as partially established. Thus we feel confident about
the nature of these difficulties but further research is required to establish their occurrence
across multiple contexts.
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Upon analysis of the datageneratedacross the student groups (Table 4.1) relative to each of
the three ERs it became evident that ER C showed the highest inCidence for the structural-, . . .
type category of difficulty with a prevalence of 70%. This was in contrast to ER A, which
also showed a moderately high incidence of 50% followed by ER D, which manifested an
incidence of 19% relative to the S-type category. Thus since the conceptual knowledge ..
required to mterpret these ERs was more or less the same, these results suggest that the nature
of ER C caused students the most· problems and ER D· the least, when interpreting the ..
symbolism representing structural features ofIgG. It should be noted however, that for ER D,
only free response probes were used to gather data. It is possible therefore, that the degree. of
. . .
influence reflected by the incidence shown by ER D, could increaSe should more focused
probes be used in other studies.
Students who showed the SI difficulty for ERA, C and D (Fig. 4.1)stniggled to resolve the
function of the arrow symbolism used to graphically represent the Ag and itsbindmg location
on the Ab structure. As a consequence of the nature of these ER features, it is possible that
students could not discriminate between those graphical markings that showed antibody
components and those that showed possible interaction between Ag and Ab. In addition, the
graphical depiction of the black "lines" on ER A could have been a source of confusion to
those students who thought that the shorter ones represented structural components other than
.disulphide bonds (S2 difficulty) and that the longer ones represented· a type of support
structure (rather than amino acid chains) holding "spheres" together (Ss difficulty). By taking
ER A at face value the rigid, frame-like appearance of the black lines does seem to imply a
mechanical capability that is "supporting" the ball-like spheres and, both the disulphide bond
and the polypeptide chain are represented as straight black lines.. Related to the former, a
. .
source of the S4difficulty, wherein the shaded spheres depicting variable and constant regions
of a 3-D structure on ER A were interpreted as sepanite 'strucfuralentities,could lie in the
. . '
artistic means chosen to depict V and C regions of the Ab. They look like separate, ball-like.
structures, leading some students to believe that they were not part of the antibody·structure.
Students who showed the Sg difficulty. misinterpreted the graphical marks used to represent
amino acids on ERs C and D. A source of this problem could lie in the fact that computer
drawn chemical models present in textbooks vary quite widely, in teni1s of what the graphical.
units represent. Sometimes, the components making up the structure are representative of
atoms, alpha-carbon centres (e.g. ER C), at other times as separate domains (e.g. ERA) or,as
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complete amino acid residues (e.g. ER D). In addition, with respect to the S9 difficulty, which
showed that some students considered IgG's two antigen-binding sites represented in ERs C
and D to be different in structure and in amino-acid composition, a possible source ofthis
misinterpretation could be as follows. Ata superficial level, based on the nature of the artistic
embellishments, it does appear that the antigen-binding areas on the structures shown in ERs
C and D are not identicaL Upon perusal ofERs C and D, the fact that an IgG molecule has
two structurally identical antigen-binding sites, may not have been immediately obvious to the
respondents.
A possible overriding source for the existence of the SI, Sz, S4, Ss, Ss and S9 structural-type
difficulties could be authors' and ER designers' confusing use of multiple 'conventions' to
represent the same structural features in biochemistry. Many of the 'conventions'· that· are
used appear not to be conventions at all but idiosyncratic representations (e.g. Lowe, 1987).
For instance, while the disulfide bond is represented as a short straight black line in ERA, it
is often represented in otherERs as "-S-S-" orasa yellow coloured bar, presumably to denote
the presence of sulphur (this in itself could cause a misconception since not all· chemical
compounds containing sulphur are yellow in appearance). In other cases (e.g. ERs C andD),
the presence of sulphur is not represented at alL Of course, what is represented in the ER is a
function of what the author wishes to represent and on the pedagogical goal of the ER.
However, in the light of the findings of this study, it is fair to assume that idiosyncratic
graphical features do make it more difficult for students to decipher the necessary visual
information.
Students reasoning processes could have also contributed to misinterpretations. For instance,
when responding to probe 3 (Fig. 4.6) for ER A, students often represented the antigen as an
arrow form (e.g. Fig. 4.8). The use of an arrow form to reason about the structural relevance
of antigen may have itself been a source not only of the SI difficulty but also ofthe earlier
discussed Pz difficulty (section 4.3.1.2), where Agwas thought to enter the Ab structure; By
inappropriately alluding to an arrow form to depict antigen structure, students may have
incorrectly inferred a direction of entry into the antibody structure when processing the ERs.
In addition, the SI data suggests that students relied heavily on perceptual organisation (e.g.
Olivier, 2001) when interpreting the ERs. That is to say, students often relied on salient
features to process the ERs and, as a result, neglected the deeper implications of the markings
(e.g. Lowe, 2003, 1989). This was especially the case when students deciphered the Ag
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structure on ER A, and the arrows on ERs C andD, as diagram labels that were "pointing" to
Ag components. Du P1essis et a!. (2003) and Schollum (1983) have shown similar student
difficulties with arrow symbolism in other scientific contexts.. In relation to the. former,
students who associated ideas of the T-cell when processing the antibody·structure on ERs A
and C (S7 difficulty), may well have over relied on certain graphical markings when extractmg
meaning from the ERs (e.g. Lowe, 1989). In this regard, students who exposed this.
misinterpretation may have been performing surface-level reasoning when interpreting the
ERs (Lowe, 1993a; Chi et a!., 1981) and may have simply associated the "T" shape of the
antibody depicted in ERs C and D to a "T,;,cell" foUnd in the human immune system.
Other than the graphical nature of the ERs, and the reasoning processes used to decipher
them, difficulties are worsened if students do not possess the conceptual knowledge of what
different visual conventions .mean, do not correctly apply this knowledge· or, are·not aware
that multiple possible conventions are available for depicting the same structural component
. .
In this regard,a source for students' misinterpretation of the 'ends' of the 'black lines' as
structures other than end-termini of polypeptide chains (S3 difficulty) may have been caused
by either, a lack of the necessary conceptual knowledge; linking of erroneous conceptual
. . . .
knowledge concerning "growth" or "information carrying systems" to the graphical symbols;
.or, the failure to bring the appropriate conceptual knowledge to the ER (e.g. Roth, 2002;
Chenget al., 2001;Winn, 1993). In addition; as discussed in section 4.3.2.6, students'·
misinterpretation of level of protein structure (S6 difficulty) could have originated from the
conflicting propositiona1 knowledge used by biochemists to describe level of structure. This
might especially have been enhanced when c.ertain debate· surrounds definitions that pertain to
the quaternary level of protein structure (e.g. Mbewe, 2000). Like the experts, it was clear
that students also had differing opinions as to What they understood theJeve1 ofstructure of an .
antibody protein to be,
Overall, the above discussion sqggests that sources of the S,:,type difficulty may emanate from
the reasoning mechanisms used by students to decipher the ERs as well as from the nature of
the conceptual knowledge that students used to interpret the ERs. A further potential source
of the S-type difficulties could have been·the multiple .'conventions' available for depicting
... .
.the nature of the structural components in the ERs. Inthis regard,· even though the nat\ireof .
ER D may have been a contributing source for the latter, the nature of the graphical markings
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contained in ER C, followed by ER A, seemed to have the most pronounced influence on
students' misinterpretations pertaining to the S-typecategory of difficulty..
4.3.3 DNA-related· difficulties
In the DNA-related difficulties (D), some students interpreted the three ERs (Fig 4.1) as
representing a form of DNA structure and/or DNA processing. The prevalence of the general
D category of difficulty, across the student groups and across all three ERs (Fig. 4.1) ranged
from 4% to 19%. Respondents who showed one or more of the sub-categories of the DNA- .
related difficulty belonging to the parent D-type are included in· the· incidence range. Two
sub-categories of this category as well as their classification on the Grayson et al. (2001)
framework are presented on Table 4.4.
4.3.3.1 . D1 sub-category: Misinterpreting antibody structure as representing
DNA structure or function
In the first sub-category coded DI, some students misinterpreted certain graphical markings in·
the three ERs (Fig. 4.1) as being elements of DNA structure or DNA-related mechanisms
(Table 4.4). Therefore, the D r difficulty was identifIed as belonging to the overall Dcategory.
Student quotes that illustrate the·D 1 sub-category of difficulty,. are shown below:
1. "This is meant to represent a DNA molecule, leading .strands and a lagging strand of DNA. .. "
[response to probe 1; ER A] .
2. I: Can you tell me about what is enclosed by this blue rectangle?
S: Ok, it will be two bases ... one purine and one pyrimidine... Ja [yes]... they!re joined by
hydrogen bonds. [interview extract; ER B] . .
3. "circles - DNA
lines - protein structure". [response to probe 9; ER C]
4. ''This represents the structure ofa DNA molecule." [response to probe 1; ERD]
. .
5. "...withineach molecule there['re] bases." [response to probe 1; ER D]
6; I: .. ;Is there anything that you find confusing here [on ER A]? .
S: ... Ja [yes]. .These black stn;md,s, and then if it is replicating, then why why it [light chain] is
on the other Side of the strand [heavy chain]. [interview extract; ER A]
7. "Why the RNA template is on the outside of the DNA if the nitrogen base pairs of the DNA are
dislodging from inside." [responseto probe 2; ER A] ... '. ..
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From the quotes above, it is evident that some students interpreted the antibody structures
depicted in the three ERs (Fig. 4.1) as representing constituents of DNA structure or DNA-
related processing mechanisms. This is clear in quotes 1 and 2 where both these students
elude to ideas of "leading" and "lagging" strands as well as purine and pyrimidine base pairs
when interpreting ERs A and B (Fig. 4.1). In addition, upon interpretation of ER C, afurther
student (quote 3) associated ideas of DNA structure to the markings showing a-carbon
centres. Similarly, some students interpreted ER D as representing components of DNA
structure (e.g. quotes 4 and 5).
. . .
Interestingly, two students (quotes 6 and 7) voiced concern as to why the shorter "DNA"
strand was on the "outside" or on the "side" of the longer one. In textbook ERs that represent
DNA structure and processing (e.g. Hames and Hooper, 1997, p. 137; Stryer, 1995, p.804)
leading and lagging strands are rightly shown as being within the replication fork formed by
the parent strands. However on ER A, and in the context of IgG· structure of course, the light·
chains (short black lines) are shown to be on the 'outside' of the heavy chains (long black
lines) (e.g. Ritter, 1996,p. 154). Thus when an antibody's light chains are shown on the
inside of the heavy chains(Garrett and Grisham, 1995, p. 924) this could potentially induce
the DJ difficulty, especially if the ER is already interpreted as a DNA-related component. Of
course, it has been shown experimentally that the Fabarms are able to rotate (Brekke et al.,
1995) so, therefore, either representation of the light and heavy chains'. location is
scientifically sound. In addition, students who showed the DJ difficulty for ER D (quotes 4
and 5) may have superficially associated the "coiled" nature of the heavy and light chains to a·
DNA helical structure.
The DJ difficulty was exposed across all three ERs (Fig 4.1),and initially emerged
unexpectedly from second:..year written responses. Following further investigations with
interviews, the· difficulty was reclassified from Level-2 to Level-3, or partially established.
4.3.3.2 D2 sub-category: Combining distinctly different concepts
inappropriately
The second sub-category of the DNA-type difficulty, codedD2, represents a situation where
students inappropriately combined distinctly separate concepts from two different· domains·
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when interpreting ERs A and D. In these cases, it was found that students erroneously·
combined concepts reserved for immunology with those of DNA structure or processing
(Table 4.4). Consider the following student quotes, which showed the D2 difficulty upon
interpretation ofERs A and D:
5. ''This diagram shows the DNA double helix molecule. How the long and short chains interact
with each other and how and where the antigen binds." [response to probe 1; ER D]
It is clear from the above examples (quotes 1- 5) that students often inappropriately combined
distinctly different concepts with those reserved for DNA structure and function (Table 4.4).
For instance, in quotes 1 and 2 the students suggested .that antigen structures were somehow
involved in binding with DNA structures. In addition, the student in quote 2 suggests that the
described process occurs in macrophage cells. Similarly, quote 3 suggests that DNA
processing occurred for the purpose of "building information" onto an antigen molecule while
quote 4 suggests that DNA is responsible for "fighting" the antigen.. Lastly, the student
depicted in quote 5 suggests that antigen binds to DNA components.
The data above provides evidence for the inappropriate fusing of immunology knowledge
with that of DNA-related knowledge. As Grayson (2004) has shown in the context of
students' understanding of electric circuits in physics, it is possible that the above students
were unable to "disentangle" at least two distinctively different concepts from one~another
when interpreting ERs A and D. Although in a biochemistry content area, ideas of
immunology do· intersect with those of DNA in some cases, for example, when the synthesis
of IgG molecules through gene segments is considered (e.g. Hames and Hooper, 2000;
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Kedzierski, 1992), it is clear that students who showed the D2 difficulty merged these ideas
inappropriately.
The D2 difficulty initially emerged unexpectedly from the data. Its re-exposure during
interviews allowed it to be classified from suspected to partially established. at Level-3. The
D2 sub-category of difficulty was considered related to the parent D category because those
students who exposed it inappropriately incorporated DNA-related. knowledge into their
interpretations ofERs A and D.
4.3.3.3 Sound interpretations of the ERs relative to the DNA-related
category
In contrast with the DNA-related (D) difficulties (Table 4.4); that were exposed when students·
interpreted the three ERs (Fig 4.1), some examples of scientifically sound interpretations of
the three ERs were as follows:
1. "...The lines represent the chemical structure of IgG. The V and C regions of K& y are also
shown by the shading of the circles. [response to probe 1; ER A]
2.· "This diagram is meant to show the specific binding sites of antibodies to· antigens. It's
supposed also to. [to also] show the supercoiling of the tertiary structures of proteins."
[response to probe 1; ER C] .
3; "This [diagram] is meant to represent the 3-dimensional structure of the amino acid backbone
of an IgG immunoglobulin, showing the "forking" of the molecule into two chains, each with
their own antigen binding site..." [responseto probe 1; ER Cl
4. "Shows tertiary structure of IgG molecule. Shows how the chains coil around to give an
overall structure. Also shows how chains interact together with the other chains Le. which
chain is closer to which." [response to probe 1; ER D] .
Quote 1 correctly states that the "lines" representing polypeptide chains in ER A are
composed of variable and constant regions. Quotes 2 and 3 also correctly suggest how the.
"supercoiling" and "forking" of the Ab represented in ER C is related to tertiary or 3"D
protein structure, while quote 4 soundly suggests how the arrangement of the heavy and light
chains are related to overall antibody structure in ER D. Further evidence for sound
interpretations of the three ERs have already been provided in sections 4.3.1.7 and 4.3.2.10.
Another group of students did not expose the DNA-related difficulty but sometimes did
mention that ER A reminded them of, Of looked similar to, a DNA structure or process. In
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doing so, these students provided the author with information on what may have contributed
to the D-type difficulty in the other students. Consider the following scientifically sound
quotations:
5. I: tell me about the hinge region [S referred to "hinge region" earlier]. . . . .
S: The hinge region is actually where you have to cleave the antibody to get the Fab
fragments... the hinge region actually shows where the molecul~ diverts, goes apart, just like a
replication fork. It's like a replication fork but this time you are talking aboutantib6dies not
about DNA. [interview extract; ER A]
6. S: it's [ER A] like in DNA replication ...
I: how does this [indicates diagram] relate to DNA?
S: I was just giving you an example. [interview extract; ER A]
Unlike the students who displayed the DNA-related difficulty, the students in quotes 5 and 6
were able to appropriately transfer their knowledge from one domain to another (Salomon and
Perkins, 1989) and translate (e.g. Ainsworth et al., 1998) between one representation
(antibody structure) and another (DNA structure). For these students, the visual appearance
. . .
of the Y-shapedantibody allowed them to draw a graphical analogy with DNA replication,
. .
even though they soundly suggested· only a visual similarity. Thus the data above served to .
inform the author on what exactly may have inducedthe DNA-related difficulty.
4.3.3.4 Conclusion and possible sources of the DNA-related difficulty
Data corresponding to the DNA-related (D) category of difficulty suggested that some
students incorrectly interpreted the three ERs as representing a form of DNA structure and/or
processing. Within the D-type category of difficulty, two sub-categories of difficulty
emerged from the data (Table 4.4). Both the D1 and D2 sub-categories were classified at
Level-3 on the Grayson et al. (2001) framework as partially established. A discussion of the
potential sources of the DNA-type difficulties, across both sub-categories, is presented below.
When data across the student groups (Table 4.1) was analysed with respect to each of the
three ERs in conjunction with the D~type responses, it was found that ER A, D and C showed·
incidences of40%, 10% and 4%, respectively. Thus ER A contributed the most and ER C the
least to the D-type category of difficulties.
The nature of the graphical markings constituting the black lines, "spheres" and arrow-like
antigens on ER A seemed to be a major source of confusion. It is evident that the black lines. .
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representing the "Y-shaped" heavy and light chains in ERA look similar in appearance to an
actual DNA replication fork that shows "lagging" and "leading" strands. In additi9n, the
"supercoiled" arrangement of the heavy and light chains in ER D looks similar to ERs that
represent actual DNA components. In the latter, DNA structure is often depicted in a helical
nature, with molecular chains twisted around each other in a double helix (e.g. Hames and
Hooper, 2000, p. 150). Furthermore, when considered at face value, the "forking" of the
polypeptide chains in ER C and the "supercoiling" shown at the base of the Fc region of the
Ab molecule, do show visual characteristics similar to ERs that represent DNA structure. The
above graphical features ofthe three ERs may have been one ofthe sources contributing to
the DNA-related category of difficulties.
In addition to the nature of the artistic embellishments on the ERs (Fig. 4.1), students.
processing mechanisms responsible for interpreting these graphical features may also be a
possible source of the DNA-related difficulties. In this regard, for ER A; students' superficial
processing (e;g.Lowe, 1994a; Egan and Schwartz, 1979) of the graphical markings described·
above may have been a source of the DJ difficulty.. In addition, students' inappropriate
connections to other concepts in biochemistry when reading ERs A and D probably induced
the D2 difficulty. Evidence for such inappropriate connections during students processing of
ERs A and D were found in those quotes in which students thought that antigens were able to
interact with DNA. Furthermore, another source of the D2 difficulty could be that some
students were erroneously combining or fusing one distinct concept (e.g. Ab-Ag interaction)
with another distinct concept (e.g. DNA structure) when processing the ERs. In this regard,
these particular students were probably unable to disentangle distinctly.different concepts
from one another (e.g. Graysori, 2004) when deciphering the ERs.
In addition to the role of the graphical nature of the ERs and students' processing mechanisms
towards contributing to the DNA-related difficulty, students' conceptual Understanding may
have also been a source of the problem. Prior· to this investigation,second-year students.
(Table 4.1) had just completed a module on nucleic acids in which they had been exposed to
ERs of DNA replication and synthesis (e.g. Stryer, 1995).Itis possible that the students who
showed the DNA-related difficulty were inappropriately transferring their newly constructed
conceptual knowledge (Salomon and Perkins, 1989) of DNAelongation or processing to the
context of IgG structure. For both the former, this inappropriate transfer of knowledge may
be a consequence of a surface-:level processing of the ERs (e.g. Cheng et al., 2001).
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4.4 Summary and Conclusions
The research findings of the study reported in this chapter identified three general categories
of difficulty with students' interpretation of three textbook ERs (Fig. 4.1) depicting antibody
structure and interaction with antigen. The three general categories that emerged in the study
were the process-type (P), structural-type (S) and DNA-related (D) difficulties. As part of the
general categories of difficulty, seventeen sub-categories of difficulty emerged from the data.
Each sub-category of difficulty was individually classified on the Grayson et al. (200 I)
research framework, according to how much was known about the nature of each difficulty.
Classifications on the research framework ranged from Level-l through to Level-3 .(see
Tables 4.2 - 4.4). Further research of the difficulties ina different context (i.e. course,
institution and/or student sample) will enable the difficulties to be classified at the highest
level on the framework, as established at Level-4.
When incidences of the three categories of difficulty were calculated, relative to each ER used
in the study, it was shown that different ERs played a greater role in causing a particular
difficulty particularly as the conceptual knowledge required to interpret all the ERs was
highly similar. For instance, ER A induced the highest incidence for the P category at 70%
followed by ER C at 50 % and ER D at 7%. By contrast, ER C and ER A caused the highest
incidences for the S category difficulty with values of 70% and 50%, respectively, while ER
D showed an incidence of 19%. Lastly, ER A caused most students to reveal the D category
difficulty at 40% incidence followed by ER D (10%) and ER C (4%). Thus these incidence
values provide an indication of the degree in which the nature of the graphical markings
represented within each ER contributed towards a particular category of difficulty. It is clear
from the above values that the visual markings in ER A and ER C caused the most problems
for students, with ER A having the most negative influence out of the three, across all three
categories. Even though ER D showed relatively low incidences in comparison, students
interpreted ER D through free-response probing alone and, therefore, the values provided
above may not be a complete reflection of the contribution of ER D towards student
difficulties. This is because with free response probing not all students will necessarily reveal
a difficulty that they might have. Thus for free response probes incidences would be low
values. Lastly, the "order of presentation" of the ERs tostudents during data collection (see
.Table 4.1) might have contributed to the relative incidences of the difficulties revealed for the
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three ERs. For example, ER A given first to students (see Table 4.1), may have influenced
their subsequent interpretations of the other ERs used in the study and so on. The author is
uncertain to what extent this was a factor as it was not investigated in the present study. This
could be a topic of future research in which the actual source of the difficulties could be
further clarified.
In consideration of the above incidences relative to each ER, analysis of the data suggested
that the nature a/the ER and its graphical markings played a major role in students' ability to
successfully interpret them. For ER A, the arrow-like depiction ofantigen as both pointing at
the space between the light and heavy chains and being of the same width as the space; the
"ball-like" graphical means used to depict V and C regions of heavy and light chains; the use
of red-like colouring to represent variable regions of the Ab; and, the black "lines" used to
denote polypeptide chains as well as disulfidebonds, all contributed to categories of
difficulty. For ER C and D, the graphical nature of the arrows used to indicate possible areas
for antigen-antibody interaction often caused induced difficulties when students interpreted
them as indicating a point of entry for the antigen molecule. Furthermore, the graphical
marks used to represent amino acids on ERs C and D were often misinterpreted, while the
"supercoiled" arrangement representing the heavy and light chains in ERs C and D also
misled some students. Moreover, at a superficial level, it does appear that the antigen-binding
areas on the Ab structures shown in ERs C and D are not structurally identical. .Lastly, across
ERs A, C and D, students often struggled to resolve the function of the arrow symbolism used
to graphically represent the Ag and its binding location on the Ab structure. Consequently,
students struggled to discriminate between those graphical markings that showed antibody
components and those that showed possible sites for interaction between Ag and Ab.
In addition to the nature of the ER and its graphical markings being a major source of student
difficulties, the data showed that students' reasoning processes also had a large effect on their
ability to successfully interpret the ERs. In this regard, it was found that students often
focussed on surface-level features of the ERs when extracting meaning from them (e.g. Lowe,
2003, 1996; Kozma and Russell, 1997). This surface-level reasoning (Chi et al., 1981) was
characterised by students relying heavily on the visuospatial information displayed on the ER
to decipher it (Cheng et aI., 2001; Olivier, 2001; Lowe, 1996, 1993a). As a result, students
often relied on salient features to process the ERs and neglected the deeper implications ofthe
markings (e.g. Lowe, 2003, 1989; Olivier, 2001). In addition, students often inappropriately
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transferred (e.g. Bma et al., 2001; Mayer and Sims, 1994; Salomon and Perkins, 1989) their
knowledge from one context to another and therefore, struggled to translate (e.g. Ainsworth et
al., 1998) between one representation and another. Furthermore, students were found to·
interpret the ERs literally instead of recognising the stylised nature of the ERs (e.g. Lowe,
1989) with the result of many students over generalising when deciphering them (e.g. Hill,
1990). The latter reasoning process was exaggerated when students' processed the graphical.
markings in a superficial manner (e.g. Lowe, 1994a; Egan and Schwartz, 1979); Lastly, some
students erroneously combined or fused one distinct concept with another distinct concept
when processing the ERs. These particular students were probably unable to disentangle
distinctly different concepts from one another (e.g. Grayson, 2004) when deciphering the
ERs.
Besides the nature ofthe ER and students' reasoning processes being major sources of student
difficulties, analysis of the data revealed that the nature of students' conceptualknowledge
also influenced their ability to successfully interpret the ERs. For example; students'
erroneous conceptual knowledge (or the incorrect application of it), during interpretation of
the three ERs, may have contributed to misinterpretations such as antigens being able to enter
antibody structures and antibodies themselves being responsible for destroying antigens. .In
addition, the inappropriate use of specific scientific terminology such as "binding site"and
"active site" may have also been a major source of the difficulties. Furthermore, students'
lack of the scientific knowledge necessary for interpreting the ERs(e.g. the knowledge of
what certain symbolism meant) or bringing inappropriate conceptual knowledge to the ER
(e.g. Roth, 2002; Cheng et al., 2001; Wino, 1993) such as ideas of "growth", "information
carriers" and "DNA elongation and processing" were also sources of the difficulties.. Lastly,
. . .
the sometimes-conflicting propositional knowledge used by biochemists also had a negative
influence on students' interpretations. An example of this problem was shown by the
conflicting. scientific definitions provided. by both students and experts for quaternary protein
structure.
With respect to the evidence provided above, we believe that the data indicates at least three .
factors that play a major role in students' ability to interpret ERs in biochemistry. These
factors are students' ability to reason with the ER or with their own conceptual knowledge, .
students' understanding (or lack thereof) of the concepts of relevance to the ER, and the mode
in which the desired phenomenon is represented in the ER. These three factors often appear
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to be interdependent, making it difficult to establish which factor is playing the major role.
With respect to· the findings reported in the current chapter, there was no definite way in
which to observe to what degree each of the factors affected ER interpretation. It was
uncertain which of either; students' conceptual knowledge of relevance to the ER (e.g.
Ametller and Pinto, 2002;Cheng et a!., 2001), the role of the visual markings themselves (e.g.
Lowe, 1993a) or, the role of students' employed reasoning processes (e.g. Cox and Bma,
1995) played the most pronounced role. A further complication was that the data also
confirmed the presence of all three factors across all the categories of difficulty, but in
varying degrees.
In view of the above discussion, we considered it useful to try to resolve each factor
independently in order to develop a clearer idea of where the difficulties lie, so that we could
further investigate their sources and be in a position to suggest possible remediation. To
achieve this, we realised that a suitable instrument was required to gather data pertinent to
each of the factors so that their existence and influence upon one another could be further
confirmed. The following chapter deals with the design of such a research instrument.
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5 A THREE-PHASE SINGLE INTERVIEW TECHNIQUE
(3P- SIT) FOR GENERATING EMPIRICAL DATA ON
THE FACTORS AFFECTING STUDENTS'·
INTERPRETATION OF ERs
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, we presented the identification and classification of several students' difficulties
with the interpretation of three textbook ERs used in the teaching and· learning of
biochemistry. This in turn, led to the identification of a range of possible sources of such
difficulties and, therefore, the proposal of three factors affecting students' abilityto interpret
. .
ERs in biochemistry. The possible factors are; students' ability to reason with the ER and
. . .' .'
with their own conceptual understanding (coded R),students' understanding (or lack thereof)
of the concepts of relevance to the ER (coded C), and the mode in which the desired
phenomenon is represented in the ER (coded M).. To gain greater insight into the nature of
the C, R and M factors, and to confirm their validity, we required a specific, if necessary
customised, instrument that would yield the necessary empirical data. In this regard, since the
clinical interviews had proved to be a powerful research tool (see. section 3.4.2.3) for.
identifying the difficulties reported in Chapter 4 we decided to design an· interview technique
that would serve our specific purpose.
The aim of this aspect of the study was, therefore, to address the third research question
(Chapter 1) namely, how might we obtain empirical data to further investigate the nature of
the factors affecting students'· ability to interpret ERs? Towards achieving this aim, we
developed, and then piloted, a clinical interviewing technique with which· to generate data on
each of the factors. The results of this developmental and design process are presented in this
chapter together with results fromthe pilot study emp10yedto test the instrument.
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5.2 Basic design,structure and rationale ofthe clinical interview
instrument
The overall purpose of the design of the current interview instrument was to provide a
window into an individual's knowledge and reasoning processes (e.g. Beilfuss et al., 2004;
White and Gunstone, 1992) of relevance to concepts that represent antibody structure and
primary binding to antigen. In general, by adopting a Piagetian approach towards gathering
student responses, the interview instrument was designed to be clinical in nature (e.g.
Bukatko and Daehler, 1992), where interview questions are modified in response toa
subject's outputs as part of extracting deeper response patterns. The rationale behind this
design was that we required the instrument to be an information-gathering device that could
serve to expose both the nature and extent of an individual's conceptual understanding (e.g.
Posner and Gertzog, 1982) and reasoning processes (e.g. Kozma,2003) as well as data on the
effect of the mode of representation on such understanding·and reasoning.
In pursuing the above rationale, on the one hand, the author was interested in allowing the
interviewee to 'speak their minds' while on the other hand, the author was interested in
collecting specific information. In this regard, interview methods that are used in science
education research adopt a wide array of interview techniques (see Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.3)
in an effort to gauge students' conceptual knowledge (e.g. Novickand Nussbaum, 1978),
concept construction (e.g. Posner and Gertzog, 1982) and ways of reasoning (e~g. White and
Gunstone, 1992). Often, the interview consists of an informal, one-on-one,neutral, and two-
way interaction between the student and the researcher (e.g. Simonneaux, 2000) where a
flexible and semi-structured interview approach is often employed (e.g. Sumfleth and
Telgenbiischer" 2001). By adopting a similar semi-structured approach in the current work,
the clinical instrument was designed to be flexible in nature such that interview probes could
be modified according to student response patterns that emerged during an interview session
(e.g. Rubin and Rubin 1995; Posner and Gertzog 1982). The rationale behind this approach
was that the initial emphasis should be on gathering free-response data before delving into
patterns of interest (e.g. Ametller and Pinto, 2002) should they emerge. By employing the
general intentions offered by semi-structured interview protocols in the current instrument,
questions were designed that could be modified or adjusted based on the response patterns
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that emerged (e.g. Cohen et a!., 2000; Rubin and Rubin, 1995) while the interviewer remained
neutral at all times.
The design. of the instrument reported in this chapter was divided into three interview
"phases" the structure of which is shown in Figure 5.1. Upon execution of the instrument,
there is a progression through each of the phases from, Phase 1 to Phase 2 and then to Phase 3
(Fig. 5.1). All three phases that comprise the instrumentcan be executed in a single interview
sitting that lasts for approximately one to one~and-a-half hours. Based on this design, the
author has termed the current instrument the Three-Phase Single Interview Technique (3P-
SIT). Phase 1 of 3P-SIT (Fig. 5.1) has the primary objective· of exposing a· student's
conceptual understanding about a scientific idea, for example, antibody structure and its
interaction with antigen. Phase 1 is conducted prior to the student being exposed to. any ER
of interest (Fig. 5.1) and is concerned with extracting as much as possible of the conceptual
knowledge that a student holds about a particular scientific construct, .. before the student
interprets an ER representing the same scientific ideas. Phase 2.of 3P-SIT(Fig. 5.1)· has. the.
objective of probing a student's reasoning processes during the interpretation of an ER (e~g;
Fig. 5.2 E, F or G) as well as any changes in their conceptual knowledge following
interpretation of an ER. Lastly, Phase 3 of 3P-SIT (Fig. 5.1) requires students to evaluate and
critique the ER in question (e.g. Fig.5.2 E, F or G). Thus Phase 3 allows the researcher to
generate information about the role, effect and nature of the ER in isolation. Such
information is also supplemented by evaluation of the ER by experts.
Overall, when conducting a 3P-SIT interview, the researcher moVes through the three
interview phases.with an emphasis on first generating uninhibited and natural responses from
students and then on delving deeper into those areas where the researcher believes interesting
patterns reside. Where relevant, the interviewer probes further into certain conceptual
difficulties or particular patterns of reasoning. At all times, the interviewer remains neutral
about correct and incorrect responses and ensures that the student is not led into giving a
particular response. The rationale behind the structure of 3P-SIT is that it is a flexible .and





Initially, free response probes are
Student's conceptual used to expose student's conceptual
understanding before knowledge. Further specific probing
exposure to any ER is carried out upon exposure of
interesting response patterns, which
are then delved into more deeply.
Semi-structured probes are used to
Phase 2: Obtain data by expose a student's reasoning patterns
Student's interpretation of an ER when interpreting an ER and linking
representing antibody structure their interpretations to their
and interaction with antigen (Fig. conceptual knowledge. Included are
5.2 E, F or G) "think-aloud" probes where the
student generates their own diagrams
to explain their interpretations.
Phase 3: Obtain data by Semi-structured probes are used to
Student's and/or expose a student's critique and
expert's critique and evaluation of the ER in isolation.
evaluation of the ER Experts' opinion of the ER is also
obtained through their evaluation.
Figure 5.1 Overview of the structure and protocol of 3P-SIT
In the next section (5.3), we describe the participants and ERs, and in section 5.4 the pilot
study, used to test 3P-SIT for its usefulness in generating empirical data that allows
researchers to further investigate the C, R and M factors. In doing so, we provide examples
of probes customised for each of the interview phases and the rationale behind their design.
We also present selected student responses and show how the data can be analysed to expose
information corresponding to each ofthe factors.
5.3 Participants and ERs used to test the instrument
The 3P-SIT instrument was developed and tested from 2000 to 2001 using data obtained from
six students at the University of Kwazulu-Nata1, South Africa during November 2000. The
six student participants had varying biochemistry content knowledge. All six participants had
completed a full second-year level biochemistry course that included introductory
immunology, as well as at least one biochemistry module at the third year level. The 3P-SIT
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instrument was tested by obtaining students' responses to one of three different ERs (FIg. 5.2)
during the interview phases.
For the convenience of the reader, a flip-out page of all three ERs (Fig. 5.2) used in this study
is supplied on p. 130.
Two interviews, each with a different participant, were conducted for each ofthe three ERs
(Fig. 5.2), giving a total of six interviews. None of the six participants was interviewed more
than once. Two of the three ERs (Fig. 5.2 E and F), used to pilot the interviewing instrument,
were obtained from the immunology textbook (Roitt, 1997) prescribed for the course, while a
colleague (Jackson, pers. comm.) provided the remaining ER (Fig. 5.2 G). With regard to
Fig. 5.2 G, students were familiar with these types of ELISA representations in that the
immunology course required them to generate similar ERs during practical work. .
The three ERs shown in Fig. 5.2 (E - G) are multiple representations of antibody-antigen
interaction that fall on a real to abstract continuum (e.g. Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996;
Wheeler and Hill, 1990; Alesandrini, 1984; Fry, 1981; Dwyer, 1967). The electron
micrograph (Fig. 5.2 E) can be considered a "real" depiction of antibody and antigen
interaction, the space-filling model (Fig. 5.2 F) a "semipictorial" (stylised) representation of
antibody-antigen interaction and the graphical plot (Fig. 5.2 G) an "abstract" portrayal of
antibody-antigen interaction. The electron micrograph (Fig. 5.2· E) shows trimer and
pentainer complexes formed when Y-shapedlgG antibodies bind to the divalent hapten
dinitropheny1 (DNP) (Roitt, 1997; Valentine· and Green, 1967). Fig. 5.2 F represents a three-
dimensional, space-filling display of the binding of an antigen (lysozyme protein) to aFab
fragment of an IgG antibody molecule (Roitt, 1997; Amitet al., 1986). Lastly, Fig. 5.2 Gis a
Cartesian graph of the quantitative results obtained from an enzyme-linked· immunosorberit
assay (ELISA) (Jackson,pers. comm;) of the binding interaction between antibody and
antigen molecules. Each coloured curve represents results obtained at different weeks of an
immunisation schedule. Absorbance at 405 nm is plotted. against the negative logarithm·of
antibody concentration. the presentation of ER G to students also included insertion of a
block letter 'p' on the blue curve at an approximate coordinate of 0.33 on the y-axis and 1.75





















Figure 5.2 Three multiple ERs of antibody-antigen interaction.
(E): Electron micrograph (x 1 000 000) of complexes formed on mixing divalent
hapten with anti-hapten antibodies. The hapten links together the Y-shaped antibody
molecules to form trimers (A), and pentamers (8) (Roitt, 1997); (F): Space-filling
model showing Fab antilysozyme and lysozyme molecules fitting snugly together.
Antibody heavy chain, blue; light chain, yellow; lysozyme, green with its glutamine 121
in red. Fab and lysozyme models are also shown pulled apart in the second frame
(Roitt, 1997); (G): Antibody response curves obtained from an ELlSA showing the
relationship between absorbance (405nm) and antibody concentration (mg/ml). Three
booster shots were administered and the antibodies collected at the weeks indicated
in the text box (Jackson, pers. comm.)
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Each of the ERs in Fig. 5.2 will be referred to as "ER E", "ER F" and "ER G'i, respectively.
For each ER, both the ER and its caption were supplied to students during all interviews but
only one ER was'supplied at a time. Captions supplied were as provided in Fig 5.2 except for
the following modification.· For ER F, the statement, "In the third frame; both molecules have
been rotated 90° about a vertical axis and contact residues are shown in red and GIn 121 in
light purple" (Roitt, 1997, p. 376), was removed as we wished to gauge students' own
interpretations in this regard.
5.4 Probe design and analysis ofstudents' responses
In this section, we provide examples of probes used within each of the 3P~SIT phases and the
rationale behind their design. We· also present selected student responses, corresponding to
the probes and the analysis thereof to demonstrate how 3P-SIT can be used to generate data
corresponding to each of the three factors. Since the probes, the responses and their analysis
. . . . . - .
are presented together in sections 5.4.1 - 5.4.3, it is appropriate to first consider the following
general approach to the analysis of students responses obtained during 3P-SIT.
During testing of the designed instrument, all interviews were both audiotaped and videotaped
(e.g. Hull et al., 2003; Pavlinic et al., 2001; Surnfleth and Telgenbiischer, 2001). The data
collected during the interview sessions consisted of video segments, audio-transcripts,
student-generated diagrams (SGDs). and researcher-generated field note items. Data was
analysed by means of a qualitative, iterative and inductive method (Chapter 3) in which
categories of responses emerged from the data themselves, rather than beingpre-determined .
(e.g. Anderson and McKenzie, 2002; Grayson et al., 2001), and in which patterns were
uncovered and "made explicit from embedded information" (Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p.
203). With reference to this approach, analysis of the data could best be described as a
"descriptive synthesis" rather than a process of data reduction (McMillan and Schumacher,
1993, p. 480).
The following general seven-step process, not necessarily in a linear manner, was used to
analyse the data. Firstly, the interviewer made paper-based field notes consisting of any
relevant issues that were observed while the interview was in progress. Secondly, each·
audiotape was transcribed and the relevant data electronically assigned to Phase 1, 2 and 3
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categories of 3P-SIT. Thirdly, the researcher used inductive analysis (Chapter 3) of the
transcripts, to formulate common patterns of student responses into categories. During this .
process, in addition to the field notes, the researcher made further notes on the printed
transcripts. Fourthly, the researcher analysed the diagrams that were generated by the
respondents. Analysis of these SGDs helped facilitate the diagnosis of students' reasoning
processes and the extent of their conceptual understanding (e.g. Glynn, 1997; Kindfield,
1993/1994). This approach is supported by other research in which students' drawing oftheir
mental images has proved to be a powerful way of measuring thought processes (e.g. Beilfuss
et aI., 2004; Reiss and Tunnicliffe, 2001; Lowe, 2000, 1988a, 1987; Gobert and Clement,
1999; Novick and Nussbaum, 1978). Fifthly, the researcher used the video footage to
supplement the electronic transcripts with additional, relevant information pertaining to
students' interpretation of the ERs (e.g. pointing on the ER). This allowed the researcher to
gain more information about students' mental processing of the ERs. The ER-related
observable behaviours, that were inserted into the transcripts, were those such as students'
specific sequence of diagram construction; student's modification, annotation or rejection of
their diagrams; their gestures such as 'pointing' and 'indicating' on the diagram and various
other observable behaviours (e.g. Kindfie1d, 1993/1994; Lowe, 1993).
Sixth1y, the interrelationships between the data across the 3P-SIT phases were investigated in
an attempt to measure how correctly the ER was interpreted and, whether sound or unsound
learning had occurred after exposure to the ER. In this regard, data corresponding to Phase 2
(reasoning with the ER) were compared with the response patterns from Phase 1 (conceptual
knowledge before exposure to an ER), and similarly for Phase 3 (critique and evaluation of
the ER). The success of the interpretation of the ER was measured by comparing the
student's conceptual knowledge after exposure to the ER (Phase 2) to the conceptual
(propositiona1) knowledge represented by the ER. In addition, evidence of any learning from
the ER, was measured by comparing the student's conceptual knowledge after exposure to the
ER (Phase 2) to the student's prior know1edge,obtained during Phase 1. Through the latter, it
could also be determined whether the construction of anew conception, an alternative
conception or a modification of an existing conception had taken place. In addition, through
this comparative analysis, we could monitor how existing conceptions modulated reasoning
with a particular ER (e.g. Lowe, 1996; Winn, 1993), especially when the ER was novel to a
student. By comparing data generated from Phase 3 with that of Phase 2,· insight could be
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gained into how the actual visual-spatial markings on the ER influenced and modulated
students' reasoning processes.
Seventhly, similar categories and patterns of difficulties obtained from transcripts and SGDs
across the threeERs (Fig. 5.2) were pooled and analysed in orderto identify categories that
were common to particular students regardless of the nature of the ER. For example, we
investigated evidence of particular reasoning (e;g. analogical reasoning) and conceptual
patterns (e.g. misconceptions about antibody binding sites) among all students, regardless of
the ER in question.
5.4.1 Phase 1: Generating and analysing data corresponding to students'
conceptual knowledge (C)
Phase 1 of 3P-SIT (Fig. 5.1), concerned with exposing students' conceptualunderstanding
about a scientific idea prior to being exposed to any ER, requires approximately 20 - 30
minutes of interviewer-student engagement. The rationale of Phase 1 is that at first, initial
probing is of a free-response nature, followed· by specific questions that are posed to the
student as deeper patterns of interest emerge. The following free~response type probe was
used at the start of Phase 1 in all six int~rviews to probe stude~ts;conceptualunderstanding
prior to being exposed to any ER.
I: Today I would like us to talk about antibody molecules... [long pause] .. ~ take your time and start
thinking about these types of molecules. Take as much time as you want, don't rush, just relax and
think about them fora while [long pause]. Try to imagine it; an immunoglobulin molecule... think
about everything you know about these types of molecules [long pause], .. slowly, let your thoughts
flow... [silence]. When you feel· like telling me something about these molecules, g6 ahead speak .
slowly and clearly, there is no rush ... [after a while] ... Ok, What are you thinking about now tell me
slowly and clearly, take your time.
From the aboveprobe,it is clear that the interviewer waits for responses to emerge naturally.
Following this the interviewer will delve deeper into the student's conceptual understanding
until satisfied or until a certain response is saturated. Subsequent probes do not follow any
pre-determined sequence and are solely dependent on the nature of the responses elicited by
the student (e.g. Ametller and Pinto 2002; Rubin and Rubin 1995; Posner and Gertzog 1982),
an approach that is in agreement with the rationale and objective of Phase 1 (Fig 5.1).
Interestingly, in addition to the verbal outputs generated by the probes utilised in Phase 1, it
was found that in all cases; participants· spontaneously requested to draw. their own diagrams
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to form part of their responses. This activity was encouraged whenever such a request was
made.
In view of the above rationale and design of Phase 1, consider the following example of an
interview extract obtained from a participant during Phase I of the interview process:
I: I'm interested in antigen recognition, in terms of the structure of the antibody and the
antigen... can you explain it [recognition] in a bit more detail?
S: That [Ag recognition] will depend on the...when the antigens elevate [stimulate] the B-
Iymphocytes right... it [Ag] activates the B-Iymphocyte ... the antibodies that are being produced are
complementary or have sites of recognition for that specific antigen.
[... ]
s: The factis ... let me use a square shape right [indicates with hand gesture], you are going to get
antibodies that have the site of binding in the square shape... Specific antibodies bind specific
antigens.
[... ]
S: Each immunoglobulin right, is specific for an antigen... there are variants of them [Abs],
depending on the classes, sub classes controlled by chains, heavy chains and light chains ...
[... ]
S: Let's go back to the basics... that antigen when it activates the B Iymphocytes right. .. it [Ag] has
secondary structure, it can bind to the antibody right. .. the B-Iymphocyte is flexible, it synthesises
antibodies with that particular binding region that can complement the antigen...
The extract above indicates the type of data that the interviewer would obtain during Phase 1
and analyse, to measure a student's conceptual knowledge prior to exposure to any ER. For
instance, included in the above student's responses are concepts of relevance to the production
of antibodies from B-cells following specific and complementary interaction with antigen, as
well as conceptual understanding relating to some structural elements of antibody molecules.
Thus Phase I of 3P-SIT can be used to generate and analyse data corresponding to one of the
factors affecting students interpretation of ERs: students' understanding (or lack thereof) of
the concepts (C) surrounding antibody structure and interaction with antigen. The data
collected in Phase 1 also represents a measure of the conceptual understanding that a student
would bring (e.g. Cheng et aI., 2001) to an ER during Phase 2 when required to respond to
questions about the ER. Designing and using probes to measure students' engagement of this
conceptual knowledge and their processing of the ER markings during ER interpretation is
discussed in the next section.
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5.4.2 Phase 2: Generating and analysing data corresponding to students'
reasoning processes (R)
Following Phase 1 of 3P-SIT, the student is then exposed to an ER of interest (Fig. 5.2 E, F or
G), which marks the beginning of Phase 2 (Fig. 5.1). Phase 2 (Fig. 5.1), whichrequires about
half an hour to forty minutes of engagement, has the primary objective ofptobing a student's
reasoning processes and any changes in their conceptual knowledge, during the interpretation
of a scientific ER. The researcher uses semi~structured questions to first probe for surface~
level reasoning and then more demanding questions to probe for evidence of deep~level
reasoning. In doing so, the researcher aims to establish the way in which subjects link their
interpretations of an ER to their conceptual knowledge (obtained from Phase l) and how they
go about reasoning with the ER, and the markings contained within them, to acquire meaning.
In other words, the probes designed for Phase 2 aim to induce the student into making sense
of the graphical markings and visual-spatial features on the ER such as conventions, visual
icons, spatial arrangements, topography· and the representation of abstraction, while also
inducing the student to associate their interpretations of the· ER with their already existing
conceptual knowledge.
The rationale behind the designed interview protocol for Phase 2 was one in which the probes
were purposely arranged to progress from a "surface~type" to a "deeper~type" of questioning.
This allowed the interviewer to observe the slow building process of ER interpretation by the
student. In this regard, as the interviewer progressed through the probes, the student was
required to steadily increase their level of engagement with the ER, as the probes became
more cognitively demanding. In addition, the author felt that this approach allowed for both a
useful and valid means for tracing any changes in students' ER-reasoning processes as the
interview phase developed. As in the research reported in Chapter 4 (section 4.2.2), probe
design for Phase 2 was informed by the authors visual analysis of ER E, F and G (Fig. 5.2) for
any potential and therefore suspected interpretation difficulties that students may have shown.
When commencing with Phase 2 of 3P-SIT, the interviewer first gave students approximately
2 ~ 3 minutes with which to familiarise themselves with the ER before continuing with the
semi~structured probing. As part of this, the interviewer pointed out the figure caption to the
participant (Fig. 5 2) and read it out aloud. The following are semi~structured probes
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designed for each of the three ERs (Fig. 5 2 E, F· and G). Note how they fit the fundamental
rationale of Phase 2 as progressing from a "surface" to i'deep" level of questioning involving
more cognitively demanding tasks.
Probes designed for ER E (Fig. 5.2) and posed to studentsin Phase 2 were as follows:
1. Describe the shapes and shades in this picture in as much detail as you can.
2. Can you identify a single antibody in the picture? Explainyourthinking.
3. Use this picture to describe the antigen-binding sites. Explain where they are positioned.
4. Describe the shape of the antigen-binding sites. Tell me more about them. How many
[antigen-binding sites] are shown on the ER? What do you think is responsible for maintaining
this [structural] arrangement in the picture [point to trimer]?
5. Why is that angle in the pentamer [pointto an angle within pentamer] greater than that angle
in the trimer [pointto an angle within trimer]?
6. Draw a diagram to represent what this part of the picture shows you [point to trimer]. Clearly
explain what you are drawing. .
7. How do you think this arrangement in the picture [point to trimer] could arise? You can use a
diagram to aid your explanation.
8. If you had to explain this picture to a fellow student by drawing your own diagrams, how would
you do it? Clearly explain what you draw.
9. Tell me about the interaction between the antibody and antigen if Cl different hapten or antigen
were used in the situation described by the ER You can use diagrams to aid your answer.
10. Sometimes antibody molecules are represented by a 'T' shape, and sometimes by a 'V' shape
in textbooks and other pictures. Why do you think some diagrams show a 'T' shape while
some show a 'V' shape? Sketch diagrams iftheywill aid your explanation.
11. Imagine you could draw a vertical Iil)e down the centre of an antibody molecule and then fold
the antibody along this line. Would both sides of the antibody molecule be mirror images of
each other? Explain your answer.
12. Why do you think a biochemist would want to look at and analyse this picture?
Phase 2 semi-structured probes designed for ER F (Fig. 5.2) are shown below:
1. Explain what each coloured 'sphere' on the diagram represents [point].
2. How do you think the light blue 'spheres' are "associated" to each other [point]?
3. Explain why one group of 'spheres' is coloured yellow and the other is coloured blue [indicate].
How are the two groups of 'spheres' related to each other? . ..
4. What do you think the numbers on the red 'spheres' represent [point]?
5. What does 'plate (c)' on the ER represent[indicate]?
6. If it were possible to look at this ER from the opposite side, say, if you were looking behind the
structure on the ER from the other side [indicate using hand gestures]. Would you still be able
to see the red, numbered 'spheres' [point to frame cl?
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7. Tell me about the biochemical situation that is represented by this ER.
8. In terms of antibody structure, what is being represented on this ER? Use diagrams to explain
your answer. Clearly explain what you are drawing~
9. How would you draw 'frames' 'a', 'b' and 'c' [point] if you were asked to explain th~s ER to a
fellow student? Take your time and sketch the diagrams you would use to explain the ER.
Clearly explain what you are drawing.
10. Explain what would happen if different 'spheres' in the same situation replaced the red·
'spheres' on the ER [indicate]. If you like, use diagrams to explain your answer.
11. What is the purpose of antibody-antigen binding in vivo? By considering the biochemical
situation described by the ER, what do you think would happen next? .
12. When you look at this ER, and the diagrams that you have drawn, do you think of any other
biochemical processes?
13. Why would a biochemist want to look at and analyse this type of representation?
Finally, Phase 2 probes designed to investigate. students' interpretation of ER G (Fig. 5.2)
were as follows: .
1. What graphical relationship is this ER showing?
2. Explain what the four coloured curves mean [point].
3. Why do you think the logarithmic function [point] is used to plot these curves?
4. What is being plotted on the x-axis of the ER [point]? Comment on the antibody concentration
as one moves from left to right on the x-axis [indicate].
5. Explain the general, negative slope of the coloured curves [indicate] as the values on the x-
axis increase. Explain this relationship. . .
6. In biochemical terms, what do you think these curves are describing?
7. In biochemical terms, what is responsible for the absorbance values at 405 nm [point to y-
axis]? ...
8. While you are interpreting this ER, what pictures are going through your mind? Try and draw
what you are thinking about so that you can explain the images in your mind. In your diagram
that you have drawn, what antibody is the antibody tliat is represented on the ER [x- axis]?
9. Draw a diagram to explain howthe biochemical components [the arrangement of antibody and
antigen] related to this ER, would look like at point Q on the ER [point]. Clearly explain what
you are drawing.
10. Why do you think the curves for week 8 and week 12 first increase and then decrease
[indicate]? . ...
11. How would the curves look, if we:
i) Changed the negative sign in front of the 'log' to apositive sign?
ii) Still used the negative 'log' function to plot the graph, but plotted Ilg/ml instead of mg/ml?
12. NOrmally, the absorbance readings for these curves would be around 0.8. Why do you think .
that they are lower in the situation shown by the ER? .
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13. Consider that the experiment that generated the data to plot these curves had ended and the
researchers had stopped collecting samples. Draw a rough graph to show how the ER would
look if you were to plot values for serum samples collected for week 100.
14. Why would a biochemist be interested in using or plotting an ER such as this?
The above Phase 2 probes, designed for each ER (Fig. 5.2), were administered by the
interviewer in a flexible manner in that they were not necessarily posed verbatim to the
participants. The precise content of the probes depended on the unique style in which the
Phase 2 component of each interview progressed. In addition, due to the naturalistic approach
offered by 3P-SIT, it was not always necessary to pose an entire set of Phase 2 probes to a
student during their interpretation of an ER. Instead, the decision to exclude or include
particular probes depended very much on the nature of the responses that were being elicited
during a particular interview session. In this regard, the general emphasis in Phase 2 like in
Phase 1 was to, once an interesting response pattern had been observed, probe deeper where
viable. Furthermore, each set of probes served as a structural framework in that there was
always a variety of other probes that could be administered by the researcher if it was found
that no patterns of interest emerged, or if the student was not forthcoming in delivering
responses. It should be noted, though, that introducing some degree of standardisation into
Phase 2 through the use of a pool ofprobes for each ER, did in no way allow the student to be
led. On the contrary, this added structure and logic to Phase 2 allowing interesting patterns to
be probed for further, without forcing the student into a specific response. This systematic
approach served to instil a degree of reliability into the interview instrument.
As stated above, it is clear that for each ER, the probes were pitched as progressing froma
surface to a deeper-level of necessary student engagement. For example, compare probes 1,3
and 7 for ER G above, where a steady increase in the complexity of the questions can be
observed. In terms of the above semi-structured probes for Phase 2, we based our rationale
for their design on the following. A surface-level of engagement can be best described as a
process of extracting information (Kindfield, 1993/1994) from ER features that are salient or
stand out (e.g. Lowe 2004,2003). For example, consider probes 1- 3 above for each of the
ERs, where to respond to the probes successfully the student is required to extract visual
information from the particular ER. In contrast, a deeper level of engagement can be
described as a· process of extracting meaning (Kindfield, 1993/1994) from ER features that
are not salient. ,During this process, students have to use the ER and engage their own
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conceptual knowledge to successfully reason with the ER. For instance, consider probes 8-
10 above for each of the ERs, where, in order to respond to the probe fruitfully, the student is
required to link hislher interpretations of the ER to their already existing knowledge, which is
a much more demanding reasoning process than that required for previous probes.
As evident in the Phase 2 probes above, deeper-level probing also consisted of more specific
"talk-aloud" or "think-aloud" tasks (e.g. Kozma 2003; Lewalter 2003; Peiia and Quilez 2001;
Bowen 1994; Lowe 1993; Posner and Gertzog, 1982) in which students were sometimes
required to generate their own diagrams (e.g. Glynn, 1997) when interpreting an ER. These·
types of probes aimed to attain information pertaining to how a student reasoned with an ER
or made use of it to "solve a problem" (e.g. Cox and Bma, 1995; Mousavi et al., 1995;
Hegarty, 1992). Therefore, data generated from these tasks was often both in a verbal and
diagrammatic form (Chapter 3) enabling the researcher to track a student's ER-related
cognitive processes while they expressed their reasoning processes. .In addition, as part of
these probes, the interviewer also noted students' tacit behaviours (e.g. Gall et al., 1996) such
as pointing, indicating to, constructing, annotating and modifying of their generated diagrams
(e.g. Kindfield, 1993/1994). When obtaining responses from students during Phase 2,
students were prompted to succinctly explain the diagrams that they generated so that the
author was in a better position from which to determine the nature of a student's mental
models (e.g. Gobert and Clement, 1999; Lowe, 1993a). In lieu of the former, Beilfusset al.,
(2004), Lowe (2003), Olivier (2001), Cheng et al. (2001), Kindfield (1993/1994), Koedinger
and Anderson (1990) as well as Larkin and Simon (l987) have all used similar approaches to
obtain data on students interpretation of scientific ERs. As mentioned in Chapter 3 (section
3.4.4.5), obtaining more than a single datum from each response served to triangulate the
methods used in this thesis to obtain data corresponding to students' interpretation ofERs.
With respect to the above rationale and design of probes for Phase 2, consider the following
interview extract and accompanying student-generated diagram (SGD) (Fig. 5.3) obtained
during a student's interpretation of ERE during Phase 2:
I: Tell me about the different shapes that you see [on ER El.
[. ··l
s: I'd thi~k A [points to :egion. "A" on ER El is a realistic picture... In this one [trimer arrangement
near region A]... the antibody IS Y-shaped. and the antigen gets in over there [points within 'V-cleft"
oftop V-shape of trimernear area Al, it makes sense...
[... l
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S: ... something which was a triangle can get into the V-shape there [points within trimer
arrangement}. .. I can imagine how [the triangle shape] gets in. Something that is pointed at the end
can get into it [Ab}.
[... ]
S: ... that part [points to "V_cleft" of top Y-shape of trimer near area A] is being opened up in such a
way that that antigen that is recognised can get in.
I: ...what opens up?
S: That V-shape [points to top Ab in trimer] ... [beg. to gen. Fig. 5.3]
[... ] . .
S: The antibody recognises the antigen while around the blood system, nght. It [Ab] will move
towards it [Ag], it [Ab] is complementary, it [Ag] binds specifically at the binding region...So for A,
the binding region would be here, ok, I will just put it in black [Fig. 5.3]... that is the binding region
[marked with black lines on Fig. 5.3}.
Figure 5.3 SGD obtained during interpretation of ER E in Phase 2 of 3P-SIT. Textual labels in
SGD read "antigen" and "antibody"
From the interview extract and SGD (Fig. 5.3) above, it is evident that the student has
exposed data relating to their processing and interpretation of the graphical markings on ER
E. In this case, analysis of the data indicates that the student interprets the triangle-like
markings on ER E to represent two antibodies joined together (see Fig. 5.3). In addition, the
same student interprets the dark area within the trimer on ER E to be representative of a
triangular-shaped antigen (see Fig 5.3). Other than revealing information on those reasoning
processes incorporating the processing ofER E itself, the same student has also revealed data
that corresponds to how the student engages certain concepts (obtained from Phase 1) to
reason about the ER. In this instance, the student may have possessed an alternative
conception that an antibody has only one "complementary" site for antigen binding, and this
concept may have influenced the reasoning process expressed in Phase 2 for this ER and
student.
In addition to the above, consider a further example of an interview extract and SGD (Fig.
5.4) obtained from Phase 2 during a student's interpretation ofER F:
I: What biochemical situation do these pictures [ER F] represent?
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k~ .. it is like a chemical process where... it [Ab] engulfs it [Ag] and takes it [Ag] inside and it [Ab]
breaks it [Ag] up into little pieces .
I: how does it [Ab] take it [Ag] inside? .'
S: The red [Gin on Ag] has some sort of thing, which it [Ab] would. reco~n1se a~d see It [Ag] as
foreign ... it [Ab] pulls it [Ag] towards it [Ab] ... the antibody would pull thiS foreign antIgen.
I: How?
S: ... by recognising that it is foreign because these bonds here [points t.o red Gin on Itfram~ bit of
ER F) are complementary bonds... It is like a chemical process where it [Ab] would break It [A~]
down... like digest the dangerous or the harmful things and make it [Ag] less harmful. And then It
[Ab] lets it [Ag] go again ...then it [Ag] is not so potent when it [Ag] comes out r'gets releasedIt].
Figure 5.4 SGD obtained during interpretation of ER F in Phase 2 of 3P-SIT
It is evident from the interview extract and SGD (Fig. 5.4) above that the Phase 2 probes
generate data corresponding to student's interpretation of the graphical features shown on a
particular ER. In this case, perusal of the datum expressed above provides an indication of
the reasoning processes surrounding the student's deciphering of the red "spheres" on ER F.
Here, the student may have interpreted the red coloured spheres on frames "a" and "b" on ER
F representing Gln 121 as having undergone a digestive process, resulting in the two groups
of red spheres depicted on frame "c". In addition, inspection of the above datum also
indicates that the student's processing of the graphical markings may have been influenced by
the conceptual understanding (revealed in Phase 1), which the student brought to the ER. In
this instance, the student may have engaged the misconception that the Ab is able to perform
cellular immune reactions such as eliminating Ag when reasoning with ER F (see Fig. 5.4).
Lastly, consider the following interview extract obtained from a student's interpretation of the
ELISA representation (ER G) during Phase 2 of3P-SIT:
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I: Comment on the concentration of antibodies when you move from the left to right on the x-axis
[indicates]. . . .. ... . .
S: It [Ab concentration] appears to be increasing.;.that is right, they [Ab cone.] are !ncr~asmg:.d
also think that is because there are more antigens around, so there would be more antibodies bemg
produced, so that is why the concentration would increase, but it would also explain why
absorbance is decreasing. It is because eventhough there are more antibodies around, there are
more antibody-antigen complexes being formed.
[... ] ... . .
I: What is responsible forthese numbers [indicates on y-axis]? Where do they come from? .
S: Ok... it is something to. do with light scattering ... measuring the amount oL light scattering and .
reading off that. .. how much the antibody-antigen complexes can absorb the light. .. 1would say the
more they [Ab and Ag] form a complex the more they can absorb light, the· absorbance readings
would decrease the more complexes are formed [S stated earlier that Ab cone. Decreased from It to
rt on x-axis].
[... ] .
S: The way I picture it is absorbance would be a function of what is going on here [indicates
absorbance values on ER G], scattering light... since antigen binds to the receptor sites, it doesn't
leave the receptor site open to scattering light. .
Analysis of the datum above suggests that, when processing the graphIcal markings on ER G,
the student erroneously associated the numerical increase of the values on the x-axis to an
increase in Ab concentration. Therefore, the data gives the author insight into how the student
. .
reasoned about the markings contained in the ER. In .addition, examination .of the datum
above also provides information about how the student used hislher conceptual knowledge
(determined during Phase 1) to interpret the ER. In this regard, the student's alternative
conception that the "more Ab-Ag complexes are formed, the less the absorbance", clearly
influenced the student's interpretation ofER G.
In the above examples of data generated from Phase 2 of the instrument for each of the ERs
(Fig. 5.2), we have provided evidence of how the data can be scrutinised to demonstrate
students' reasoning processes when interpreting the ERs. In this regard, data canbe gathered
and analysed that corresponds firstly, to students' processing of the graphical markings when.
reasoning with the ER. These reasoning processes are particularly evident in the above
extracts by students exposing language that mimics their active·engagement with the visual·
features of the ERs.. Secondly, information could also be gathered on students' use of their
conceptual knowledge when reasoning with the ER. These reasoning processes are evident in
the above extracts by students'. use of language that represents· the active engagement of
certain concepts when interpreting the ER. Overall, the data generated dUring Phase 2
corresponds to another of the factors affecting· students' interpretation. of ERs· namely,
students' ability to reason with the ER and with their own conceptual knowledge (R).
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5.4.3 Phase 3: Generating and analysing data corresponding to the mode of
representation (M)
Phase 3 of 3P-SIT (Fig. 5.1) lasts for about 15 - 20 minutes and requires students to evaluate
. .
and critique the ER in question (Fig. 5.2 E, F or G) in response to semi-structured probes;
This in turn, helps the researcher generate data about the role and effect of the graphical
markings and features of the ER such as conventions, icons, colour, artistic devices, labels
and captions on students' reasoning processes. In other words, the rationale behind this
approach is that data revealed in Phase 3. helps the researcher measure the nature or influence
of the ER in isolation, i.e. the role and effect ofthe representation mode on students reasoning
processes. This student data is also compared to that from experts' evaluation of the same ER
conducted independently of the student interview (see later). Five typical semi-structured
probes used in Phase 3 for all 6 interviews and across all three ERs were as follows:
1. Is there anything on the ER in particular that you don't understand or find confusing?
2. What do you think this ER is not showing? Explain your answer.
3. Consider yourself a diagram designer or textbook author. Ifyou could change this ER in·any
way, whatwould you do to improve it, if anything? . . .
4. Do you think this is a good and clear representation? Give reasons for your answer.
5. Comment on these types of representations in general, and your feelings on interpreting them.
A further characteristic ofthe rationale behind the design of the Phase 3 probes was that they
required the student to think critically about the ER at hand and to apply a "rating" of its
." . . .
usefulness. In doing so, the probes aimed to induce metacognitive andreflecfivebehaviours
(e.g. Ward and Wandersee, 2002; Case et al., 2001) in that students were required t6 'take a
step back' and consider the ER as an 'outsider' in an effort to evaluate the ER objectively. All
the probes utilised in Phase 3 were similar across all three ERs .and presented to all of the
participants. For each probe, the interviewer pursued the patterns of interest applicable to a
particular ER by delving deeper into a students' particular emerging responses while
refraining from leading or biasing a student into a particular response (e;g. Ametller and Pinto
2002). Once Phase 3 of the 3P-SIT protocol (Fig. 5.1) had been completed, the interview
session was closed.
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With regard to the above rationale and design of the Phase 3 probes, consider the following
interview extract obtained during a student's evaluation of ER E during Phase 3:
I: Is there anything that you don't really understand, or that you find confusing in these pictures [ER
E]? . .. .
S: They're unclear. .. they are real pictures right... if they were drawn, they would make a lot of
sense... Yeah, because you have to have done some work to remember what the antigen looks
like, what the antibody might look like, whathappens on binding... if you don't know that, you won't
understand the picture.
It is evident from the extract above that the participant identified what graphical marking(s) or
features positively or negatively influenced reasoning with the ER. In this case, scrutiny of
the above datum shows that the "realistic" nature of ER E was the ER feature that played a
key role during the student's interpretation of the ER. The student suggests that the realistic
graphical nature of the depicted· antibodies and antigens makes the·· ER challenging to
interpret. Therefore, by obtaining data corresponding to this graphical feature of the ER, the
researcher is able to identify the graphical markings that are playing a significant role during
students' interpretation of the ERs.
In addition to the example above, consider the following interview extract generated during a
student's evaluation ofERF in Phase 3:
I: is there anything that you find confusingaboutthis diagram [ER F]?
[ ]
S: ... 1think that [points to white Gin in framec]is confusing ... this here [White Gin on "frame c"] is
white, I don't know if that is just the way it is supposed to be... why is this [points towhite Gin]
different to everything else?
[... ]
S: I think it is quite interesting that the red [Gin] has actually fitted in and filled the gaps between the
heavy and the light chains... It looks like it· is almost a complex since the red has joined the blue
and yellow.
[ ]
I: do you think that it [ER F] is a clear diagram?
S: 1think the [heavy and light chain] regions are quite distinct... I suppose that is because of the
colours that are used,so you can see them quite nicely from each other.
In the extract above, the student identifies which graphical feature(s) may have been
responsible for a poor (or successful) interpretation ofER F. In this instance, analysis of the
datum shows that the student identifies the glutamine amino acid, coloured in white on "frame
elf of ER F as one graphical feature thathad an influence on his/her interpretation of the ER.
The student also delivers further information on what ER features may have also had a
positive effect on interpretation of the ER. In this regard, investigation of the· datum suggests
that the colouring and spatial devices used to depict both the Fab-Ag complex and the light
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and heavy chains of the Fab structure were ER markings that had a favourable effect on the
student's interpretations.
Lastly, consider the following student's verbal output obtained during interpretation of ER G
in Phase 3:
I: Is there anything that seems confusing toyou [onER G]?
S: Well, right at the beginning, this whole negative 'log' [points] kind of threw me off...
[... ] .
S: The graph itself is quite straight forward ... except these figures [values on x-ax.] .. .for instance I
didn't realise they were increasing, it didn't really stand out to me... .
Analysis of the response obtained from the student above suggests that the graphical (textual)
features corresponding to the "-log" function on ER G may have contributed to unsuccessful
reasoning with the ER. In addition, perusal of the above response indicates that the numerical
values on the x-axis may have also been examples of graphical features that could have had a
negative effect.on ERinterpretation.
Based on the above three examples, analysis of the data generated during Phase 3 of 3P-SIT
provides a window into the role of the graphical markings such as the spatial arrangement·of
the ER elements, ER conventions, visual icons, artistic devices, colour, topography, level of
abstraction, symbols, labels, captions and other ER embellishments on students interpretation
of the ER. Thus generating and analysing datafrom the Phase 3 probes helps the researcher
identify how the external nature of the ER itself influences ER interpretation. Therefore, the
data generated during Phase 3 corresponds to the last of the factors affecting students'
interpretation of ERs observed in Chapter 4, namely, the mode in which the desired scientific
phenomenon is represented in the ER (M).
5.5 Implications of 3P-SIT as a data-gathering instrument
Analysis of the data generated from the above pilot study, used to test the instrument has
revealed the following implications for 3P-SIT as a research tool. Firstly, 3P-:SIT can
successfully generate data corresponding to three factors (C, R and M) affecting students'
ability to interpret ERs identified in Chapter 4. In doing so, greaterinsight into the nature and
validity of the factors can be obtained. Secondly, analysis of the data generated during Phase
1 shows how 3P-SIT can be used to measure the nature and extent of the conceptual
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knowledge (C) that a student will bring to an ER. Thirdly, analysis of the data from Phase 2
shows how the researcher can obtain information about students' reasoning processes (R)
corresponding fIrstly, to the interpretation of the graphical markings in the ER and secondly,
to students' engagement of their conceptual knowledge during reasoning. Fourthly, analysis
of the data from Phase 3 demonstrates how the researcher can obtain information on the role
and effect of the mode of representation (M) on students' reasoning processes. Fifthly, by
comparing data across the 3P-SIT phases, we can measure a student's overall ability to
successfully interpret and learn from a particularER.Sixthly, although Phase 1 delivers
information pertaining to a student's conceptual understanding, it is expected that other
components of students' conceptual knowledge will also be revealed in Phases 2 and 3 that
may have not have been necessarily shown during Phase 1. Seventhly, even though Phase 2
has the primary objective of probing and generating data on student's reasoning processes
during the interpretation of a scientifIc ER, it is to be expected that other data pertinent to
students' reasoning processes will also exposed in Phases 1 and 3. This is by virtue ofthe fact
that students' are also employing other cognitive processes in Phases 1 and3 when generating
any responses whatsoever. Eighthly, using 3P-SIT with another sample of students would
serve to further inform its development as a research instrument.
In the next Chapter, 3P-SIT is implemented with a different sample of students to generate
empirical data for developing amodel of factors determining students' ability to interpret ERs.
Expression of such a model could help to not only further confIrm the nature and validity of
the factors, but may assist in measuring the nature of influence of the factors upon one
another. Overall, such a model, in. addition to validating the factors, will also. serve to frame




A MODEL OF FACTORS DETERMINING STUDENTS"
, , '
ABILITY TO INTERPRET EXTERNAL
REPRESENTATIONS
6.1 Introduction
Much inquiry 'in science education, and educational psychology has centred 'on the role' and
effectiveness of external representations (ERs) in the learning and teaching of science (see
Chapter 2). Seminal papers in this area include those by Lowe (2004, 2003, 1999), Mayer
(2003, 1999), Ametller andPint6 (2002), Roth (2002), Treagust et al. (2002), Pena and Quilez '
(2001), Kozmaand Russell (l997),Scaife and Rogers(1996), Cox and Bma (1995), Stenning
and Oberlander (l995),Wandersee (l994), Kindfield(1993/1994), Winn(1993, 1991), Lord
(1987a, b), Hollidayet al. (1977) and Dwyer(1972, 1967). These and other studies have
, '
focused on various ERs including, inter alia, static pictures, diagrams, graphs, photographs,
micrographs, maps, flowcharts and computer-based dynamic visuals. Although ERs are
usually assumed by science' lecturers to be excellent learning tools for constructing
knowledge, various research reports (e.g. StyliaIiidouetal., 2002; Cheng et al., 2001) have
suggested that they do not always improve understanding and may in fact cause difficulties.
This problem is largely due to naIve assumptions by lecturers that what works for experts will
also be good for novices (e.g. Lowe and Schnotz, 2003; Scaife and Rogers, 1996).'
The aim of this aspect of the study was to address research questions 4 and 5 (see'Chapter 1)
namely, can thefact<;>rs identified in Chapter 4 and, further investigated in Chapter 5, be
incorporated into an appropriate model and how might we' obtain empirical data to confirm '
the validity of the, model? To address these questions, the modelling process of Justi and
. . .'. .
Gilbert (2002) was used to develop the model and the 3P-SITinstrumeht (Chapter 5) was
, '
used to generate, empirical data for the development of operational definitions of each, factor,
and for the validation of the model.
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6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Participants and descriptions of the external representations
The study was conducted from 2001 to 2002 with nine biochemistry students at the University
of KwaZu1u-Natal, South Africa, who had all completed a third-year level module on
immunology. Each student was interviewed three times between July and November 2001 -
an interview for each of three different ERs (Fig. 5.2) giving a total of 27 interviews. The
same three ERs used for the development of the 3P-SIT instrument reported in Chapter 5,
were used for the investigation described in this chapter.
Fo-r convenience, we ask the reader to consult the flip-out copy of Fig. 5.2 on p.130.
6.2.2 Development of the model
The modelling framework of Justi and Gilbert (2002) was used t6 develop and test a model of
the factors, identified in Chapter 4, that influence student interpretation, processing and
understanding of ERs used in the teaching and learning of science. Although the modelling
method proposed by Justi and Gilbert (2002) is concerned with those models associated with
scientific knowledge,such as historical and current scientific models or those associated with
modelling curricular models, the author found· their process to also be applicable· to the
process used to develop the present model. In this case, the modelling framework was used in
a more abstract manner; that of expressing the factors that influence student interpretation,
processing and understanding of ERs. In this . regard, the. current author believes that a
thinking process highly similar to the one framed by Justi and Gilbert (2002) (Fig. 6.1)
enabled the current model to be developed. Adopting this approach in itself suggests that all
thinking related to modelling any phenomenon· of knowledge must follow some type of
logical pattern. Given this opinion, we believe that the modelling framework set out by Justi
and Gilbert (2002) (Fig. 6.1) enabled us to follow such a logical pattern and we therefore,































I Fulfil purpose 11-------:-----'
The modelling framework used to develop and express the model of factors (Adapted
from Justiand Gilbert, 2002, p. 371)
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The modelling process involved a five-stage cyclical process (Fig. 6;1). Firstly, the purpose
of the model was decided upon based on the factors identified in Chapter 4, the author's prior
knowledge and experience of student difficulties with ERs, and a thorough analysis of the
literature (Chapter 2) on learning and teaching with ERsin science~ Secondly, a mental model
was constructed and thirdly, the mental model was externalised as an expression model.
Fourthly, conduction of various thought experiments as well as extensive discussion of the
expression model with the supervisor helped decide on the validity of the model and whether
to modify it. Stages 2 - 4 were repeated several times so as to optimise the expression model.
Fifthly, empirical tests (see 6.2.3. below) were designed and performed in order to decide
whether to modify, reject or accept the model as a consensus model. . Of pivotal importance
during the fifth stage was to establish whether the resulting consensus model satisfied its
purpose and, to consider what the actual applications and limitations of the model would be.
6.2.3 Empiricaltesting ofthe model (stage 5)
Empirical testing of the model was performed, using 3P-SIT (Chapter 5), in order to
investigate the nature of the interaction between the factors of the model, to formuhite clear.
operational definitions for its component factors and to validate the consensus model. A
description of each phase of the 3P-SIT interview method including samples of the probes
employed and examples of studentdata and their analysis were described in Chapter 5..
6.2.4 Analysis of the interview data
All interviews were both audiotaped andvideotaped (e.g. Hull et aI., 2003; Pavlinic etal.,
2001; Sumfleth and Telgenbuscher, 2001). The data collected during the interview sessions
consisted of27 video segments, 27 audio~transcripts, 134 student-generated diagrams (SGDs)
and 27 researcher-generated field note items... Details pertaining to analysis of the data
generated from the 3P-SIT instrument are discussed in section 5.4 (Chapter 5).
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6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Development of the model
The modelling process (Fig. 6.1) of Justi and Gilbert (2002) enabled us to successfully design
the model presented in Fig. 6.2 below. Regarding the purpose of the model; it was decided
that it should serve as a tool with which to frame (guide) out thinking onthe factors that affect
a student's ability to interpret a scientific ER. Through the use the factors identified in
. .
Chapter 4, the model was first conceptUalised as a mental model and then as an expression
model.· Initially, the model was expressed as a triarchic model, defined by three apexes of a
triangle. The three apexes represented the three factors proposed in Chapter 4, namely,
. .
students' ability to reason with the ER, students' understanding of the concepts of relevance
to the ER, and the nature of the mode in which the desired phenomenon was represented·
through the ER. Following lengthy debate with the supervisor and thought experiments, the
triarchic model was modified to include the interaction or relationship between each of the
three factors. This decision was motivated by the realisation that the factors were strongly
interdependent in that, for example, reasoning could not occur without something to reason
with - in this case a student's conceptual knowledge and the ER mode. Thus this modified
model, composed of seven factors (C, R, M, R-C, R-M, C-M and C-R-M) as shown in Fig.
6.2, was better represented in the form of VeIin logic in that the factors would overlap.
Empirical testing of the model using 3P-SIT (see section 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 below) allowed
operational definitions for each factor to be established and further confirmed the importance
of the seven factors affecting ER interpretation. This reinforced· our opinion that the Venn .
diagram (Fig. 6.2) was the most useful representation for communicating the purpose and




Venn diagram representing a model of seven factors that determine students' ability to
interpret ERs. The model expresses three factors and four interactive factors
affecting students' ability to interpret an ER
6.3.2 Operational definitions for factors of the expressed model
Empirical testing of the proposed model enabled specific operational definitions for each
factor of the expressed model to be formulated. These are outlined below and presented in
further detail in Table 6.1. To assist the reader to assimilate the interpretation of the empirical
data presented in section 6.3.3 the operational definitions derived from the data are presented
frrst. For the convenience of the reader, a flip-out page of the operational definitions is
supplied on p. 154.
We defined the conceptual factor (C) (Table 6.1) of the model as the existing conceptual
understanding and prior knowledge that a student holds before exposure to any ER. It
embodies the collection of a student's preconceptions, conceptions, conceptual schemata,
conceptual frameworks, semantic networks, mental models and alternative conceptions of
relevance to the ER. Alternative conceptions, also termed conceptual difficulties, can be
described as those conceptions that are inconsistent with accepted propositional scientific
knowledge or worldviews (e.g. Osborne and Wittrock, 1983). They are specific to a certain
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scientific context (Grayson et aI., 2001), such as to the idea of antibody-antigen structure and
binding in biochemistry.
Since reasoning is a· process, one has to have something to reason with and therefore,
reasoning processes cannot· be defmed in isolation. In terms of the model, we defined the
reasoning factor (R) (Table 6.1) as representing those cognitive processes and reasoning skills
. .
that a student employs when reasoning with the ER and wIth his or her own conceptual
knowledge that is of relevance to the ER. More specifically, factor R represents a student's
total reasoning ability, i.e. the skills needed to decode and perceive visual markings on an ER
(e.g. Ward and Wandersee, 2002; Coon, 2001; Lowe, 2000; Dwyer, 1969), to access and
retrieve conceptual knowledge from long term into working memory (e.g. Baddeley, 1992;·
Kosslyn, 1989; Jonassen and Hawk, 1984) in order to perform ER-related reasoning or
problem solving; and, to assimilate information that is fIrst perceived from an ER and· then
incorporated into already existing knowledge (e.g. Bukatko and Daehler, 1992).. In agreement
with a constructivist paradigm, cognitive mechanisms associated with R can never be passive
(e.g. von Glasersveld, 2003) in that reasoning is consideredan active process (e.g. Treagust et
aI., 2002; Bruner, 1960), characterised by students' constant selection, organisation,
integration and encoding of information (e.g. Mayer, 2003, 1999). Unlike a conceptual
difficulty, which is context-dependent, a reasoning difficulty is independent of context (e.g.
Grayson et al.,· 2001) and can be observed in multiple scientific content areas.
For instance, localised. reasoning is an example of an ER-related reasoning difficulty
identified in the contexts of electricity (Cohen et al.; 1983); metabolism (Anderson et al.,
1999) and biological food webs (Griffiths and Grant, 1985). With respect to the model; a
reasoning difficulty. can span across several ERs within a specific context (e.g.· across .
antibody-antigen binding); across several ERs from different contexts (e.g. across antibody-
antigen binding and the particulate nature of matter), across ERs in an even larger context
(e.g. across biochemistry or physics), or across science as a whole
The representation mode factor (M) (Table 6.1) of the model encapsulates the nature of the
ER. By the nature of the ER, we mean the characteristics of the ER such as the graphical and
diagrammatic features, the spatial arrangement of the ER elements, ER conventions, visual
icons, visual cues, artistic devices, colour, topography, level of abstraction, symbols, labels,
Table 6.1
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Operational definitions of the factors and interactive factors of the modelaffecting










Represents a student's PRIOR KNOWLEDGE of· all the concepts that are
represented by the ER (C-M), before exposure to the ER. Such knowledge
includes: all the student's preconceptions,conceptions, conceptual schemata,
conceptual frameworks, semantic networks, mental models and alternative
conceptions of relevance to the ER.
Represents a student's TOTAL REASONING ABILITY (SKILLS). he/she has
available for interpreting the ER. It inCludes the student's ability to reason with both.
the ER (R-M) and his/her conceptual knowledge (R-C) of relevance to the ER(C-
M). It represents both· sound reasoning and any reasoning difficulties including:
surface-level reasoning; inappropriate analogical reasoning; transfer; translation
between ERs; and, superimposing of one concept upon another.
Represents the NATURE OF THE ER and how well (or poorly) its features
represent the concepts, structures or processes it is designed to represent. These
include the effective and ineffective use of graphical and diagrammatic features;
the clarity of .and relationship between representations; and, the spatial
arrangement of elements, conventions, visual icons, visual cues, artistic devices,
colour, complexity, topooraphy, level of abstraction, svmbols, labels and captions.
Represents a student's ABILITY TO REASON WITH HIS/HER CONCEPTUAL
KNOWLEDGE of relevance to the ER. It includes ability to perform cognitive
processes such as: memory-recall including accessing, Selection and processing
of existing information of relevance to the ER; the· assimilation,accommodation
and, integration of new knowledge learnt from the ER. It also includes reasoning
processes such as analogical reasoning, transfer, superimposing of one concept
upon another, inductive and deductive reasoning etc. It includes both sound
. reasoning and unsound/ inappropriate reasonina difficulties.
Represents the nature of the CONCEPTUAL (PROPOSITIONAL) KNOWLEDGE
REPRESENTED BY THE ER and its symbolism. It includes the eXtent, complexity
and soundness of the knowledge represented by the ER and therefore, how
cognitively demanding it might be (a complex ER is more difficult to assimilate).
Represents the student's ABILITY TO REASON WITH THE ER and its graphical
features. It includes ability to perform cognitive processes such as decoding;
deciphering; recognition; perception; visualisation; and organisation of patterns,
shapes and colours; visuo-spatialoperations; distinguishing relationships between
ER features; organising visual information on the ER; analogicalreasohing,
symbolic reasoning, as well as surface-level and deep~level reasoning; formation
of superficial mental models; transfer; and, translation between ERs. It inCludes
both sound reasoning and unsound/inappropriate reasoning difficulties and
students' inability to perform any of the above coanitiveorocesses.
. Represents a student's ABILITY TO SUCCESSFULLY INTERPRET, VISUALISE
AND LEARN FROM THE ER. This includes the student's ability to engage all
factors of the model by using reasoning skills(R) to reason with both their
conceptual knowledge (C and R-C) ofrelevance to the ER and with the symbolism
and features of the ER itself (R-M)to make sense of the graphical features of the
ER (M). and visualise the conceptual knowledge represented by the ER (C-M).
This will reveal any improvement in the student's science conceptual knowledge,
any conceptual changes that may have occurred, as well as any new alternative
conceptions, alternative frameworks or models that may have developed as a
result of the student's interaction with the ER. .
Method of Evaluation
Phase 1 of 3P~SIT
Evaluated by combining data
obtained for R-C and R-M
interactive factors:
Evaluated by experts such as
scientists, researchers and
graphic artists as well as
students in isolation from .
. interpretation.of the ER during
Phase 3 of 3P-SIT
Phases 1 and 2 of 3P-SIT
Obtained from text, captions
and expert evaluation of the
ER and the knOWledge
represented by the ER, in·
terms of extent, complexity
and soundness. Obtained in
isolationrrom students'
interpretation of the ER.
Phase 2 of3P-SIT
Measured by how correctly
the ER is interpreted and the
improvement in understanding
and/or development of .
.alteniative conceptions that
occurs 'after exposure to the
ER. The success of the
interpretation of the ER, and
of any learning from the ER,
is measured by comparing the
student's conceptual·
knowledge after exposure to
the ER (Phase Z) tothe
conceptual knowledge
represented by the ER (Le. C-
M) an.d to the student's prior
knowledge (C), respectively.
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captions and so on. Factor M can be considered distinct from both C and R, since it does not
depend on any human constituent during the interpretation process and remains constant
unless the ER is modified (e.g. during animation).
Thought experiments, and empirical testing, revealed that it was appropriate to include a
further four- factors in the model, representing the interaction or relationship between factors
C, R and M (Fig. 6.2). This was because, at anyone time, none of the three factors would
influence ER interpretation in isolation. For example, the student would have to be reasoning
either with the ER or with their conceptual knowledge. Thus, the interactive factors can help
us describe the possible scenarios at play when two, or all three, of the factors C, R and/or M
influence a student's interpretation of an ER.
The interactive factor that was defined as representing the relationship between the reasoning
(R)and conceptual (C) factor, termed R...;C (Table 6.1), represents cognitive processes such as
when a student selects, retrieves, actively adjusts or adds to their existing knowledge. R-C is
indicative of a student's ability to reason with their conceptual knowledge of relevance to the
ER because, in effect, they are using the collection of their concepts in order to 'think about
something' or to 'solve' a problem. Congruently, within R-C, cognitive processes such as
assimilation and accommodation can also be represented (section 3.3.2). This is so because a
student may add to, or adjust, their conceptual structure, especially when concepts are
constructed that did not form part ofan original schema.
The R-M interactive factor (Table 6.1) between the representation mode (M) factor and the
reasoning (R) factor exemplifies a student's ability to decipher, process and reason with an ER
and its graphical features. For instance, when reading an ER, a student will employ
perceptual cognitive mechanisms such as recognition and organisation of patterns, shapes and
colours (e.g. Kosslyn 1989, 1985), visuo-spatial operations (e.g. Lowe, 1993; Lord, 1987a),
visualisation (McCormick et al.; 1987), distinguishing relationships between ER features (e.g.
Shubbar, 1990) and mentally organising the visual information on the ER (e.g. Ward and
Wandersee,2002).
The C-M interactive factor (Table 6.1) of the model was defined as representing the nature of
the conceptual (propositional) knowledge represented by the. ER, including the extent,
complexity and soundness of such knowledge. It also includes both the conceptual
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knowledge that is communicated through, or represented by, the graphical markings and
symbolism used to construct the ER, and the knowledge of the meaning ofthe symbolism and
conventions employed in the ER to communicate the science. For example, the meaning of
the blue symbol" X " in Fig. 5.2 G i.e. that it is an x, y coordinate.
The C-R-M interactive factor represents a student's ability to engage all factors of the model,
by utilizing their reasoning skills (R) to reason with both their conceptual knowledge of
relevance to the ER (C and R-C) and with the ER itself (M and R-M) so as to successfully
interpret, visualise and learn from the conceptual (propositional) knowledge represented by
the ER (C-M) (Table 6.1). For example, the process could take the following form. Upon
reading the ER, the individual deciphers and decodes the visual information on the ER (R-M)
and, in so doing, links their interpretation to, and filters their interpretation through, already
existing current knowledge (R-C) (e.g. Anderson et aI., 2000). The outcome of this process
could result in the construction of a unique conception consistent with accepted scientific
knowledge (C-M) or an erroneous conception, inconsistent with a scientific worldview (e.g.
Osbome and Wittrock, 1983; von Glasersveld, 1983). Hence, the scenario described above
would be based on a combination of all three factors (C-R-M), during which all factors
comprising the model would, at some time or other, be engaged resulting in the student
hopefully interpreting, visualising and learning from the ER.
6.3.3 Using 3P-SIT to empirically validate the model
The following empirical data validated the model and its component factors and informed the
development of the above operational defmitions for each factor.
6.3.3.1 Validation of the Conceptual Factor (C)
Data from Phase 1 of 3P-SIT allowed us to validate the importance of students' prior
knowledge, i.e. the conceptual factor (C), as one component of the model affecting students'
ability to interpret an ER. To do this, students' prior conceptual understanding of antibody
structure and antibody-antigen interaction was obtained before exposure to any ER. For
example, the following two student quotations from Phase 1 show a sound scientific
knowledge ofthe nature of Ab-Ag binding:
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s: ... ok, you'd have two binding regions that look the same on an antibody molecule ... and ...
they'll [binding regions] recognise the same antigen.
S: The structure of an antibody, ..consists of four chains... two light chains and two heavy chains.
On the N-terminal is where the antibody binds to the antigen...one antibody can bind to two
antigens... there are two binding sites for binding two antigens.
In addition to the first quote above, the same student drew the following SGD (Fig. 6.3),
which supported a sound visualisation and scientific understanding of the bivalent nature of
Ab-Ag binding:
Figure 6.3 Student-generated diagram portraying a sound conceptual knowledge of the binding
interaction between Ab and Ag
In contrast to the above, various students showed a range ofconceptual difficulties, in support
ofthe C factor. For example, three students erroneously thought that an antibody only had one
possible binding site for an antigen and that this site was the entire 'V' cleft of the Y-shaped
antibody, instead of the two variable binding domains. Two typical student quotes that
showed this conceptual difficulty, were as follows:
I: Ok, how does that [the antigenic binding site] actually look?
S: ... it is V-shaped.
I: Ok, Y-shaped...
S: It [Ag] is kind of like an upside down pyramid that tries to fit into that V-shape.
S: This is the antigen [inserts and labels Ag on Fig. 6.4(b)] ...ja [yes], the antigen. And the antibody
would be like that [inserts top rt Ab]... it [Ab] forms a complex when it binds on. That would be like
one antibody to one antigen... the normal thing that happens is one antigen to one antibody... that's
the specificity.
I: Where is the actual binding, on your diagram?
S: Well, it should be complementary, there must be a site here, a binding site on the antigen that it
[Ab] binds to... for example, this head area here [points within V-cleft of top rt Ab]... that area has
the sequence that binds on to the antigen [inserts triangular epitope on top rt of Ag on Fig. 6.4(b)],
and that is how it [Ab] binds onto it [Ag].
The above quotations illustrate that the first student had the idea of an "upside down
pyramid", which tries to fit into the V-cleft, while the second student associated the specificity
ofantibody-antigen binding to the fact that only a single antibody can bind to a single antigen.
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These findings are affirmed by the following diagrams (Fig. 6.4), generated by the same two
students, which both depict a single antigen-binding site on the antibody with the 'V' cleft of
the Y-shaped antibody accommodating the antigen.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4 Two examples, (a) and (b) of student-generated diagrams obtained during students'
verbal explanations of antibody-antigen binding
It is clear from the above examples that the idea of specijicity between antibody and antigen
was very pronounced. For example, accompanying students' explanations of antibody-
antigen binding were statements such as, 'a key unlocking a specific lock', 'complementary
shapes', 'two-piece puzzle', 'specific fit', 'fit into a pocket', 'compatibility', and 'join
perfectly' .
Two other students showed an interesting variation of the above Ab-Ag binding conceptual
difficulty. As illustrated in the following quotation, and accompanying SGD (Fig. 6.5) from
one of the students, even though they accurately represented both antigen binding sites (see
two black circles), they nevertheless still believe that the antigen binds into the V-cleft of the
antibody.
I: ...where are the actual binding sites on the antibody molecule?
S: Ok... [S beg. to gen. Fig 6.5] ... these are your binding sites here [inserts black circular shaped
sites on Ab]...the components within these two domains are responsible for recognising antigen.
I: ... show me where the antigen would be when there is an antigen-antibody complex.
S: Ok... these are the binding sites [points to black circular shapes]... the antigen will basically fit in
between here... between these domains [draws green antigen fitting into V-shape of Ab]. So, that
would be your antigen. Probably some kind of interaction occurs there [points to circular shapes].
I: And what are these regions over here [points just below circular binding domains on V cleft of Fig
6.5]?
S: I would say they are also part of the binding domains, because this is where the antigen binds to
[indicates entire V-cleft], so one would have to assume that this whole kind of region here [indicates
by inserting red bracket on side of Ab] will also be part of the binding site.
Figure 6.5
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Student-generated diagram accurately depicting both antigen-binding sites on the
antibody, but erroneously portraying antigen as binding into the V-cleft of the antibody
Thus clearly, some students possess conceptual difficulties with the structural mechanisms of
antibody-antigen binding in that they believe that both the two binding sites and the "V-cleft"
are simultaneously responsible for recognising a single antigen. This constitutes an example
of how some students can hold two different mental models of the same concept (e.g
Ainsworth et aI., 1998), in this case one sound and one unsound.
Possible origins of the binding misconception include the following. The first possible source
could be students' understanding of the 'lock-and-key' analogy, used by instructors and
textbooks to describe specific binding interactions between biomolecules (e.g. enzyme-
substrate binding). The analogy emphasises that for a fit between biomolecules to occur, both
participating elements must have a complementary and specific shape (e.g. Stryer, 1995;
Mathews and van Holde, 1990). The following two student quotes illustrate expression of the
analogy:
s: The antibody binds to the antigen by a lock and key method... which means that it [Ab] has like a
specific shape, and that is how it will bind. [... ] if the antigen wasn't a specific shape it wouldn't bind
to the receptor site on the antibody.
S: ... It's a very specific interaction between antigen and antibody. The antibody has to be specific
to the epitope found on the antigen, which is with regard to the lock-and-key mechanism, which I
keep reverting to. It has to fit properly otherwise it won't bind. So, it actually has to be compatible...
As demonstrated by the quotes above, the lock-and-key metaphor was very ingrained in the
students' conceptual understanding of antibody-antigen binding. In fact, it was largely shared
by all the participants in the study. Although, at its inception, Fischer (1894) used the lock-
and-key metaphor to exclusively describe enzyme-substrate interaction. The metaphor can
clearly also be applied to antibody-antigen binding since the structural basis of binding is
synonymous in both cases (e.g. Roitt, 1997; Amit et aI., 1986). However, for enzyme-
substrate reactions, typical lock-and-key ERs usually show the simple situation of a single
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enzyme binding to a singlesubstrate (e.g. Ritter, 1996).. When applying the 10ck-and-key
analogy to the context of Ab-Ag binding it is possible, therefore, that students may have
thought that a single immunoglobulin G molecule can only bindto.a singleahtigen molecule.
Thus, one possible source of the binding difficulty is that students did not envisage two lock-
and-key scenarios: one occurring at each binding site. Also, some students' may have
considered the analogy itself to be a complete and realistic depiction of actual antigen-
antibody interaction in vivo (e.g. Orgill and Bodner, 2004).. Asa result, studentsrriay have
interpreted the analogy literally, instead of taking the analogy to be only a representation of
reality (e.g. Hill, 1990), resulting in the alternative conception of Ag binding into the "V-
cleft" of an antibody.
A second possible source of the binding· misconception is that, in addition to enzyme-
substrate reactions, students may have been associating other 'single' biochemical interactions
with their ideas of antibody-antigen binding. These could include a single ligand binding into
a singular receptor site, as is the case when a peptide binqs within the single cleft of an MBe
molecule (e.g. Roitt, 1997). Additionally, antibody 'advert' molecules present on B-cell
membranes are often depicted, for simplicities sake, as having only a single binding cleft
(Gupthar, pers~ comm.) to highlight the fact that it is specificity between Ab and Ag
molecules which render B-cells active. Thus students' may have constructed mental models
and concepts of Ab-Ag binding from ERs that are oversimplified.. As a result, some students
expressed limited and literal mental models of Ab-Ag binding, failing to consider the'
strengths and weaknesses of these ERs and their own conceptual understanding.
A third possible source of the binding misconception could be students' lack of any other
explanative models to describe binding, other than the lock-and-key analogy.· For instance;
Koshland's (1963) notion of an induced~fit between Ab and Ag was folindto be almost
completely absent from students' conceptual knowledge,with only a single student exposing
the idea. In this case, students seemed to only expose conceptual knowledge relating to the
"physical fit" between Ab and Ag and possessed little conceptual understanding of other
stereospecific considerations such as the role of amino acid side chains or intermolecular
forces such as hydrophobicity and electrostatic interaction during binding.
In summary, the C factor as defmed in Table 6.1 is clearly a key and indispensable
component of the model ill that the nature of a student's prior knowledge, whether sound or
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erroneous, will seriously affect their ability to interpret an ER representing such knowledge
(e.g. Lowe, 1993; Winn, 1993). The above analysis has also shown how the conceptual
difficulty data, corresponding to the C factor, can be used to isolate the possible source(s} of a
. . .
certain conceptual difficulty. In chapter 7 we will show how knowledge of the nature of a
difficulty and its source can inform the design of possible remediation strategies (e.g. Pinto
and Ametller, 2002).
6.3.3.2 Validation of the Reasoning Factor (R)
As described in section 6.3.2 (Table 6.1), the R factor of the expressed model (Fig. 6.2)
represents those cognitive processes whereby students reason with both· the ER and their own
conceptual knowledge in order to interpret a scientific ER. The present study identified at
least five different reasoning mechanisms associated with students' interpretation of ERs.
Firstly, some students employed surface-level reasoning (Chi et al., 1981) when processing
.the graphical markings on the ERs. These students interpreted the ER markings literally and
at face value, without considering the deeper meaning of the markings (e.g. Ametllerand
Pinto, 2002; Cheng et aI., 2001; Lowe, 1993). As Olivier(2001) has pointed out, students
. . .
who employ surface-level reasoning rely heavily on perceptual processes when interpreting
ERs, rather than deeper knowledge structures.. Secondly, our data .. suggested that some
students performed inappropriate analogical reasoning when interpreting the ERs(e.g.·
Sumfleth and Telgenbiischer, 2001). As introduced during the validation of the C factor
above, this was found to pe the case especially when students battled to use the lock-and-key
analogy as a tool with which to explain the nature and specificity of antibody':'antigen binding.
Thirdly, some students were found to engage in inappropriate transfer (Salomon and Perkins,
1989) when interpreting the ERs~ Here, the students inappropriately transferred a particular
biochemical concept (e.g. destruction of invading pathogens) from the context of cellular
. .
immune responses to the context of primary antibody-antigen binding. Fourthly, and related·
to the former, some students found it difficult to translate between different ERs, which all
represent the same concept or phenomenon.. In particular, thesestudenfs could not map
between one ER and another, probably because students treated each ER as a unique situation,
instead of viewing all the ERs as being multiple representations of the same scientific concept
(e.g. Gobert and Clement, 1999; Ainsworthet al., 1998). Fifthly, we also discovered what we
have termed the apparent superimposing of one concept upon another. .Here, some students
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tended to fuse two or more distinctively different concepts together into a single explanative
model, leading to the moulding of scientifically inaccurate conceptions (see for example
section 4.3.3.2 in which DNA and Ab concepts were fused). The superimposing of concepts
could be related to a recent fmding by Grayson (2004), who has referred to a similar
phenomenon in the context of electric circuit ERs. In this case, it was found that some
students struggled to disentangle the distinctively different concepts of current and energy
from one another.
Now that the above five reasoning processes, corresponding to the R factor of the model, have
been introduced, data is presented that supports the influence and importance of· these
processes as components of the R-M and R-C factors of the model. In this regard, these
isolated reasoning mechanisms acquire meaning only when they are observed as cognitive
processes in action. In other words, reasoning processes can only be observed if there is
something to reason with, in: this case with the ER (R-M) and with students' own conceptual
knowledge (R-C). Hence, the reason for including the R-C and R-M factors as components .
of the model is that each can be considered a subset of the overall reasoning factor (R), which
has an indispensable effect on a student's ability to interpret an ER. Therefore, empirical data
pertaining to the R factor is composed of that empirical data corresponding to both the R-M
(see section 6.3.3.4) and R-C (see section 6.3.3.5) factors below.
6.3.3.3 Validation of the Representation Mode Factor (M).
During Phase 3 (see section 5.4.3) of the 3P-SIT interview process (Chapter 5), we were
concerned with collectingdatil that supported tenets of the M factor (Table 6~1) of the model.
As outlined in the operational definition (Table 6.1), the M factor is concerned with that
information that corresponds to the nature ofthe ER in isolation and howwell (or poorly) the
graphical markings that constitute the ER represent what it is designed to represent (Table
6.1). By validating the M factor, we attempted to identify those external characteristics of the·
display that may cause student difficulties, In other words, data corresponding to the M factor
centres around the effective or ineffective use and clarity of the graphical and diagrammatic
features, namely, the spatial arrangement of the ER elements, ER conventions, visual icons,
visual cues, artistic devices, colour, topography, level of abstraction, symbols, labels, captions
. . ·
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and other ER features. Thus the objective is to better understand what external features of the
ER may be giving students problems, or initiating particular reasoning patterns.
As pointed out in Table 6.1, information pertaining to factor M can be obtained from experts
. ." '. .
including scientists, researchers and graphic artists as well as studentsi evaluation of the ER.
In addition, similarly to the study reported in Chapter. 4 (section 4.2.2), information
corresponding to the graphical features of an ER (M) was also obtained from the author's
informal visual analysis of the ERs in which they were screened to identify those ER
markings that could potentially induce erroneous interpretations. For example, upon an
informal visual analysis of ER E, prior to exposing it to the participants, the author suspected
that the visual clarity of the "realistic" graphical depiction of structural featUres representing
antibody structure and binding to antigen might have been a possible source ofconfusion for
students, which is shown by the following opinion: .
"Due to the realistic nature of the electron micrograph obtained at such a high·magnification, .
students may think that antibodies can "join" to form trimer arrangements through bonds that are not
non-covalent. In light of this, it may be difficult for stLidents to identify the approximate location ora
single antibody structure and its antigen-binding sites within the trimeric and pentameric shapes."
The same graphical feature on the electron micrograph (ER E) was considered by an expert
immunologist (Coetzer, pers. comm.) to bea potential Problem for students. Consider the
following expert opinion, which supports this:
"Students would possibly have some difficulty in interpreting the electron micrograph without an
explanation for the way this·negative stain was obtained and that the spiky bits sticking out are the
Fc fragments ... "
The expert and author opinion above is supported by the following two student extracts
pertaining to the clarity ofthe same graphical features on the electron micrograph (ER E) and
constitute further evidence for the nature of the ER (M):
I: Is there anything that you don't understand or find confusing on this representation [ER El?
S: ... The only thing is like...where the bonds form between the different antibodies.
S: Wh<;lt I cannot ~ee is the hapten, yeah. From the information [points to caption of ER Ell can
have the, assu~ptlon that ~he ~aptens should b~ on the N-terminals of these antibodies... yeah. I
als~ can t see If thes~ antibodies have two chainS... but I know that, in reality, theyhave two light
chainS and heavy chainS... yeah. . . ... ..
. . . .
. . .
The above students' extracts demonstrate how the graphical features representing the nature of
the visual clarity of thetrimer and pentamer Ab-Ag complexes influenced their reasoning. In
the ftrst case, the student thought that the Y-shapedantibodies were somehow joined together,
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rather than being bonded to haptens present in between the antibodies. Due to the clarity of
the visual information on the micrograph (ER E), it is impossible to see the hapten (antigen)
molecules and" from a purely visual perspective, the antibodies do look like they are 'joined'
without hapten. Since haptens are small molecules with low molecular weights, the
magnification used to generate the micrograph was not enough to expose their presence as
distinct visual features. The second student above realised that the haptens could not be
viewed on the micrograph directly and, therefore, reinforced the fact that the lack of clarity of
this ER feature (M) might affect students' interpretation of ER E.
During an informal visual analysis of ER F, the author anticipated that the use of the red
colouring (see Table 6.1) on the ER might create a problem for students. The author's
opinion in this regard was as follows:
"Use of the same red colour to show the Gin 121 residue (in frames 'a'and 'b') as well as the amino
acids involved during Ab-Ag contact (in frame 'c') may cause some students to think that some type
of biochemical event has occurred resulting in "more spheres"in the lasfframe... ".
During construction of the opinion above, the author observed that the same red colouring is
used to show both the glutamine residue involved in the antibody.;.antigen binding (frame 'b')
and the contact residues between antibody and antigen (frame 'Cl). In support ofthisconcem,
this colouring feature of the red 'spheres' on ER F led one student to make the following
comments:
I: Is there anything that you find particularly confusing on the diagram [ER F]?
S: The glutamine... and how it sort of multiplies. There is no sort ofstepon how to... how they got
to so many, or why there are so many [glutamine residues]. Why is it [Ab andAg] attached first,
and then just pulled apart... You know normally, like if you get a negative and a negative, that is
how come it will like pull apart, but then it wouldn't make sense if it was attached in the first place. I
don't understand how they get from there [points to frame a] to part 'b' and why there are so many
glutamine molecules there [points to red spheres on Fab in frame c and then tored spheres in Ag in
frame c]. ... I'm just looking at this diagram and I don't understand the steps and how to get to the
next one [step].
It is evident from the above· extract that the student thought that 'multiplication' of the single
glutamine residue had occurred. It is very possible that this reasoning could have been as a
result of the same (red) colouring technique used to show two very different ideas, one idea
being the location of the glutamine, and the other being the idea of contact areas between
antibody and antigen. Inaddition, by labelling the frames in ER F as 'a', ob' and 'c', students
may have attached some idea of sequence to the ER and interpreted the ERs as a set ofthree
consecutive events rather than different representations of the same phenomenon. Thus the
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inappropriate use of colour on the ER (M) (Table 6.1) may have affected students'
interpretation of ER F.
Lastly, during the author's visual analysis the ELISA curves (ERG), the author suspected that
the graphical features representing the "~log" expression might induce erroneous student
interpretations of the ER. The author's thinking is demonstrated by the following quote:.
"Students may think that antibody concentration· increases as one reads the graph from 'Ieft-to-
right'. Concurrently, this may cause problems since the coloured curves for each week are showing
a negative slope as one reads from left-to-right."
In support ofthe author's observation, an expert (Coetzer, pers. comm.) also identified the "-
log" graphical feature· in ER· G. as a potential source of confusion. This was shown by the
following opinion:
"If students are not very familiar with this format of expressing ELlSA results, they may be confused
by the appearance of the- log (antibody concentration) plot, Le. that the "big numbers" represent
low antibody concentration. Expressing antibody concentration in J.l.g/mlgets around this· potential
problem... " .
The expert's evaluation above reinforces the author's notion that the "•. log" .graphical feature
(M) of ER G may pose potential processing difficulties for students. In addition to the. above
evidence, consider a student's quotation that also emphasises the use of the "-log" expression
in the ELISA{ER G):
. .
S: ... according to the graph... at a high concentration [of Ab] we have less absorbance, Which is
really confusing me because, the concentration increases with the absorbance. But,·1 think the
thing that makes the graph look like this is this 'log' ... It is a bit confusing, really, because now, the
absorbance decreases but the concentration still increases [points to x-ax.] ...
.It is evident from the quotation above that the student identifies the "- log" expression as the
graphical feature (M) that causes certain confusion. In real terms, since negativevalueswete
obtained when the logarithm of Ab concentrations (mg/ml) were calculated, the experimenter
(Jackson, pers. comm.) who constructed ER Ghad to assign a negative value to the calculated
. .
values to place the curves in the P6sitiveCartesian quadrant Students who identified the "-
log" as one graphical symbol CM) that caused confusion probably drew inferences from the
numerical increase on the x-axis rather than considering the deeper arithmetic meaning of the
"increase". It is clear that the author's, expert's and student's opinions above all show
evidence that the graphical symbolism CM) used to portray information can greatly influence
the manner in which students interpret ERs.
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Overall, by analysing data generated from Phase 3 of 3P-SIT, an appreciation of the potential
effect of different diagrammatic, pictorial and graphical markings on students ER-processing.
could be harnessed. In turn, such data helps us not only to locate' and identify specific ER
features, which may induce difficulties, but may also help formulate criteria and guidelines
for the optimal design and presentation of biochemistry ERs (see Tables 7.4 and 7.5, Chapter
7). The data above has validated the importance of the M factor of the model as a key and
essential factor contributing to students' ability to interpretERs in science.
6.3.3.4 Validation of the Reasoning-Mode (R-M) Factor
FollowingPhase 1 ofthe interview process, an ER (Fig. 5.2) is presented to the participants
for interpretati<m, which marks the beginning of Phase 2 of 3P-SIT and the collection ofdata
on student reasoning (see section 5.4.2). As discussed, the R-M factor is representative of the
reasoning processes that operate when a viewer specifically tries to read and make sense of
the graphical markings in. an ER. An example of empirical data that supported unsound
reasoning with the ER, and therefore the R-M factor,' was shown by two students who
interpreted the gl~tamine residue depicted in red. in ER F,as having ,undergone some type of
active digestion process. This thinking was displayed by the following interview extract:
I: What does this plate over here represent [points to frame c in ER F]?
[... ]
S: ... interaction [between the antibody and the Iyso.] caused the glutamine to break down and join
with the antibody [points on frame cl. The antibody is actually working on the glutamine [cirCUlar
pointing on frame c] .•. the antibody is probably responding to the lysozyme... the antibody is
breaking down the molecule [Iyso.].
I: How?
[... ] . ,
S: The antibody has receptors that go into this molecule [points to Iyso. on frame c] and then works
on it [Ag] and breaks it TAg] down ... yeah, and that is how you get this glutamine [points to red'
spheres on frame cl. .
The students who showed this unsound interpretation thought that the' single red glutamine
molecule represented on frames 'a' and 'b' (ER F) had in some manner been degraded, so as
to produce the scenario that appears on frame 'c' ofER F. It is evident from the above
quotation that the student was interpreting the red 'spheres' on the ER superficially and thatan .
over reliance on the graphical markings had resulted in surface-level processing (Chi et al.,
1981), rather than a deeper appreciation of what the markings actually meant (e.g. Cheng et
al., 2001;Olivier, 2001). That is, instead of interpretingthe red spheres in frame'c' as contact
amino acid residues between Ab and Ag during binding, the student erroneously attributed a
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digestive process to the 'increase' in the number of red spheres in frame 'c'. Thus the student
inappropriately decoded the symbolism (Table 6.1) used to represent the amino acids involved
in binding. Furthermore, since the student viewed the antibody as the entity responsible for
the destruction of the Ag, the student transferred her conceptual knowledge inappropriately
(Table 6.1) by interpreting a primary interaction as a cellular immune response.
In contrast to the above reasoning difficulty, the following two student quotes provided
evidence for sound reasoning with the ER (Fig 5.2 F) in support of the R-M factor of the
model:
S: ... this is the antigen [points to Iyso in frame c] ... the lysozyme... it shows how it fits onto that
molecule [points to Fab in frame cl. So, this is the paratope [points correctly] and that is the epitope
[points correctly]. And, this [points to red spheres on Iyso and Fab in frame c] shows the position of
the molecules that facilitate that association.
S: ... [frame] 'c' shows what is involved in the binding... it shows the actual atoms involved in the
binding... by highlighting the specific atoms and numbering them...
As further evidence for the tenets of the R-M factor (Table 6.1), eight of the nine respondents
struggled to accurately visualise the biochemical structures portrayed in ER F. Whereas the
space-filling display (ER F) only represents a single 'arm' or Fab fragment of IgG, these
students visualised it as the complete V-shaped antibody. For instance, consider the following
SGD (Fig. 6.6) obtained from one of these students:
Figure 6.6 An SGD portraying the misinterpretation of the Fab arm as an upright and complete Y-
shaped antibody
The student's verbal explanation, which corresponded to Fig. 6.6 above, was as follows:
I: In terms of structure, what is being shown on this representation [ER F]?
S: ... you can see the antibody structure... one can see that it consists of the two chains [H and L]...
it. is actually two heavy chains [points to bot. two 'groups' of blue spheres making up the H-chain
Simultaneously] and two light chains [points to top two 'groups' of yellow spheres making up the L-
chain simultaneously].
[... ]
I: ...Could you relate the markings that you've drawn on paper [Fig. 6.6] to what is visually
represented on the actual diagram [ER F]?
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s: Ok... that's [points to Ag in Fig. 6.6] your antigen there [points to green Ag in frame a]. This
would be yourepitope. [points to small green oval on top Ag of Fig. 6.6], ~our actual region of
binding, which is glutamine, so that is. your red part [points on ER F], that little blob sort of part
sticking out [red Gin inframe a]. Then, these [points to each 'group' of blue spheres on Fab in
frame a] are your two heavy chains [points to each lower part of H chains on Fig. 6.6]... these are
your two light chains [points to each 'group' of yellow spheres on Fab in frame 'a' and then to each
red light chain on Fig.6.6]..· ..
I: If I were to bind an antigen over there [points to It binding site on Fig. 6.6], howwould that look [in
ER F]? .
S: What I'm thinking is that it [Ag] would actually come in·from this side [points to It of Fab on frame
a], so it would actually be more or less a mirror image of this molecule [points to green Ag on frame
a], but on that side [points to It of Fab on frame a]. .
Based on the above extract, the SOD in Fig. 6.6, as well as an analysis of the student's.
observable behaviours, such as pointing and indicating to different components of the ER, it
was clear that the Fab arm represented by the space~filling ER was interpreted as an entire Y-
shaped antibody. This. was further supported when the students. described how the space~
filling ER would appear if another antigen had bound to the. other antigen binding-site,
depicted in the SOD (Fig. 6.6). In this case, the studerttindicated that the other erroneous
'binding-site' on the space-filling ER would be where another antigen could bind. In this case
the student has attributed the general shape and topography of the grouped cluster of spheres
in the ER to the visualisation of a complete and upright V-shaped antibody. One possible
source for this reasoning is that the student could not distinguish between, and organise, the
visual information on the ER appropriately (Table 6.1 and e.g. Kozma and Russell, 1997;
. .
Bennett and Flach, 1992). As a result, the student erroneously translated (Table 6;1) between.
the ER portrayed in Fig. 5.2 F and her mental models of other more common textbook ERs
(like ER A, Fig. 4.1) that portray antibodies as upright and complete Y-structures (e.g. Bma et
aI., 2001; Oobert and Clement, 1999; Ainsworth et al., 1998). Note, in addition her SOD·
(Fig. 6.6) showed no attemptto reproduce a space-filling ER as in ER F. Instead,she
. .
switched to a .different representation, probably one that.was her· own mental1llode1. In
summary, identification Of this difficulty provides concrete .evidence that sound· reasoning
with the ER is crucial for sound interpretation of the ER and thus the R-:M factor is art
important component ofthe proposedmodel.
. .. .
Even though eight students demonstrated the above reasoning difficulty~ one student showed·
evidence of sound processing of ER F with respect to the structural components represented
by the ER. This is clear from the following interview extract:
. .
S: ... Basically,onthis structure [ER F], you'll be representing one arm of your molecule. You have
two of these [arms] on your entire antibody molecule... it [ER Fjis just shoWing One arm.
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Lastly, regarding data that supports the tenets of the R-M factor, students were asked how the
ELISA graph (ER G) would appear if absorbance results for week one hundred were plotted
on the same curve. Realistically, at week one hundred, the experimental serum obtained from
the laboratory animal would show an antibody concentration very close to pre-immune levels
(green curve on ER G), due to the lack of experimental antigen, which is needed to stimulate
antibody production. An example of a response demonstrating sound reasoning with the
graph (Le. factor R-M) in terms ofthis scenario, was as follows:
I: Consider that we stopped the experiment...at week one hundred, we took another sample, and
we did a plot, how would that look here?
[... ]
S: It will be something like the pre-immune... because... there won't be antigens in your system to
make you produce antibodies... or increase your antibody production.
However, in contrast to the above, two students thought that the absorbance value for week
100 would be higher than for week twelve. This reasoning was demonstrated by the
following SGDs (Fig. 6.7):
(a) (b)
Figure 6.7 Two SGDs (a and b) demonstrating students interpretation of ER G when predicting
an absorbance curve for collection of serum samples at week one hundred, after the
booster schedule had ceased
Corresponding audiotaped quotations from the same two students was as follows:
I: Say they [the researchers] had finished taking readings and had finished the experiment. Then,
they plotted for say, week 100, how would the graphs look then?
S: It would proba~ly be a higher value than twelve, with bigger absorbance values... [student
proceed~ to draw FIg. 6.7(a)]. .. here we have week twelve. When I'm looking at this graph [ER G], I
would thInk that week 100 would be somewhere up there, with a similar effect... with it [curve] going
higher then coming down.
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. . . . . . .
I: Consider that the experiment had finished ... but at a week one hundred, the researchers decided
to take, a sample and plot it onthis curve. Howwouldthatcurve look?' ' "
5: For week hundred... it is goingto increase like [traces a curve above the wk 12curve on ER G
with finger], more than these ones [the actual EL curves underneath the trace on ER G] ... at point
six maybe [points above 0.45 absorbance reading on y-ax.] ... [5 beg. to gen. Fig. 6.7{b)]. Ok, that
is absorbance at 405... it is going to look like this this peak [higher curveonFig. 6.7(b)] wW be
more than that one [wk 12 curve in ER G] over there the [absorbance] value would be like... point
seven.
.. . .
A possible source of the above difficulty, corresponding to the R-M factor (Table 6;1), is that
the students may have placed greater emphasis on the visual relationships on the graph (ER
G) rather than engaging their knowledge of ELISA concepts to consider the biochemical
implications of ceasing booster injections. For instance, these students used the visual trend of
a 'higher' graph corresponding to a higher week number to solve the task. Thus they were
'. . . .
reasoning in a linear manner with the graphical data rather than thinking deeply about the
related biochemistry. ,'Iri other words, R-M wasplaying a dominant role while R-C (see
below), was being neglected by the student during the 'interpretation. ' As 'a result, the students
showed surface-level reasoning (Table 6.1) when interpreting the ELISAcutves and relied
heavily on the graphical markingsto do so (e.g. Lowe, 1993; Egan arid Schwartz, 1979). '
In summary, the importance of the R-M factor as a component of the model (Fig. 6.2) was
illustrated by showing how both sound and unsound cognitive processing of an ER affects the
manner in which a student interprets an ER. 'The synthesis provided above also demonstrates
how data corresponding to the R-M factor can be analysed to identify the possible sources of
students' difficulties with ER interpretation.
6.3.3.5 Validation of the Reasonirig-Conceptual (R-C) Factor
.' ", .
When interpreting scientific ERs, students should not only be deciphering and processing
graphical features of the ER (R-M), but also integrating this information into, and filtering
this information through, their already existing conceptual knowledge (e.g. Ward ancl
, , '
Wandersee, 2002; von Glasersfeld, 1989). , ill other words, interpreting an ER also requires a
. .' . . .
student to engage their conceptual understanding of the scientific phenomenon that is
represented by an ER and to use a wide range of cognitive processes to achieve this. The
ability of a student to reason with their conceptual, knowledge of relevance to the ER is
represented by the R-C factor of the model (Table 6.1).
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Since Phase 1 of 3P-SIT (Chapter 5) allowed us to first establish the nature and extent of a
student's prior knowledge of relevance to the ER (Factor C), in Phase 2 we were able to
establish the extent to which the student engaged this conceptual knowledge when
subsequently interpreting an ER. For example, during Phase 2 when interpreting ER E, one
student was shown to rely heavily on his/her unsound conceptual understanding (measured in
Phase 1) to interpret the ER during Phase 2. This is demonstrated by the following extract
obtained during Phase 1 followed by a SGD (Fig. 6.8) and quotation from Phase 2 ofthe same
interview:
s: ... antibodies... they form complexes with the antigen in order to destroy it or engulf it.
[... ]
S: ... they [Ab and AgJ will form like a lock and key mechanism and join. Ja [yes). if they're [Ab and
A9J exactly the right sequence on each of them they will join perfectly together.
S: ... the antibody has certain compounds in it... that infiltrate the antigen, when it [AbJ engulfs it or
whatever and binds to it [AgJ... and sort of breaks down the different components in the antigen...
the antibody could contain for example an enzyme with it and this enzyme could contain digestive
stuff in it... it would sort of engulf... well it would bind onto it [A9J and then release these things
when it binds to the antigen.
[...J
S: And then this antibody... this little antibody infiltrates the antigen and releases little granules that
contain the digestive enzyme and then these things degrade the whole antigen into smaller things...
Now, consider the following diagram (Fig. 6.8) and corresponding verbal commentary from







Figure 6.8 SGD from Phase 2 of 3P-SIT showing a student's dependence on certain conceptual
knowledge when interpreting ER E
S: ... step four [labelled '4' on Fig. 6.8J, they [AbsJ form a trimer. The different antibodies bind to
three sites ['V-clefts'J... and then they [Abs] join... to form a trimer.
I: What would happen after [stepJ four [on Fig. 6.8]?
S: The antibody has done its function of removing this hapten molecule....the hapten would be
go~e, taken out. of the blood. Y~ah, it [haptenJ gets broken down and destroyed. Then, the
antibody... once It has destroyed thiS hapten molecule... you just left with antibodies.
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I: Ok. Between [step] four and five ['4' and '5'onFig.6.8] what is going on?
S: Ok, four. .. once antibody has bound onto the hapten molecule, um... they lAbs] start their
action... whatever they [Abs] have inside in them ... the granules... they move in and then they
[granules from Ab] start destroying the hapten molecule...The antibody molecule removes this
molecule [hapten] from the blood.
Based on the SGD (Fig. 6.8) and interview extract obtained from the student above, three
reasoning processes are of relevance to the R-C factor (Table 6.1) of the model. Firstly, the
student is clearly demonstrating inappropriate analogical reasoning (Table 6.1) byusing.the
ingrained lock-and-key analogy from hislher conceptual knowledge to facilitate reasoning
with ER E.As displayed by Fig. 6.8, the student has applied thelock-and-key analogy by
inserting the hapten (antigen) molecule into the centre of the trimer. Unfortunately, the
student is not utilising the analogy in the appropriate manner and is thus displaying erroneous
.analogical reasoning (e.g. Sumfleth and Telgenbiischer, 2001) when interpreting the ER
(Table 6.1). This fmding has been supported by Orgill and Bodner (2004) who reported that
biochemistry students' often lack clear ideas as to the purpose of analogies and how to use
them as learning or reasoning tools. Secondly, the student is inappropriately transferring
concepts (e.g. Salomon and Perkins, 1989) reserved for cellular· immune function to the
domain of primary interaction. It is the cellular immune response that is responsible for
'killing' and 'digesting' the antigen (e.g. Simonneaux, 2000) and not the primary response, as
suggested by the student. Thirdly, the studentis selecting at least two misconceptions from
his/her prior knowledge (see Phase 1 quote above) to interpret the ER. Specifically, selection
of the misconception that the antibody is the agent that destroys the antigen, as well as the
misconception that the Ag binds into the V-cleft of the Ab, had a very pronounced effect on
the way the student reasoned with their conceptual knowledge to make sense of ER E. Thus
in this case the student relies heavily on the selection of these misconceptions (R-C) to .
interpret the ER.
It is evident from the above data, that the student's interpretation of the ER is significantly
affected by reasoning processes represented by the R-C factor of the model, in particularwith
respect to erroneous analogical reasoning, inappropriate transfer of knowledge and selection
of scientificallyunsound concepts (Table 6.1). Incomparison with the data above, consider
the following interview extract and SGD (Fig. 6.9) from a student who showed sound
reasoning with his/her conceptual knowledge represented by factor R-C, when interpreting
ER E during Phase 2 of the interview:
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S: ... the divalent hapten is going to attract an antibody from each side [indicates on ER E], so that is
why it holds those two together [points)... then it holds those two [points] together... and it holds
those two [points). It actually agglutinates and forms a dump.
[... ] . .. .
S: I've drawn the hapten as a sphere, so I've actually drawn the fragment antigen binding-site as
um a little curve to fit the sphere [points to rt b-site on Fig. 6.9]...
I: Ok, so where would a lock-and-key interaction happen here [Fig. 6.9]?
S: Um, well on both sides of the hapten. Because, if you see here [indicates Fig. 6.9], it would
happen on this side and on this side [indicates with bot. hapten on Fig. 6.9]. So, there'd be like two
lock-and-key interactions on both sides.
/'
Figure 6.9 SGD showing sound reasoning with the lock-and-key analogy represented by the R-C
factor of the model
Clearly, this student was able to select and engage sound scientific conceptual knowledge, as
well as successfully apply his/her knowledge of the lock-and-key analogy to interpret the ER
(Fig 5.2 E). In so doing, the student correctly suggested that linking between antibodies and
the divalent antigen allows agglutination to occur rather than, as in the case of the previous
student, the antibody itself being responsible for elimination of the antigen. Hence, the data
above provides evidence for sound conceptual reasoning processes, represented by factor R-
C, in that the student is able to engage his/her sound conceptual knowledge when interpreting
ERE.
A further intriguing situation, in support of the tenets of the R-C factor, was one where
students were found to fuse two distinctly different concepts together when attempting to
interpret ER E. For example, one student struggled to explain the difference between the
lock-and-key analogy as an analogy and the actual binding mechanism between antigen and
antibody. The following SGD in Fig. 6.10 and the corresponding verbal commentary are
evidence for this difficulty.
Figure 6.10 SGD showing the integration of two distinctly different ideas into one model
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I: Do both sites [ofthe antibody] have to bind to antigen...?
5: I would say that both would have to bind, because I can't see one binding... I suppose if you
have just one binding, it is not going to be a very strong interaction ... I don't see how one can just
bind... [starts to gen. Fig. 6.10]
[... ]
I: Can you represent antigen on your diagram?
5: ...Well, normally, I talk of my lock-and-key thing, which would be here [traces 'V' within V-cleft of
Ab on Fig. 6.10)... but, it would have to interact with this whole thing here [points to top It actual
binding site of Ab in Fig. 6.10], see what I'm saying? How can I represent this...well, this is my
normal theory that I go back on [inserts V-shaped Ag into V-cleft of Ab on Fig. 6.10). ... that is your
antigen [inserts label). So, that is my normal thing of lock-and-key... that it [Ag] has to fit. But, it
[Ag] has to interact with this site and this site [inserts dots on top rt binding region of Ab on Fig.
6.10). So, I'm supposing it's [Ag] sequence specific... so, those amino acids [on Ab] and those
amino acids [on Ag] are going to interact. So, if you have an antigen there [inserts Ag at top rt of Ab
on Fig. 6.10). .. then you going to have an epitope on the antigen which interacts specifically here
[inserts arrow].
The extract and SGD (Fig. 6.10) above provided further evidence that this student held two
distinct conceptions of the same phenomenon simultaneously; one correct conception of Ab-
Ag binding at the variable region of the Ab and one erroneous conception that the Ag binds
into the V-cleft of the Ab. It is suggested that the student was superimposing both ideas and
expressing them as one model, i.e. combining the lock-and-key analogy with the need for
specificity between antibody and antigen. Interestingly, during interviews, the same student
had stated that she needed two 'theories' to explain antibody-antigen binding. As part of her
first 'theory', which can be viewed as one model for representing Ab-Ag binding, she related
antibody-antigen binding to a lock-and-key situation, and as part of her second 'theory' or
model, she related antibody-antigen binding to sequence specificity between amino acids. It
is probable that either, the student's construction of two models to explain antibody-antigen
binding was a way to alleviate the obvious conflict that had arisen when this student engaged
her conceptual understanding (R-C) during reasoning, or, she already possessed both these
ingrained models as part of her conceptual knowledge. In an attempt to clarify this issue, the
same student was probed in a subsequent interview about the conflict that led to her
expressing her 'two theories'. The following is the interview extract that portrayed her
explanation:
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I: Remember. ..we were speaking, andyou said... your two theories ...
S: Ok. Well, my two theories. Well, the one is about thelock-and-key theory.,. that an antigen and
antibody are specific to each other as in a lock and key. But, the other theory was that an antigen
binds to the two fragment antigen binding sites. And, it is only in that region that you get. that
interaction with the variable regions [of the antibody]. Now, why I said it was a bit conflicting
because... if you look at it in a diagram, the lock-and-key thing suggests that it goes into the cleft of
the antibody whereas ... if you look at the actual structures you can see that it [antigen] actually
only interacts with the specific edges of the fragment antigen binding-site as such. If I had to
represent it, I won't be able to·do it. .. to represent both ['theories'] as one... as in both theories ... as
in binding to the fragment antigen binding-site and then also binding to the cleft.
In lieu ofthe above extract, one of the student's models could well have been conceptualised
from interpreting oversimplified diagrams of IgG-antigen binding (e.g. on the surface of B-
cells). Her other model may well have stemmedfrom a scientific and mechanistic definition
of antibody-antigen binding, which she had also previously internalised, in that it is the
sequences of amino acids between antibody and antigen that render molecules 'specific' to
each other. Thus, as Grayson (2004) has found in the context of electrical circuit ERs, this
student cannot disentangle the two models from one another.
Lastly, as further evidence of inappropriate conceptual reasoning, that corresponds to theR-C
factor (Table 6.1), some students misinterpreted the 'increase' in absorbance or positive
gradient for the week 8 and/or 12 curves in ER G. Before examining the described
misinterpretation, for comparative purposes, first consider the following student quote
showing a sound interpretation of the increase in absorbance shown in the week 8 and/or 12
curves:
S: Ok, the [absorbance] increase in that region here [traces wk 12 CUNe starting from y-ax.. until
halfway between P and Q with finger] could be due to the steric hindrance. You have so many
antibodies that they compete for binding and eventually they shove each other off. And because
there is so many [Abs] they can't bind strongly because there's too many and... so they get washed
out in your wash step. It looks like you have a lower concentration of them [points on the wk 12
curve], but, as you dilute it, you have less of the steric hindrance and once you get proper binding...
strongly, then you can detect it with your secondary antibody.
In comparison with the above example of sound reasoning, with the student's conceptual
knowledge to interpret ER G, four students attributed the positive gradient in. each of the
curves to an increase in antibody concentration per time, rather than to factors such as steric
hindrance between antibody molecules and com:petition for binding sites, as stated by the
student above. For instance, consider the following example of a student quote that
represented this difficulty:
I: Compare area 'P' and'Q' [ER G] in terms of that blue line [points].
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s: In area 'P' ... in week 12 [points to P on ER G],the antibody concentration is increa~ing, it ison
the rise, that means antibodies are being made in the system. And at 'Q' it is showing that the
immune response is declining that means that less antibodies are being made... yeah [points to Q].
At lp' this is like a growth phase or log phase of the graph [tracesgraphwk12 from y-ax. to prior
to Q] it is just showing the steady growth or increase in antibody count in the immune system... it
is after the booster injection has been put in, that the immune response increases.. ; after the
booster injection is put they're lAbs] reacting to this booster injection [points to wk 8 & 12]; therefore
they are increasing [traces wk8 &12 grad. prior to Q] ... there is an immune response, and the
amount of antibody... the count is getting higher, thatmeans more antibodies are being made.
It is clear from the above data that the student thought that the increase in absorbance of the
week 8 and 12 curves was due to an immune response that had produced an increased number
of antibodies. Even though the· immune response, following booster shots,· is represented on
ER G, the three immune responses are represented by the three curves, not within each curve.
Thus the students who showed the difficulty were interpreting the graph as if "time", rather
than "-log Ab", was plotted on the x-axis..
The four students, who manifested the above difficulty, were probably erroneously
transferring and integrating their conceptual knowledge (Table 6.1), obtained from other
graphs, into the interpretation of the ELISA graph (ER G). Conceptual knowledge gained·
from those graphs that plot antibody concentration versus time, probably influenced students'
reasoning leading to them erroneously selecting this conceptual knowledge to make sense of .
the ER. With concentration. versus time· graphs, a positive· gradient would indeed be
represented within a single curve.. In support of this inappropriate reasoning pattern,Scanlon
(1998), has shown in a study of students' interpretation of graphs of motion, that sometimes·
over-generalised rules were used to interpret a graph such that· distance":time graphs were
treated as velocity-time graphs.
In support of the above rmdings, other ER. research has also shown that the· successful.
interpretation of an ER depends to a large extent on the knowledge that an individual brings to
the ER (e.g. Roth, 2002; Cheng et al., 2001; Lowe, 1996). These authors have shown that
interpretation of an ER is indeed 'modulated' by this knowledge and the modulation plays a
crucial role in determining whether the ER will be successfully interpreted or·not. Thus in
. . . .
terms of the expressed model (Fig. 6.2) the R-C factor, which represents a student's ability to
reason with. their conceptual knowledge of relevance to the ER, is an .essential component
affecting students' ability to interpretscientific ERs.
6.3.3.6 Validation of the Conceptual-Mode (C-M}Factor
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We defined the C-M factor as representing the nature of the conceptual (propositional)
knowledge represented by the ER and its symbolism. It includes the extent, complexity and
soundness of the knowledge represented by the ER (Table 6.1). Like for factor M, it requires
experts to judge or evaluate something in isolation from student interaction with an ER - in
this case propositionalknowledge. The propositional knowledge is obtained from textbook
authors', from surrounding text that describes an ER, from the captions (figure legends) used
by the author to describe an ER and, from authors' descriptions of ERs and scientific findings
that are presented in journals and other scientific documents. The evaluation of the
propositional knowledge is done by experts, which can· include the researcher or any other
experienced scientist. In the current. study, data corresponding to the C-M factor was
obtained from the primary sources where the ERs were located and described (see Fig. 5.2
caption), namely two scientific papers and the prescribed textbook for the immunology
module (section 6.2.1) for ER E and F and, discussions with a colleague forER G (Jackson,
pers. comm.).
The conceptual (propositional) knowledge represented by e.·M is a significant and
indispensable factor that affects a student's interpretation of an ER. This is because the
complexity, soundness and extent of knowledge that the ER is designed to represent will have
a profound affect on how well the ER is interpreted. For example, a highly complex ER that
contains a large and complicated body of knowledge will be difficult to interpret. For the
same reason, an ER that represents unsound or conflicting prepositional knowledge could also
negatively affect a .student's interpretation of an ER. For example, the study reported in
Chapter 4 (section 4.3.2.6) showed that for ERs of protein molecules in biochemistry, the
propositional knowledge used to describe quaternary structure in these ERs is often
inconsistent with some scholars taking one view and the other another (C-M). This
inconsistency may affect the manner in which students go on to interpret the ERs (e.g.
Mbewe, 2000).
By obtaining a student's conceptual knowledge of relevance to an ER (C) in Phase 1 and 2
and then comparing it to the knowledge represented by the ER (C-M), we can establish the
student's sound/unsound knowledge prior to exposure to the ER and, whether the student
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constructed any newsoundlunsound knowledge (or adjusted their prior knowledge) when
interpreting the ER, i.e. whether learning took place (see section 6.3.4 below).
6.3.3.7 Validation of the Conceptual-Reasoning-Mode Factor (C-R-M)
In the previous sections (6.3.3.1 - 6.3.3.6) of this chapter, the aim was to separately confirm
the validity of the three factors C, R and M and the three interactive factors R-M, R-C andC-
M (Fig. 6.2) that influence a student's ability to interpret an ER. The aim of the current
section of the work was to obtain data that would confirm the validity of the model as an
integrated whole as implied by the overlapping nature of the factors (C-R-M) in the Venn
representation (Fig. 6.2). To test the validity ofthe model, data was needed that demonstrated
that students were required to engage all factors of the model in an integrated manner in order.
to successfully interpret and learn from the ER. That is, we needed to confirm the
indispensable nature of each component of the expressed model (Fig. 6.2), Our hypothesis
was that interpretation of the ER required the learner to use reasoning skills (R) to reason with
both their conceptual knowledge (C and R-C) of relevance to the ER and with the symbolism
and features of the ER itself (R-M and M) to make sense of the conceptual (propositional)
knowledge represented by the ER (C-M). Therefore, the hypothesis that we wished to test
was whether students needed to engage all factors of the model in order to successfully
interpret the ER.
To validate the C-R-M factor, we present two types of data. Firstly, in section 6.3.3.7.1
below, three examples of interview extracts, from different students and different ERs (Fig.
5.2), are used to show engagement of all factors of the model during a highly successful
process of ER interpretation. Secondly, in section 6.3.3.7.2 below, data obtained from two
students during the interpretation of an ER is provided to not only retest the hypothesis that a
student is required to engage all factors of the model during interpretation, but to also show
that the relative nature and degree of influence or contribution of one or more ofthe factors
greatly affects a student's ability to correctly interpret an ER. Such data could also be used to
validate the C-R-M factor.
6.3.3.7.1
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Validation of the C-R-M factor through engagement of all factors of the
model
The C, M and C-M factors of the model (Fig. 6.2) are implicit to the process of ER
interpretation. In other words, there has to be an ER (factor M) available for an individual to
interpret and all individuals bring a degree of conceptual knowledge (factor C) to the ER and,
all ERs represent some type of propositional knowledge (factor C-M). Therefore, as shown
in previous sections, M, C and C-M are valid factors of the model. However, as described in
section 6.3.3.2, since reasoning processes can only be observed ifthere is something to reason
with, in this case with the ER (R-M) andlor with students' own conceptual knowledge (R-C),
each can be considered a subset of the overall reasoning factor (R), which is also a factor that
affects ER interpretation. Therefore, when analysing a student quote, it is only possible to
explicitly observe factors R-M and R-C in action during the interpretation process.
Embedded within data corresponding to R-C, would be factors R and C. Similarly,
embedded within factor R-M would be factors Rand M. It follows that, from a student quote
alone, the only direct observation that can be made of the engagement of factors R, M and C
is when they are being expressed as part of factors R-M and R-C, reSPectively. Therefore, by
coding a student response as R-M the author is validating the engagement of both the Rand
M factors. Similarly, by coding a response R-C, the author is validating the engagement of
both the Rand C factors. The validation of factors R-M and R-C and therefore, validation of
the C-R-M factor of the model, was done by using a red colour code to identify the
engagement of the R-M factor and a blue colour code to identify the engagement of the R-C
factor of the model during ER interpretation. This would enable us to establish whether all
factors were engaged during the interpretation process.
In view of the above rationale, the criteria for coding verbal segments of student interview
extracts either as corresponding to the R-M or R-C factors was based on an analysis of the
nature of the language contained in a student quote. For example, when expressing data
corresponding to the R-M factor, the student used specific verbs such as "seeing" and
"looking"; adjectives such as "distinct", "blob-like", "close" and "twisted"; and nouns such as
"triangle", "Y-shape", "part" and "area" to reason (R) about the graphical features on the ER
(M). In contrast, when expressing data corresponding to the R-C factor, the student linked
specific words or reasoning phrases (R) such as "since", "therefore", "because <;>f', "that
means", "even though", "I can see it now" and "that is why" to reason with specific concepts
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(C) like "amino acid sequence", "covalent bonds", "lock-and-key" and "antigen-antibody
complex". To illustrate this approach, consider the coding of the following three extracts
obtained from different students' interpretation ofER E, F and G, respectively.
Interpretation ofFig ER E:
S: ... in 'A' [ER E] ... what I am seeing is a triangular shape... it is very distinct. And, the actual
points of the triangle seem to be like a little blob [points to each 'blob-like' Fc region in area A].
[... ]
... in this figure legend... it says V-shaped antibody molecules... right. But, I don't see how all Y-
shaped antibody molecules are going to form a triangle [points to trimer in ER E]. No, wait, I can
see it! I can see it now! ...Ok, there is one antibody here [points to lower rt Ab in ER E], there is
another antibody there [points to top Ab] and there is another antibody there [points to bot. It Ab].
And, your haptens are actually here, there and there... [points correctly to three binding areas]....
This would be your. .. basically, the tail of your 'V' [points to Fc 'stalk of bot. rt Ab] that is forming
those little blobs there, from what I see. Umm, your haptens are actually... from what it seems to
me, they [haptens] seem to be shared between ... Iike these two antibodies here, there'd be one
hapten there [points correctly within trimer). .. and again here [points correctly within trimer] ...
there'd be one hapten between these two antibodies here [points] and one between those two
antibodies [points].
[... ]
I: How does the hapten stay there [in trimer arrangement] other than it being specific?
S: ... it is because of the sequences, the amino acid sequence on the hapten would be forming
bonds with the ... the variable region of that antigen binding site.
[... ]
I: Ok, so where would a lock-and-key interaction happen here [S mentioned this earlier]?
S: ...well on both sides of the hapten. Because, if you see here, it would happen on this side and
on this side [indicates with bot. hapten on trimer in ER E]. So, there'd be like two lock-and-key
interactions on both sides.
[... ]
S: ... because the antibodies want to bind to the hapten, they're going to have to stretch out more,
to bind to it [hapten] ... these antibodies have a hinge region ... like a door has a hinge... it has
flexibility to stretch out more because of that hinge.
I: Ok, consider if we had introduced a different type of hapten into this situation ...
S: Then it is not going to be specific to the antibody. So, I don't think that you'd have the shapes
forming at all [trimer and pentamer in ER E], because it won't be able to clump it together. .. it won't
be able to from this stable ... clumping structure [region A showing trimer] because it is not specific.
[... ]
I: Is there anything on the visual display that is confusing?
S: Well, this is an electron micrograph, so you expect background basically ... this fuzziness ... 1
looked and I saw that is a big 'Y' [bot. rt Ab in trimer] ... afterwards I saw that it has to form a
triangle.
It is evident from the data presented above that, in order to successfully interpret the scientific
knowledge (C-M) contained in ER E, the student has to engage all factors of the model. For
instance, in order to successfully interpret the "triangular-shape" of the trimer (R-M and M),
the student has to engage her sound conceptual knowledge (R-C and C) surrounding the
nature of the lock-and-key interaction between Ab and Ag. Here, the student correctly
suggests that, "there'd be like two lock-and-key interactions on both sides" of the Ab
molecule. Further evidence for the above student's engagement of her conceptual knowledge
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(R-C and C) upon interpretation of ER E is provided by her analogical reasoning used to
suggest that, "... these antibodies have a hinge region... like a door has a hinge... it has
flexibility to stretch out more because of that hinge." By contrast, the student is reasoning
with the ER (R-M) when she makes statements such as, " .. .in [region]'A' [ER E] ... what I
am seeing is a triangular shape... it is very distinct... the actual points of the triangle seem to
be like a little blob."
Interpretation ofER F:
I: ... How are the yellow 'spheres' associated to each other [ER F]?
S: .. , by bonds... They would be covalent bonds.
I: Why is this group coloured yellow [points on frame a] and that coloured blue [points on frame a]?
S: Because that is specifically the light chain [points on frame a] and that's the heavy chain [points
on frame a] of the fragment antigen binding region.
[... ]
S: ... they [H and L chains] are close to each other, because they form the antibody molecule, so
they would be bound ... connected by disulfide bridges to pull them close together so that you have
the variable regions close enough to form your paratope.
[... ]
I: What is 'c' actually showing you ... I mean the third frame [points] .
S: ... This is the antigen [points to Iyso. in frame c] ... the lysozyme it shows how it fits onto that
molecule [points to Fab in frame cl. So, this is the paratope [points] and that is the epitope [points].
And, this [frame c] shows the position of the molecules that facilitate that association ... it seems to
be in a different orientation ... it's twisted [hand gesture]... at [frame] 'b' you're looking it from a
length-wise angle [hand gesture] and then in [frame] 'c' you're looking at it from the top, and cutting
it open... yeah, looking at the surface... basically you're looking at this section here [points to Ab-Ag
interaction in frame b] in cross-section, rather than from a longitudinal section ...
[... ]
S: ... Basically, on this structure [ER F], you'll be representing one arm of your molecule. You have
two of these [arms] on your antibody molecule, on your entire antibody molecule... you have two
heavy chains and two light chains ... Yeah ... it [ER F] is just showing one arm... Yeah, because it is a
single arm, I'm assuming you'd have papain cleavage ...
I: Ok. Let's look at these red spheres here [points in frame b]. How would the situation alter, if it
would alter, if we replaced the glutamine 121, with a different amino acid?
S: You wouldn't get recognition, antibody recognition, because it recognises the glutamine 121
specifically, and if it is not there, it won't recognise the next molecule. But, a different antibody
might recognise the replaced [amino acids] ...
In terms of the above student's interpretation of the propositional knowledge (C-M)
represented by ER F, in order to successfully visualise the ER (R-M) as showing only one
Fab arm of an antibody (M), the student is required to engage his/her conceptual knowledge
(R-C and C) represented by the ER and also reason with the ER (R-M). For example, the
student correctly reasons with the ER (R-M) by saying, "...Basically, on this structure [ER
F], you'll be representing one arm of your molecule." And then consults with his/her
conceptual knowledge (R-C) by stating that, "¥ou have two of these [arms] on your antibody
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molecule, on your entire antibody molecule... you have two heavy chains and two light
chains...".
Interpretation of ER G:
I: Ok. Tell me about the four coloured lines in a bit more detail [ER G].
S: Well, the green one is pre-immune, that's before you've immunised the animal with a particular
antigen. And, then they yellow one is at three weeks, the red one at eight weeks and the blue one
is at twelve weeks.
I: Why do they use the negative 'log' here [on the x-ax.]?
s: ... it's easier to represent those concentrations, because they get very small ... which makes the
graph easier I guess.
[... ]
I: What happens to antibody concentration as we move... from left to right [indicates on x-ax.]. ..
S: It is decreasing ... the negative 'log' increases... that means that the concentration is decreasing
and you can see with your absorbance [indicates y-ax.] ... the absorbance is greater and you
measuring the absorbance of your antibodies. It [Ab cone.] is greater over here [points to It of x-ax.]
than down there [indicates toward rt of x-ax.].
[ ]
I: What is responsible for the absorbance?
S: It is the substrate... that is converted to product. You would add a detector antibody to your plate
and that will bind to your antigen-antibody complex. Then, you add substrate and that will be
converted to product if your detection antibody bound to that antigen-antibody complex. And, that
will only happen if you have got your antibody that you're looking for.
[... ]
I: Could you compare [points] 'P' and 'Q' [ER G].
S: 'P' seems to have a lower absorption than 'Q', even though the concentrations of the antibody at
'P' is greater than that at 'Q' ... and that is just basically because there is too much antibody present
to bind to all the antigen, in the well ... there is a number of things like steric hindrance... that
prevented those antibodies from binding as well. So, in the next washing step you'll wash off some
antibodies, that is why it looks like there is less [Ab concentration].
In order to successfully interpret the scientific knowledge (C-M) depicted in ER G, the
student in the above quotation engages sound conceptual knowledge (R-C and C) to reason
with the graphical features (R-M and M) ofthe ER. In this case, the integration ofall factors
of the model allows the student to suggest that, "P seems to have a lower absorption than Q
(engagement ofR-M), even though the concentrations ofthe antibody at P is greater than that
at Q... and that is just basically because there is too much antibody present to bind to all the
antigen, in the well...(engagement ofR-C)".
Thus it is evident from the above three student extracts that, at some time or other, a student is
required to engage and integrate all factors of the model in order to successfully interpret an
ER. By coding the engagement of factors R-M and R-C within student quotes, the data
above demonstrates the indispensable nature of each factor of the model for sound
interpretation of an ER and as a result, serves as the first validation of the C-R-M factor. In
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addition, it is noteworthy that the two cognitive processes corresponding to R-M and R-C are
not engaged in any specific sequence (Le. R-M first then R-C or vice-versa). Instead,
students continually switch back and forth between reasoning with the ER (R-M) and with
their conceptuaJ knowledge (R-C) during the process of interpretation.
6.3.3.7.2 Validation of the C-R-M factor through the relative degree and nature of
influence ofone or more of the factors of the m-odel
In addition to the data presented in section 6.3.3.7.1 above, data obtained from two students
. .' ..
during interpretation ofan ER further validated the C-R,,:,M factor.. Not only does the data
presented in this section support the need for a student to engage all the factors of the model
to interpret an ER, but also illustrates how the degree and nature ofinfluence or contribution
of one or more of the factors plays a major role. in determining a student's overall ability to
correctly interpret an ER (C~R-M). For example, poor interpretation cif an ER might result
from either; failure of the student to adequately engage conceptual knowledge (low degree of
contribution from R-C) or, conceptual knowledge fraught with misconceptions, might be
adequately engaged (R-C).
Factor M makes a constant contribution to interpretation because the ER and its graphical
. .' . . .
features do not change during interpretation~ In other words, the ER is. not altered during
interpretation. This is of course only true for static ERs and not foranimations, which is why·
.the latter are more complex and cognitivelydemanding for ·students (see Chapter 2). Factor
C-M also does not change during ER interpretation, but might change during the course of .
. . . .
time as part of the progress of science wherein there is an adjustment or modification of the·
prepositional knowledge represented by the ER. Factor C might change in a limited way
depending on whether student knowledge is·unaffected by interpretation of the ER or whether
learning takes place or alternative conceptions develop. Thus in thecaseof factors M, C-M
and C, their contributions for all· intentsandpurposes remain c<;mstant during the process of
. ..
interpretation although the quality of the ER, the· soundness of the· propositional knowledge
and the student's prior knowledge, respectively, will still affect overall interpretation. On the
other hand, as already demonstrated in section 6.3.3.7.1, the relative contribution of factors R ..
. . . . .'.
M and R-C during ER interpretation can fluctuate dramatically during interpretation
depending on whether the student is consulting With the .ER (R-M) or their conceptual
knowledge (R-C). . Therefore, the researcher can analyse· the colour-coded quotes
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corresponding to factors R-M and R-C to show how each factor makes a variable
contribution during interpretation of an ER. As for section 6.3.3.7.1, the same colour codes
are used to illustrate engagement ofthe R-M and R-C factors of the model.
The fIrst example, coded Ql, shows how a student's prior conceptual knowledge (C), even if
it is excellent, may still lead to the unsuccessful interpretation of an ER. In this case one
student's prior conceptual understanding (C) about general antibody structure and primary
interaction with antigen binding, before exposure to any ER, was shown to be rich and
extensive. Additionally, the student's reasoning with these concepts (R-C) was shown to be
consistently excellent. For instance, consider the following extract obtained from the student,
during Phase 1 of3P-SIT, before exposure to any ER:
S: ... both antigen and antibody are proteins... antibody structure varies according to the type of
antibody... they vary in sub-classes and classes with the respective chains that make them up...
the interaction with the antigen... is through the variable regions on the heavy and light chains of
the antibody. They react with the epitopes of the antigen. The antibody has to be specific to the
epitope found on the antigen ... It has to fit properly, otherwise it won't bind. So, it actually has to be
compatible ... the interaction is actually on the antibody with the variable regions, rather than the
constant regions, because those constant regions are found on most antibodies... that is why
they're called 'constant' ... whereas the variable regions change... are variable because they're
specific to an antigen's epitope.
After being exposed to ER F however, it was found that the student did not reason with the
ER appropriately and thought that the ER was showing a complete Y-shaped antibody instead
ofa single Fab arm. This reasoning was demonstrated by the following quote:
I: In terms of structure, what is being shown on this representation [ER F]?
S: ... you can see the antibody structure... one can see that is consists of the two chains [H and L] ...
it is actually two heavy chains [points to bot. two 'groups' of blue spheres simultaneously] and two
light chains [points to top two 'groups' of yellow spheres simultaneously].
It is evident from the quote above that when reasoning with the ER (R-M) the student
erroneously thought that ER F (M and C-M) represented a complete antibody. Even though
this data validates the C-R-M factor of the model by showing that ER interpretation requires
all factors of the model to be engaged, the student did not reason soundly with the ER and
thus the R-M factor was adversely influencing interpretation. In this case, as is evident in the
quote above, the nature of the ER (factor M), i.e. the spatial arrangement of the graphical
markings, influenced the student to incorrectly reason (R-M) that ER F represented an entire
intact antibody. This is despite the fact that the student's prior conceptual understanding (C)
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was shown to be outstanding. Therefore, factors M and R-M had a large degree of influence
on the student's ability to successfully interpret the ER (C-R-M).
The second example, coded Q2, shows how a student's poor prior conceptual knowledge (C)
may lead to a poor interpretation of an ER. In this case, the following student's prior
conceptual understanding pertaining to antibody structure and interaction with antigen (C),
before exposure to any ER, was found to be not as extensive and sound as the first student's
(Ql) knowledge above. In addition, the student's prior knowledge showed a strong reliance
on the application of the lock-and-key analogy to describe Ab-Ag binding when reasoning
about these concepts (R-C). For instance, consider the following quote, obtained from the
student during Phase 1 before exposure to any ER:
I: What is it about antibody structure that allows it to form a lock and key with the antigen [S stated
this earlier]?
S: Well, it is the light chains of the antibody, which has got the 'V' part. Ok, you get the heavy chain
which is the 'stalk' and then you get the 'V' on top of the 'stalk' ... and, the light chains are the 'V'
part ... that region CV') is the area that they [Ag] bind to.
I: At what area specifically, do they [Ag] bind to?
S: ... specifically to the variable site ... in order for specificity to come into it. .. yeah, that region there
[gesture] ... the 'V' part, the whole 'V' part... that is the main area that they bind to.
In addition to expressing the lock-and-key analogy strongly, it is evident in the quote above
that the student showed a misconception (C) by stating that the entire "V" part of the antibody
is representative of the antigen binding site, instead of two separate binding domains. Upon
exposure to ER E, the same student carried this misconception over by misinterpreting the
trimer arrangement depicted by the micrograph as representing a single antigen (hapten)
inside the trimer, even though this was not succinctly conveyed by the ER (M). The
following SGn and accompanying verbal output generated by the student demonstrates this
misinterpretation:
Figure 6.11 StUdent-generated diagram obtained from the interpretation of the trimer arrangement
on ER E
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s: ... 1can see the triangle there [points on ER E] and the Y-shaped antibodies, you can actually see
them.. .forming a trimer. And, they're very light, that area where the antibody is, is a very light area
... in the middle of the trimer it is dark ... that is where the hapten is, where the antibody is binding
onto it...
[... ]
s: .,. [gen. Fig. 6.11] ... this [Ab] binds with a complementary fit to that [V edge of hapten). All these
[3 V edges of hapten] have to somehow fit into these antibody binding sites, the 'V' shape in order
to be... like a lock and key mechanism, it [Ab] has to fit into this thing [hapten], so the shape has to
be similar. Yeah, and the antibody just binds onto that [V edge of hapten], that shaped area...
Although the above data validates the C-R-M factor of the model by showing that the student
is required to engage all the factors ofthe model to interpret ER E, it is clear that the student's
interpretation of the ER was based on an over reliance on reasoning (R-C) with very
ingrained ideas (C) such as the lock-and-key analogy. This resulted in the student
erroneously suggesting that a single hapten (antigen) could bind within all three "V-clefts" of
the three antibodies constituting the trimer on ER E (Fig. 6.11). In this case, the student's
reasoning processes corresponding to factor R-C and hislher conceptual knowledge (C) were
most limiting and therefore, these factors had a major influence on the student's ability to
interpret the ER (C-R-M).
In summary, a student's overall ability to interpret, visualise and learn from an ER depends on
both the engagement of all the factors represented by the model (C-R-M) (Fig. 6.2) and the
nature of the contribution of each factor in terms of whether, for example, the student uses
scientifically sound or unsound conceptual knowledge and reasoning, whether the ER
represents sound or unsound propositional knowledge and/or, whether the ER is graphically
misleading or appropriate. Thus each of the six factors (Fig. 6.2), corresponding to C-R-M,
represent key and indispensable components of the model. In addition, since some ofthe data
representative of a particular factor contained evidence for one or more of the influence of
other factors at the same time, it is often impossible to totally resolve the influence of only
one factor alone. This supports the use of Venn logic for conceptualising the nature of the
model in that it is still possible to show the influence ofone particular factor at one time, even
though there may be evidence for the simultaneous influence of another factor. This in itself
validates and provides good evidence for the integrated nature (C-R-M) ofthe model.
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6.3.4 Uses and applications of the expressed model
Sections 6.3.1 to 6.3.3 discussed the development and validation of the expressed model.
Now that empirical data, confirming the operational defmitions (Table 6.1) ofthe model have
been provided, the practical application of the model (as per research question 6) needs to be
considered. The following seven uses of the expressed model (Fig. 6.2) were identified:
1. The model can be used to establish whether a student's overall interpretation of an ER was
successful or not as per factor C-R.:.M. This can be done, by comparingthe student's "post"
knowledge after exposure to an ER (phase 2) with the conceptual knowledge represented by
the ER (C-M).For example, with respect to Ql andQ2 (section 6.3.3.7.2), when data from
.. . . .
Phase 2, after interpretation of the ER corresponding to factor C, was contrasted with the
propositional knowledge corresponding to C·M, it was evident that both students had
misinterpreted ER E and F, respectively.
2. In relation to (1.), the model can also' be used to deterni.ine which of the six factors (Table
6.1) positively or negatively influence a student's interpretation of a particular ER the most
and, which the least. As demonstrated by the Ql andQ2data in section 6.3.3.T2, the nature
and relative contribution of a particular factor can be measured for a particular smdent
interpreting a specific ER at aparlicular time. For example, for Ql, it was suggested that.
factor R-M hadthe most negative influence while for Q2, factors Cand R-C had the most
. .
negative influence on the student's abilitY. to successfully interpret the ER;··. The relative
contribution of each factor towards ER interpretation will be different for different students,
. .
ERs and scientific contexts~ For instance, an individual may bringmsufficient or poor.
conceptual knowledge to an ER (C). As a result, the student may depend largely on the
interaction representedby R-M to make sense of the ER, in an attempt to reach some type of
understanding. Conversely, a student with a rich and scientifically sound conceptual
understanding of a scientific phenomenon, may rely less heavily on R...;M,and depend more
on reasoning with already existing concepts (R-C) to try and understand the ER.
Alternatively, since some ERs of a scientific phenomenon are not always meaningful or
. .
scientifically accurate representations of the idea they convey (C-M), it isp~ssible that a
student may have an excellent conceptual understanding (C) and reasoning skills (R-M and
R-C), but might still interpret the ER in an unsuccessful manner.. The results presented in this
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chapter show that this degree of 'weightedness' during interpretation of an ER is measurable,
albeit in qualitative terms. The ultimate aim, of course, is to ensure that students successfully
engage all factors in order to optimise"interpretation of the ER(C-R-M) (section 6.33.7).
3. The model can also be used to establish whether sound or unsound learning has occurred
as a result of a student's interpretation of an ER. To establish whether learning has occurred
from the ER, the student's "post" knowledge (C) obtained after exposure to and interpretation
of an ER (after completion of Phase 2 of an interview) is compared with data corresponding
to their prior knowledge (C) obtained during Phase 1 of 3P-SIT. Through this comparison,
the researcher can establish whether the student has altered, or added to, their conceptual
knowledge (C) after being exposed to an ER, to establish whether learning has occurred, In
this regard, it is possible for a student to interpret an ER perfectly (see 1. above) but not learn
anything new. In addition, it is also possible for the researcher to measure whether a student.
improved their knowledge ahd understanding of the concepts represented by the· ER or
developed any new alternative conceptions that were not diagnosed in Phase 1. Furthermore,
it is also possible to measure any· conceptual change that a student may have undergone by
comparing misconceptions identified in Phase 1 with any sound knowledge that may have
been constructed after exposure to an ER.
4. With reference to points 1, 2 and 3 above, the expressed model therefore serves as a
general diagnostic framework that can guide practitioners' and researchers' discussion,
thinking, identification and data analysis relating to the nature of a student's difficulty with an
ER. That is, whether the· student has a conceptual (C) or reasoning (R-M or R-C) difficulty
or, whether the difficulty lies with the nature of the graphical features of the ER (M). With
respect to a conceptual difficulty, the model can assist us to determine the degree in which a
student's conceptual understanding is lacking or erroneous, as well as to determine the nature
of any alternative knowledge. With respect to a reasoning difficulty, the model can assistus
to define the nature ofthe reasoning difficulty. For instance, the model can help define what
particular cognitive process may be the cause of such a reasoning difficulty (Table 6.1).With
respect to a difficulty resulting from the nature ofthe ER, the model can assist us to determine
what particular ER graphical markings or symbolism are responsible for inducing either
inappropriate reasoning or alternative conceptions. This guiding role ofthe model has proved
invaluable in facilitating discussion in the Science Education Research Group (SERG) at the
University ofKwaZulu-Natal, South Africa.
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5. The model enables the prediction of the potential source(s) of difficulties with ER
interpretation. This is because the interactive factors R-M, R-C and C-Mframe our thinking
about a student difficulty as to the combination of which two factors (C, R or M) play the
most influential role during ER interpretation and therefore, what the soUrce of the problem
might be. For instance, data might reveal that one source of a particular problem was a
student's. surface level interpretation of the ER, which would correspond to R-M. Another
example of a source of difficulty could be a student's inappropriate transfer oftheir conceptual
knowledge from one domain to another when interpreting an ER, which would correspond to
R-C. Lastly, an example of a source of difficulty corresponding to C-M could be misleading
symbolism and graphical features used to represent the scientific propositional knowledge.
6. Since the model informs potential sources of a student's difficulty with the interpretation of
an ER (5.), we can use this knowledge together with that of the nature of the difficulty to
design and develop approachesto teaching and learning including intervention strategies for
improving the student's interpretation of and learning from ERs. For example, with regard to
Ql (section 6.3.3.7.2), possible interventions for improving this student's interpretation of ER
F could include the following. The design and presentation ofERF as a means for portraying
conceptual understanding (C-M), could be scrutinised, and student understanding of the
nature of the graphical symbolism used in these ERs (M) andhow best to decode them (R';'
M), could be facilitated. Regarding example Q2 (section 6.3.33.2), intervention could
include explicitly facilitating student learning and understanding of the sound propositional
knowledge pertaining to Ab-Ag binding, necessary for interpreting an ER such as ER E. In
terms of proposing intervention strategies in. general, if all factors were found to be
successfully engaged except the M and/or RoOM factors, intervention strategies could include
reconsidering the design and nature of the graphical presentatiorilrepresentation of the ER,
providing the student with insight into the nature of the graphical symbolism used in the ER,
as well as "teaching" the student how best to decode the symbolism. Alternatively, if all
factors were found to be successfully engaged except the C and/or R-C factors, one
intervention strategy could include supplying the student with the soundpropositional
scientific knowledge necessary for interpreting the ER. Further details pertaining to
remediation strategies with respect to teaching and learning with ERs are dealt with in
Chapter 7.
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7. The model has a generic application to all types of ERs including not only static
representations but also dynamic,animated and multimedia: representations (see sections 2.6.6
and 2.6.7). Such applications of the model will be the target of future research.
6.4 Summary and Conclusions
The Justi and Gilbert (2002) modelling process was used to develop and express a model of
factors determining a student's. ability to interpret a scientific ER. Empirical data
corresponding to each of the seven factors, constituting the expressed model were gathered .
with a specially designed clinical interviewing method, termed 3P-SIT (Chapter 5). Data
generated from 3P-SIT was analysed by a qualitative and iterative method to illustrate the
importance and validity of each factor comprising the expressed model (Fig.. 6.2).. In so
doing, each factor constituting the model was validated and defined as making an
indispensable contribution to a student's ability to interpret an ER. Asa result, the researcher
could generate specific operational definitions (Table 6.1) that represent the meaning and
nature of each factor of the model.
In order for the model to be representative of a student's ability to successfully interpret,
visualise and learn from the ER, as implied by the Venn logic used to· depict it; empirical
results were required with whichto validate the C-R-M factor ofthe model. This was carried
out by first showing that engagement of all six factors of the model was essential for ER
interpretation and secondly, that the nature and relative degree of influence of one or more of
the factors of the model plays a major role in the success of any interpretation. Lastly, the
chapter has also demonstrated how the model can be used and applied in a wide range of
educational and/or research settings. In particular, the model can be used asa framework with
which to establish firstly, whether ER interpretation was successful or not and secondly,
whether learning from the ER was sound or unsound and thirdly, to identify which factor(s) of
the model play the most influential role during interpretation. .
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7 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The three studies reported in Chapters 4-6 respectively, addressedthe following five research
questions, which were posed in Chapter 1:
1. What types· of difficulties do students have with ERs used in the teaching and learning
of biochemistry?
2. What are the sources of such difficulties and, therefore, what are the factors affecting
students' ability to interpret ERs?
3. How might we obtain empirical data to further investigate the nature of the factors
affecting students'ability to interpret ERs?
4. Can the factors be incorporated into an appropriate model?
. . .
5. How might we obtain empirical data to confirm the validity of the model?
6. What practical applications will the model have and will it be generalisable to all ERs
in biochemistry and science?
7. What guidelines can be suggested for teaching and learning with ERs?
8. What guidelines can be suggested for improving ER design?
In response to question 1 above, the work reported in Chapter 4 successfully identified three
general. categories and seventeen sub-categories (Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4), of student
difficulties with the interpretation of three textbook ERs (Fig. 4.1 A, B, C and D); depicting
antibody structure and interaction with antigen. The three general categories included the
process-type (P), structural-type (S) and DNA-related (D) difficulties. Thirteen of the
seventeen sub-categories of difficulties were classified on the Grayson et al. (2001) research
framework (Fig. 3.2) at Level,.3 (partially established), one was classified at Lever..2
(suspected) and three were classified at Level-l as unanticipated.. Thus although we feel
confident· about the nature of the identified difficulties, further research is required, in
multiple contexts with a broader. range of ERs in order to fully establish the nature of the
difficulties atLevel-4. For the process-type difficulty, incidences ranged from 7 to 70%, for
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the structural-type difficulty from 3 to 70% and, for the DNA-related difficulty from 4 to 19%
across the student populations and across all three ERs. This wide range of incidences was
mainly due to differences between ERs, between second and third-year samples, and between
the nature of the probes administered to the participants. Free response probes, for instance,
give a minimum incidence because not all students revealed their difficulties, whereas more
specific probes give higher incidences because they focused more specifically on a difficulty.
Clarification of the nature of the student difficulties enabled us to start addressing question 2
by suggesting possible sources of the difficulties. In so doing, three major categories of
difficulty sources were identified. These included: the nature of the ER and its graphical
features, students' reasoning processes and, the nature and extent. of students' conceptual
knowledge. This in turn informed the identification of at least three factors that could play a
major role in students' ability to interpret ERs in biochemistry. The three factors are:
students'ability to reason with the ER and with their own conceptual knowledge, students'
understanding (or lack thereof) of the concepts of relevance to the ER, and the mode inwhich
the desired phenomenon is represented in the ER. During· analysis of the data supporting
these factors (see Chapter 4), the author observed that it was difficult to pinpoint the overt
effect of only one factor alone on students'interpretations. That is, there was a measure of
interdependence of the factors on each other across. all categories of difficulty and across all
three ERs. For example, it was found that reasoning ability was often dependent on the nature
of the ER that was being "reasoned with", Coupled to this was the fact that it was difficult to
establish to what degree each of the factors (or combinations of them), positively or
negatively, influenced ER interpretation. Stated differently, it was uncertain which of either;
students' conceptual knowledge of relevance to the ER (e.g. Ametller and Pinto, 2002; Cheng
et al., 2001); the role of the visual markings themselves (e.g. Lowe, 1993a); or, the role of
students' employedreasoni;"g processes (e.g. Cox and Bma, 1995) played the most influential
role during the interpretation of a certain ER.
In order to try to resolve and fUrther investigate the nature of each of the above factors, as
well as their above-mentioned interdependence, a research instrument was needed to generate
empirical data pertinent to each factor. Thus in response to research question 3, the study
reported in Chapter 5 was concerned with the design and testing of a three-phase single
interview technique (3P-SIT) that could be used to obtain empirical data corresponding to
each of the three factors so that they could be confinned·as factors that affect students' ability
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to interpret ERs. At this stage, the factors were coded C for the conceptual factor, R for the
reasoning factor and M for the representation mode factor. In addition to confirming the
existence of the three factors, data obtained from the pilot study generated further evidence· of
the relative influence of one factor upon another although, at this stage, the author.was unsure
of the extent and nature of this influence. The findings from this study led to a decision to
implement 3P-SIT in the more in depth study reported in chapter 6 in which the instrument
would be used to further investigate the nature of each factor and the nature in which the
factors influence one-another upon students' interpretation of an ER.
In Chapter 6 research question 4 was addressed by employing the lusti and Gilbert (2002)
modelling process to develop a model of the factors determining a student's ability to interpret
a scientific ER. This led to the identification of seven factors (i.e. a further four) influencing
students' ability to interpret three ERs (Fig. 5.2 E, F and G) of antibody-antigen interaction.
The seven factors that comprise the model are the conceptual (C), reasoning (R), reasoning-
mode (R-M), reasoning-conceptual (R-C), representation mode (M), conceptual-mode (C·M)
and conceptua1-reasoning-mode (C-R-M) factors. In response to research question 5 each
factor of the model was validated using 3P-SIT to generate empirical data corresponding to
each factor. Validation of the interactive factors confirmed that the seven factors were
appropriately represented by Venn logic. However, if the model was to be at all
representative of a student's ability to successfully interpret, visualise and learn from the ER,
as implied by the Venn logic used to depict it (F~. 6.2), empirical results were required to
validate the conceptual-reasoning-mode (C-R-M) factor of the model.. In this respect,
validation ofthe C-R-M factor was carried out through two avenues. Firstly, validation of the
C-R-M factor was demonstrated by providing data that showed the indispensable nature of all
six aforementioned factors of the model by demonstrating that a student is required to engage
and integrate all factors of the model in order to successfully interpret an ER (see section
6.3.3.7.1). Secondly, the C-R-M factor was validated by providing data that showed the
relative degree of influence of one or more ·of the factors of the model during students
interpretation of an ER (see section 6.3.3.7.2). Through the expression of the model and
empirical validation of its constituent factors (see sections 6.3.3.1 - 6.3.3.7), we were able to
construct and formalise operational definitions for each of the factors comprising the model
(see Table 6.1). This in turn, allowed us to address research question 6 by developing at least
seven practical applications of the model (section 6.3.4). These include:
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a. The model can be used to establish whether a student's overall interpretation of an ER
is successful or not.
b. The model can be used to determine which of the six factors positively or negatively
influence a student's interpretation ofa particular ER the most and, which the least.
c. The model. can be used to establish whether sound or unsound learning has occurred
as a result ofa student's interpretation of an ER.
d. The model serves as a diagnostic framework that can guide researchers' and
practitioners' discussion and thinking relating to the nature of a student's difficulty
with ER interpretation. That is, whether the student has a conceptual (C) or reasoning
difficulty (R) or, whether the difficulty lies with the nature ofthe graphical features of
the ER (M).
e. The model enables the prediction of the potential source(s} of difficulties with ER
interpretation. This is because interactive factors R-M, R-C and C-M frame our
thinking about.a student difficulty as to the combination of which two factors (C, R·or
M) play the most influential role during ER interpretation and therefore, what the
source of the problem mightbe.
f. Since the model informs potential sources of a student's difficulty with the
interpretation of an ER, we can use this knowledge, together with that of the nature of
the difficulty, to design and develop approaches to teaching and learning including
intervention strategies for improving the student's interpretation of and learning from
ERs. This application of the model will be discussed below.
g. Based on the nature of the model and the operational defmitions of its constituent
factors, the model has a generic application to all types of ERs in science including not
only static representations but also dynamic, animated and multimedia representations.
Such application of the model for teaching and learning with the latter ERs could be
the target of future research.
The advantages and limitations of using the model for the purposes described above are as
follows. In tenus of the advantages, once student difficulties with the interpretation of ERs in
biochemistry have been identified by using a rigorous categorisation framework(e.g. Grayson
et aI., 2001), the expressed model can act as a powerful. frame of reference in the
identification process and for guiding our thinking on the·nature of the identified difficulties.
In this regard, the model by virtue of its seven component factors helps inform the process of
identification of difficulties (including probe design and data analysis), the clarification of
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their nature, the prediction of possible sources ofthe difficulties, and the design of guidelines
for teaching and learning with ERs including the prevention and remediation of difficu~ties.
In other words, the model can be applied to guide our thinking about whether the nature of a
difficulty is due to the influence of the conceptual,(C), reasoning (R) or representation mode
(M) factors, or a combination thereof (factors R-M, R-C 'or C-M). Hence; an advantage of
applying the model in this manner is that the process is not limited to students' interpretation
of ERs in biochemistry alone, but can be applied generally to students' interpretation of ERs
in any scientific context. This is because, to successfully interpret, or learn from any ER in
science, a student is required to posses the necessary scientific conceptual knowledge of
relevance to that ER and, is required to possess the reasoning skills necessary to reason not
, , ,
only with their conceptual knowledge but to also reason withthat ER. Thus a great advantage'
of the model is that it has potential generic application across all disciplines of science and is
very powerful due to its simplicity.
Like any other useful model, a disadvantage, (or advantage depending which way you look at
. ... .
it) of the current' expressed model is that it provides only a restricted representation of the
phenomenon that it aims to depict., The model is only a limited representation of the factors
affecting students' interpretation of ERs 'since there are several ,other factors, that could also
influence ER interpretation in science. For instance, ER interpretation may also be affected
by the social context from where the data was drawn; psychosocial factors such as cultural
and gender dispositions; psychological factors such as students' past experiences, personality
, ' ,
traits, value systems, confidence levels, motivation levels (e.g. Wheeler and Hill, 1990) and
attitudes towards ER interpretation (e.g. Sumfleth and Telgenbiischer, 2001); and language
competence. In this regard however, since the very nature'of human-as-instrument studies
(see Chapter 3) makes it difficult to cOhtrolall possible influencing variables, the data
obtained in the thesis has nevertheless provided a valid and reliable accoimt of the role of at
least seven integral factors in students' interpretation of ERs in science. In addition, by
generating only' qualitative data to develop and validate the model may have been an
incomplete empirical account of its nature. ,Future work could be concerned with validating
the model through quantitative means, which would'lend itself to statistical analyses of the
data pertaining to the isolated factors.
From the above applications of the model it is clear that the majority of applications would
require specialised knowledge, research expertise and further research before teachers and
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learners could benefit more directly from them. Towards achieving this goal, it is appropriate
at this stage to consider the general pedagogical implications of the model for improving the
use ofERs in the learning and teaching of biochemistry and, science in general. This will
include addressing our final two research questions 7 and 8. An outline of the pedagogical
implications of the model is represented in Fig. 7.1 below. As described pictorially in Fig.
7.1, the nature of a studentdifficulty and the source of that difficulty both inform the design
of strategies to remediate or prevent the difficulty. As part of this process, the author argues
therefore, that the model can be used to frame teachers' and researchers' thinking about not
only the nature of a difficulty but also the source of the difficulty (Fig. 7.1). This guiding role
of the model has proved invaluable in facilitating discussion in. the Science Education
Research Group (SERG) at the University of KwaZulu,.Natal, South Africa, where teachers
and science education researchers have used the model to frame their thinking of students'
difficulties across a variety of scientific contexts as well as across different types of ERs (Fig.
7.1).
Applying the model to guide teachers' and researchers' thinking about the nature of student
difficulties and sources of the difficulties enables the proposal of strategies and guidelines for
improving the teaching and learning with ERs and for preventing and remediating difficulties
(Fig. 7.1). In response to research questions 7 and 8, both the fmdings of this thesis and other
relevant literature have informed the proposal of such guidelines and are presented in Tables
7.1 - 7.5 below. The guidelines are discussed with respect to each of the six factors
constituting the model (Fig. 6.2). In this regard, since the six factors affect students' ability to
interpret ERs, it makes good sense that any teaching and learning remediation strategies
should be designed to explicitly address each factor. Hence, in the discussion below,
strategies relating to each factor of the model are addressed one at a time. Strategies for
improving teaching and learning with scientific ERs (research question 7) have emanated
from considering the role oftheC, R, R-M and R-C factors of the model. In the commentary
below, we have fused teaching strategies with learning strategies. This is because good
learning· approaches are often good teaching approaches and vice versa, which makes it rather
illogical to distinguish between them. Guidelines for improving the design of scientific ERs




I Expressed Model of Factors determining students' ability to interpret ERs
Frames and guides practitioners' thinking of:
r1 Nature of students' difficulties with ER interpretation ~
I Conceptual (C) Reasoning (R) I Representation mode (M)
Nature of specific Nature of specific Nature of specific ER
alternative conceptions types of reasoning markings and features
difficulties inducing difficulties
Distil out patterns of Distil out patterns of Distil out patter
alternative conceptions to reasoning to obtain: ER markings to
obtain: obtain:
Common sources Common sources Common sources
across student group across student group across ERs
Propose Propose Propose
guidelines for: guidelines for: guidelines for:
r Ir
Remediation by Remediation by addressing Remediation by
addressing alternative specific reasoning patterns improving ER
conceptions exposed exposed from common source design
from common source
J PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE L-, I
I CURRICULUM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT I
Figure 7.1 Use of the model for improving learning and teaching with ERs in science
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During the process of fonnulating strategies to improve learning and teaching with ERs. and
ER design, it is important to acknowledge the importance of pedagogical content knowledge
.. .
(PCK) (Fig. 7.1).PCK is that pedagogical knowledge which includes knowledge of how to
teach different topics, concepts and phenomena. It includes taking cognisance of the nature of
relevant difficulties and their possible sources (e.g. de long, 1997; Shulman, 1986) when
designing teaching and learning activities and course curricula. In addition,PCK not only
includes the knowledge of students' misconceptions but also includes the knowledge that
teachers themselves may also possess such as alternative conceptions not consistent with
scientific worldviews (e.g. de long, 1997). Therefore, each alternative conception or
reasoning difficulty that· a student possesses .. might require a different teaching approach
depending on the nature of the difficulty typically encountered by students. .It is thus the
opinion of science education researchers (e.g. Grayson et al., 2001) that acquiring PCK can
lead to effective teaching and learning and as a result, effective curriculum design (Fig. 7.1):
It is pivotal therefore, that teachers, ER designers and curriculum developers acknowledge the
. importance of PCK during the teaching and learning with ERs and during the remediation or
prevention of ER-related difficulties (Fig. 7.1). In the sections below, ideas of strategies for
improving teaching and learning with ERs and ER design, that have emanated from the
fmdings presented in this· thesis, and those that the author has deduced based on his own
deductive reasoning, are marked with * in the second column of Tables 7.1- 7.5. In addition,
in cases where applicable guidelines have emerged from studies reported in the literature, the
respective authors have been cited in the same column in the Tables below. The latter. .
guidelines from the literature arose out of thinking about the. results conveyed in this thesis
but weren't substantiated in the thesis by research. and could therefore, be the target of future
research.
Guidelines drawn from the Conceptual (e) Factor. Various strategies can be used to develop
students' conceptual knowledge of relevance to an ER as well as to remediate or prevent
alternative conceptions or conceptual difficulties that affect their ability to interpret and learn
from a particular scientific ER, or set ofERs. Effective guidelines may include those listed in
Table 7.1 below. Strategies drawn from the conceptual factor (C) include making the
conceptual knowledge contained within the ER explicit (point 1, Table 7.1). In this regard, in
the present study we made it explicit to students what specific .part of the immune reaction
was being covered when teaching about IgG structure and interaction with antigen, including
Table 7.1
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Guidelines for improving teaching and learning with ERs based on the Conceptual (C)
Factor of the model
b) Placing the conceptual knowledge being taught in an overall *







.a) Teachers should make explicit to students what specific









c) •Explaining and, clarifying' to'students what, particular *
conceptual knowledge the ER is, and is not representing. Lowe (2003, 1989);
Teachers should endeavour to expend great effort when Stylianidou et al.
explaining the conceptual understanding implied by an ER. '(2002)
, d) Instructors should make the specific learning outcomes of the *
ER cleat to students. ' Henderson(1999) ,
e) Instructors should endeavour to use analogies when Rigney and Lutz
reoresentina the conceptual knowledQe reoresentedbv an ER. (1976) ,
a) Instructors should actively question students about the ER, * (section 5.4.2)
and the conventions and symbolism that the ER utilises to Henderson (19\;)9);
denote conceptual,knowledge. ' Kosslyn (1985)
b) Teachers should ensure ,that students' acquire and/or *
possess the knowledge of the conventions implied by scientific ',Lowe (1991)
E~. '
c) Explicitly "teaching the ER" to students will promote learners, *
to gain an adequate and representative conCeptual structure ',Hehderson (1999);
when required to construct new conceptions. By explicitly Constable et at,.
teaching pictorial conventions to students, whenever learners (1988); Lowe, (1987)






a.) Students' production of concept maps and flowcharts help'
learners' structure, organise and compare concepts graphically.
b) By generating their own ERs, students' are stimulated to
become more metacognitive thinkers, which allciws fora deeper
thinking about conceptual understanding that is abstract, the ,
construction of more meaningful knOWledge structures and the
remediation of conceotual difficulties.
c) Learners should be stimulated to generate their own ERs of a
concept. before instructors commence with using textbook· or
computer ERs prescribed to the concept. After observing
students' externalisations, the instructor is in a position to
understand ,potential alternative conceptions that a stlJdent may
bring to an ER or to a course..












d) Instructors should demonstrate to students how they
themselves "draw' their own mental models" so students can
, opserve the process. While doing so, teachers should provide
detailed explanations of what concepts they are expressing and
should ensure that thev draw clearly.
Instructors should adopt the tenets of dual-coding when
teaching with ERs., In this way. students' have more than one
system (graphical and verbal) for integrating knowledge, which






what was pivotal for preventing alternative conceptions. We considered it is also necessary to
place the role of IgG structure and function in the context of the overall imtnune system with,
for example, the use of an overview flow diagram. In addition, the findings of this thesis
suggest that students should be made aware of the learning outcomes of the ERsthat are to be .
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used in course notes and other educational materials. Following on from this, the results of
this thesis suggest, that it is importance to ensure that students have a suitable knowledge of
the conventions contained within the ERs (point 2, Table 7.1), by explicitly "teaching" the ER
to. students, especially when engaging with highly abstract ERs. Furthermore, stimulating
learners to generate their own ERs (point 3, Table 7.1) can also improve the conceptual
knowledge represented by ERs, while adopting a dual-coding approach (point 4, Table 7.1) to
teaching (see sections 2.4 and 2.6.7) will provide learners with rich mental models of the
scientific phenomenon represented by the ER. and as a result, make their conceptual
knowledge structures more integrated.
Guidelines drawn from the Reasoning (R) factor. As previously discussed, the R factor is
representative of those cognitive processes whereby students reason with the ER (R-M)
and/or, reason with their conceptual knowledge (R-C) in order to interpret a scientific ER.
Thus, a student's reasoning ability (R) for interpreting the ERincludes both sound reasoning
and any reasoning difficulties. As shown by the findings of this thesis (see sections 6.3.3.3
and 6.3.3.4), these reasoning mechanisms acquire meaning only when they are observed in
action, either by students reasoning with the ER and/or with their own conceptual knowledge.
Therefore, guidelines for improving teaching and learning with ERs with respect to the
reasoning (R) factor are presented below in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 respectively, as emanating
either from the R-M or R-C factors of the model.
Guidelines drawn from the Reasoning-Mode (R-M) factor. Various guidelines can be
suggested for developing students' reasoning skills or preventing or remediating any
reasoning difficulties that occur from when students reason with the ER and its graphical
features. Such' reasoning difficulties may emanate from students' ability to perform cognitive
processes such as decoding; deciphering; recognition; perception; visualisation; and
organisation of patterns,' shapes and colours; visuo-spatial operations; distinguishing
relationships between ER features; organising visual information on the ER; analogical
reasoning, symbolic reasoning, as well as surface-level and deep-level reasoning; transfer;
and, translation between ERs, or set of ERs. Suggested guidelines for remediating or
preventing difficulties related to the R-M factor arepresented in Table 7.2 below.
Table 7.2
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Guidelines for improving teaching and learning withERs based on the Reasoning-








a) Be aware that little attention has been directed to actually
explicitly "training" students· to process ERs in science and




(*) and/or literature .
*







2. Teaching the '
"visual language" .
used by ERs.
b) Instructors mustencourage students to adopt a strategic and *
purposeful approac:h to ER processing. Moore et al. (1993)
c) Since not all ERs are interpreted in the same manner,*
instructors must supply students with the necessary domain- Roth (2002); Cheng
specific ER skills. For example, .reading· a complex electric et ,al. (2001);
circuit ER, or reading an ER of an algebraic function requires Henderson (1999);
very different skills than reading an ER that depicts· tertiary Kindfield
protein structure or one that portrays a genomiC map. (1993/1994); .
Gillespie (1993);· Hill
(1988) .
d) Students should perform tasks thatrequire visual-spatial Sanders (2002);
cognition. This is one way to gain ER~processirig skills because· Winn et al. (1991);
praeticewith these tasks aids mental model construction; Lord (1990, 1987a)
a) Like oral communication; the visual language contained in * (section 3.3.1)
ERs should be explicitly taught to learners so that they gain the· Pint6 and Ametller
necessary ER-processing skills, (2002); Pena and.







b) It is imperative that students get to proCess and learn ER
conventions if they are to read ERs effectively. In this regard,
students should expose themselves· toa range of different
pictorial conventions whenever possible.
c) Instructors should cue students to think more cleeply aboutthe
markings contained in ERs when processing them in order to
promote further deep-level reasoning in students.·
a) For abstract sciences, pictorial skills such as, using an ER as
a "tool to think with", using an ER as a means tci lessen the load
placed on working memory and, using an ER to make important
visual features salient during problem solving all contribute to
favourable ER processing.










b) Learners should be encouraged to study ERs before Moore et al. (1993)
commencing reading of associated text, and again, when a
section of readina has been completed.
c) Teachers should encourage students to expose themselves to Lowe(1991)
ERs with which they are familiar before having to· deal with the
processing constraints imposed by nove,l or more demanding.
ERs.
d) Even though it is important that viewers be acquainted with Scaifeand Rogers
different forms of ER, experience with reasoning with static ERs (1995)
should .be the precursor to processing more dynamic and
animated tYpes.
a) Expose students to multiple ERs that all represent the same *
phenomenon. As a result, students should be stimulated to Seufert(2003);
practice processing different ER conventions that depictidentjcal Treagust et al.
ideas thereby improving their translation skills between one ER (2002); Pavlinic et










a) Instructors and colleagues should process ERs themselves
before exposing them to students, $0 that they can informally




* (section 5.4.2;b) Teachers should constantly· query the m~nrierin wh!ch
students utilise ERsin order to gauge possible processmg 5A3)
difficulties. Stylianidou et al.
(2002)·
c) Teachers should imagine themselves as students in order to Holliday (1975a)
predict the mental operations a student might employ to process
an ER. .
6. Employing a) Students'generation of their own diagrams is considered a Cheng et al. (2001);·
Learner-generated powerful method for improving ER-processing that enhances Gillespie(1993);







b) Planning, constructing and refining their own ERs is one way * (section 4.3.2)
for students to improve the processing of abstract ERs. Glynn (1997); Lowe
(1991); Rigney and
Lutz (1976) .
In consideration of.Table 7.2 above, development of strategies for improving teaching and ..
learning with ERs that have heen drawn from the R~M factor of the model consist of six
important general guidelines. Firstly, it is important that students posses the necessary skills
to interpret scientific ERs (point 1, Table 7.2). In this regard, the results ofthe present project
suggest that reading abstract ERs is a specialised skill and therefore, students should employ a
strategic approach to ER-processing. Secondly, as a way to obtain these skills, teachers must
ensure that they "teach" students the necessary visual language used by particular ERs (point
. . .
2, Table 7.2) and that students take ownership of their own role in this process. The results
reported in this thesis have shown that processing of visual language used in biochemical ERs
has a direct bearing on the interpretations (mental models) that students construct. One way
of empowering students with these skills is to expose them to a variety of ERs that depict the
multiple symbolic markings used by biochemicalERs. Thirdly, students should adopt a goal-
orientated approach to ER-processing that ensures their ability to process ER markings in a
meaningful manner (point 3, Table 7.2). Fourthly, related to students' exposure to a range of
conventions for depicting scientific phenomena, it is vital that learners also· consult a wide .
variety of ERs thatdepict the same phenomenon (point 4, Table 7.2). Fifthly, as a way to
prevent ER processing difficulties, instructors should process ERs themselves before lectures
or classes so that they can informally predict whether a certain ER (or set of ERs) may pose.
potential problems for students (point 5, Table 7.2). As suggested in this thesis, this process
may include instructors acknowledging the role of PCK when teaching with ERs. Lastly, in
relation to guidelines developedfrom the C factor (Table 7.1), by engaging in the activity of
generating their own ERs (point 6, Table 7.2), students·' also develop their ER-processing
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skills. By analysing the SGDs produced as part of the findings inthe currentproject, it seems
as though student diagramming is useful for improving ER processing of abstract ERs.
Guidelines drawnfram the Reasoning-Conceptual (R-C) factor. According to the model, the
R-C factor represents students' ability to reason with their conceptual knowledge of relevance
to the ER. These reasoning mechanisms include memory-recall such as accessing, selection
and processing of existing information. of relevance to the ER; and, the assimilation,
accommodation and integration of new knowledge learnt from the ER. In addition, reasoning
processes represented by R-C also include analogical reasoning; transfer; superimposing of
one concept upon another; and inductive and deductive reasoning. Like R-M, both sound and
unsound reasoning is represented by the R-C factor. Difficulties that arise out of students'
erroneous reasoning with their conceptual knowledge of relevance to the ER could be
remediated by the approaches listed in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3 Guidelines for improving teaching and learning with ERs based on the Reasoning-
Conceptual (R-C) Factor of the model
General Guideline Specific Guidelines Ideas obtained
Category from present study
(*) and/or literature
1. Cuing links and a) Students should be cueq to make links to appropriate *




b) Students should be encouraged to transfer their conceptual *
knowledge to different contexts, thus making their knowledge Brna eta/. (2001);
more flexible and developing their transfer skills. Gravson (1995)
c) When having to interpret novel ERs,learners should be *
encouraged to· engage their previous positive experiences such
as the confidence that might have been gained from interpreting
challenging ERs.
2. Ascertaining a) It is necessary that educators and students alike, consciously Lowe(1999);Ben-
the limitations of analyse, scrutinise,. critically examine and discuss each scientific Zvi and Genut
only a single ER. ER. (1998); Cox (1996);
Barlex and Carn§
. (1985)
b) Students and instructors alike should constantly employ * (section 6.3.3.5;
cognitive strategies that help to highlight differences in the 6.3.3.6)
understanding implied amongst ERs· in order to ascertain the Treagusteta/.
limitations of only a single ER. (2002);·Sumfleth
and TelgenbClscher
(2001); HHH199Q)
c) Ascertaining the limitations of an ER should be especially * (sections 6.3.3.5;
followed in abstract sciences to avoid students thinking that the 6.3.3.6) .
ER is the "reality", rather than only a representationofthe reality. Roth (2002); Nottis
and McFarland .
(2001); Hill (1988)
3. Fostering a a) Since a single ER lacks the power to show all aspects of an Piez and Voxman
multiple abstract scientific concept; students should aim to interpret (1997); Dickey
representations . multiple ERs. simultaneously and link their interpretations to (1993)
approach. already existing knowledge to obtain different perspectives of a
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concept
b) Interpreting a range of ERs builds powerful and integrated *
internal representations of a scientific phenomenon that can be Seufert (2003);
utilised when a student engages with further novel ERs that Lowe(1993a); Levie
depict the same idea. In turn, "overloading" of the learner's and Lentz (1982)
intemal representations (mental models) is avoided.
c) By "switching" from one representational system to anoth.er .$umfleth and
when. interpreting multiple ERs, students. equip themselves with TelgenbOscher,
a variety ofcognitive strategies for solving ER-related problems. . (2001); Bodnerand
Domin (2000); Cox
and Brna (1995); .
Lohse et al. (1991);
Lord (1990, .1987a)
d) When teaching with multiple ERs, research suggests that Alesandrini (1984)
educators first use analogical ERs to link new concepts to
existing knowledge. Following .this,educators are encouraged to
use abstract ERs to communicate the nature of the concept(s) to
learners. Finally, where appropriate, realistic ERs should be
used to help learners make newly constructed knowledge clearly
distinouishable.
4. Developing a) Through the gradual employment of a.multiple representations * (section 5.4.3)
metacognitive and approach to learning from e;Rs (3. above),$tudents benefit by . Dufresne et al.
other mental being able to reflect upon their interpretations, which leadsto a (1997)
processing skills. . more powerful and meaningful integration' of their conceptual
knowledge.
b) Learners should be taught skills that help model expert Lowe (2003, 1989);
thinking. Acquiring these cognitive-operational skills improves . Grayson (1995)
ER-related problem solving and induces students to think deeper
about the meahing implied bv ERs.
5. Generating ERs . a) Students'integration of, and reasoning with, their knowledge' * (section 5.4.2)
to integrate new can be improved by drawing their own diagrams of the same' Kindfield
knowledge. phenomenon depicted by the ER . (1993/1994); Lowe
(19~m' .
b) The drawing process enhances mental imagery and assists.in Levie and Lentz
making scientific concepts concrete as well as to integrate new· (1982); Lowe
ideas. .. (1988b, 1987)..
c) Students' construction of an ER is a form ofsense~making that Brna et al. (2001);
helps students transfer their conceptual understanding to a Bodner and Domin
particular task. (2000); Glynn (1997)
In terms of proposed guidelines for improving teaching and learning with ERs corresponding
to the R-C factor ofthe model; Table 7.3 above presents five general categories ofguidelines:
Firstly, it is important that when interpreting ERs, students are encouraged to make links to
their already existing knowledge, and should be stimulated to make. their knowledge more·
flexible by engaging in the trailsfer of their knowledge to new contexts (point 1, Table 7.3).
In this regard, the studies reported in this thesis suggest that this process of transfer should be
developed in students especially in situations where. they are required to.' integrate the
conceptual understanding gained from reading abstract ERs. Cuing appropriate transfer of
knowledge will also help minimise inappropriate transfer such as in the case of the DNA-
related difficulty identified in this thesis (see section 4.3.3). ID. a more general example,
. .
biochemistry students should be stimulated to transfer their knowledge. ofthermodYriamics to
the context of chemistry and vice-versa to integrate their understanding. Empowering
students in this manner will provide them with the confidence to read challenging ERs' as well
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as integrate those abstract concepts depicted by these ERs. Secondly, it is pivotal, especially
in the abstract sciences, that studentsand teachers alike, constantly examine the limitations of
any single ER (point 2, Table 7.3) that represents a scientific idea in order to internalise the
fact that ERs are just iimited models of a particular aspect ofa phenomenon. Findings in this .
study have shown that, since biochemistry students often interpret abstract ERs literally· as
complete depictions of reality, educators should get learners to "practice" internalising the
idea that these ERs are just representations of a concept that are suitable in some cases but not·
... .
in others. Thirdly, even though the importance of the use of multiple ERs for learning and
teaching were discussed with regard to the R-M factor (Table 7.2), a multiple representations
approach to teaching and learning with ERs (point 3, Table 7.3). is of paramount importance
for constructing powerful and meaningful knowledge . structures and for integrating· new
knowledge with already existing knowledge. In terms of the current stUdy, those students
who were best equipped to deal with novel ERs seemed to have. an .integrated knowledge.
structure far superior to other students, which implies that it is essential that learners engage
in a multiple representations approach towards ER interpretation. Fourthly, through reflective
and metacognitive approaches (point 4, Table 7.3), students should endeavour to "think about
their own thinking" which will empower them to think more deeply about the meanings
implied by ERs. This study has shown how this process (used particularly dtU'ing interviews)
induces students to "take a step back" and view the ER in a critical light, a skill that should be
learnt and practiced. Lastly, in relation to guidelines emanating from both the C andR-M
factors, students' generation of their own ERs with respect to the R-C factor (point 5, Table
7.3) is a powerful tool for mental imagery and the integration of knowledge. This has been
. . .
shown to be true in the current stUdy through the use of SGDs during interviews, where it is
suggested that diagramming helps place students' interpretations in a different perspective,
which may help them integrate their knowledge structures in unique and powerful ways.
Discussion of the guidelines outlined in Tables 7.1 - 7.3 above was concerned with strategies
for improving teaching and learning with scientific ERs (research question 7). These
guidelines have emerged from considering· the role of the C, R,;,M and R-C factors of the .
model. Potential guidelines for improving the design of scientific ERs (research question 8)
are now considered in terms of the M and C-M factors of the expressed model. These
guidelines are outlined in Tables 7.4 and 7.5 below.
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Guidelines drawn from the Representation mode (M) factor. This thesis has demonstrated
that not. only do internal (cognitive) characteristics of the ER viewer play a role in students
interpretation of ERs but also the external characteristics, or mode ofrepresentation (M) of
the ER. As defined previously, factor M represents the nature of the ER and how well (or
poorly) its features represent the concepts, structures or processes it is designed to represent.
These include the effective and ineffective use of graphical and diagrammatic features; the
clarity of and relationship between representations; and, the spatial arrangement of elements,
conventions, visual icons, visual cues, artistic devices, colour, complexity, topography, level
of abstraction, symbols, labels and captions. Sources of difficulty associated with the M
factor may include ER design features such as the artistic embellishments, the particular
visual markings, devices and symbols used to represent the elements of the real phenomenon
and, the confusing similarity of certain ERs across different contexts. Guidelines for the
prevention or remediation of difficulties with respect to the M factor may be provided through
the avenues outlined in Table 7.4 below:
Table 7.4 Guidelines for improving the design of ERs based on the Mode (M) Factor of the
model
General Guideline Specific Guidelines Ideas obtained
Category from presenlstudy
(*) and/or literature
1. Acknowledging a) It is of pivotal importance for instructors and learners to * (section 6.3.3.5)
that not every ER acknowledge that the nature and composition of many ERs do Lohse et al. (1991);





b) Instructors and ER designers must realise that an ER that *
seems clear to them may not be clear to a learner and that its Henderson (1999)
features miaht need to be adiusted to assist the learner.
c) Since ER research indicates that students often struggle with * (sections 6.3.3.5;
ERs that are highly abstract in nature, specific attention needs 6.3.3.6)
to be directed to their construction and design. The design Stylianidou et al.
characteristics of an ER play a vital role in determining how the (2002); Winn and
ER is processed. Solomon(1993)
d) Since scientific ERs are of such high instructional *
importance, ER designers must make every effort to increase Brna et al. (2001);
the consideration that is given to them as education tools. Bernard (1990);
Macdonald~Ross
(1989)
2. Using ER a) ER designers· should use conventions that are well * (section 6.3.3.3)
conventions and established in a particular scientific discipline because novices Winn and Solomon
graphical.featu res show difficulties when the graphical and spatial arrangements (1993)
that are well within an ER are unfamiliar to them. .
defined.
b) Ideally, if possible; the graphical markings and conventions Holliday (1990)
making up the ER should be conveyed in true proportion to the
real world.
c) ER designers should take care when merging symbolic and Stylianidou et al.
real features on the same ER to prevent erroneous (2002)
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interpretations, as is often the case. when depicting abstract
scientific phenomena. . For example, consider a "force" ER,
which shows both a real objeCt (e.g. a wheelbarrow) as well as
symbolic markings (e.g. arrows) to depict forces acting on the
obiect.
d) If· guideline (a.) is not possible, conventions should· be * (section 3.3.1)




e) In biochemistry, a solution to the inclusion of idiosyncratic *
markings in ERs could be the formulation of specific ER·
nomenclature that could act as a framework for the
standardisation of conventions across all ERs.
f) Designers and authors must acknOWledge that universal ER * (section 3.3.1)
conventions have developed together with the particular
scientific concept that they represent; often over many decades.
Albeit so, it is common to find many scientific ERs where
desianers seem to have neolected this fact.
g) Some biochemistry textbook authors· present the various Roitt (1997); Garrett
conver:ttions, colour codes and symbols used in the textbook,in and Grisham (1995)
a specially presented user guide to inform readers on the use of
ER markings throughout the textbook. Other authors should
endeavour to follow this example.·
3. Considering the a) Use of colour in an ER is valuable when a particular visual Holliday (1990);
use of colour in ER feature needs to be highlighted or. discriminated between or Dwyer (1970)
design. when a feature reauires a learner's attention.
b) When coiour is plentiful, effectiveness of the ER is often Winn (1991);
lessened because the impact and contrast between colours is Szlichcinski (1979)
lessened and viewers are induced to process irrelevant ER
features.
c) The use of the same colour to represent two distinctly * (section 6,3.3.3)
different features should be avoided whenever possible.
d) Where possible, the use of colour should be as realistic as de Lange (1999)
possible, in that it should correspond to the colour of the real
world entity that is represented. It is acknowledged that this is
extremely difficult to follow .when representing scientific
phenomena that are highly abstract in nature (e.g. "atom" or
"bindina-site").
4. Considering the a) An· increase in detail does not automatically mean that de Lange (1999);
level of detail in an learning increases and often, for aesthetic reasons alone, more Winn(1988);
ER. detail is provided than necessary. Hollidav (1975b)
b) ER designers should match the level· of detail presented· in Winn (1988)
an ER to the nature of the task that is required of a learner. For
example, detail should be increased when learning requires the
memorisation of specific concepts, but decreased when the
learner is required to learn a certain process represented by an
ER.
c) As a way to deal with the level of detail in ER design, Do and Gross
research suggests that ERs should be designed to present (2001)
varvino levels of abstraction as well as detail.
d) ERs are most effective when the amount of visual Reid (1990a, b)
information present in the ER does not "overload" a learner's
ability to interpret it and therefore, an ER should be presented
asto first attract and then direct a learner.
e) With respect to guidelines (a.. -d.) above; depicting structure * (section 4.3.1)
and function in the same ER can cause confusion. Crossley et al.
(1996)
5. Encouraging a) The usual lack of any systematic ihterplaybetWeen ER. Mayer(2003); Lowe·
consultation designer and textbook author· suggests' that more attention (1997); Bernard
between ER should be given to suitable design principles for ERs in science. (1990); Kosslyn
designers and A union between graphic designer and textbook author is (1989); Hurt (1987);
textbook authors. therefore desirable so that ER design becomes a significant Duchasteland
and formal educational function. Wailer (1979);
Duchastel (1978)
b) The Dresentation of the displav should share .a hioh Lowe71999); Hardin
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correlation with the content of the display and the ER should (1993)
convey information'so efficiently ,that students and instructors"
never have to explicitlv auestion its desiol1. " ",
6. Designing ERs ;:I) A well~de~igned ER is one that is easily encoded by the Kosslyn (1989);
with cognitive human visual information"processing system and one that Szlichcinski (1979)
constraints in provides information in the clearest way possible.,
' ,
mind.
b) Awell-designed ER should allow the viewer to successfully Cherig et al. (2001);
aroup or discriminate between external markinos. Hollidav (1990)
c)ERs should be designed in such a way as to allow students Lowe (1996); Egan
to "chunk" visual markings appropriately. ER markings should and Schwartz (1979)
be arranged in a way that novices are able to. pay most
attention to ' those features that cbrrespond to the target
phenomenon.
d) ER designs should complement a learner's level of mental GabeLand
development and the "level of abstraction" used in an ER Sherwood (1980);
should match a learner's mental abilitv. , Arnheim (1970) ,
With respect, to the guidelines for improving the design of ERs, that haveemerged.,'in,'
consideration of the M factor of the model, Table 7.4 has outlined six general guidelines.
Firstly, it is important that both instructors and students realise thatERs do notalways satisfy
theirlearning objectives (point 1, Table 7.4). Inthis regard, as supported by the findings ,of
the current project, it is necessary for eduqators(and learners) to scrutinise the nature of
design ofap ER. In addition, fmdings of the current thesis imply that biochemistry instrUctors
, ,
should not simply assume that biochemical ERs are without design fault and that just because
they appear simple to an instructor, that the same will hold for a learner. In this regard, a high
educational priority should be given to the role of abstract ERs in the teaching and learning of
biochemistry. Secondly, as pointed out in this work and by other authors, it is pivotal that
when constructing ERs, designers make use ofconventions that are accepted by that particular
scientific discipline (point 2, Table 7.4) and refrain from using idiosyncratic markings. In this,
regard, the current project has pointed out the pitfalls of using symbolism that is unfamiliarto
, ,
, ,
students and emphasised the importance of biochemistry developing their own 'set 'of
conventions where feasible. For example, the multiple notations avaih~hle for depicting the S-'
S bond may confuse learners. However, it is acknowledged that even though this is not
always plausible in abstract sciences such as biochemistry, where little standardisation exists
and often no formal "conventions"are available from which to draw, attempts must be made
. . . '. .'
to refrain from using idiosyncratic markings in ERs. Having stated this,some ER designers in
biochemistry nevertheless, seem to be more concerned with generating idiosyncratic symbols
then using those conventions that are considered as "standardised" such as the "ribbon;' and
"space-filling'" notations. Thirdly, even though the use of colour has been shown to be an
, '
important ER design variable, its use should be carefully considered by ER designers (point 3,
Table 7.4) because an overuse, or poor use of colour, can induce processing difficulties. For
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example, in one case described in this thesis, the same red colouring was used to depict
contact points between amino acids as well as to depict only one amino acid alone, which
caused much confusion among sQme students. Fourthly, the role of the amount of detail
contained within an ER (point 4, Table 7.4) should be considered during the design of·
scientific ERs since a minor increase or decrease in level can induce processing problems.
This was illustrated by the fact that ER A (of relative low detail) caused a high percentage
incidence of difficulty than did ER D (of relative high detail).. In addition, this thesis has
shown that problems arise when ideas of structure are presented together with ideas of
function on the same ER (e.g. ERs A, C andD all represent Ab structure as well as possible.
interaction with Ag} Related to this, in the context of biochemistry, many ERs that depictthe
mitochondrion show ideas of structure together with ideas of function (Crossleyetal., 1996).
Like all good· models, ERs should be. distinct representations. of a structure, function or
process. Fifthly, it is pivotal that there is significant consultation between design and content
. .
experts (point 5, Table 7.4) during textbook productions that contain ERs. This process
should be seen as a high priority and a formal educational task. Lastly, ifERs areto bewell-
designed learning tools, it is essential that designers acknowledge the role ofcognitive science
in the process so that implications for learning can be better assessed (point 6, Table 7.4).
Guidelines drawn from the Conceptual-Mode (C-M) factor. As defined in this thesis, the
nature of the conceptual (propositional) knowledge represented by the ER and its symbolism
is represented by the C-M factor; This factor includes the extent, complexity and soundness
of the knowledge represented by the ER, and therefore, how cognitively demanding it is. The
nature of the conceptual knowledge depicted by an ER is often a source of studentdifficulties.
Guidelines for remediatingor preventing difficulties that arise from the propositional
. .
knowledge reflected. by the ER and its markings (C-M) are presented in Table 7.5.
Table 7.5 Guidelines for improving the design ofERs based on the Conceptual-Mode (C~M)
Factor of the model
General Guideline Specific Guidelines Ideas obtained
Category from presentstudy .
(*)andfor literature
1. Scrutinising ERs a) Instructors should examine textbook and computer~based . * (sectioris 3.3.1;
to establish ERs to see· that they are representing the scientific 4.2.2.; 6.3.3.6)




b) Instructors should gauge whether the propositional * (sections 3.3.1;
knowledge represented by a particular ER is also shared by . 4.2.2.;4:3.2.6)


























other ERs that represent the same phenomenon, Le.
consistencv across ERs representing the same idea.
a) Authors and instructors must ensure that the text surrounding
an ER is an accurate scientific description of the graphical
markings represented in the ER.
b) ERs that are placed within expository text should be directly
applicable to the surrounding text and ERs that show' conflict
with the semantics in the text should be avoided. It is important
that the two mediums support each other so that
communication of the science can be enhanced.
c) ERs inserted within expository text, .should aim to explain
rather than simplv represent.
d) ltisimportantfor ERs to be placed in a pre-empted, logical
and systematicmanner within scientific prose.
e) Authors and instructors must ensure that the figure caption is
a scientifically accurate depiction of the graphical markings
contained within an ER.
a) Instructors should help learners appreciate in what cases
particular pictorial .conventions are used for which particular
scientific ideas.
b) Instructors should make clear to students the specific role
that the conventions· are playing within an ER with respect to
the portrayed science.
c) Learners should be aware of two components related to ER
conventions: conventions of style as well as conventions of
meaning. Conventions of meaning are. what result when a
scientific concept is 'transformed' as a certain graphical feature
on an ER. Conventions of style are· those graphical features
that are related to shape, texture and colour.
d) If learners are to interpret the science conveyed by an ER
appropriately, they should be aware of how visual conventions
are related to the real world.
e) Students can empower themselves with understanding the
nature of the propositional knowledge conveyed by the ER by
realising that multiple ERs and conventions are subject to
chanae. .
a) Teachers must stress that there are many possible means
for representing a single scientific concept and no absolute ER
exists for a particular scientific concept, especially one that is
abstract.
b) In order to appreciate the nature of the scientific
(prepositional) knowledge conveyed by the ER, teachers and
students should offer suggestions for alternate .methods of
representation ofan ER. .
c) In order to gain a deeper appreciation of the science
conveyed by an ER, instructors should stimulate students to
explicitly· describe the graphical elements making up an ER,
explain the relationships between the components and explain
which oraphical components are not represented in the ER.
a) An interaction between content and design experts should
aim to represent scientific content in the clearest possible way
to aid the viewer and the most applicable graphical features
should be chosen for design, which relate directly to the





































b) Interaction between designer and author should include a Stylianidou eta/.
prediction of how novices will respoi1d to an E:R in order to (2002); Lowe
measure how well the propositional knowledge is represented (1993a)
by the ER.· A way to achIeve this would be to use students to
pilot the ERs before distribution in subsequent textbooks and
other educational resources.
In addition to guidelines for ER design obtained from the M factor (Table 7.4), guidelines that
have emanated from the C-M factor above (Table 7.5) also inform the design of ERs for
remediating or preventing student difficulties. With regard to the C-M factor, five general
strategies have been put forward. Firstly, educators and learners should scrutinise ERs to
ascertain whether an ER accurately represents particular scientific knowledge (point I, Table
7.5). In this regard, an implication of the current study was that instructors should validate the
propositionalknowledge represented by an ERby checking multiple sources representingthe .
same propositional knowledge to see if it is scientifically correct. For instance, this study has
highlighted misgIvings in the propositional knowledge depicted in ERs that convey
quaternary protein structure (see section 4.3.2.6). Secondly, it is important to appreciate the
role. of surrounding text and figure captions for representing the propositionalknowledge
contained within an ER (point 2, Table 7.5). The author and supervisor of the current study
have deduced that it is important that the surrounding biochemistry text of an ER succinctly
explains, in the clearest way possible, the markings contained in the ER and the relationships
between them. Some biochemistry textbook authors do endeavour to describe any graphical
markings (e.g. by means of a key in a preface) that may be a source of confusion and do not
merely assume that readers will know what science is being represented. In .this regard,
results from the current project suggest that this practice should become a formal function in
biochemistry education. Thirdly, as was also discussed in terms of guidelines emerging from
both the M and R-M factors, the nature of the graphical features and ER conventions used to
portray scientific knowledge (point 3, Table 7.5) is an important variable affecting students'
potential interpretations. In the context of biochemistry, as stated previously and reinforced
by the results ofthe current work,· it is crucial that instructors define the role of a "convention"
to learners and ensure that learners realise that the use of conventions is necessary for
communicating abstract ideas because as yet, we cannot physically see· the submicroscopic
environment. Fourthly, students· and educators should appreciate that many different ERs are
available for representing a specific scientific concept· (point 4, Table 7.5) and that no single
ER is an exhaustive pictorial account ofa scientific idea. As demonstrated inthe current
thesis, each ER is simply a representation of certain propositional knowledge that is not a
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model of explanation applicable to all possible cases. This understanding should be stressed
both to students and textbook authors. As a way to achieve this understanding in students,
results from this study, suggest that instructors should induce students to explicitly describe
what symbolism is used in an ER, why it is used and, how it is used. Lastly, as was also
discussed with respect to factor M, in order to portray a scientifically acceptable
representation of any propositional knowledge with an ER, it is essential that scientists and
ER designers collaborate during ER design (pointS, Table 7.5).
The guidelines and strategies above (Tables 7.1 - 7.5) for preventing and remediating students
difficulties with ER interpretation have been informed by considering each factor of the
expressed model (Fig. 7.1). The presented guidelines, in addition to addressing ER-related
difficulties, also aim to develop learners' reasoning· skills. Furthermore, the proposed
strategies aim to optimise the interpretation of the propositionalknowledge conveyed. by an
ER. Moreover, due to the overlapping nature and interrelationships between. the factors of the
model (Fig. 6.2), some of the above guidelines and strategies (Tables 7.1 - 7.5) are common to
more than one factor of the model suggesting that future work could involve the development
of fewer strategies in which several sub-categories are incorporated. The proposed guidelines
and strategies may be implemented by researchers, authors and educators for improvin.g the
.use of ERs in the learning and teaching of biochemistry and,science in general. In lieu of
this, we realise that many of the guidelines proposed above are clearly far too complex for
teachers to implement immediately in practical settings. Nevertheless the identification of the
above strategies serves as a solid foundation upon which more "user-friendly" guidelines can
be devised and implemented in the future. Thus translation ofthe guidelines discussed in this
work into less complicated and "do'-able" strategies for improving the interpretation of ERs in
science remains an important focus of this author's future research endeavours.
Implementation of any of the stated guidelines would inform PCK and therefore, the design
and development of curricula (Fig 7.1) where there would be a strong emphasis on visual
literacy and the use of ERs in scientific contexts. In this regard,as early as 1981, Fry called
for curriculum designers to .acknowledge the importance of ERs in the discourse of science.
Following this, other writers have called for the formal implementation of a visual literacy
into the curriculum (e.g. Gobert and Clement, 1999; Szabo et aI., 1981). Furthermore, other
workers who have echoed this view (e.g. Bma etal., 2001; Guri-Rozenblit, 1988) have called
for the formal aSSessment of visual skills to be implemented as part of scientific curricula.
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, ,
According to Lowe (2000; 1988a, 1986), learners'capacitiesto process scientific ERs should
be developed and nurtured from a' very young age and should be formally assessed at all
levels of science education. It is the opinion of the current author, therefore, that if the
pedagogical importance of visual literacy and ER processing is taken seriously, then this will
be a vehicle for national and worldwide curriculum development and reform (Fig. 7.1).
In lieu of the importance of ERs in science education, five succinct fundamentals have been
identified, which the author believes represent the cornerstones of the abovementioned
curriculum development and design. The five research elements are the meaningful learning
element, the knowledge element, the skill element; the design element and the expert versus
novice element. Based on an extensive exploration of the literature and on the findings ofthis
thesis, the five fundamentals, which we have terrhed rese(Jrch elements, 'could also serve as.
, ,
the basis for future research on learning and teaching with ERs in science education.
. . ' . . ..
Meaningful 'learning element. Current literature motivates that curriculum designers and
future researchers should take cognisance of current theories on how people are thought to
, ,
learn from ERs(e.g. Mayer, 2003, 1997, 1993, 1989). Meaningfulleaming is an active and
.' ...". '.'
generative process (Osborne and Wittrock, 1983) characterised by the construction of
understanding (von Glasersfeld, 1989), rather than a passive absorption or recall ofrote-
learned knowledge (e.g. Ward and Wandersee, 2002). Instructional approaches where
students are seen as passive vehicles are not very effective (Grayson, 2004, 1995). However,
although ERs play a substantial role in student-teacher communication (e.g~ Bma et al.,
2001), one big probJem is that, teachers '(and learners), often view ERs as' being self-
explanatory (SumflethandTelgenbtischer,2001; Lowe, 2000). Instead, both instructorsand
,students should adopt a meaningful and active learning approach that is concerned with
, "
constructing useful mental models. As demonstrate(j by the'fmdings of this thesis; iflearnets'
mental models correlate favourably with the target phenomenon, then in effect, the learner is
actively generating sound scientific understanding (e.g. Peiia and Quilez, 2001;' Kindfield,
1993/1994; Lowe, 1993b). To promote meaningful ER-processing, teachers should follow
postulates of external and distributed cognition (Scaifeand Rogers, 1995; Zhang and Norman,
1994) where learning from ERs is considered as a representational system: as external and
internal dimensions thatexist together (e.g. Bma et aI., 2001). In this regard, any science
curriculum must allow, for the crucial role played by mental models in active learning.
Furthermore, the design' features making up ,an ER and/or textbook should match ,the
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processing required for meaningful learning where Mayer et al. (1995) have shown that even
small adjustments to scientific ERs and textbooks can have dramatic and positive effects on
learning.
Knowledge element. ER research, including that presented in this thesis, has shown that
deficiencies in conceptual knowledge attributed to the ER or, a lack of knowledge of the
visual language used to represent scientific content in an ER, can both contribute to learning
difficulties (e.g. Lowe,2003, 1989; Pinto and ~;\metller, 2002; Table 7.1). A defmite obstacle
that learners in science often face is that they lack the knowledge of the graphical markings
(conventions) used to represent scientific ideas in the ER (e.g. Lowe, 1989). As a result,
constructing useful mental models from abstract ERs can be enormously challenging,
especially when students do nothave knowledge of the graphical conventions as part of their
direct experience (e.g. Lowe, 1996; Table 7.1). Ideally, as shown in the studies reported here,
effective interpretation of scientific ERs requires an ability to draw inferences from the ER
and to link these to current knowledge to construct the appropriate understanding (e.g.
Wandersee, 1994; Reinking, 1986; Table 7.3). Additionally, Wheeler and Hill (1990), Winn
(1982) and Szlichcinski (1979) have stated that the manner in which information is obtained
from an E~ depends both on the viewer's prior knowledge as well as the viewer's knowledge
of the objective, plan or pUrpose associated to reading the ER. Thus both curriculum
designers .and future ER researchers should realise the importance of developing sound
conceptual and graphical knowledge among students that use ERs to learn with..
Skill element. In addition to the findings of this thesis, other ER-related studies in science
education (e.g. Gobert and Clement, 1999) have also shown that students' are often totally
unaware of how to read or process ERs appropriately. On top of this, since different types of
ERsconvey different types of information, learners' processing mechanisms need to be
different for different ERs (Winn, 1982). Often, learners do not posses the cognitive skills
necessary for the required ER processing (e;g. Schnotz, 1993a; Kindfield, 1993/1994; Lowe,
1991; Guri-Rozenblit, 1988; Table 7.2). As an explanation for this, Eganand Schwartz
(1979) suggest that processing the visual information within an ER requires a large degree of
perceptual skill. Additionally, reading an ER is also an acquired skill because learners have
to learn the graphical notations (e.g. conventions) explicitly if understanding is to be fruitful
at all (e.g. Petre and Green, 1993), Hence, the information drawn from an ER depends largely
on what the viewer has 'learned' to look for (e.g. Petre and Green, 1993; Winn, 1993).
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Furthermore, when reading ERs, students' often use cognitive skills that they are not used to,
which also contributes to difficulties (e.g. Winn, 1987). It has been shown (e.g. Larkin and
Simon, 1987) that individuals who possess the necessary ER processing skills gain more
value out of the interpretation than those individuals who do not. In general, reading a
scientific ER requires very different skills to those required for reading everyday pictures.
When reading scientific ERs, especially those that are abstract, it is merely assumed that the
information presented will not be taken literally (Lowe, 2000; Table 7.3). However, as
demonstrated by the results of this thesis, abstract scientific ERs use a variety of graphical
conventions to represent the real world, which makes the unskilled viewer's task even more
difficult (e.g. Lowe, 1994b, 1993; Winn et al., 1991; Wheeler and Hill, 1990; Tables 7.2, 7.3).
Thus curriculum designers should realise the importance of incorporating ER-skill
development into science curricula. As part of this process, researchers should study all
facets of this topic to promote such ER-related skills.
Expert versus novice·element. Instructors (experts) are often not aware that ERscan lead to
learning difficulties for students (novices). Experts already possess the necessary ER-
processing skills and knowledge (e.g. Henderson, 1999). For instance, experts know what to
look for and where to look for it in the ER (e.g. Winn, 1993). It is not surprising therefore,
that one of the main activities of professional scientists is the construction of their own ERs
(e.g. Bowen et al., 1999; Roth et al., 1999; Kozma and Russell, 1997). However, as portrayed
by the results of this thesis, inexperienced students are not as competent and interpret ERs
very differently to experts, in manners not anticipated (e.g. Lowe, 1993a; Constable et aI.,
1988). As a solution, Lowe (1989) stresses the pedagogical importance of visual learning in
science and suggests that textbook authors, professional scientists and science educators must
realise that some students find scientific ERs very difficult to perceive. One problem is that
experts concentrate more on processing the actual conventions used in the ERs while
inexperienced students do not (e.g. Wheeler and Hill, 1990; Lowe, 1989). For example,
experts easily relate arrow length to the magnitude of a force, orrelate schematic 'circles' to
the representation of particles of matter in such ERs, while novices have problems performing
such processing. Another problem is that, in the past, only skilled individuals· interacting in
specialised contexts have been privy to the use of abstract ERs to communicate information
(Lowe, 1993a). However, these days there is a huge availability of suchERs in science
education, and novices are expected to understand ERs even though they may not possess the
required expertise (e.g. Lowe, 1993a). Thus a student's success with ER interpretation
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depends largely on the level of expertise that the viewer brings to the ER; In this regard, it is
important that the "novice/expert issue" is brought into consideration when designing science
curricula and when carrying out ER research.
Design element. Scientific ERs that have not been designed with the goal of communicating
intended meaning contribute to learning difficulties (e.g. Pinto and Ametller, 2002; Blackwell,
2001; Duchastel, 1988; Table 7.4). As shown in the preseIit project, although. written
languages (e.g. German) and symbolic languages (e.g. Algebra) have formal rules for their
expression and notation, visual expression in ERs is not bound by any unified system of
convention (e.g. Lowe, 1987) particularly in the life sciences (e.g. Table 7.4). The lackof any
rule-based method for expressing and presenting ERs is also a source of conceptual and
reasoning difficulties (e.g. Henderson, 1999). As shown in the fmdings of the current work,
even ERs such as those of IgGstructure and function (Figs 4.1 and 5.2), that appear 'simple'
on the surface can still place high processing demands on viewers (Lowe, 1989). Likewise, as
there are varying levels of difficulty for reading text, some ERs are more difficult to read than
other ERs (Lowe, 1994b, 1991). In these instances, ERsare sometimes restricted in their
"representational power" (the potential of the ER to convey the intended meaning to the
viewer) because different students' often interpret the very same ER differently (Stenning and
Lemon, 2001). Hence, ER processing mechanisms are also largely determined by the nature
ofER design (e.g.. Ta~le 7.5). Evidently, difficulties are enhanced when there are deficiencies
in ER design (e.g:Blackwell, 2001). Associated with the design element, is the sometimes-
poor ability of learners to interact with multiple ERs of a scientific phenomenon (e.g. Seufert,
2003). Here, students often concentrate only on a single ER design that is· familiar or
concrete, rather than consulting a range of ERs that express the same idea (e.g. Table 7.5).
Overall, ER designers should strive for favourable correlation between viewers' constructed
mental models and their own intended message (Lowe, 1993a). However, even ERs
considered of 'good' design may sometimes cause difficulties, resulting in the viewer's
understanding being different to that intended by author/designer. Thus it is essential that
curriculum materials should consist of well designed ERs and science education research
should actively focus on optimising ER design and therefore, teaching and learning with ERs.
In summary, the following specific research outcomes were achieved when addressing
research questions 1-8 (Chapter 1):
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1. Three categories and seventeen sub-categories of students' difficulties with the
interpretation of three ERs of antibody-antigen interaction have been identified.
2. Potential sources of the above students'difficulties were uncovered and informed the
proposal of three factors affecting students'. ability to interpret ERs namely, students'
ability to reason with the ER and with their own conceptual knowledge (R), students'
understanding (or lack thereof) of the concepts of relevance to the ER (C) and, the
mode in which the desired phenomenon was represented in the ER(M).
3. A three-phase single interview technique (3P-SIT) was designed and tested to further
investigate, and generate empirical data on, the above three factors.
4. The 3P-SIT instrument proved to be a novel and reliable instrument for generating
empirical data on the three factors and its use led to the identification of four further
factors affecting students' ability to interpret ERs, namely the reasoning-conceptual
, .
factor (R-C), the reasoning-mode factor (R-M), the conceptual-mode factor (C-M)
and the conceptual-reasoning.,.mode factor (C-R-M).
5. Through the modelling process of Justi and Gilbert (2002) and the use of 3P-SIT to
generate empirical data, a novel model of seven factors that determine students' ability
to interpret ERs in biochemistry has been expressed and operational definitions for
each factor have been validated.
6. The model can be applied to qualitatively determine the nature and extent of the
influence ofa factor during students' interpretation ofERs.
7. The model makes a major contribution to how data on student difficulties with ERs
could be analysed and in doing so, the model informs and guides this analytical
process.
8. Once a worker has obtained data applicable to the C, R-C and/or R·M factors
constituting the model, the model· can be used to frame guidelines· for improving
teaching and learning with an ER in science, inc1udingPCK and remediation.
9. Once a worker has obtained data applicabletothe MandC-M factors constituting the
model~ the model can be used to frame guidelines for improving the design of
scientific ERs.
10. Findings from this thesis· coupled to other relevant literature have provided a platform,
in the form of five research elements, from which to base curriculum design and future
research on the use of ERs in science education.
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11. The findings described in (1.) confirm the results of other studies (Chapter 2), which
show that misinterpretation of ERs in science can lead to conceptual and reasoning
difficulties.
12. The fmdings in (1.) constitute an important and novel contribution to the little known
research area of learning and teaching in biochemistry, since no other study has
identified and classified students' difficulties with the interpretation of ERs that show
antibody-antigen interaction.
13. This is the first study to consider the sources of students' difficulties (see 2.) with the
interpretation ofERs that show antibody-antigen interaction.
14. The 3P-SIT instrument (see 3.) shows great potential for use in other scientific
contexts by other workers to obtain data that reflects the seven factors affecting
students' ability to interpret scientific ERs.
15. The model expressed by this research (see 5.) can be applied to any scientific context
.for framing and guiding researchers', educators' and authors' thinking about the nature
of students' difficulties with ER interpretation and their prevention and remediation.
16. The model is unique in that it provides a generalisable means for workers to consider
their findings and the implications thereof in the context of science education research.
The model may serve as a guiding framework with which to base future research on
students' interpretation ofERs in science.
In conclusion, the author believes that future ER research in science education will be greatly
shaped by the disciplines of cognitive science and cognitive psychology. From a cognitive
perspective, the current standing today is that not a lot is known about the higher-order
cognition of ERs (pefia and Quilez, 200 I; Scaife and Rogers, 1996; Lowe, 1993a; Schnotz,
1993a), even though some promising inroads are currently being made in the context of
dynamic and animated ERs (e.g. Chandler, 2004; Hegarty, 2004; Lowe,2003). Additionally,
there is only a limited appreciation of the cognitive· mechanisms responsible for the
processing of ERs within text (e.g. Glenberg and Langston, 1992). Furthermore, the way ERs
are processed is poorly understood because a huge diversity of ER forms is available to
learners, each with their own instructional goals (Blackwell, 2001). Recently, Blackwell
(200 I) has advised that theoretical studies, which explore the deficiencies in ER design as
well as teachers and students use of ERs, are long overdue. The ultimate aim·would.be to
propose an integrated theory on which practical interventions for. the use of ERs in science
education could be based (Mayer and Anderson, 1992). On this score, recent commentary
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suggests that much more work is needed to understand how students .learn from, translate
between, and use ERs during learning (e.g. Ploetzner and Lowe, 2004; Reimann, 2003; Bma
. . '. ". .
et al., 2001). If we are to arrive at anything of use, then it is essential that workers always
consider the cognitive constraints associated to learning with ERs (e.g. Chandler, 2004;
Hegarty, 2004; Seufert, 2003). The findings represented in this thesis have contributed to
solving some of the above deficiencies in knowledge.
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